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This study contains an investigation of the syntactic properties of verbs,
based primarily on research on the syntax of Vata, and to a lesser extent
of Bete Gbadi, two hitherto virtually undescribed or unanalyzed languagesi
of the Kru family. spoken  in the Ivory Coast. This study is guided by the '
questions raised by the research program as defined by Transformational
Generative Grammar (Chomsky (1965), Chomsky (1980)). More spe-
cifically, we  will  adopt  the framework of the Government Binding Theory
(henceforth GB theory). as developed in Chomsky (1981) Lectures on
Government and Binding (LGB), (Chomsky, 1982) and the references
cited therein.
The application of the GB framework to Vata and Gbadi raises several
types of problems. First. descriptive problems: what kind of (novel)
concepts (if any) are needed in order to talk about the phenomena we
will study? Once descriptive problems are solved, the problem ofdescriptive
adequacy arises. How should the phenomena be analyzed? What is the
correct analysis for these phenomena? Finally, after motivating particular
analyses, the central problem of linguistic theory, that of explanatory
adequacy, arises: what aspects of the descriptively adequate analyses are
language specific, and what aspects can be ascribed to Universal Gram-
mar? How much of the rule system must actually be learned by a child
acquiring Vata or Gbadi as a first language?
Closely related to this latter problem is the question of how the pro-
posed analyses extend to account for similar phenomena in other languages
- and vice versa, how certain proposals in the literature fare when applied
to the phenomena studied in Vata and Gbadi - and how observed differ-
ences can be reduced to minimal differences. Indeed, because of the
conception of Universal Grammar as a system from which a specific core
grammar can be derived by fixing the parameters of the system, questions
of comparative syntax have become an important focus of theoretical
interest in the last few years. We will show here that the powerful analytical
tools provided by the GB theory meet with significant succes if applied
to the syntax of languages it has not been developed for. e.g. Vata and
Gbadi. and also that it contributes to the discovery of deep similarities
between superficially very different unrelated languages and permits to
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uncover systematic patterns of variation, which, we will attempt to show,
are a reflection of different values assigned to some parameter of the
system.
This study is devoted to the syntactic properties of verbs, more speci-
fically to their relational properties - i.e. the relation lexical represent-
ations of verbs have to the form of syntactic representations - and to
their distributional properties, which we will discover through the study
of movement rules affecting verbs. In order to be able to discuss these,
however, the basic syntactic properties of Vata and Gbadi must first be
established. Two types ofverb movement rules will be shown to be operative
in Vata and Gbadi. It will be established that these verb movement rules
have parallel properties to NP-movement and wh-movement, and re-
present movement to the equivalent of a verbal A-position and a verbal
A-position respectively. Their characteristic properties  can be explained
by extending to verbs those theories and principles of the Government
Binding theory - which have basically been developed in order to account
for the distributional properties and the mterpretation of NPs - which deal
with relations in the A-system, or with relations between the A and A-
systems. We will thus conclude that, as tar as the V-movement rules
discussed are concerned, UG need not contain any specific subtheories
or principles referring exclusively to verbs.
Before presenting the outline of this study, let us first establish what
the main theoretical assumptions underlying this investigation are. The
Government Binding framework of Chomsky (1981,  1982) has developed
directly out of earlier work in the Extended Standard Theory (henceforth
EST). The basic structure of the model which comprises several levels of
representation is presented  in  (1 a). The properties ot these levels  and  the
relations between them follow  from the interaction  of a number of quite
simple subsystems and principles which include those in (lb).
(1)   a. Lexicon D-structure
move-a
S-structure/ \
Phonetic Form logical Form
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One of the important features of this theory is its modular character. The
superficial complexity of grammars results from the interaction of the
independent subsystems of principles in (lb), but the model itself and
the structure of the subsystems are quite simple.
D-structure, determined by X-bar theory and (0-marking) properties
of lexical items, maps onto S-structure via the transformational rule
Move-a.
S-structure representations map onto representations in Phonetic
Form by different rules. including filters. stylistic movement rules, and
phonological rules, and onto LF representations, via Quantifier Raising
(QR, May (1977)) the rule yielding the interpretation of quantifiers;
wh-Raising (Aoun. Hornstein and Sportiche (1981), Huang (1982)), the
rule interpreting wh-phrases in situ (i.e. wh-phrases that have not been
affected  by the syntactic rule o f wh-movement). and perhaps other devices
as well. We will refer to the mapping of S-structures onto PF as the "left
side" of the grammar  and the mapping of S-structures onto LF as the
"right side" of the grammar.
X-bar theory
We assume that syntactic phrase markers conform to some version of the
X-bar theory, first proposed in Chomsky  (1970).  The  head  of a phrase
projects to a maximal projection XP. where X ranges over the feature
bundles [+N, +V], and [+N, -V] defines a noun, [-N, +V] a verb, [-N, -V]
a post- or preposition, and [+N, +V] an adjective. We will assume further
that in the unmarked case all lexical categories have the same complement
structure, and that, in a given language, complements always occur in the
same  position with respect  to  the head, yielding head initial languages, i.e.
languages in which complements follow their lexical heads, and head final
languages, i.e. languages in which complements precede their heads. This
specification for the initial or final position of the head isgenerally referred
to asthe head initial head final parameter of X-bar theory. X-bar theory as
stated above clearly does  not in itself account for all the facts about word
order that have to be accounted for. We willassume, however, that theinter-
action with other subsystems such as Case theory and 0-theory makes it
possible to maintain an optimally simple X-bar schema (cf. Chomsky (1981),
and Stowell (1981) for discussion). Moreover, we will propose in chapter 4
that  parameters o f 0-theory and Case theory subsume the head initial/head
final parameter as an independent parameter of UG.
Government theory
Government is the basic structural notion that underlies many of the sub-
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systems enumerated in (lb). We will assume here the following definition
of government, drawn  from Aoun and Sportiche (1983):
(2) Government
a governs B iff they share all the same maximal projections. a is a
governor iff or is an X in the X-bar system (i.e. lexical category,
[+ Tensel, and  [+ AGR]).
Accord ing  to   (2), a lexical category governs all elements contained  in  its
maximal projection (NP, VP, AP, PP), and INFL, the element referred to
as AUX in earlier literature, governs the subject of a clause if it is specified
as [+ Tense] or [+ AGR] (agreement, the abstract node underlying subject-
verb agreement). From (2), it follows that a governor governs other
maximal projections, but not projections contained in this maximal
projection, however. We will assume with Belletti and Rizzi (1981) that
the head of a maximal projection XP can be considered to be governed
from the outside. if XP is governed.
Government theory also underlies the Empty Category Principle
(ECP), which requires that traces be properly governed.
Chomsky (1981) proposes to account for subject-object asymmetries
with respect to wh-movement, - exhibited in English, for example, by the
so-called that-t phenomena in (3) - by means of the Empty Category
Principle (ECP). a principle which governs the distribution of empty
categories at  LF:
(3)        a.   *Whoi do you think  [S'  [COMp ti that]  [S  [NP e]i came]]
b.     Whoi do you think  [S'  [COMP ti that]  [S Mary saw  [NP e]i]
The subject object asymmetry is viewed as the consequence of a difference
concerning government: whereas the object  o f the verb is governed by the
verb itself, hence governed by a lexical category - which counts as proper
government - the subject is not.
In the case of subject extraction in matrix clauses. i.e. who came, it is
generally assumed that the subject trace is properly governed by the
wh-phrase in the adjacent COMP, by virtue of being coindexed with it.
In the case of long extraction (3a). the complementizer that must be
absent so as to allow a trace in COMP to properly govern the trace in
subject position.
For traces in subject position, we assume, following Aoun, Hornstein
and Sportiche (1981), that proper government is made possible at S.
structure by a rule of COMP-indexing. allowing the index of a wh-phrase
to percolate up to the COMP node in certain configurations (see also
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Koopman (1982) for supporting arguments for COMP-indexing). This
rule is subject to parametric variation (cf. also Bennis (1980)). and can
be formulated as follows for English and French :
"
(4)         [COMP  Xi" ···]     -+    [COMP:  Xi    ...1  iff COMP dominates  only
i-indexed elements
(Aoun, Hornstein & Sportiche (1981)).
The ECP will be extensively discussed in chapter 6 and chapter 7.
The Projection Principle
By virtue of the Piojection ktinciple put forth in Chomsky (1981), the
lexicon plays a central role in determining syntactic representations.
(5)       Projection Principle
Representations at each syntactic level (i.e. LF, D- and S-structure)
are projected from the lexicon, in that they observe the 'lexical'
properties of lexical items
Given the importance of lexical properties, let us briefly review what
lexical properties have to be distinguished.
As well as information concerning phonetic form and meaning, the
lexicon contains information about the thematic structure of a particular
lexical item, and specifies its subcategorization and selectional features.
0-theory
Knowledge of a language implies knowledge of the fact that a particular
verb is a one, two, or three place predicate. Verbs like sleep, hit and
give, which are respectively one, two and three place predicates, will be
said  to  assign  respectively  one,  two.  or  three  thematic roles (0-roles).We
will sometimes speak of particular 0-roles like agent, theme, goal, source,
etc. It should be kept in mind however that these terms have no theoretical
status.
How, and to what elements are 8-roles assigned? Consider the following
examples, which, by virtue of the Projection Principle are projected from
the lexical properties of their heads:
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(6) a. NP                     b.           SM-X .-%
NP*        N' NP INFL   VP
A
N     NP**
Mary's destruction Mary TENSE
of the manuscript destroy the manuscript
8-roles are assigned to argument positions under government. Using the
notation presented in Aspects (Chomsky, 1965),the complements [NP,N']
(=NP** in (6a)), [NP, NP] (= NP* in (6a)), and [NP, VP] in (6b) are
governed and 8-marked by destruction and destroy respectively. However,
given the assumption that VP is a maximal projection (cf. Aoun and
Sportiche, 1983), the subject NP in (6b) is not governed by the verb, and
therefore cannot be 0-marked by the verb under government. Chomsky
proposes that the 8-role for the subject is assigned by the VP. The nature
of the 0-role assigned by the VP is determined compositionally by the
content of this VP. Chomsky points out the following observation in
support of this hypothesis.
(7)      a. Mary broke John's arm
b. Mary broke her arm
In these examples. the available interpretation for the subject NP depends
on the content of the VP. In (78), Mary is interpreted as an agent, but in
(7b). Mao, can be interpreted either as an agent. in which case Mag and
her are disjoint in reference or as a goal. in which case Mary and her
corefer.
Adopting the terminology of Williams (1981), we will refer to the
complements of a verb  [XP. VP] as internal aquments,  and to the subject
NP,   [NP,  S],  as the external argument. For convenience, we will further
adopt his notation for indicating the external argument in lexical re-
presentations, and underline the 0 -role assigned to the external argument
(i.e. swim; agent).
8 -assignment  to   A.positions  is  governed  by the 0- criterion, a basic
principle of 8-theory:
(8) 0 -criterion
Each argument is assigned one and only one 8-role, and each
8-role is assigned to one and only one argument
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The 8-criterion is a minimal condition of adequacy for LF-representations.
Moreover. because 0-assignment is a lexical property, the 8-criterion
extends to alllevels o f syntactic representations by virtue of the Projection
Principle.
Subcategorization
Lexical categories specify the categorial status of their complements, a
property subsumed under subcategorization. Verbs only subcategorize
for their complements (i.e. their internal arguments), and not for their
subjects, although. as we have seen above, they may indirectly 0-mark the
latter. Subcategorization features should be met at least at LF. It is of
little importance for our study here whether subcategorization features
should be met at all levels of syntactic representations - the strongest
hypothesis - or whether they only have to be satisfied at LF, as proposed
in Pesetsky (1982).
Selection
Selectional restrictions have not really been discussed in recent work.
Selectional restrictions are intimately linked to 0-marking properties,
in the sense that positions on which selectional restrictions are imposed
are also positions to which particular 0-roles are assigned. Chomsky (1981)
argues, for instance, that the quasi-argument advantage which is part of the
idiomatic expression take  advantage of is assigned a particular 0-role which
we will represent as #. In fact, this particular 0-role seems to be an ab-
breviation for the fact that the particular lexical item advantage is selected
by the verb take. lt thus seems reasonable to suppose that selectional
restrictions and 8-marking properties are part of the same theory, and
that selectional restrictions should also be met at all levels of syntactic
representation by virtue o f the Projection Principle.
The Extended Projection Principle
Chomsky (1981) shows that clauses must contain a subject NP, even if
this is not required by lexical properties (cf. Chomsky (1981), for dis-
cussion). This requirement is incorporated. by stipulation, in the Extended
Projection Principle that states that representations at each syntactic level
are projections of 0-marking properties and that clauses must have sub-
jects. In fact, clauses must not only contain an obligatory subject, but also
a mood indicator of some sort, INFL. Clauses then consistsoftheset ofthe
following categories NP. INFL, VP. How the relative order of these ele-
ments is determined is a problem to which we return in chapter 4 and
chapter 7.
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Case theory
The theory of (abstract) Case plays an important role in this study. The
essential contribution of Case theory is to provide an adequate character-
ization of those positions in which a lexical NP may appear (Chomsky
(1980), Rouveret and Vergnaud (1980), Vergnaud (1982)). This is achieved
by assuming that Case is assigned in particular contexts like those in (9)
in   English, for example.   and by assuming   that all lexical   NPs   must   be
specified  for Case.
(9)       a. The subject of a tensed clause is assigned nominative Case
b.  The obiect o f a verb  or a preposition is assigned objective Case
c. An NP is assigned 's in the context [Np -N']
Case assignment requires government between the Case assigner and an NP.
Moreover, in English at least, Case assignment under (9b) requires ad-
jacency between the NP and the Case assigning category, (e.g. the Ad-
jacency Condition on Case assignment (Chomsky (1981), Stowell (1981)).
We will return extensively to the conditions under which nominative Case
is assigned and the Adjacency condition in chapter 7. The idea that every
noun with a phonetic matrix must have Case, is expressed by the following
well-formedness principle:
(10)     * [N a].where a includes a phonetic matrix, if N has no Case
Chomsky argues that (10) is entailed by the more general Case filter (11)
(11) Case filter
*  Np a], if Np has a phonetic matrix and no Case
If Case is assigned to NPs by virtue of the configuration in which they
appear, and if Case percolates down to the head of the NP, (10) follows
from (11). We will assume here that (11) represents the correct formulation
of the Case filter, and refer the reader to Chomsky (1981) for further
discussion o f this matter
Case theory forces NP movement in raising and passive constructions.
Raising verbs like seeni have the lexical property of assigning an internal
0-role  to a clausal complement, but without assigning it Case; furthermore,
they  assign no 0-role  to the subject. Passive morphology has similar  syn-
tactic effects: verbs carrying passive morphology assign no Case to an
[NP,  VP],  and no 0-role to the subject. By virtue of the Projection Prin-
ciple, clauses containing raising verbs and passive verbs are assigned the
following D-structure, in which each argument occurs in the position in
which it is assigned a 8 -role (D-structure is a projection of 0-theory).
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(12)    a.  [NP ] FNFL + Tense, +AGR ] seems [S Mary to have left ]
b.  INP 1  IINFL + Tense, + AGR] havebeendestroyed [Npthe city]
The lexical NPs Mao, and the city occur in Caseless positions. They must
therefore move into a Case position in order to satisfy the Case filter. This
is adiieved by moving tlie NP into the subject position which is Case
marked by INFL and to which no 0-role is assigned (a non-0-position also
referred to as 0-position). Indeed, a general characteristic of movement
is that  it  can  only take place to  a 0 -position: movement into a 0-position
would cause a 0-criterion violation.
We will not expand on movement constructions any more here: further
properties of movement constructions will be discussed  in due time.
In sum, lexical NPs must occur in Case marked contexts, and cannot
occur in Caseless contexts in which PRO and NP-trace are found. In
Chomsky (1981). Case theory has a widerapplication than that ofproviding
an adequate characterization for the positions in which lexical NPs may
occur: it also provides an explanation for the necessity of rules like Of-
insertion in NPs. We will return to this point in chapter 4.
Bounding Theory
The transformational rule Move-a is constrained by the Bounding Theory
which comprises the Subjacency condition of Chomsky (1973), and the
parameter that establishes which nodes count as Bounding nodes for
Subjacency in a particular language (see amongst others Rizzi (1982),
Sportiche (1981), and Van Riemsdijk (1978)). Bounding Theory will be
discussed in more detail in chapter 6.
Binding Theory
In the GB theory, the distributional properties of NPs follow from the
interaction of the Case filter, the ECP. and the Binding Conditions, whose
basic format is illustrated in (13):
(13) Binding Theory
A.   An anaphor must be bound in domain X
B.   A pronoun must be free in domain X
C.   A R-expression must be free
Here, bound means A-bound, i.e. c-commanded by a coindexed NP in an
A-position  (i.e. an obligatory NP-position), and free means A-free, i.e. not
A-bound. An anaphor is defined   as a category that lacks independent
reference; this includes reflexives. reciprocals.   and, by stipulation,   NP
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traces   and   PRO. A pronoun is defined in terms of 0-features (person,
number and gender) and may be referentially dependent or independent.
Empty pronominal categories include, by stipulation, PRO, and pro 'small
pro', the empty category that has all the referential possibilities of a lexical
pronoun (contrary to PRO).
How is domain X to be characterized? Chomsky (1981) discusses
several definitions for this domain; the initial one, called the Governing
Category, is presented in (14):
(14) Governing Category
a is the Governing Category for B iff a is the minimal category
containing B and a governor of 0, where a = NP or S
This definition accounts for the distribution of pronouns, but runs into
problems if the distribution of anaphors like each other is taken into
consideration. The examples   in   (15). for instance, are incorrectly  pre-
dicted to be ungrammatical, since the minimal category which contains
each other and a governor of each other is NP*. NP* however does not
contain an antecedent. and condition A is violated:
(15)    a. Theyi like [Np* each other'si friends]
b.  Wei thought that [NP* pictures o f each otheri] would be on sale
The definition of Governing Category presented in (14) accounts correctly
for the fact that, in the following contexts, pronouns are free:
(16)    a. Hei likes [NP* hisi/j mother]
b. Hei thought that [NP* hisi/j pictures] would be on sale
We will a ume (cf. Huang (1982) for much relevant discussion of these
matters) that pronouns - informally speaking - must be bound in their
Governing Category as defined in (14), but that certain lexical anaphors,
like each other in English, can be bound in a less restricted domain: the
domain o f the Accessible SUBJECT (Chomsky,  1981).
In aswer to the question why NP and S are Governing Categories.
Chomsky proposes to modify the definition of Governing Category (14)
into that presented in (17). to which we will refer as Governing Category*,
along with the two independent principles (18) and (19), and the notion
accessibility defined in (20):
(17 )        Governing  Category*  or  Binding  Category
a is a Governing Category for B iff a is the minimal category con-
taining B. a governor of B and a SUBJECT accessible to B
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(18)     AGR is coindexed with the NP it governs
(19) The i-inside-i well-formedness condition:
*Ia··.b...1, where a and b bear the same index
(20)   a is accessible to B iff B is in the c-command domain of a
and assignment o f the index of a to B would not violate (19)
The notion SUBJECT corresponds to the idea that the subject is "the most
prominent nominal element" and translates as the AGR element in INFL,
where present, or the syntactic subject  [NP, S]  or  [NP, NP]. The following
examples illustrate the functioning of (17)-(20):
(21)     a. *theyi think that each otheri AGR would leave
b.    theyi like [NP pictures of each otheri]
c.  *theyi like [NP Mary's pictures of each other ]
d.      wei thought  that [NP pictures of each other ] would  be on sale
e.   theyi AGR think that it AGR is a pity that [NP pictures of
each otheri] AGR are on sale
(21 a) is excluded since the anaphor is  free in the domain of the accessible
SUBJECT, AGR, with which it is coindexed by virtue of (18). The ana-
phor in (2 lb) is correctly bound to its antecedent they in the domain of
the accessible SUBJECT, AGR. The ungrammaticality of (21c) maybe im-
puted to the fact that the anaphor is not bound in the domain of [NP, NP]. In
(2ld) AGR is coindexed with the subject NP pictures of each other (by
virtue of (18)), so  AGR is not accessible to the anaphor since assignment of
the index of each other to AGR would violate the i-inside-i condition (19):
the category with an accessible SUBJECT for the anaphor is then the
matrix clause which contains an antecedent. Finally (2 le) illustrates a
case in which the anaphor may be bound across an expletive subject: the
AGR node in the clause containing the anaphor is not an accessible SUB-
JECT for the same reason it is not in (2 ld). The question then arises
of how it is possible that the clause containing it may be skipped (i.e.
why does it not count as containing an accessible SUBJECT?). Chomsky
(1981) proposes that the non-accessibility of the clause containing it is
due to the fact that hypothetical coindexing would violate the i-inside-i
condition, given the assumption that it is coindexed with the extraposed
clause.
The structure of the Binding Conditions in Vata will be discussed in
3.3.1.   It   will be shown there  that the domain  of the Binding Conditions
for pronouns and lexical anaphors (i.e. reflexives) must be characterized
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as Governing Category defined in (14); (17) will be shown to correctly
characterize the Binding domain o f one particular class o f lexical anaphors.
Control Theory
The theory of Control is concerned with the choice of antecedents for
PRO. and will be only touched upon briefly in this study. (cf. Bouchard
(1982), Koster (1981), Manzini (1983), Sportiche (1983), and Williams
(1980) for discussion).
The Projection Principle and the 0-criterion have trace theory as a
consequence, at least as far as movement of arguments is concerned.
Consider. for example. the following S-structures:
(22)      a. the cityi has been destroyed  [e] i
b. whoi did you see [e]i
Since both the verb carrying passive morphology, and the verb see assign
an internal 8-role (see, of course, also assigns an external 8-role, unlike
the passive verb in (22a)). an empty category must be postulated to which
this 0-role can be assigned, in accordance with the 0-criterion. This empty
category is called NP-trace in (22a), and is A-bound to the NP the city, and
wh-trace in (22b), where it is A-bound to the wh-phrase who in COMP.
But (22a) can also be looked at from a slightly different angle. In
(22a). the lexical NP the city occurs in a position to which no 8-role is
assigned (a 8-position). However, since it is an R.expression, and thus an
argument, it must be assigned a 0-role by virtue of the 8-criterion. It
satisfies the 8-criterion by forming a chain with the empty category, (it
'picks up' its Grammatical Function (GF.8)). Chain formation requires
feature agreement, and the 8-criterion is so reformulated as to apply to
chains containing one or more members. It then follows that a surface
structure like the city has been destroyed must be assigned the S-structure
representation in (22a). Moreover, in order to capture the distribution of
NP  traces,  it is assumed  that:   0) the relation antecedent-NP trace obeys
the Subjacency condition;  (ii) (by stipulation), NP trace is an anaphor and
must satisfy condition  A  of the Binding Theory; and  (iii). NP traces must
be properly governed by virtue of the ECP.
One may wonder whether a wh-phrase or a topicalized category and
their respective traces also constitute a chain for the purposes of 8-role
assignment. Chomsky (1981) argues that this is never the case for elements
in positions peripheral to S. Given this assumption, we will suppose,
following Sportiche (1983) that the requirement that wh-phrases in COMP
must locally A-bind an argument in a Case marked position follows from
the Map principle (Sportiche (1983))2.
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(23)    An A -position must map onto an A-position
Let us point out here a further desirable consequ ce of the Map principle.
Not only does it ensure that elements in an A-position are related to
A-positions, but does it also yields, in essence, trace theory for adjuncts
(i.e. arguments which are not directly 0-dependent on a verb). Adjuncts,
as shown in Huang (1982). must be related to an "obligatory" position in
the sentence, since the trace in this position obeys the ECP. Huang argues
that the ECP is satisfied by coindexation with an antecedent in an A-
position.
In sum, then, the trace-leaving requirement of movement processes
follows from the Projection Principle and the Map principle.
Let  us elaborate on the characteristics of wh-traces (also called variables).
Their distribution is accounted  for by the assumptions that: (i) wh-traces
occur  only  in Case marked contexts3 ; Oi) the antecedent-trace relation
obeys the Subjacency condition; (iii) wh-traces must be properly governed
by virtue of the ECP.
This concludes the presentation of the theoretical assumptions under-
lying our research. Although many assumptions  have  been left unstated,
and the motivations for the particular assumptions we adopt have not
been  discussed.  we   feel  that it provides those readers  who  are  not  very
familiar with the GB framework with the necessary background information
to follow the discussions in the succeeding chapters. Further properties of
(1) will be developed  as we proceed.
The organization of this study progresses from descriptive questions,
to problems of descriptive adequacy, and finally to problems of ex-
planatory adequacy.
The data in this study are drawn mainly from Vata. Some data on
Gbadi   will   also be presented though:   this will provide insight  into  the
kind of variation that may exist between two closely related languages,
and will permit us to illustrate the functioning of certain syntactic pro-
cesses that do not occur or are particularly opaque in Vata.
We will start in chapter 2 with an overview of the phonological, mor-
phological. and (surface) syntactic properties of Vata and Gbadi.
The main concern of chapter 3 is the establishment of D-structure
representations in Vata and Gbadi. The pivotal elements around which
this chapter is organized are the two 'verbal' nodes of a sentence: the main
verb and its projection, and INFL. Starting out with a word order problem
- how to account for the different positions in which a verb may appear -
arguments will be presented to the effect that the main verb occurs in
VP-final position at S-structure. It will be argued that those surface
structures in which the verb precedes its complements are derived by a
rule of verb movement (V-movement), which moves the main verb into
INFL if INFLdoes not contain an auxiliary.
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The establishment of the base rule for VP will lead to a discussion
of the other lexical categories and their projections. These will also be
shown to be head-final, making Vata and Gbadi regular head-finallanguages.
Once we will have discussed the lexical categories. we shall turn next to a
discussion of the internal structure of the node INFL. Special attention
will be paid to the status of the node AGR. which we will argue to be
absent (a hypothesis that draws support from the functioning of the
Binding conditions in Vata), and to the question of what the properties
of Vata's auxiliaries are, and how these can be best accounted for. Finally,
this chapter contains a (preliminary) discussion of the lexical properties
o f verbs in Vata, paying some attention to subject-verb idioms, and analyzes
the particular problems that concern the  COMP node and complementation
in general.
Chapter 4 focuses on the base component, as established in chapter 3,
and addresses the particular problems that are encountered if one tries
to reduce the base component to as few and as general statements as
possible. This leads us to consider differences between the internal struc-
tures of NPs and VPs. the distribution of clausal complements, and the
distribution of PPs. The distribution of PPs will be shown to provide
evidence for the incorporation into 8-theory of a parameter which must
be set with respect to the direction in which 0-roles are assigned. This
parameter, we will argue, subsumes partly what is generally called the head
initial/head final parameter of X-bar theory. Case theory, furthermore,
must contain a similar specification for the directionality of Case assign-
ment. And, although in many languages, 0-roles and Case are assigned in
the same direction. in certain other languages, they differ. This hypothesis
yields an elegant explanation of certain word order problems in Chinese,
and Mahou, a Northern Mande language (and Mande languages in general).
Finally, this chapter contains a brief discussion of how the position of
INFL is determined.
Chapter 5 and chapter 6 are devoted to the analysis of the properties
of the two types of verb movement rules discussed in this study. These,
we will show. have properties parallel to those of NP-movement and
wh-movement.
In  chapter  5, the characteristic properties  of the NP-type  of  verb
movement  will be established. Postponing certain questions until chapter
6. we will develop the hypothesis that verb movement must occur in order
to insure Case assignment to the subject NP. and concentrate on the
implications o f this hypothesis.
In chapter 6. we analyse the characteristics of the so-called 'predicate
cleft' construction, a construction in which the effects  of the wh-type
of verb movement can be observed. This chapter also contains a discussion
of Bounding Theory, and argues that the ECP and Binding Theory apply
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to verbal traces and account for their distribution.
Finally, in chapter 7, we extend the proposed analyses of Vata and
Gbadi to other languages having V-movement rules, and we discuss the
assignment of Nominative Case in general. This chapter also contains
arguments to the effect that the NP-type of verb movement, also dis-
cussed in chapter 5, must apply in the syntax.
NOTES
1.   For further information on Vata and Gbadi, see the references cited in this study.
On Kru languages in general, see Marchese (1979) and (1979a) and references cited
therein. On some syntactic aspects of a Km language in the EST framework see
Kokora (1976).
2. This requirement follows from the Bijection Principle as formulated in Koopman
and Sportiche (1983):
Bijection Principle
There is a bijective correspondance between variables and A-positions
Note however that the Bijection Principle should probably be formulated as holding
of the relation between operators and variables in which case something like the Map
principle cited in the text must be assumed.
3. Apparent counterexamples like (i) notwithstanding:
(i) quii crois-tu [eli    dtre venu
See Kayne (1981) and Rizzi (1982) for discussion.
Chapter 2
Outline of Vata and Gbadi
2.0. Preliminary remarks
In order to provide the reader with the necessary background to follow the
matters discussed in the following chapters, this chapter contains a brief
sketch of the phonological, morphological, and syntactic components of
Vata and Gbadi, two Kru languages spoken in the Ivory Coasti . The data
presented in this study are drawn mainly from Vata. They are based on
fieldwork with a number of informants in Montreal and in the Ivory
Coast, and on recorded texts and conversations. We also present data
from Gbadi, based mainly on fieldwork with informants. Our reason for
doing so is twofold. First, it gives an idea of the variation between two
closely related languages o f the Kru family, and second, certain points of
theoretical interest, like restructuring constructions, cannot be directly
discussed in Vata, due to a particular configuration of data. Their function-
ing may be illustrated in Gbadi, however, as we will show in 3.1.4., for
example. For expository reasons, the actual examples will be kept very
simple. We refer the reader interested in a sample of Vata text to Kaye,
Koopman, Lowenstamm and Sportiche (1983).
2.1. Phonology
The phonological systems of Vata and Gbadi and the particular ortho-
graphy used in this study are represented in (1), where the feature [+ ATR]
stands for Advanced Tongue  Root:
(1) Mata Gbadi
CONSONANTS
stops ptckkw kp ptckkw kp
bdj ggw gb b d j  g  g w g b
fricatives f s fs
V Z V Z
nasals m n ny ng m n ny ng
glides Gly gh w  61   w
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VOWELS
[+ ATR] [- ATR] [+ ATR] [- ATR]
i UI U i u l  U
e       oEO                          EO
A           a                               a
The consonant system of the two languages are virtually identical (for
arguments for the status of implosives and liquids as glides, see Kaye
(1981)).
The vowel systems. however. differ somewhat, as (1) shows. Vata has
a ten-vowel system which reduces to a five vowel system at the segmental
level, each member of which may or may not be associated with the auto-
segmental feature   [+  ATR].  Like  so many African languages, Vata  dis-
plays a wide array of harmony processes, which include dominant and
directional harmony (Halle and Vergnaud, 1980) involving the autoseg-
ment  [+ ATR]. and a parasitic harmony involving the autosegment [+ High]
(see Kaye (1982) for a detailed analysis of harmony processes in Vata).
Gbadi has a seven vowel system, the classification of which is still not
uncontroversial. Evidence tends to indicate that the vowels transcribed
as I and U should be defined as  [+ High, -ATR] vowels rather than  [-High,
+ATR] vowels. Harmony processes in Gbadi include a parasitic harmony
involving the feature  [+High] and possibly a directional rounding harmony.
Like many African languages. Vata and Gbadi are tone languages.
Four lexical tones can be distinguished, whose transcription is indicated
in (2a) (where F represents a tone bearing element). They will also be
occasionally represented as (2b):
(2)   a. 9 : high V : mid-high V : mid V : low
H MH M L
b.          : high 1 : mid-high or    : mid  : low
V        V           V   V   V
For the purposes of this study. we need not enter into the analysis of
tones. A point which will arise rather often however is the functioning of
the mid tone as the unmarked tone. As indicated in (2b), elements with
no associated tone will be pronounced bearing a mid tone. Let us also
mention that contour tones are transcribed and analyzed as sequences
of level tones.
The syllable structure of Vata and Gbadi may be represented as in (3)
where rimes are non-branching. and nuclei may dominate a vowel or a
light diphthong (Kaye and Lowenstamm, to appear).
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0)           O               0               0               0
0-R 0-R O -0 1 &ltl,1 * * * * * * * *
1 J AJA  1P
2.2  Verbal Morphology
Vata and Gbadi are exclusively suffixing languages. In this section, we will
pay attention to those morphological processes which affect verbs, and
which play a role in the argumentation in the following chapters.
2.2.1. The base form ofverbs
In the Kru languages there exists a verbal form which we will refer to as the
base form. This verbal form is used in a sentence which contains an auxiliary
(4a), or an imperative (4b) for instance.
(4)   a. Vata a nT-ki shka li
Gbadi A yi sikh li
we FUT-A (TP) rice  eat
'we will eat rice'




Knowledge of this form permits the construction of other verbal forms
such as the imperfective and perfective forms, nominalizations, middle
verbs, applied verbs, causative verbs and reciprocal verbs.
2.2.2. Imperfective and perfective aspect
Although, tonologically speaking, surface structures are rather opaque,
it can be shown that imperfective verb forms involve a process which
disassociates the rightmost lexically associated tone (cf. Koopman and
Sportiche (1982) for some discussion). Moreover, in Vata high vowels are
lowered. Perfective verb forms are formed by the adjunction of a floating
low  tone su ffix. Some examples of the two processes are presented in (5):
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(5)        Base form Imperfective Perfective
a. Vata sli 'construct'   slA         sl,6
Gbadi sti60' s66 sEbO
b.  Vata 5 'eat'                   IE                       li
Gbadi lT              IT           li
c.  Vata   si 'pick, gather'    sl-                   sh
Gbadi sE             sE         sE
An imperfective verb form either has a generic meaning or indicates that
the  action is taking place at the time expressed by the Tense of its clause.
A perfective verb form indicates the completion of the action at the
time expressed by the Tense of its clause.
2.2.3. Nominalizations
In Vata, nominalizations are formed by adding the suffix 4I to the base
form o f a verb:
(6)     Vata Base form Nominalization
ph       'throw' pili 'action of throwing'
Ir 'eat' mi 'eating'
sh 'pick, gather' sui 'gathering'
sld 'construct' stall 'action of constructing'
su 'crush' siili 'crushing'
w10 'leave' w10 li 'leaving'
In Gbadi, nominalizations are formed by suffixing -E to the base form
of the  verb. The latter  must  also be reduplicated, unless it is accompanied
by an incorporated indefinite NP or by a verbal particle. If accompanied
by an indefinite NP or a verbal particle, certain tone changes occur, which
are typical of contexts which involve nominal compounds of some sort.
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In the two languages, nominalizations are fully productive and have the
same distribution as regular lexical NPs. Vata and Gbadi seem to differ,
however, with respect to the internal structure o f nominalizations.
The following data allow us to establish that nominalizations in Vata
are clausal and behave in all respects like English gerunds (i.e. poss-ing
constructions: that is, the nominalized verb has verb-like characteristics),
but that nominalizations in Gbadi must rather be assigned the internal
structure  of NPs, the nominalized verb being noun-like.
A first characteristic of Vata is the impossibility of the prenominal
marker  na  (cf.   4.1.  for more discussion) occurring  on NP complements
o f a nominalized verb:
(8) 8 wh kdfi (*na) ya bati-li
we like   Kofi  (*NA) PART observe-NOM
'we like to observe Kofi'
This indicates that the NP, object of the nominalized verb, satisfies the
Case  filter by virtue of being governed by the verb.
Secondly, the nominalization may contain a subject, provided this
latter is marked with the 'genitive' marker n/:
..
(9)  kaff nI shka pi-li
Kofi NI rice prepare-NOM
'Kofi's preparing rice'
Finally, complements of a nominalized verb may be extracted by means of
wh-movement, as shown in (10). Complements of NPs may not be ex-
tracted, as shown in (1 la): rather the entire NP must be preposed as shown
in  (l l b) :
(10)   yTi   fi   d    [PRO [e]i G-li j kO     la
what you start eat NOM PART WH
'what did you start eating'
(11)  a. *aloi it yE [ [e]i     fot6']  ye lA
who you saw picture PART WH
'who did you see a picture of..
b. [&10 nI ftt6]i il yA. [e]i yd la
who NI pictu re  you saw PART WH
'whose picture did you see'
The properties of nominalizations in Gbadi differ from those in Vata.
First, NP complements of the nominalized verb must be marked with the
prenominal marker na:
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(12)  Gbadi: i wa  bdnyo nd  ku   wE10-E
I like Bagno NA PART look-NOM
'I like to observe Bagno'
This provides us with a clear indication that the nominalized verb behaves
like a noun. And second, complements of a nominalized verb may not be
extracted (133). Just as is the case when NP-complements are questioned,
the entire constituent must be pied-piped (13b):
(13)     Gbadi:  a.  * nyG         yi' i wa -86 ka wU10-E
who WH you want-0 PART see-NOM
b.       nyO'nd ko wU10-E     yi'   i       wa      -86
who NA PART see-NOM  WH you want -Q
'who do you want to observe'
Given these observations, we will assume the following internal structure
for Gbadi's nominalizations:
(14)   Gbadi.  INP IN' INV-NOM ]]]
Thus, nominalizations have the same syntactic distribution as NPs, but
their internal structure is clausal in Vata, and nominal in Gbadi.
2.2.4. Middle verbs
In the middle construction, a specific verbal morphology, which we will          I
refer to as passive morphology, is suffixed to the base form of the verb:
(15)  a. Vata
base form base form + 10                                                             1
lI 'eat' 1116 'be eaten'
16 'call' 1610 'be called'
nyE 'give' nyE16 'be given'
b.  Gbadi
base form base form + 0
h               'eat'                              ITO 'be eaten'
16        'call'                166 'be called'
ji           'give                      jIO 'be given'
Passive morphology has the syntactic effect that the external argument of
the verb disappears, and that one of the internal arguments appears in
subject position.
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(16) Vata shkii 615
Gbadi stki; 1IG
rice eat-PAS-IMPERF
'rice is being eaten'




'rice has been eaten'
As is generally the case in the middle construction, the suppressed external
argument cannot be expressed with the equivalent of a by-phrase. In the
interest of completeness, let us mention also that intransitive verbs cannot
carry passive morphology, and that verbs with passive morphology cannot
be  nominalized.
2.2.5. Applied verbs
As in many African languages, there exists a morphological process in Vata
and in Gbadi which, through the addition of a suffix on the verb, has the
effect of adding one internal argument to the basic subcategorization
frame  of the verb4.The following types of arguments may be added:
(17)    a locative argument
an instrumental argument
a goal argument (limited to Gbadi)
Applied verbs are formed by suffixing LE .Vata) or U (Gbadi) to the base
form of the verb.
(18)  a. Vata
Base form Applied verb
fr             'eat'                  lile
ng6nu 'sleep •gO•UlE




IT          'eat'               Fli
ng6nO sleep'  ngonoli
di' 'cut' dill
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The added argument in Vata must be a PP, which may be interpreted
either as locative or as instrumental:
(19)  a. ABU ngonOlE   sld-6     mli
Aba sleeps-APPL house-DEF in
'Aba sleeps in the house'
b. d budGIE samana' mlI
we wash-APPL  soap    in
'we wash ourselves with soap'
The presence of the suffix is obligatory with locative NPs (unless a verb
already subcategorizes for a locative complement, e.g. go, put, etc.), and
instrumental NPs. The suffix can only occur once, even if the sentence
contains both a locative and an instrumental PP:
(20) 6 dilE(*lE-)  nlE  ddd;6   mli su zo
s/he cut-APPL meat knife       in tree under
's/he cuts the meat with a knife under the tree'
In Gbadi, the applied verbs demand either the presence of a PP (locative
or instrumental), or of an NP (goal).
(21)         a.    wiI yi Bodo klyi su ka di'IT
they FUT-A house behind tree PART cut-APPL
'they will cut the tree behind the house'
b. da nEmE gbElE nli  kil
cut-APPL meat knife with PART
cut the meat with a knife'
c. i yili kpOk010 mI JU
I danced-APPL shoes in PART
'I danced with shoes on'
d. wA BliEIE nyIkp6
they talk-APPL someone
'they talked to someone'
The added NP in (21) may passivize, the PPs in (21 a, b, c) may not.
Contrary to Vata. the presence of the suffix is optional with PPs in Gbadi.
We will see  in  4.3.  that the presence or absence of the suffix has syntactic
consequences in the sense that it influences whether PPs may undergo PP
extraposition:
2.2.6. Causative verbs
Besides syntactic causatives like (22) in Vata,
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(22)  21 gba   16  y6-6       IT
1 speak and child-DEF eat
'1 make the child eat'
there also exist lexical causatives in Vata and in Gbadi. To start with the
latter, Gbadi has a productive rule of causative formation, consisting
in addition of the suffix a to the base form of the verb, and in inter-
nalizing the external argument.
(23)  Gbadi: wA   15      yi   slkA
they eat-CAUS child rice
'they make the child eat rice'
The rule of causative formation in Vata is more restricted in scope. It is
of particular interest   to   us here, since it appears  to be sensitive   to   the
thematic structure  of  the  verb it attaches  to:   as we shall see below,  the
causative suffix may only attach to intransitive verbs, but not to ergative
verbs, in the sense of Burzio (1981), nor to transitive verbs.
Burzio (1981), following some ideas of Perlmutter (1978), provides
evidence showing  that the class of apparent intransitive verbs is not homo-
geneous. He argues that in Italian the apparent subject with verbs like
venire (verbs he calls "ergative"), is in fact in direct object position at
D-structure. Ergative verbs differ from intransitive verbs by assigning a
8 -role   not  to an external argument but rather  to an internal argument:
they differ from transitive verbs by not assigning Case to this complement.
Movement of the NP in direct object position at D-structure then follows
from the Case filter in the usual way. Leaving aside Case marking properties,
the lexical representation of the three types of verbs may be represented
as (24).
(24) Lexical representation D-structure S-structure
a. cough (agent) ISNP INFL [VPV...]    idem
b. arrive (theme) ISNP INFL [VP V NP] [SNPiINFL [VPV
Icil 11
c.  eat (agent, theme)  [SNP INFL [vpV NP] idem
In Italian there exist many syntactic arguments in favour of distinguishing
ergative verbs like (24b) from intransitive verbs like (24a) (ne-cliticization,
auxiliary selection etc.)
The question arises of whether the representations in (24) are uni-
versally valid, or whether they  may vary from language to language.  This
question arises particularly in Vata and Gbadi, for, as far as we have been
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able to establish, syntactic processes which are sensitive to the distinction
between intransitive and ergative verbs do not seem to occur. But although
no syntactic evidence for representations like (24) can be found, it is
interesting that the morphological process of causative formation in Vata
turns out to be sensitive to this distinction. Consider the following data:
(25)   a. gbla : 'climb' gblba : 'make someone climb'
b. ngOnU : 'sleep' ngwinIA : 'make someone sleep'
c. mIE : 'be red' zalIA : 'redden something'
d.   si     ,            :      'laugh' sit :  'make someone laugh'
e. ndnI : 'walk' nAnIa : 'make someone walk'
etc...
f. lT : 'eat' *liA : 'make someone eat something'
g. Balk : 'search' *SitIA   : 'make someone search X'
h. zO : 'put' *zua : 'make someone put X on Y'
etc...
-               -
i. mlI : 'leave' *mlIA : 'make someone leave'
j. Yi : 'arrive' *yT>\ : 'make someone arrive'
k. wlU . 'come *wlid    : 'make someone come from'
from'
etc...
Causatives may only be formed on intransitive verbs (25a); and ergative
verbs  (25i, j, k) pattern,  not with intransitive verbs,  but with transitive
verbs. These data should be interpreted with some caution, however, since
there seem to exist verbs which are clearly intransitive to which causative
morphology may not be applied. The verb kOIU 'to cough', for example
cannot carry the causative suffix (*kOUa 'to make someone cough'). But
this might very well be related to the fact that the causative rule would
create a verb which is homophonous with an already existing verb (kOUa,
for instance, means 'to tend weH to one's garden'). The interpretation of
the data seems to be correct, though, inasmuch as it is possible to provide
independent explanations for those intransitive verbs which may not be
causativized, while similar explanations are not available for ergative verbs
or transitive verbs. The data in (25) then constitute evidence for the
existence of two types of intransitive verbs. While of course only a theo-
retical explanation can show that this difference can be put down to a
difference in lexical representation, we will assume here that there is a
class of ergative verbs in Vata. Since it would be difficult to see how the
distinction between intransitive and ergative verbs in Vata could be learned,
we will assume that the distinction holds universally.
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2.2.7. Reciprocals
In the reciprocal construction, discussed in Sportiche (1982), a particular
morphology applies to a predicate, consisting in the addition of the
suffix -LA in Vata, and reduplication of the newly formed verb, and in
the reduplication o f the verb and the addition of the suffix -U in Gbadi:
(26)  a. Vata: yud-6       kA     161£1 E
children-DET FUT-A call-LE-call-LE
'the children will call each other'
b. Gbadi: yud        yi       1Alali
children FUT-A call-call-LI
'the children will call each other'
Some NP complement which represents the reciprocal NP must be absent.
The syntax of the reciprocal construction will be discussed in more detail
in 3.1.4.
2.2.8. Summary
In this section, we have presented an overview of morphological processes
affecting verbs, and discussed more specifically nominalizations and their
internal structure, middle verbs, applied verbs, causative verbs, which allow
us to establish the existence of ergative verbs in Vata, and the verbal
morphology which gives raise to reciprocal interpretation. By virtue of
the Projection Principle (cf. chapter 1 (5)), those morphological processes
which affect the argument structure of a verb will have direct consequences
for the syntactic representations. These will be discussed in due time.
2.3. Syntax
Let us now present some background information on the syntax of Vata
and Gbadi. All examples below are drawn from Vata, unless specified
otherwise.
2.3.1. Word order in tensed clauses
In the Kru languages, the respective order of the main verb and its com-
plements in tensed clauses depends on certain tense, aspect and mood
features  of this clause.  Thus the order is Subject Verb Complement (SVO)
in Vata and Gbadi, if the aspect of the clause is imperfective (27a) or
perfective (27b), and this in both main and embedded clauses alike.
(27)  a. A g  b< shka
I  eat   now rice
'I am eating rice right now'
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b. A li saka
I eat-PERF rice
1 ate rice'
c. A gbli  nir 6  u  ikd
I know NA s/he eat rice
'I know that s/he is eating rice'
In some tenses or moods, however, in which the clause contains an auxiliary
(cf. also 3.3.2.), the main verb follows its complements
(28)  a. w4 5 mO dla
they  PERF-A him   kill
'they have killed him'
b. h ki nA gbR mli puth sa
I   FUT-A my mounds in grass remove
'I will clear the weed from my mounds'
c. yo-6 gugu- ni kbfi nI mo       ya           yE.
child-DET think  NA Kofi  NEG-A  him    PART see
'the child is thinking that Kofi did not see him'
Abstracting away from inflectional particles, the word order in declarative
sentences may be schematically represented as in (29), where PART
stands for the particle which occurs in particle verb constructions (cf.
3.1.2),  and  S' [+ TENSE] indicates the position that tensed complement
clauses (more specifically na-complements) appeat in (cf. 4.2.)
(29)  a. NP V ADV X"* PART S'
[+ TENSE]
b. NP AUX ADV X"* PART V S'
[+ TENSE]
It will be shown in chapter 3 that these data should be analyzed as follows:
(i) The constituents NP, INFL and VP are ordered in the following fashion:
(30)  S + NP INFL VP
(ii)  The  VP  is head final  (cf. 3.1). This is a subcase  of the generalization
that complements precede their lexical heads in Vata and in Gbadi (cf.
3.2.).
(31)  a. VP -* .....V
b. X' -+ .....X
(iii) The main verb moves into INFL if the latter does not contain an
auxiliary. In other words. the surface order  in (29a) derives  from  the  D-
structure order in (29b) by means of a rule of V-movement.
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Vata and Gbadi are configurational languages, with fixed positions for
[NP, S], INFL and the main verb. There is no overt Case marking on NPs
in tensed clauses, although a reflex of the case system can be found in
Vata's pronominal system, nor do there exist overt agreement phenomena
between [NP , S] and INFL, a question to which we return in 3.3.1. As
might be expected, tensed clauses must contain a lexical subject:  Vata
and Gbadi belong to the class o f languagesthat are non-PRO-drop languages
in Chomsky's (1981) terminology.
Although the respective order o f some constituents is completely fixed,
some other constituents may be freely ordered. This is the case, for
example, with the NP or PP complements of the verb, i.e. X" in (29). In
(32), an example of this free word order is presented, with the main verb
nyE 'give' which takes a double object construction:
(32)       a.   A  kd            [VP  [NP y6.61    [pp sle-6 mil]   [Np  sakd] 1    nyi5
I FUT-A child-DEF house-DEF in rice give
'I will give rice to the child in the house'
b. 6 ka sld-6 mii   y6-6 shka nyE
I FUT-A house-DEF in child-DEF  rice give
c. A ki sld-6 mli sikd yo.6     nyE
I FUT-A house-DEF in rice child-DEF  give
d. 21 ka shka sld-6 mil   yo- 6                   nyik
I FUT-A rice hous-DEF in child-DEF  give
e. A ka yo-6 shka sld-6 mli nylk
I FUT-A child-DEF rice house-DEF in  give
f.  A ki shka yo-6 sld-6 m11 nyE
I  FUT-A rice child-DEF house-DEF in   give
There does not appear to exist any 'pragmatic' difference between the
sentences  in  (33).  We  will  see  in 3.1.2. however that this freedom in word
order is not always possible: fixed word order, observed, for example,
between the preverbal PART and the verb, results from the interaction
with certain syntactic processes.
The canonical position of adverbs is indicated in (29). Adverbs may
appear in other positions, as indicated in (33) (which also marks the
positions from which adverbs are excluded).6
(33)    (Adv) NP (*Adv) INFL (Adv) X"(Adv)X"(Adv) PART
(*Adv)V(Adv) S' (*Adv)
2.3.2. The internal structure of INFL \+ TENSEj
The internal structure of the [+ TENSE] INFL nodes in Vata and Gbadi
may be represented  as (34). (We return  in  3.3. to the justification of this
syntactic node).
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(34)  a. Vata
INFL
(NEG) 5 Auxl            (la) [+ TENSE] (REL)
C V 1   (a)
b. Gbadi
INFL
(NEG) $Auxt (CL)   [+ TENSE]    (la)    (FOC)  (Q)
(  V  3
Tensed clauses contain minimally an auxiliary or the main verb and a
tense indicator; the system of tense particles is given in (35):
(35)    (i) Tense particles in Vata
a. Reference point = moment o f speech                                               0
b.  Re ference point is anterior to
moment of speech:  same day -ta
one day or more    -da
rennote -wa
c. Reference point is posterior to
moment of speech:  same day -wa
one day or more   -ki
remote         -kE/
klE
(ii) Tense particles in Gbadi
a. Reference point = moment o f speech:                                        0
b. Reference point is anterior to moment of speech:              -nE
-a
c.  Reference is posterior to moment of speech:                         0
The system of tense particles is much richer in Vata than it is in Gbadi.
Note that these tense particles may be combined with either the main verb
or the auxiliaries, which are presented in (36):7
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(36) Auxiliaries in Vata Auxiliaries in Gbadi
-
fu ture                                                                           nI                                                           yi
future/volitive                kA                   ki/kE
perfect falfa                 yi
perfective negative                ni                         ni
conditional/temporal            ki                       kE
conditional negative              11                         ni
imperfective negative                                            ni
imperative negative                                               tT
The occurrence of NEG (negation) is limited to tensed clauses and to the
position indicated in (34). There is no overt constituent negation, and a
sentence like (37) is ambiguous:
'.
(37) kO nI  yi
man NEG-A come
'someone did not come' or'nobody came'
The actual surface form of NEG which can be an auxiliary or a particle,
depends on certain aspectual, tense and mood features of INFL, yielding
a rather complex system. The negation system in Vata is presented in (38):
(38)   Negation in Fata





-base form o f V in INFL
6 0 gba vatdwI
s/he NEG-P-speak Vata-tongue
's/he does not speak Vata'
(ii) perfective ni = (Aux)
-V occurs in VP bearing perfective
aspect
6 nI vi awi gba
s/he NEG-A Vata speak-PERF
'she has not spoken Vata'
(iii) future nA' = (particle)
-V occurs in INFL bearing im-
perfective aspect
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wA       nA'   -    IE  -ki   shka
they NEG-P-eat-FT rice
'they will not eat rice'
(iv) subjunctive/imperative na = (particle)
-base form o f V in INFL
6 nbG shka
s/he NEG-P eat rice
's/he should not eat rice'
(v) conditional/temporal MH
V     =  (particle) + tT (Aux)
V occurs in VP either in base form
or bearing perfective aspect0  6      ti     shka li
s/he NEG-P NEG-A rice eat
'if s/he had not eaten rice, ...'
La (and a) stand for particles which express adverbial notions like still/yet
or never. The following examples illustrate the use of la and a:
(39)  a. A F- li shka
we eat -  la rice
'we are still eating rice'
b. A ni-la shka li
we NEG-A-la rice eat-PERF
'we have not yet eaten rice'
c. a ni- a - w6 sAka li
we NEG-A  a - PT rice eaten
'we have never eaten rice'
INFL in Vata and Gbadi furthermore contains certain positions in which
particles indicating clauses types appear. Such particles include the relative
clause marker 80 (REL) in Vata, and the Focus marker /0 (FOC) and
the interrogative marker 80 in Gbadi:
(40)   Vata  a. ko'   (momo')   h   yE- da-86 [elizud,...
man HIM-HIM you saw PT-REL yesterday
'the man you saw yesterday, ...'
Gbadi b. glimoi    yi     A    wh-to  [e] i kpinyH
agouti    WH we like-FOC   a lot
'it is agouti we like a lot'
Gbadi c. a yiii   - 86    zigbE [eliff a
we FUT-A+CL-Q tomorrow eat-Q
'will we eat it tomorrow?'
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Finally, the INFL node of Gbadi, unlike that of Vata, contains a clitic
node (CL). Whereas in Vata, pronouns and lexical NPs occur in the same
syntactic positions, in Gbadi 3rd person pronouns occur in a position from
which lexical  NPs are excluded, namely  in a position between the verb or
the auxiliary in INFL, and tense particles, i.e. in INFL:
(41)    Gbadi a. A   li  - nE kudku glimO
we ate - PAST yesterday agouti
'We have eaten agouti yesterday'
b. A    loi  -nE     [e] i   kirtkd
we ate+CL-PAST yesterday
'we ate it yesterday'
c. a yai  - 66 zigbE [e]i IT a
we FUT-A+CL-Q tomorrow eat
'will we eat it tomorrow?'
The relation between a clitic and the corresponding empty category is
subject to locality requirements, similar to the ones that exist in Romance
languages (cf. Sportiche, 1982).
2.3.3. Movement rules
Vata and Gbadi have a wide array of movement rules involved in the
middle construction, wh-constructions, and constructions in which ex-
traposition occurred. We will restrict the discussion to the first two here,
and leave the latter for later discussion (4.4.3.).
2.3.3.1. NP-movement
In   2.2.4.,   we have discussed the morphology involved   in the middle
construction, whose syntactic effect is the appearance of an internal
argument in subject position, and the disappearance of the external
argument.
What is the structural representation of the middle construction?
Within EST there are basically two options available, that one might
term the syntactic approach and the lexical approach respectively. The
difference between the two reduces to whether or not the S-structure
representation corresponding to an example like (42) contains a trace
or not:
(42)                                S
NP INFL VP
ricei NEG-A
,      I e l i                                      v
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There is extensive literature on the same problem with respect to the
passive construction (see, among others, Wasow (1972) Bresnan (1977),
and Williams (1981)).
Since, by virtue of the Projection Principle (chapter 1(5)), syntactic
representations are projected from 0-marking properties, the problem of
(42) can be settled in one way or the other, if it can be shown either (i)
that the middle verb assigns a 0 -role directly to the external argument, or
(ii)  that a trace is needed in order to assign the appropriate 0 -role  to  the
NP which appears in subject position at surface structure. If no trace is
present in (42), one would expect that the external argument could only
be  assigned  the  0 -role theme (,cf. Williams, 1981, for discussion), if a trace
is present one would expect the external argument to assume any of the
8-roles assigned to the trace.
That the middle construction in Vata and Gbadi is syntactic rather than
lexical may be concluded from the following examples which show that,
besides themes, goals (43a) and idiom chunks (43c) may also appear in
subject position:
(43)  a. shki nyE40 y6-6
rice give-PAS child-DEF
'rice was given to the child'
b. ya-6 ny#216 shka
child-DEF give-PAS rice
'the child was given rice'
c. wT philo na...
voice throw-PAS NA
'It has been announced that  ...'
Note however that, because of the absence of Exceptional Case marking
verbs U believe John to be a fool, John was believed t to be a foor), and
small clauses of the type I consider John to  be a fool, John was considered
t to be a fooll, the actual 8-roles the external argument may carry in the
middle construction in Vata or Gbadi are more restricted in number than
in the English passive construction.
The syntactic nature of the middle construction and the fact that
either NP of a double object construction may move into subject position
(43a, b), can be accounted for if one assumes following Chomsky (1981),
that the passive morphology involved in the middle construction has the
following consequences:
(44)    One [NP, VP] does not receive Case, and [NP, S] does not receive
a 8-role
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The [NP, VP] which has not been assigned Case is forced by the Case
filter (ch. 1(11)) to move into the non-thematic subject position. This is
in  accordance with the 8 -criterion, and respects the Subjacency Condition.
The trace, being an anaphor, will be bound by its antecedent in subject
position, thus satisfying Condition A of the Binding Theory. Moreover, it
will be properly governed by virtue of being governed by the verb. It thus
satisfies the ECP.
Although the discussion here has been restricted to the middle con-
struction, it will be clear that, if we assume the lexical representation for
ergative verbs discussed in 2.2.6., NP-movement is also involved in the
derivation  o f surface forms  like  a yi  ('we  came'). In chapter  5,  we will
argue that the V-movement rule briefly discussed above has essentially
the same properties as NP-movement.
2.3.3.2.  wh-movement
Syntactic wh-movement underlies the formation of wh-questions, relative
clauses and focus constructions. Examples of each of these constructions
are presented in (45).
(45)  a. bloi KOfi yE  le]i yd 15
who Kofi saw PART WH
tvho did Kofi see'
b. yo-Oi (momoi)  Ktfi yE -66 [e]i  yd'...
child-DEF (HIM-HIM) Kofi saw REL  PART
'the child Kofi saw, ...'
c. y6-6i moi    kdff    yE      [e] i         yd
child-DEF him Kofi see PART
'it is the child Kofi saw'
Despite the superficial difference among the examples in (45) (the preposed
pronouns and the clause type indicators differ according to type of con-
struction) they act alike on a more abstract level. For example, the po-
sitions related to the preposed wh-phrase are empty and apparently, long
wh-movement is possible in all three constructions:
(46)   a. AlOi A    gugu  na Kdfi' yE' [e]i yd   ld
who you think  NA Kofi see PART WH
hvho do you think Kofi saw'
b. yo-Oi    (momdi) 8   gDgu - 66 ni Kbff yE -66 le]i
child-DEF HIM-HIM you think-REL  NA Kofi see REL
ya
PART,...
'the child you think that  Kofi saw,...'
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c. yo-oi   moi h   gugu ni Kdff yE' [e] i yd
child -DEF  him you think NA  Kofi saw PART
'it is the child you think that Kofi saw'
But most importantly, the relation between the preposed phrase and its
trace obeys the Subjacency condition of Chomsky (1973), which imposes
locality requirements on possible dependencies expressed by Move-Ii.
The relevant examples establishing that the three constructions in Vata
obey Subjacency are presented in (47):
(47)       a.      h       gGgu    na    Kb fi yE yO-0 mOmO A
you think NA Kofi saw child-DEF HIM-HIM  we
nyE -6 0   skka ya      6
gave    REL rice   PART  Q
b. *>li    [it    gGgu  na   Kuff yEx  Iy8-6j  Fmomoj
what you think NA  Kofi saw child HIM-HIM




c. *sbkh· [mamAI [h   gugu - 60    na   Kbft'
41           X
rice IT-IT you think   REL NA Kofi
yE  [yo-Oj    [mom5   [A  nylk - 66
saw child-DEF HIM-HIM we gave REL
[el·   [e].]]]   ye        ] ]1 ·
PART
d. *s6kh· [mdi [h  gugu na  Kbfi yE
4 1 X
rice it you think NA  Kofi  saw
[y6-6j   [momoj  [i nyE - 66 [e]j [e]i 11] ye
PART
child-DEF HIM-HIM  we gave REL
The Complex Noun Phrase Constraint is thus respected, and at least S'
and/or S, and NP are bounding nodes in Vata.
Evidence for the non-bounding nature of S can be drawn from the fact
that a wh-phrase may be extracted from a wh-island:
(48)  a. Kbfii moi  it   ni [zli (mEmE')j A  nyE -66 [eli
Kofi  him   you NEG-A thing we gave-REL
[e]j j ]    yi
know
*'It is to Kofi you don't know what we have given'
b. A10i  n    ni   [ zE.  [ A   nyi£'-60  [eli [e]j ] yi    lb
who  you NEG-A  hing we gave-REL know WH
*'To whom don't you know what we have given?'
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c. kO' [momo       [fi         ni         -6 6      [zE          A
man-DEF HIM-HIM you NEG-A-REL thing we
nyE'-66  [e] 1 yi
gave-REL know
*'the man to whom you don't know what we have given'
Notice that the indirect question in (48a) has the formal properties of a
relative clause, but behaves  like an indirect question S': relative clauses
are islands for wh-extraction, whereas indirect questions are not. We will
treat indirect questions as being S', at least at D-structure, and leave the
explanation of the fact that they are concealed questions in surface
structure for future work. (cf. also Koopman, 19823).
Although wh-constructions in Gbadi will not be discussed here in any
detail, we might point out that examples like (46) and (48) are impossible
in Gbadi: wh-movement is always clause bound, or to put it more correct-
ly, wh-phrases may not be moved out of an embedded tensed complement.
This provides an indication to the effect that Vata and Gbadi differ as far
as their choice of bounding nodes are concerned: S' and NP in Vata, and
S', S, and NP in Gbadi.8
Wh-movement reveals a subject-object asymmetry in both main and
subordinate clauses, which we have discussed and analyzed in detail in
Koopman (1982). When a subject is wh-moved, a resumptive pronoun
must occur in subject position (49a). When non-subjects are moved, the
occurrence of resumptive pronouns is excluded (49b).
(49)  a. d10 *(0) IE s;tka 16
who he-R  eat rice   WH
'who is eating rice'
b.  yT        Kbff  IE    (*mi)       16
what Kofi eat (*it-R) WH
'what is Kofi eating'
We have proposed to explain the impossibility of a gap in subject position
in terms of the ECP, by assuming that the trace in subject position is not
properly governed,   even   if  it is coindexed  with an adjacent wh-phrase.
We will return to subject-object asymmetries in chapter 6 in the light of
the analysis that will be presented for COMP (3.4.2.)
2.3.4. Predicate cleft construction
In many Kru languages, a construction occurs that has sometimes been
called the predicate cleft construction. In this construction focus is placed
on a verb in clause initial position. The clause itself must contain a copy
of the verb. Some examples of the predicate cleft construction are pre-
sented in (50) (where focus is indicated by capital letters in the glosses):
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(50)  a. E A lE shkA
eat we eat rice
'we are really EATING rice' or
'we are EATING rice'
b.  17     6          da                    shka  /1
eat s/he PERF-AUX rice eat
's/he has EATEN rice'
c. # 6 /i saka
eat s/he ate rice
's/he ATE rice'
The focused verb is unmarked for tone and consequently always surfaces
with mid tone. It can be inherently marked for aspect, as le in (50a)
shows. Note; incidentally, that the imperfective aspect is the only aspect
that may appear on the focused  verb. The focused verb  must be  bare,  in
the sense that it cannot be accompanied by tense particles or by com-
plements of the verb.-
(51)  a. U & 17- da zue saka
eat we eat PAST yesterday  rice
'we ATE rice yesterday'
b *8-dE A  li- da zue saka
eat PAST we eat PAST yesterday   rice
(52)  a. li  a  li   ki
eat we ate rice
'we ATE rice'
b /H         shka   a        H         sgkd
eat rice we ate rice
'we have EATEN rice'
We will discuss the properties of the predicate cleft construction more
extensively in chapter 6, where we shall argue that a verb movement rule,
parallel to wh-movement underlies this construction.
2.3.5. Some further remarks
We have presented a brief sketch of the phonological, morphological and
syntactic components of Vata and Gbadi, providing the reader with some
necessary background information, and familiarizing him with some of the
constructions to which we will frequently refer in this study.
Certain constructions which play an important role in recent syntactic
argumentation are absent from this study. This is due either to the fact
that we have been unable to find any instantiations of such constructions,
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or to the fact that such constructions simply do not occur in Vata or
Gbadi. We have been unable, for example to find any small clauses or
Exceptional Case Marking verbs. Furthermore, raising verbs like seem
and existential constructions of the type there arrived last night three
men »m London are nonexistent.
Let us stress the fact, however, that this study represents work in
progress by a non-native speaker of a language whose syntactic properties
have not been described previously. Unavoidably, this study is incomplete.
We discuss only those constructions whose properties we have studied in
detail.
NOTES
1. Vata belongs to the so-called Dida-F dialect cluster (cf. Kaye, 1982a for details),
and Gbadi, spoken to the north-east of Gagnoa, to the Bete cluster (which might be
more appropriately called Kru-kw). It is not easy to present information on the
precise number of speakers, but, considering the number of villages, we estimate the
number of Vata speakers to be approximately 10,000, of Dida-F (very roughly)
60,000 and of Gbadi 40,000.
2. The aspect which we refer to as perfective has also been called factative (Mar-
chese (1979) following Welmers (1973)), basically because of the different tense
interpretations depending on whether this aspect is associated with a non-stative verb
or with a stative verb.
3.   See Charette  (1982) for an analysis of some of the tone changes in the associative
construction in Gbadi.
4.   Note that this morphological process constitutes a counterexample to the theory
o f morphology developed in Williams (1981). Williams claims that morphological
processes may affect the argument structure of a particular lexical item in two ways,
either by internalizing X, or externalizing X. i.e. morphological rules may only affect
the external argument. The applied suffix however has the effect of adding an in-
ternal argument.
5.    Cf. Pinsonneault (forthcoming).
6.    See also Kokora (1976). Marchese (1981) further shows that in some Kru languages,
certain adverbs may not occur in preverbal position, while othei.  may. We have not
looked into the differential distribution according to type of adverbs.
7.  Marchese (1979) argues that Kru auxiUaries derive historically from main verbs.
While this is certainly plausible for some of the auxiliaries like, for example, yi
('come'), it is much less so for most of the other auxiliaries. it is interesting in this
respect to compare the reconstructed Proto-Bantu verbal system (cf. Meeuwsen
1967), with the synchronic INFL nodes of Vata and Gbadi.
(i)   PR.SC - NEG - TP -root - Xl - X2 - TS
-ta a- (recent) -a- *neutral'
-ti 5- (remote) -i de-   'perfective'
ngd (conditional) -iite-  present
perfective'
ka- (future) -e- 'subjunctive'
da- (disjunct) -i- 'negative'
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It is very suggestive that the synchronic INFL nodes of Vata and Gbadi have direct
correlates in the Proto-Bantu system, not only formally, but also semantically, and
this both in the system of tense particles (a, d, ka) and in the system of auxiliaries
Cti, yd ka). Note also that other Kru languages, such as (Southern) Dida-kw (Dida
of Yocouboue, Koyo etc) have a negative auxiliary td, which, incidentally, also
functions as a particle. It is thus plausible that certain auxiliaries derive historically
from inflectional particles, rather than from main verbs.
8.  Two remarks are in order on Bounding theory. First in languages in which only
NP and S' are Bounding nodes, like Italian or French, extraction is possible from
NPs, which are governed  by V:
(i)         [De qui [connais tu  [le frdre [ellil
As noted earlier (cf. 2.2.3), no extraction is possible from NPs in Vata:
(ii)      *  sid  A    yi    I Iel nogrd 1   16
who you know brother WH
This, I think, does not necessarily show that the conclusion that only S' and NP
are Bounding nodes is incorrect. The difference might conceivably be explained
otherwise. One possibility, for example,  is  to  relate  it  to a difference  in the internal
structure of the NP, and to propose that only the immediate sisters of a lexical
category are properly governed. If in (i), the trace is governed by N and hangs from
N', it will be properly governed. However, if the trace in (ii) is governed by N' and
hangs from N" it would fail to be properly governed, and (ii) could be excluded as
an ECP violation.
Secondly, one may wonder if the bounding nature of S', S and NP in Gbadi does
not undermine our conclusion that nominalizations in Gbadi are NPs. (Extraction
would be blocked by Subjacency.) Our conclusion can remain unaltered, however,
since as we can show in English, although S', S and NP are bounding nodes, ex-
traction from gerunds is still possible (who did you approve of my seeing t). 1n
general, only the  S' and S boundaries of tensed clauses count as bounding (cf. Chom-
sky, 1981, p. 304 for much relevant discussion).
Chapter 3
Verbs, Lexical Properties of Verbs and
INFL
3.0. Introductory remarks
This chapter is concerned with the establishment of D- and S-structure
representations for Vata and Gbadi. It is organized around the analysis
of the two nodes of a clause in which a verb can appear: [V, VP] and
[V,   INFL].   The word order problem, presented   in 2.3.1., constitutes
the starting point for the discussion in this chapter. How can we account
for the fact that the verb may appear in either of the two verbal po-
sitions? Section   3.1. is concerned   with the establishment   of  the   base
rule for the VP. It contains the arguments showing that the base po-
sition of verbs is VP final. Thus, surface structures in which the verb
precedes its complements are derived via a rule of V-movement, which
moves the verb into INFL if INFL does not contain an auxiliary. The
properties of this verb movement rule will be extensively discussed in
chapter 5, where   we will argue  it   has   the same formal properties  as  NP
movement, and in chapter 6.
The fact that Vata and Gbadi are verb final languages underlyingly,
raises questions about the expansion rules of the other lexical categories:
3.2.  presents the basic structure  of  NPs, and discusses the status  of ad-
jectives and postpositions in some detail. Vata and Gbadi will be shown
to  be  regular head final languages.  In  3.3., we  turn  to the analysis of the
INFL node. Particular attention will be paid to the status of AGR. More
specifically, it will be argued that INFL in Vata lacks an AGR node, a
hypothesis which will draw support from the distribution of pronouns
and lexical anaphors. This section also contains a discussion of the pro-
perties of auxiliaries and how to account for these. Section 3.4. con-
centrates on lexical properties of verbs in Vata. After a preliminary dis-
cussion of the 0-properties of verbs in 3.4.1., section 3.4.2. focuses on the
lexical properties that are involved in complementation in Vata. This
requires an analysis of COMP and complementation, a subject that raises
many analytical problems. The analysis we will propose will give insight
not only into the nature of the lexical properties involved in comple-
mentation, but also into the problem of how these may vary crosslinguistic-
ally. This chapter concludes with a short discussion.
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3.1. VP -+  .....  V
3.1.0. The problem
One of the striking facts about Kru languages is the alternation in word
order which occurs in tensed sentences. (cf. 2.3.1.):
(1)   a. d li shka
we ate rice
'we  ate  rice'
b. A la shka 11
we PERF-A rice eat
'we have eaten rice'
How should these sentences be analyzed?
In this section we will motivate an analysis in which the surface order
in  (la) is derived  from a D-structure  like  (1 b), by means  of rule  of verb
movement, which, (roughly speaking), preposes the verb if no auxiliary is
present. Since the finite verb and the auxiliary in examples like (1) are in
complementary distribution and occupy the same syntactic position with
respect  to the particles which occur  in  INFL (cf. 3.3.1.), we will assume
that the movement rule moves the verb into the verbal position in INFL.
This analysis implies  that the examples  in  (1 a)  and  (lb) are assigned  the
following D- and S-structure representations: (cf. chapter 5 and 7 for
discussion that V-movement applies between D- and S-structure, and that
it leaves a verbal trace)
(2) a. D-structure S-structure
S                        S
NP INFL VP NP INFL   VP
A A
NP    V NP
Iv e]i




NP    V
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This section contains the evidence in favour o f a D-structure representation
like (22). with the main verb occurring in VP final rather than in VP initial
position. A first argument will be drawn from the fact that the word order
alternations are limited to tensed clauses which do not contain an auxiliary:
other structures containing VPs. like infinitival clauses or gerunds, are all
verb   final  (3.1.1.).   If we adopt the analysis above,  the  only fact which
requires explanation is why tensed clauses not containing an auxiliary are
'special' and require the main verb to occur in INFL. Further arguments
in  favour  of (2) are all conceptually alike: certain fixed word order phe-
nomena, or configurations in which certain syntactic processes occur can
be captured naturally if one assumes that a syntactic process requiring
adjacency between the verb and a given element underlies them. Particle
verb constructions and idiomatic expressions (3.1.2.), the phenomenon
of  P-stranding  (3.1.3.). and restructuring constructions in Gbadi  (3.1.4.),
will be discussed in this respect.
Before we actually discuss these cases. some remarks about the con-
stituent VP are in order. Is there a syntactic constituent VP in Vata and
Gbadi at S- (and D-) structure or not? We assume that all human languages
have a constituent VP at the LF level of representation (Chomsky, 1981).
Languages, then, may differ in whether this constituent is configuration-
ally or "virtually" represented at S.structure (cf. Vergnaud and Zubizaret-
ta (1981)). The question arises of whether there is any evidence for a
configurationally represented constituent VP at S-structure in Vata or
Gbadi. Apart from the fact that VP constitutes the domain in which
constituents may be freely ordered, (cf. 2.3.1.), more "classical" argu-
ments for the constituenthood of VP, like VP-preposing or VP-deletion
cannot be presented, since these processes are nonexistent: (These
processes, we think, may very well turn out to be extremely rare, cross-
linguistically speaking). Note however that no arguments against assuming
a VP constituent at S-structure exist either. Such arguments are often
based on a certain mobility that 'nominative' NPs and other preverbal
complements often manifest in surface structure in SOV languages, and on
the non-adjacency of the verb and its complements in VSO languages (on
these latter,  see  7.3.3.). As mentioned before, 'subject'  NPs  in  Vata  and
Gbadi invariably occur  in   [NP,  S].  We will therefore assume  what  we
consider  to   be the unmarked case: unless there are indications  to  the
contrary, the VP is a configurationally represented constituent at all
levels of representation, i.e. at D-structure, S.structure and LF.
3.1.1. Gerunds and infinitival complements
The word order alternations discussed  in 2.3.1. all occur in tensed clauses.
Given the assumption that clauses may be either finite 1+ Tense] or non-
finite [- Tense] (LGB. p. 52), the question arises of what the order of
constituents in non-finite complements is.
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One type of complement lacking a [+ TENSE]  INFL has already been
discussed in 2.2.3., where it was shown that nominalizations in Vata are
gerunds with roughly the following structure (recall that nominalizations
in Gbadi have the internal structure of NPs):
(3)         INP  NP  GEN   [vp  . . . . .  V  -11] 1 (Vata)
The verb in (3) must follow its complements, an order which would
directly reflect the underlying order if the verb is in VP final position.
A second type of complement lacking a [+ TENSE] INFL is infinitival
clauses. Infinitival complements occur in a wide range of contexts in Indo-
European languages. The distribution of infinitival clauses in Vata and
Gbadi turns out to be much more limited and in fact their existence is
not very easily established. Many verbs which take infinitival comple-
ments as a lexical property in Indo-European languages. select what looks
like a tensed complement clause in Vata or Gbadi. (We come back to the
exact nature of these complements in 3.4.2.. when discussing comple-
mentation).
(4)           a.   6          ni               wh        na     6     ka                mli
s/he  NEG-A want  NA s/he FUT-A leave
's/he does not want to leave'
b. 0   tid 4-6     ko   ni 0 m 
s/he let child-DEF PART NA he leave
's/he lets the child leave'
c. dalb' mino 16 6 wi6 wH   I
money be-possible and it leaves hands  in
'money can be lost'
d. a  nyE yud-6 nyice na wA  mIT
we give children-DEF road  NA they leave
'we allow the children to leave'
e.   0          nyE *    mo 6 gbTgbirgbdwi ni 6  mli
's/he gave you his/her word NA s/he leaves
's/he promised you to leave'
The complement clause, introduced by na (Vata) or by nOgbE in
Gbadi)) is in alternation with NPs in lexical representations.
(5)   a. 6 ni shka wa
s/he NEG-A rice  want
's/he does not want rice' ,
b. 0   ni     wd  na 0   ki    mli
s/he NEG-A want  NA s/he FUT-A leave
's/he does not want to leave'
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Note, incidentally, that lexical NPs and S' complements do not occur in
the same positions: tensed complement clauses occur in postverbal
position, a position we will also refer to as the extraposed position. Why
this should be so is a problem to which we return in chapter 4.
There is a class of complements which are potential candidates for the
label infinitival clause. The core class of these complements, ka-comple-
ments, occurs with certain verbs o f movement:
(6)        (i)    Vata: y7 'arrive, m# 'leave'. w/U 'come from' /3 'accompany 6
16  'b ring' /6wb 'send'
(ii)   Gbadi: y7 'arrive', nd 'leave', bdti 'come from' U-6 isend'...
These verbs include both subject and object control verbs.
What is the status of the ka-complements presented  in (7)?
(7)     a. Vata   il  ni-  ka  i y6-6 shkd nyE  ki] mff
Gbadi 1  yi        [ yll     sikA  ko jI ka] mT
a
I FUT-A(-TP) child-(DEF) rice (PART) give KA leave
'I will go give rice to the child'
b. Vata   A  ni-  ki  I y6-6  stlk:i  flU  ki] 1 6
Gbadi i  yT        I yli      sikA  PTA  ka] 116i
a
I FUT-A(-TP) child (-DEF) rice buy KA send
'I will send the child buy rice'
In order to determine this, let us examine the syntactic and morpho-
logical properties of ka-complements. Looking at their internal structure,
one notes the occurrence of the base form of the verb, which must follow
its complements, and which is in turn followed by the particle ka In
3.4., we will show that ka is best characterized as a complementizer. The
appearance of 'bare' NP complements, indicates that the verb in the ka-
complement assigns  Case, and hence  that it contains a projection  of V,
i.e. VP. The constituent o: differs in two ways from gerunds. First, it can
never contain a lexical subject, and, second, the verb and ka do not con-
stitute a phonological word,  as one would expect if ka was a nominalization
suffix (as proposed, for example, in Marchese (1979)), comparable to the
nominalization suffix discussed in 2.2.3. Despite the fact that the verb and
ka are alwaysadjacent in surface structure, their status asindependent words
can be illustrated in the predicate cleft construction (2.3.4.). Indeed, since
only verbs may occur in this construction, it provides us with a test for
establishing whether or not the verb and ka are two syntactically in-
dependent words or not. Consider now the Vata examples in (8):
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(8)   a. nyE 6 kd y6-6 s ki nyE  ka mff
give  s/he FUT-A child-DEF  rice  give KA leave
'she will go GIVE rice to the child'
b.*p7 0 nI yO-0 saka pni wa
prepare s/he NEG-A child-DEF rice prepare-NOM   want
Thus, (8a) allows   us to conclude   that   the   verb   in   the ka- complement
constitutes an independent syntactic word.
The constituenthood of ka-complements can easily be established,
since they may undergo preposing:
(9)         vata   I Iy6-6 shka  nyE     ki] [6£2 [ 0 ni mlill]
child-DET  rice   give KA THERE    s/he FUT-A leave
'it is to give rice to the child that s/he will leave'
Furthermore, ka-complements alternate with locative NPs, and with
tensed complement clauses (which, as always, occur in extraposed po-
sition):
(10)  a. mllsiphnyO ki dll-6 ko mff
healer FUT-A village-DEF      on    go
'the healer will go to the village'
b.  mAsipanyO kd mo yam kl yT
healer FUT-A you healthy-MA KA come
'the healer will come to make you healthy'
c. mAsipAnyo kA yi  na 0 kd  mO y-ma
7     -1
healer FUT-A  come   NA  he    FUT-A you healthy-MA;
'the healer will come to make you healthy:
i pi AnyT mli  mEni A
thab FUT-A us inside sweet-CAUS
'that will make us happy'
Ka-complements alternate with locative NPs and tensed Ss, contain a VP,
and   may not contain a lexical subject:   they   thus   have the properties
characteristic of infinitival complements. Of course, the order of con-
stituents follows without any stipulation if the verb occurs in VP final
position.
Abstracting away, for convenience, from the ergativity of many verbs
that select a ka-complement, it  is easy to  see  that the conclusion that ka-
complements are infinitival clauses is corroborated by the 0-criterion and
the Projection Principle. The examples   in   (11)   show that selectional
restrictions are imposed on the subject of miI/mI, and that it is therefore
a 0-position:
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(11)        Vata.       *  su          mff    [6 S   ka]
Gbadi:    *  su          mT     [ 6 G   kh]
t ree go fall KA
The main verb in the ka-complement also assigns a 0-role to its subject,
though. Since, by virtue of the 0-criterion, the matrix subject cannot be
a igned two 8-roles, sentences like (7) must be assigned the following LF
representation:
(12)   NP  INFL  'VP  [S'  IS  PRO  [vp ·····  V] ka] V]
Le-role --1
f      i0-role -1
By virtue of the Projection Principle, (12) is also the representation at S-
and D-structure. Postponing further discussion of ka-complements until
3.1.4. below. let us tum to the word order problem.
As we have shown. the following word orders obtain in different clause
types in Vata and Gbadi:
(13)
Vata Gbadi
a. gerunds [NP/S [Vp ..V-NOM] 1     - - - - - -
b. infinitivals [S'[SPRO[VP··V]] ka] [S'[SPRO [VP...V]]  ka]
c. Tensed clause       [s           Aux] [vp·.·v] ] [sNP IINFLAux] [vp···v]]NP IINFL
 INFLAUX]
d. Tensed clause       [s           v] [vp···]] [ sNP IINFL '1 IVP*- 11NP IINFL
IINFI-1
The verb thus invariably follows its complements, unless it occurs in a
tensed clause which does not contain an auxiliary. If it is assumed that the
basic position o f the verb is final. and that the base rule of Vata and Gbadi
is  VP -*...V, nothing needs  to  be said about the order in gerunds, ka-
complements. and tensed clauses containing an auxiliary. What needs
explanation then, is why the verb must move into INFL in tensed clauses
with no auxiliary. This problem will be addressed in chapter 5, where we
will argue that the theoretical framework as is contains the answer to
these and related questions.
The simplicity of this analysis constitutes a first piece of evidence in
its favour. Below, in 3.1.5., it will be briefly compared withthe implications
o f the alternative analysis hypothesis VP -* V...
The order of constituents in different clause types is not the only
argument  that  may be presented in favour  of VP  -* ...V, although it  is
su fficient. There  is more evidence, based on certain processes which  have
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in common the fact that they require adjacency between the relevant
elements and the verb in VP final position. We will now review this evi-
dence, discussing in turn particle verb constructions and idiomatic ex-
pressions (3.1.2.), constructions in which P.stranding occurs (3.1.3.),
and finally constructions illustrating the process of restructuring in Gbadi
(3.1.4.).
3.1.2.  Particle Verb constructions and idiomatic expressions
Further evidence for a verb final base rule can be based on the distribution
of the particle in the particle verb construction (cf. Koster (1975) for a
similar argument in Dutch and German), and on the distribution of idio-
matic expressions, more specifically on the distribution of NP-V and
N-V idioms. The basic assumption underlying our argument is that certain
phenomena like idiomatic expressions. are best treated at D-structure
(cf. Chomsky (1981, p. 94), Vergnaud (1982) for some discussion).
Particle verb pairs consist of a verbal element and a particle which can
be identified as a postposition or in some cases as a noun (often referring
to a body part). The verbal element and the particle are discontinuous in
tensed clauses which do not contain an auxiliary, i.e. in precisely those
cases in which verb movement has applied. (All examples below are
drawn from Vata).
(14)  a. 6  PE   mdmA mu
s/he shout much in
's/he shouts a lot',
b. 0 BId shka kO
s/he ? rice PART
's/he is taking rice'
Note that the particle does not form a constituent with the NP in (14b);
rather the NP is the complement of kO BIa 'take'. This is shown in the
examples in (15)
(15)      a.   *shka  k<) SE 6 6ia
rice PART there s/he takes
b.      shka  ma    6         8 IA    k6
rice IT s/he take PART
'it is the rice s/he is taking'
In fact, (14) represents the only configuration in which the verbal element
and the particle occur separately,   the verb preceding the particle.   The
particle and the verbal element must be adjacent in all other cases, i.e. if:
(i) INFL contains an auxiliary. In this case, even adverbs may not inter-
vene, as the ungrammaticality of (16b) indicates:
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(16)  a. A ni mamd mli   pE
we NEG-A much PART shout
'we did not shout a lot'
b.*a nt mli  m nd pE
we NEG-A PART much shout
c. A I5 shka kb   Sid
we PERF-A rice   PART  take
'we have taken the rice'
(ii) The particle verb pair occurs in an infinitival clause:
(17)  a. 6 ml [ md pE           kpil
He goes PART-shout KA
'he goes in order to shout'
b.  0      mlE   [  shkA  kd           615     ki]
he    rice PART take KAgo
'he is going in order to take rice'
(iii) The particle verb combination occurs in a nominalization:





'the taking of rice'
(iv) The particle verb pair occurs in a compound:
(19)  a. mli-pE-nyO
PART-shout-person
'someone who shouts'
b.   shka-kO-6Iti-nyO
rice-PART-take-person
'someone who takes rice'
If the verb is (VP) final at D-structure, the distribution of the particle can
easily be captured, since particle verb pairs  can then be treated in a 'local'
way, as 'lexical' items, in a sense. I f the verb were not final at D-structure,
particle verb combinations cannot be treated in a uniform fashion.
But what kind of lexical items are particle verb pairs and how should
they be treated? Although particle verb pairs function as a single 'seman-
tic' unit, they clearly consist of two phonologically and syntactically in-
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dependent words: phonologically independent since  the two elements each
have their own characteristic tone pattern, syntactically independent
because, if INFL does not contain an auxiliary, only the verbal part
moves into INFL and not the entire particle verb complex.
(20)              S
NP INFL VP
6
NP PART  V
i Ioo Jo nyEpE
s/he breathe child-DEF on
's/he abandons the child'
Koster (1975) proposes to analyze similar particle verb construction in
Dutch and German as compound verbs of the following type:2
(21)                  V
PART               V11
op bellen 'phone up'
Such an analysis seems unacceptable to us, since particle verbs are not
compounds in the usual sense of the word, that is, they do not constitute
a  phonological or syntactic  word:  as  is the case in Vata or Gbadi, the verb
second rule in Dutch only affects the verbal part of the compound.
Another analysis of particle verb constructions is presented in Stowell
(1981), who proposes to treat particle verb constructions by some ex-
tended word formation rules, but seems to be unaware of the problem
that only one part of this lexical item is subject to a movement rule, a
possibility he explicitly rejects elsewhere:
"But if (2b) (Kevin turned  lonl  I the lightl)  is to  be  transformationally
derived from (28) (Kevin turned Ithe lightl Ionl), then the structure
[V PART} (by which verb particle pairs form one single subcategorization
frame) is impossible, unless one makes the otherwise unwarranted
assumption that syntactic movement rules can apply to only subparts
of a syntactic word" (Stowell, 1981, p. 302).
Of course, the above citation is meant to apply to English. But since it
seems to be desirable to treat English verb particle constructions, Dutch
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particle verb construction and Vata's particle verb constructions in the
same fashion, the problem remains unsolved.
An alternative analysis, which we will tentatively adopt here, consists
in treating particle verb pairs by idiom rules applying at the level of D-
structure. Although the details of such an analysis will not be worked out
here, it is sufficient  for our purposes to interpret the fixed position ofthe
particle, and the impossibility of any material intervening between the
particle and the verb as an indication that such a rule requires strict
adjacency of the particle and the verb at the level of D-structure.
If particle verb constructions are to be treated by idiom rules, one
expects to find a resemblance between particle verb constructions and
idiomatic expressions. This appears indeed   to  be   the case: particle  verb
constructions and idiomatic expressions in Vata and Gbadi share formal
properties, in the sense that idiomatic expressions also need to be strictly
adjacent at the level of D-structure. Again, this property can only be
expressed if the verb occurs in VP final position at D-structure. The
following examples illustrate the different possibilities for the placement
o f adverbs:
(22)   a. bki kdfi BogUkra   ni 6 nyfpE k 
1 FUT-A Kofi leg seize NA he breathe on
'I will implore Kofi to give up'
b. A ka (fdfa) kaff (faft) 6ogu (*fifi)
I FUT-A (quicklx)Kofi (quickly) leg (*quickly)
klE  na 6 nyEPE kj
seize     NA he breathe · on
'I will quickly implore Kofi to abandon'
c. wa   nI     wI   pd'         nI And 66 66
they NEG-A voice throw-PERF  NA you all meet
yEIE d06      mli
village-DEF in
'they did not announce that all of you should meet in the
middle of the village'
d. wd ka (fafa) wI (*fafa) p  ria
they   FUT-A(quickly) voice (*quickly) throw  COMP...
e. wa pa (fdfa) wI (fafa) na
they throw (quickly) voice (quickly)     COMP...
The subparts of the idioms     6 OgU kla 'implore' and wI pa 'announce'
have to be adjacent (22b, c, d); verb movement (22e) does not alter the
grammaticality judgements: Notice also that the otherwise possible free-
dom in word order, discussed in 2.3.1., is no longer possible.
The reader may wonder why we have decided to call the expressions
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above idiomatic expressions rather than particle verb constructions. In
fact, the difference reduces  to  the  fact that particle verb constructions
and the idiomatic expressions, like those cited, illustrate the existence of
two different kinds of idioms:
(23) a. P  V
». IN,1  V
The difference between the two can be shown in the middle construction:
the NP part of an idiomatic expression may occur in subject position if
the verb carries passive morphology (23), whereas particles can never
occur in subject position:
(24)     a.   6 OgU kl&16 md ni 6 nyEpE  kU
leg seize-PERF-PAS  him   NA he abondon  PART
'he has been implored to abandon'
-     p616           na...b. wI                    -
voice throw-PERF-PAS NA ......
'it has been announced that...'
c.*k6 6 IA16 saka
on take -PERF-PAS    rice
d.   sdka   6 Iblo kO
rice take-PERF-PAS PART
Predictably, it is not always easy to distinguish particle verb constructions
from idiomatic expressions, especially if the latter are of the type that
does not  allow  movement  of the NP part of the idiom (cf. kick the bucket
'die; the bucket was kicked (*die)).4
(24)      a.  ya  yE'  'see'
eye?
b.*ya yE'10 ni ...
eye set -PAS    NA
Since in Vata or Gbadi particle verb constructions and idiomatic ex-
pressions are treated by the same mechanism, the difference between a
particle verb construction and an idiomatic expression is simply non-
existent, indicating the existence of two different types of idioms.
To sum up, the particle and the verb and the subparts of an idiomatic
expression must be strictly adjacent at D-structure. The only superficial
counterexamples to this claim are tensed clauses which do not contain
an auxiliary, i.e. precisely those cases in which V-movement has occurred.
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Of course, only if the verb occurs in VP final position at D-structure can
these constructions be treated uniformly, and the adjacency requirement
be  expressed. The fixed order may then be viewed  as a consequence of the
idiom rule which requires strict adjacency at the level of D-structure. The
fixed order, as opposed  to the otherwise free order of complements in the
VP, lends support to the hypothesis put forth in Chomsky (1981) and
Stowell (1981) that the complements of a lexical category are unordered,
and that fixed word order is not a property of X-bar theory, but results
instead from interaction with other subtheories or principles of grammar,
like, for example, idiom rules in Vata and Gbadi. We must stress that our
description of idiomatic expressions in Vata is very rudimentary and in-
complete. It was not our intention, however, to describe and analyze these
exhaustively here. Rather,  we have picked  out one aspect to illustrate  the
adjacency requirement, since it provides evidence for the verb final character
of Vata and Gbadi:
3.1.3. P-stranding
The phenomenon of 'preposition' stranding, to which we will henceforth
refer as P-stranding, is illustrated in the English examples in (26):
(26)       a.  whoi did  you talk to  [e] i
b. John was talked to [e]i
In (26a) the object of P has been extracted by wh-movement, in (26b) by
NP movement, leaving the P 'stranded'.
P-stranding has been extensively discussed in the literature, among
others by Van Riemsdijk (1978), Hornstein and Weinberg (1981), Kayne
( 1981 a, 198 1 b), and Stowell (1981). The following preliminary remarks
can be made concerning P-stranding. It is relatively rare crosslinguistically
speaking (Van Riemsdijk,  1978). In Indo-European languages, for example,
it seems to be attested only in English, in the Scandinavian languages, and
in Dutch. Those languages which allow P-stranding appear to differ with
respect to the context in which P-stranding may occur. In Dutch, for
example, P-stranding occurs only under wh-movement and clitic move-
ment (= R-movement, Van Riemsdijk, 1978) from preverbal PPs; Pre-
positions may not be stranded by NP movement. In English, however,
stranding both by wh-movement and NP-movement occurs (cf. (26)). But
P-stranding under wh-movement may occur in more configurations than
P-stranding under NP-movement: the latter seems to require adjacency
with  the verb, whereas the former  may take place, roughly speaking,  if
the  PP  is  (0 9 governed   by  V (for discussion  see Van Riemsdijk  (1978),
Hornstein and Weinberg (1981) Stowell (1981))6.
It is an interesting fact that P-stranding is also attested in many lang-
uages of the Km family:
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(27)   Gbadi a. [ta61E k10]i yl  wA   kE - 10   1TlE [eli jill 
table on WH they FUT-A-FOC food put
'it is on the table they will put the food'
b. P-stranding, under wh-movementta61Ei yI wA  kE  -10 InE [e]i kiUjiliE
table WH they FUT-A-FOC food on put
'it is the table they will put the food on'
c.  P-stranding,under  NP  movement
taGgi    kE       1116  le]i k/0 jIUO
table FUT-A food on put-PAS
'the food will be put on the table'
d. P-stranding  under  clitic  placement  Oimited to  Gbadij
wa    yE       -   66    [e]i k10 jilkE
they PERF-A-CL-Q on   put-Q
'Have they put food on it?'
(27a) is intended to show the reader that a postposition may be pied-
piped   with its complement under wh-movement, which indicates  the
constituenthood of the PP. (27b) shows that a P may be stranded under
wh-movement,   (27c)  that   it  may be stranded under NP-movement,  and
(27d),  finally, that  it may be stranded under clitic movement. (Since there
are no syntactic clitics in Vata, this case is limited to Gbadi).
Under what circumstances may P-stranding occur? The following
examples illustrate the restrictions on P-stranding:
(28)    Gbadi  a*ta61    yi' wa     kE - 16 [e]i  k10  mE jillk  (cf. 27)
table    WH they FUT-A-FOC on food put
'it is the table they will put the food on'
btta6 IE   kE      [ [e]i   kiU j lIlI jilE (cf. 27c)
table FUT-A on food put-PAS
c*wa  6   I Ieli   k10]  lillk jilif (cf.27d)
they FUT-A-CL on food put
'they will put the food on it'
(28) shows that P-stranding in the Kru languages obeys similar constraints
in all cases of stranding: it requires strict adjacency of the P and the verb.
Thus, (28a, 28b, and 28c) are blocked since the direct object intervenes
between the V and the P and (28c). in which the PP has been extraposed
(4.3.) is also blocked because the adjacency requirement is not met, (or,
alternatively, because  of lack of government.) The canonical configuration
in which P-stranding is possible can thus be summarized as in (29):
(29)      , . . . . [p p      NP      P]      V
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That is, a P may be stranded iff it is adjacent to the predicate of which it is
a complement.
Note that in the examples in (28), the verb actually occurs in what we
have argued is its base position. (29) furthermore shows that stranding
may  occur  if P  and  V are adjacent. Of course. there  are many superficial
counterexamples to this claim, all of which fall into the same class: G9)
is apparently violated in sentences which contain a tensed INFL which is
not realized as an auxiliary, i.e. in precisely those cases in which verb
movement has applied. The following examples show that the surface
position of the verb is irrelevant to the possibility to have P.stranding:
([v e] represents the trace left by V-movement, cf. chapter 5).
(30)   a. t461Ei   yti wl   jilE -16   1TlE[elikiO[Ve]
table      WH they, p,ut - FOC food     on
b.*tifillkiyii wA jIlE-16 [e] i klu lilE  [ve]
table  WH they  put - FOC   on food
c. tA6 llki jilIO      lilt   [ [e] i klU] [Ve]
table put-PAS food on
'food was Eut on the table'
d.*t&61Ei jilio      I [e]i klo]   lillf [ve]
table put-PAS on food
etc..
That  is, what determines the possibility of P-stranding is adjacency of the
P and the V at D-structure (or alternatively, at S-structure or, using the
verbal trace, at  LF). Thus, again, P-stranding provides us with an argument
in favour of the assumption that the verb is final at D-structure, and that
if the verb occurs in INFL. it occurs in a derived position.
What mechanism renders P-stranding possible? It is generally assumed
that P-stranding under adjacency is made possible by the existence in the
grammar of a rule called rean*wis (see, among others, Van Riemsdijk
(1978),  Kayne  (1981 a), Hornstein and Weinberg (1981), Stowell (1981 ))
a process which. informally speaking. turns  a   P and  a  V  into a complex
word, taking an NP complement. We will assume that reanalysis in Gbadi
or in Vata is a syntactic process operating at D-structure, and moreover,
that it is the process of extending the government domain of the verb
assigning a 8-role to a complement PP down to the complement of P (cf.
Kayne,   1981 a).  Let us assume, furthermore,  that  the PP becomes trans-
parent for purposes of government when its head is cosuperscripted and
adjacent to the verb as in (31):
(31)   ..... [pp NP  Pi Vi]VP
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Given the formal similarities o f this process and the process involved in the
formation of verb particle constructions and idiomatic expressions (3.1.2.),
it is probably the case that these two processes are really one and the
same process.
To conclude this section, let us point out that the existence of particle
verb constructions is compatible with Maling's (1977) and Stowell's
(1981) observation that particle verb (or verb particle) constructions are
a prerequisite for P-stranding. Note also that Vata and Gbadi share the
absence of surface distinctions between objective and oblique case, a
property which Kayne (1981 b) argues paves the way for P-stranding.
3.1.4. Restructuring in Gbadi
Let us now turn to 'restructuring' or 'clause-union' constructions. Re-
structuring, a term which is used in the literature to indicate that certain
bi-clausal structures behave as mono-sentential structures with respect
to certain syntactic phenomena, is attested in Romance languages (Burzio
(1981), Rizzi (1982), Zubizeretta (1982), etc.), in Dutch and in German
(Evers (1975), Bok-Bennema (1980), Reuland (1982)), as well as in a non-
Indo-European language such as Quechua (Muysken (1978)). We will
show that restructuring constructions are also attested in certain Kru
languages; the particular configurations in which restructuring occurs
show once again that the verb occurs in VP final position at D-structure.
Although the existence (or the non-existence) of restructuring can not
be illustrated in Vata, it may be illustrated in Gbadi through the behavior
of clitics. Consequently, the data in this section will be drawn from
Gbadi.
As mentioned in 2.3.2., the relation between a clitic and a corres-
ponding empty category in Gbadi is subject to locality requirements. A
clitic usually cannot appear in a clause unless it relates to an argument of
the verb of that clause. (We return to the relation between a clitic and its
trace below.) There  is one class of exceptions to this general rule, though:
a class of verbs that takes infinitival complements allows 'clitic climbing',
i.e. the clitic appears on the INFL node of a higher sentence:
(32) Gbadi
a. wA     kit -66 [s'[spRO [vp 2iS 'ia   pi] ]  ka] mT  a'
they FUT-A-Q fish prepare KA leave-Q
'will they go prepare fish?'
b.  wA       kuai     -6 6  [s' [spRO [vp[e]i  pi]]  ka]mI   ac
they FUT-A+CL-Q prepare KA leave-Q
'will they go prepare them?'
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(33)      a.  wi ni zi6la   pi                k6           6iE
they  NEG-A fish prepare PART finish
'they have not finished preparing the fish'
b. wA    nUdi -66 [s'[sPRO [vp [e]i pi]] ko]6Ii#   bab
they  NEG-A + CL-Q prepare COMP finish
'Have they not started to prepare it?'
The structure of these examples is presented in (34):
04)     NPl    INFL + CLi[S' [NP2  [VP [NP*  e]i V]  COMP]V+R
where V  [+ R] is the restructuring  verb,  V the embedded  verb,  and  NP*
a complement of V which may cliticize onto INFL of the clause con-
taining V  [+R]. The class of verbs triggering this process is given in (35):
(35)     a.  ka-complements                     mI                 :   'go, leave'
6 aa : 'come from, arrive'
yi      : 'come'
b.   others: 7 kO bTE : 'finish'
ka cl : 'start'
It should be noted that the restructuring verbs in (35) are also subject
control verbs. This seems to be a general property of restructuring con-
structions. Object control verbs like U6IU 'send' may not restructure,
as the following example illustrates:
(36)  a. wA nI yO      zi6 ia     pm  -  ka   116 iii
they NEG-A child fish-PL  buy    KA send
'They have not send the child to buy rice'
b.*wi nu4 yll  [e]i 48 ka li6ili
they NEG-A-CL child buy KA send
Not only can restructuring occur if the verbs in (36) select an infinitival
complement; this infinitival complement must also immediately precede
the  verb. We interpret  this as indicating  that the process involved  in  re-
structuring demands adjacency between the verb and the infinitival clause.
The canonical configuration in which restructuring takes place may
then be represented as (37), where the feature [+R] indicates the property
triggering restructuring:
(37)      . . .V  ]    ka     1  V+R
That such an adjacency requirement is a prerequisite for restructuring
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has been shown to hold for other languages as well. and may in fact be a
general condition on the process of restructuring.
I'he configuration in (37) is apparently violated in tensed clauses with
no auxiliary, in which case the main verb and the infinitival complement
are not adjacent in surface structure:
(38)  wi mUdi gOdUgodU Na ka
they go-CL always buy ka
'they always go to buy them'
However, (37) can be maintained if one assumes that the main verb
occurs in VP final position, and has moved into INFL in (38), leaving
behind a verbal trace. Then, once again, the fact that the verb occurs in
INFL in some surface structures is simply not relevant when it comes to
expressing the configuration in which restructuring occurs: only the verbal
position in the VP plays a role in this respect.
Let us now tum to the nature of the process of restructuring. We will
not propose any specific analysis here. but limit ourselves to a general
discussion of roughly the two options for analyzing these constructions
in the GB framework - one of which we may call the government option
and the other the Binding option - and present some evidence in favour of
the latter, based on Sportiche (1982). Under the government option, a
clitic is assumed to appear on a verb that governs the empty category. The
effect of restructuring would be to extend the government domain of the
main  verb  (V  +  R)  to the complement  of the embedded  verb,  so that  the
clitic governs the empty category in the embedded clause, similarly to the
way in which the process of reanalysis extends the government domain of
the V to the complement of P. Under the Binding option, the relation
between a clitic and its trace is assumed to be an antecedent anaphor
relation. where the trace of the clitic is subject to the Binding condition
for anaphors:
(39)   An anaphor A must be bound in the domain D which contains A
and a governor o f A and a subject accessible to A
Under the Binding option, two alternatives are possible. Either (i) re-
structuring consists of making V [+R], instead of V. the governor of the
empty category which is the complement of V or (ii) restructuring consists
of making the subject of V inaccessible to A, in which case the subject of
V  [+R]  becomes the accessible subject.
While discussing these options, Sportiche (1982) argues on the basis of
the reciprocal construction in Gbadi that government cannot exist between
the restructuring verb and the trace of a clitic. Hence restructuring must be
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a process which makes the embedded subject an inaccessible subject. His
argument  runs as follows:
The reciprocal construction in Gbadi (and also in Vata) involves the
appearance of a particular morphology on a predicate (2.2.7.), consisting
of the reduplication of the verb and the suffix -lL An NP complement,
which Sportiche calls the target NP, is obligatorily missing. This is illustrated
in the following examples, drawn from Gbadi:
(40) yuA  yi IMMi
children FUT-A call-call-LI
The children will call each other'
The antecedent NP is not necessarily a subject:
(41) wd yT yud slUs101IA
they FUT-A children show-show-LI-CAUS
'they will show each other to the children'
'they will show the children to each other'
And finally, the relation between the antecedent NP and the target NP is
subject to locality requirements, i.e. they cannot be too far apart.
Sportiche argues in favour of a syntactic approach to the reciprocal
construction:  that is sentences like (41) contain an empty category which
is subject to the Binding condition for anaphors (40). hence the fact that
the antecedent NP may be a c-commanding NP, and the locality require-
ment. He then argues that the particular morphology on the predicate has
the following effect:
(42) The reciprocal morphology on a predicate signals that it marks one
NP reciprocal instead of assigning it Case (Sportiche, 1982)
Since Case is assigned under Government, it implies that the target NP
which receives the feature [reciprocal] instead of Case is governed by the
predicate. Therefore, a predicate with reciprocal morphology governs  the
target NP. Note that independent support for this conclusion can be
derived from the fact that the subject of an NP may not be marked [reci-
procal], as the following example shows:
(43) * wAi ni I [eli yile 11 wawali
they NEG-A children like-like-LI
'they don't like each others children'
In short, then. the feature [reciprocal] may only be assigned under govern-
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ment. If restructuring involved the extension of the government domain,
i.e if the restructuring verb governed inside the infinitival clause, we
would expect the reciprocal morphology to be able to climb to the re-
structuring verb:
(44)        a.    *wA·1 yl I  [elild        ki]      nifmili
they FUT-A call KA go-go-LI
b.      wil·1 yl I [elilbiali ki]  mT
they FUT-A call-call-11 KA  go
'they will go call each other'
Note that there is no intrinsic ban on having the reciprocal morphology on
the verb m/ as (45) shows:
(45)         wdi YT I [eli 10 mTmili
they FUT-A towards go-go-LI
'they will visit each other'
The ungrammaticality of (44a) thus shows that restructuring cannot in-
volve extension of the government domain of the restructuring verb, but
must instead involve the inaccessibility of the PRO subject of the in-
finitival complement.
In conclusion, let us point out that preverbal complements may or may
not restructure. Gbadi differs in this respect from Dutch or German,
where preverbal (0-assigned) infinitival complements (but not adverbial
clauses) have to restructure (by means of V-raising), or otherwise must
be   extraposed. (cf. among others, Evers (1975), Reuland  (1982)).  The
restructuring construction raises many questions, which are beyond the
scope of this study. The class of restructuring verbs in Gbadi, for example,
only includes subject control verbs: verbs like iL 6/1/ 'send' which take  a
ka-complement as a lexical property may not undergo restructuring.
Why should this be so? What exactly is restructuring? It also remains to
be determined whether ka-complements in Vata undergo restructuring or
not. Leaving these matters for future investigation, let us now return to
the basic point we set out to illustrate in this section. It is the verb final
position which determines whether or not the restructuring process may
occur: restructuring can only occur if the verb triggering restructuring,
is adjacent to the infinitival complement, a property which Gbadi shares
with many other languages with restructuring constructions.
3.1.5. Discussion
In this section, we have reviewed the evidence in favour of the base rule
VP 0...V. Two types  o f arguments were presented; first. a distributional
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argument, which showed that the order of constituents in different clause
types is always COMPL V. except in tensed clauses which do not contain
an   auxiliary.  In   this  case   the verb occurs  in   INFL. A second  type  of
argument can be based on the existence o f several processes which require
adjacency between certain elements and the verb final position, such as
idiom rules, reanalysis and the process involved in restructuring con-
structions.
When confronting people with this analysis, 1 have often encountered
a reluctance to accept that what are often considered to be the most
'simple' sentences (simple from the point of view of the linguist working
with informants) like n l sb/cd = 'I am eating rice' are in fact derived by a
rule which, moreover, does the unthinkable: moving the central element
for   0-marking   in a clause,  the  verb. A profound misunderstanding  of
what is simplicity or of what represents derivational coniplexity seems to
underly this reluctance. Indeed, an analysis which reduces the word order
alternations to simple general statements such as "the VP is head final"
(which   is   true   for all lexical categories,  as we shall  see  in  3.2),  "INFL
follows the subject and precedes the VP", and "the verb must move in
tensed clauses without an auxiliary", can hardly be called complex. And
if,   as   is our contention here, these statements  can be reduced   to  sub-
systems or principles, then  the  task of the language learner acquiring Vata
or Gbadi as a first language may in fact be limited to the acquisition of
lexical items and their properties and fixing the parameters of the system.
It may be useful to consider briefly what the features of an alternative
analysis would have to be. Such an alternative analysis would take simple
sentences of the form NP  F NP to reflect underlying order, and consider
this as evidence  that  the base  rule  for the VP is head initial (VP -+ V...).
However, a problem immediately arises, since, even in such structures, the
verb does not occur in the VP: inflectional particles (cf. 33.1.) follow the
main verb (or the auxiliary) and adverbs typically occur between the main
verb (or auxiliary) and the complement o f a verb (46).
(46)  kO (mom6) 6   ri -di-86 zud shka ,...
man HIM-HIM he-R eat-PT REL yesterday rice
'the man who was eating rice yesterday,...'
Thus, such an analysis would still have to assume a leftward verb move-
ment rule in any case. In simple sentences, then, V-movement would have
to apply in the absence of an auxiliary. lt must be assumed furthermore
that the verb moves to the right in gerunds, infinitival clauses and tensed
clauses: three clausal complements, each with its own syntactic properties.
It has sometimes been proposed that the auxiliaries are main verbs, and
that all these word order problems would simply vanish. We will show in
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3.3.3.  that the issue of whether auxiliaries  are main verbs or not is simply
irrelevant to the problem of whether the verb phrase is head-initial or
head-final.
The adjacency requirement, so easily expressed in our analysis, would
have to be expressed differently, as, for example, either adjacency with the
right bracket of the VP, or adjacency with the verb in VP final position.
Finally, a most serious problem is encountered, concerning the fact that
the projections of other lexical categories, NPs and PPs, are head-final,
as we shall see in the next section. The question then arises of how the
language learner could be led to assume that the VP is head initial, es-
pecially as the verb never occurs in this position at surface structure, and
projections of other lexical categories are head final.
In short, such an analysis, which makes a hypothesis about D-structure
order on the basis of certain superficial surface orders, - a D-structure
which may never surface  as such - should be rejected. The analysis we have
proposed seems optimally simple: the verb occurs in many surface structures
in its D-structure position; the adjacency requirement for particle verb
constructions, idiomatic expressions, P-stranding and restructuring can be
expressed in a simple manner; and,aswe will see in the next section, the base
components  of  Vata and Gbadi are unified. We therefore conclude  that
there is a process in Vata and Gbadi which derives superficial VO orders
from underlying OV orders by means of verb movement, a rule which
applies in both main and embedded clauses alike, unlike the very similar
verb second rule in German and Dutch, which applies only in root en-
vironments.
What needs explanation, then, is the reason why the verb must move
into INFL in tensed clauses with no auxiliary and can only move in these
contexts. Questions also arise about what constitutes the difference
between languages like Vata and Gbadi, and V-second languages. These
problems will be addressed in part in chapter 6 and 7.
3.2. NPs, APs, and PPs
The establishment of the head final character of the VP of course raises
questions about the projections of other lexical categories. Are their
expansions head-final too? We will show below that those lexical cate-
gories which have maximal projections, NP and PP, are indeed head final,
and that the base component of Vata and Gbadi conforms to the general
X-bar schema: X' -+ COMPL X.
3.2.1. NPs
In Vata and in Gbadi, genitives and complements of a noun must precede
the head noun:
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(47)  a. Vata:  klfi'  ni '  sl66
Gbadi: binyO nE       6 Odu
Kofi GEN house
Gbadi: binyO nA ztzO
bagno NA shadow
'a picture of Banyo'
Vata:        shki  gh       nd     ko '
rice for NA someone
'rice for someone'
Gbadi:  6 adO klyi nd nylkpO
house behind NA someone
'someone behind the house'
Nominalizations have already been discussed in 2.2.3. Nominalizations in
Vata were shown to be clausal, and nominalizations in Gbadi to be nominal.
Since nominalizations in Gbadi are nominal, they confirm the fact that
NPs exhibit complement head structure, in accordance with the general
schema X' -0 COMPL X.
Thus far, only the position of complements with respect to their
lexical head has been discussed. What about the position of specifiers?
On a purely observational level, languages turn out to vary in this respect.
In some languages, specifiers occur in the position opposite complements,
at the other  side o f the  head, in others, they occur at  the  same side, and  in
still other languages, some occur at the same side while others occur at the
opposite side. lin Gbadi, all nominal specifiers follow the head noun (48a),
and in Vata, some precede, and others follow (48b):
(48)  a. Gbadi: b.    Vata:
.'   ''
nyIkpO nT   man this mEnl k,0, this man
nypkpp wE  man that nanI ' kO that man
nylkpO  cl     man over there k6'66/[k66]  man the
k6' mE man this
Note the interesting fact of the appearance of nI on the prenominal
specifier and its absence on the postnominal ones in Vata.
Incorporating specifiers into X-bar theory, we will assume the following
base  schemata for Gbadi and Vata respectively:
(49) Gbadi a.   X" -+  X' SPEC   Vata a.  X" -+ SPEC X' SPEC
b.     X'  +  COMPL X b.    X'   -+  COMPL X
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Apart from the subject of NP, complements of nouns and some specifiers
in Vata, all other categories, including quantifiers, adjectives, and relative
clauses occur postnominally. Moreover, there do not appear to be any
severe restrictions on what may occur on a left branch:
(50)       6        zu     mE    [ti 61E ]  (mumo )   [0
s/he p,ut it table (IT-IT) it-R
kU- 0 sid-6  mlil 1 wiu]
be-REL house-DEF in on top
's/he put it on the table that is in the house'
Let us finally mention the curious fact that no nouns can take sentential
complements of the type the story that Bill left:
3.2.2. APs
In Vata and Gbadi, tliere are two formally distinct classes of adjectives,
one of which occurs postnominally, whereas the other may only be used
predicatively.
Some of the postnominal adjectives in Vata agree with their head noun
in  'class'  (5 la), others only agree for singular or plural  (5 lb).  Only  this
latter property holds for postnominal adjectives in Gbadi:
1u
(51)  a. Vata: kAdv 'big'
k6 kado 'a big man, an old man'
kOA kbdUA 'big men, old men'
sli kada 'a big house'
, I
cicE kadE 'a big eagle'
nylir BE10 khdO       'a big rooster' (lit.: 'chicken-male
big')
dai kAdi 'b ig   axe'
b.              k6  gblUbE10 'an enormous man, a thick man'
kuA ' gblUbEli 'fat men'
cicE gblUbE10 'an enormous eagle'
k6    kanza6 16 'a fat man'
kUA kanza6 li 'fat men'
c. Gbadi: nyIkpO glEgbO 'a big/old man'
man big
ny kpb glfigbOa       'big men'
10 gwili 'a big elephant'
elephant big
10 gwilia 'big elephants'
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This class of adjectives is not very informative about the existence of a
maximal projection AP. Apart from the fact that they assign, in a way, ali
external 0-role to their head noun, they cannot be modified nor can they
take any complements. How can one establish the X-bar structure of an
AP in a particular language? Obviously, one has to look into the comple-
ment and specifier structure of adjectives. A maximal projection AP has
to be assumed if certain adjectives can take a complement as a lexical
property (,someone  angry  at  BilB,  or if certain modifiers turn out to be
sensitive to the nature of the lexical head, as is the case with modifiers
like very in English, or trEs in French.
Many concepts expressed by predicative adjectives in Indo-European
languages are expressed by verbs in Vata and Gbadi:
(52)  Vata a.   6 tE mama
s/he strong much
's/he is very strong'
b. 0 ni mAm4 tE
s/he NEG-A much strong
's/he is not very strong'
That the underlined elements are verbs rather than adjectives may be con-
cluded   from  the  fact  that,  just like verbs, they undergo  the  rule  of verb
preposing in a tensed clause containing an INFL which is not realized
as  an auxiliary. Furthermore, (52) shows that there  is no copula present
in such sentences. Note however that,althoughNPcopulaAP constructions
are  nonexistent, NP copula NP constructions do exist: 11
(53)    a. *NP copula AP
b.      NP copula NP: wA lE kobinyUA
they are hunters
Recall also that the middle construction does not involve a copula con-
struction (2.2.4.). Nor do comparatives involve an adjectival construction.
The predicative adjectives like those in (52) may only occur in their
'bare' form in the perfective aspect, indicating present state. They con-
stitute a special class, however, escaping for example the tone patterns for
verbs, characteristic of this aspect (2.2.2.). All other adjectival verb forms
require the suffix ma or malI. This is illustrated in (54):
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c. A ni-   ki  tEmdlI
I FUT-A FT strong-MALI
'I will be strongl
d. A ni -  tEmdlI-ki
1 NEG-A-strong-MALI-FT
'I won't be strong'
Quite generally, a class of adjectival roots can be distinguished which enter
into word formation processes:
(55)  a. kpilE 'be beautiful'
kpikp®U 'beauty'
kpinyO 'a handsome person'
b. zmE 'be red'
zama 'redden'
zInyO 'someone with red hair'
Clearly then, there exists a category adjective available for the input of
morphological rules. As for adjectival verbs, let us adopt the following
structure:
(56)    [v [A ] 0/malI ]
What are the lexical properties of this class of adjectives? Aside from
assigning an external 0-role, they have no lexical properties, as we may
conclude from the fact that there are no adjectives which take a comple-
ment as a lexical property. Furthermore, there is no class of specifiers
which exclusively occurs with adjectives.
Thus, although a distinct class of adjectives can be distinguished, ad-
jectives do not enter X-bar theory, in the sense that they never head a
maximal projection  AP:2  We will interpret the inability of adjectives to
project as indicating that Vata and Gbadi lack a major projecting lexical
category adjective.
3.2.3. PPs
The discussion concerning the status of PPs in Vata and Gbadi is not
simplified by the fact that the status and treatment of PPs in English, for
example, is still not particularly clear   in the adopted framework. 13  (see
Van Riemsdijk (1978) for an overview ot the history of the category P in
Transformational Generative Grammar). Before turning to PPs and Ps in
Vata and Gbadi, it may be useful to restate our assumptions about the
category P and its projection PP. First. as is standard practice within the
EST, we assume that Ps are defined in terms of the syntactic feature
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[-N,  -V].  P,  as  a [-N] category, assigns Case under government  to  its
complement. Moreover, we assume that Ps assign a 8-role to their comple-
ment, and further  that this 0-role  is compositionally determined  for  ob-
jects of subcategorized PPs Finally, P heads a maximal projection PP.
which, if it functions as an argument of a predicate must be 8-marked, by
virtue of the 0-criterion. (cf. Chomsky, 1981, p. 145 fn. 83).
The following discussion illustrates the behaviour of PPs in Vata and
Gbadi, and tries to provide arguments for the existence of a distinct
category P, with its own projection PP. We will show that this category P
cannot be reduced to any other existing lexical category (e.g. N, as often
proposed  in the literature on West-African languages14 ), nor can  they  be
equated to Case markers. This discussion is important for the discussion
of X.bar theory, and restricts the possible theoretical explanations for the
occurrence of the prenominal marker na on PPs and other prenominal
categories.
As we have already illustrated several times. Vata and Gbadi are languages
with postpositions, and postpositions with their complements comprise a
constituent which may undergo wh-movement. But what is the structure
o f this constituent? The following hypotheses may be formulated:
(57) a. PP b. NP (or NP ) c. NP
ANP  P  Nn-1 Case NP Case NP  N
| [+CASE]
NO
According to (57a), there exists a maximal projection PP, whith P as its
head, taking an NP complement. (57b) expresses the non-existence of a
lexical category P. Rather Ps should be considered to be Case markers.
(57c) finally embodies the hypothesis, often alluded to in the literature on
West-African languages, that Ps are not only often historically related to
nouns, but might even be indistinguishable from nouns from a synchronic
point  of view. According to (57c), then, Ps would constitute a special kind
of noun which assigns Case to its complement.
We will establish that the structure in (57a) is the only one which is
compatible with the data. Let us start examining the alleged similarity
between Ps and Ns, first discussing Vata. The following data show that
some Ps are indeed homophonous with nouns:
(58) P Noun
mli : 'in' mlI     : 'interior, inside'
wl,1   :  'on (top 00' Will : 'head'
k<lkO: 'behind' kokO : 'behind'
IdO : 'on' k.10  : 'front'
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This relation however, is not always transparent. In several cases the noun
and the corresponding P (59) are phonologically differentiated:
(59) gbU : 'reason' gbU   :  'because of
nAkO:   'mouth on' n6k6  : 'in front of
And in many cases, no relation whatsoever exists between Ns and Ps:





It seems then that the existence of examples like (58) does not warrent the
conclusion that Ps in Vata are nouns. Similarly, a theory which proposes
to treat Ps in English as Ns on the basis of the existence of English pre-
positions like behind would not be considered very seriously. Also, one
could not assume that the Ps in (58) are nouns, as opposed to those in
(59) and (60), since the Ps in (58), (59) and (60) all display similar syn-
tactic behaviour.
Returning to (58), one can conclude that the nouns and Ps enumerated
in (58) have different Case marking properties:
''
(61)  a. Aba gbU c. aba  nI gbU-0
Aba cause Aba ni cause-DEF
'because of Aba' 'Aba's reason'
b. sld-6      mlI          d. sld-6 ni mli
house-DET in house-DEF NA inside
'in the house' 'the inside of the house'
The categories must therefore be distinguished at least as far as their Case
marking properties are concerned. Notice however that this distinction
could in principle be expressed by any of the structures in (57).
The main reason for assuming a separate category PP however is based
on the existence of a number of syntactic processes which apply to NPs
but not to PPs. Differences between NPs and PPs may be observed in
coordinate structures, and in the middle construction; moreover pronouns
and anaphors have a different distribution in NPs and PPs.
Projections of lexical categories may be conjoined by means of the
coordination marker le:
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(62) a. NP le NP.aba 6 6 yo-6
Aba and her child-DEF
'Aba and her child'
b. PPle PP
Aba gbU 16 6 yo-6 gbE
Aba cause and her child-DEF cause
'because  of Aba and because of her child'
..
mEnt' sld-6 mli 16  ninI sld-6    mli
this house-DEF in and that house-DEF in
'in this house and in that house'
c.  S'  le S'
6   16  shka 16 0 nla gan U
s/he  eat  rice  and s/he drinks palmwine
's/he is eating rice and drinking palmwine'
If PPs were hidden NPs (cf. 57b, 57c), one would expect PPs to coordinate
with NPs. The following example shows that this is not the case:
(63) *   PP kNP
* wA mli d08 kd       g        b o d
they went village  on and Abidjan
*   'They went to Abidjan and home'
We do not see any reason for this impossibility, other than the fact that
NP and PP are different projections.
Apart from le-coordinations, which display all the syntactic properties
of coordinate structures (for example, they obey the coordinate structure
constraint), there exists an alternative coordinate construction, the na-
construction, which only allows for coordination of NPs:
(64) NP na NP
a. Abi na o    yo.6       mii
aba with her child-DEF leave
'Aba and her child left'
b.  tongobi' mli bt]a nd  ghgnba
cars leave Abijan and Gagnoa
'Cars left from Abidjan and Gagnoa'
if either (57b) or (57c) represented the correct structure for PPs, both NP
and PPs should be able to occur in the na-construction. This prediction is
not borne out, since, as the following examples show, PPs are excluded
from the na-construction.
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(65)       *    zO    mI        mEnO'         mif  ni    nino'        mli
put  them this one in   and that one  in
So once again, it is clear that PPs and NPs behave like different projections.
This difference, again, seems  to be straight forwardly accounted  for by the
difference in categorial status.
Coordination also provides an argument against (57b). If (57b) were
the appropriate structure, one would expect the non-occurrence of surface
structures like NP le AT P (see Vergnaud (1974), and Jaeggli, (1980) for
discussion). This prediction is not borne out:
(66)    [ NP na NP j P: kbh' na Aba ga
Kofi  and Aba for
[  NP le NP ] P: kdfi 16 aba ga
The categorial distinction between NP and PP can also be brought out in
the middle construction:    only    NPs    may    move   into the non-thematic
position: PPs may not:
(67)      a.   *ta611]-0      kO  zl)10       skka
table-DEF on put-PAS rice
b.*suG ko pho
tree-DEF on throw-PAS
(cf. French, il a dtu tiru sur l'arbre)
c. i pma s50         kO
it throw-PAS tree-DEF on
'it was thrown onto the tree'
(67a)  and (67b) establish that (570 cannot be adopted; (67c) shows  the
same for (57b).
Finally, the distribution of pronouns and anaphors provides an argu-
ment that PPs and NPs are different projections. NPs constitute a Governing
Category for pronouns and lexical anaphors like reflexives (68) (cf.  3.3.2.2
for further discussion), but PPs do not (69):
(68)       a.   6i  wa        6 v.   fbt6UJhe like his picture-DEF
b.*6i   wA          Oyli   ftta'
he like self picture
(69)      a.  6i  yE'    m61    fir       tlE      yd
he saw  him near snake PART
'he saw a snake near him'
b.   6iyE 6yl fu   tIE   yd
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he saw himself near snake PART
'he saw a snake near himself
Since NPs and PPs behave as distinct syntactic categories, and neither
(57b,   or   57c) are descriptively adequate,  we will assume   that  (57a)  re-
presents the appropriate representation for PPs in Vata. 15
As a brief aside, we point out an additional argument for distinguishing
Ns and Ps in Gbadi. This argument can be based on the existence of a
tonological process which is sensitive to the categorial status of a particular
lexical item. In the following examples,
(70) Gbadi: Noun Postposition
mli 'interior' mI' 'in'
k610 'face' k610 'on'
klyi 'back' kTyi 'behind'
etc...
one notes the phonological differences between Ns and Ps. The differ-
ence in tone which is of interest to us here is the alternation between
Mid-High and High tone. In Gbadi, nouns never bear a High tone word
finally. In this context an underlying High tone is lowered to a Mid High
tone (cf. Charette, 1982):
el)   H -* MH / [ ##N]
This rule applies exclusively to nouns. Its failure to apply to Ps therefore
provides evidence for the hypothesis that P is a distinct lexical category.
The establishment of P as a separate lexical category, makes it possible
to conclude that its projection, PP, conforms to the general X-bar schema
for Vata and Gbadi.
Let us finally mention that Ps only take NP complements or S' comple-
ments: 16
(72)   I 6 yi  - 66 ]  gbu
s/he came REL cause
'because s/he came'
Moreover Ps cannot be modified. The internal structure  of  PPs  is  thus
much less rich than in English (Jackendoff, 1973) or in Dutch (Van
Riemsdijk, 1978) for example. Note, finally, that the representation of
PPs as in (57a) implies that the appearance of the prenominal marker
na on NP and PP complements of a noun cannot receive the same ex-
planation in terms of Case theory as Of-insertion in English. We return to
this point in 4.1., while discussing other contexts in which na occurs.
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3.3. INFL
3.3.1. INFL
Having established the base rule for VP and the base rules for other lexical
categories, let us now turn to the properties of the other clausal node in
which the main verb may appear: INFL.
Chomsky (1981) assumes that the 'inflectional' element INFL may in
principle   be a collection  of the features [t Tense,  (AGR)].  If  INFL  is
[+  TENSE],  it will contain  AGR,  a node underlying subject verb agree-
ment, consisting of the features person, gender and number.
The internal structure of the [+ Tense] INFL node in Vata and Gbadi,
briefly presented in 2.3.2., is repeated below in (73) which illustrates the
complete INFL system o f the two languages.
(73) Vata
a.                         INFL
(NEG)
f AUX       (la)
[+ Tense] (REL)
f V  (a)




c.           INFL
(NEG)
$AUX     (CL)
[+ Tense]        a)     (FOC)    (Q)
<V
d.                  INFL
[-Tense]
0
Why assume that the INFL node in (73a) and (73b) constitutes a syntactic
constituent? Why assign the feature bundles in (73) to INFL, instead of,
say, to S or VP? Although 'classical' constituency tests (Subject-AUX in-
version, VP deletion...) are non-existent, the two criteria which follow
justify this assumption. First. the nodes in (73a) and (73c) are strictly
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limited to tensed clauses: infinitival complements cannot contain any of
the particles in (738) and (73c). And second, there are several cooccurrence
restrictions between the elements in (73). These can now be treated in a
local way. Note also that we consider CL (clitic) to be a characteristic
property of the INFL node. rather than a property of the verb or auxiliary.
Although this latter view is quite generally accepted, it may be incorrect
in many cases. It is clear in the Kru languages for example that clitics are
a property of INFL, since, like all nodes in INFL, clitics can only occur in
tensed clauses. 17
3.3.2. The status ofAGR
The   tensed INFL nodes   in   (3.3.1.)   lack   an  AGR node. Justifying  this
absence requires discussion   of two distinct questions. First, the question
if it is descriptively correct, and second, whether it is consistent with the
theory, and the role AGR plays in it. We will argue that the answer to both
of these questions is positive. Note that we will restrict our attention to
Vata.
3.3.2.1. Does INFL contain an overt AGR node2
The verb (or the auxiliary) does not carry inflectional markings expressing
subject verb agreement.
(74)  6/ h  /6, U, E... / A /6  /wA  /gbi
I    you    he, (3rd pers)..     we    you they speak
One might hypothesize, however, that the nominative subject pronouns in
(74) are themselves the realization of AGR in tensed clauses. That is, the
sentences in (74) should in fact be assigned the following S-structure
representation (75):
(75)                       S
NP INFL VP
1
[e] i          [AGRi  5 V I TENSE]
1              1    "ux,,
Oi Iv e]
If (75) were the correct representation, we would expect subject pronouns
to be clitics which are inseparable from other elements in INFL. We will
now show that although subject pronouns do exhibit some of the charac-
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teristics of clitic pronouns, this does not imply that they should be treated
as syntactic clitics, and. moreover that in certain circumstances subject
clitics may occur separately from INFL, thus arguing against (75).
Subject pronouns exhibit some of the properties of clitics discussed
in Kayne (1975). The nominative pronouns in (74), for instance, cannot
be used as independent words. and a question like (76) cannot be ans-
wered by (77a). Instead, the strong form of the pronoun must be used:
(76) A10 0 Wa shka 10
who he-R want  rice   WH
'who wants some rice'
(77) a *n 'I' *   a   'we'...
b.  imI 'me' anyT    'us'...
Furthermore, subject pronouns cannot be coordinated by the coordination
marker le:
(78)  a. *11 16  b   mli
I and you leave
7 left with you'
b. *0   16  kdfi mlI
s/he and Kofi leave
's/he left with Kofi'
Again, strong pronominal forms must be used:
(79)  a. mO  16  Ami mli
him and me  leave
'he and I left'
b.  mo       16       ktfi    mli
him and Kofi left
'he and Kofi left'
But one may wonder whether these data are sufficient for us to conclude
that nominative pronouns are syntactic clitics.  1  do not think  so:  all  that
these data show in fact is that nominative pronouns are phonological
clitics, which have the same characteristics as other phonological clitics.
It can be shown in Vata that there is a class of phonological clitic pro-
nouns, which behave in quite similar ways. In Vata, object pronouns have
both a 'strong' and a 'weak' form, represented in (80).
(80)  a. strong: mO, mE, mI, mO, mA,...
b. weak: 0. E, I, U, d,...
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Since the weak and strong pronouns in (80) have exactly the same dis-
tribution as lexical NPs, there is no (theoretical) reason for assuming that
the weak pronouns are syntactic clitics, occurring in a different surface
position from lexical NPs, and being related to an empty category be-
cause of the 0-criterion. Rather, the possible occurrence of the weak
forms is determined by phonological factors, whence the term phonological
clitic.
These phonological clitics cannot be used as independent words. This
is illustrated in (81).
(81)      &10    ri        yE'     ya         16
who you saw   PART WH
'who did you see?'
(82)        a.    *0         :         him
b.       m6    :         him
However, unlike nominative pronouns, they may occur in /e-coordination:
(83)       wA        yo'    0        16      k6fi    ya
they  saw  him  and Kofi PART
'they saw him and Kofi'
Their possible appearance in (83) may, in fact, receive an independent
explanation, since it seems to depend on the direction in which subject
pronouns or object pronouns 'cliticize':18
(84) weak object pronouns cliticize to the left:   ]#*   pr,on
subject pronouns cliticize to the right : prE,#'INFL . . .
This means that the pronoun in (80) could be cliticized onto the pre-
ceding V.
it should now be asked whether weak object pronouns can occur as
the second element of a coordinate structure with le. As (85) shows,
this is impossible: 19
(85)  ? A yE' m05 16 m02yd
2*16        6 i
I  saw  you   and him PART
'I saw you and him'
Thus, neither subject nor object pronouns cliticize onto le. We may
interpret this as an indication that le cannot host phonological clitics,
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explaining thus the ungrammaticality of (78) and (85). If this is right,
weak object pronouns and subject pronouns display similar behaviour,
and may be treated in the same way.
Further evidence against the hypothesis that subject pronouns are a
realization of INFL derives from the fact that subject pronouns may
occur separately from INFL, providing they are assigned nominative
Case, and cliticize onto an element capable of receiving clitics. One such
element is the conjunction na:
(86)  a. 6  nd mo mil
s/he and you left
's/he left with you'
b. A nO 0 mli
you and him left
'you left with him'
c. A yo  o    no  6   ya
I saw him and her PART
'I saw him with her'
In sum, there does not seem to be any reason for assuming that nominative
pronouns occupy a different syntactic position from lexical NPs: their
clitic properties are instead phonological, in the sense that they need an
appropriate host, just like weak object pronouns. If an appropriate host is
present, subject pronouns may even occur separately from INFL, in-
dicating that they are not part of INFL: we conclude therefore that
subject pronouns are not a realization of INFL, and that consequently
INFL in Vata does not contain any overt sign ofAGR.
3.3.2.2. Binding Theory
This brings us to the next question. Does the absence of any overt mark
of AGR imply the absence of AGR in INFL in Vata, or should an ab-
stract AGR node nevertheless be assumed? Of course, the answer to this
question is highly theory-bound, and depends directly  on  the  role  AGR
plays in the adopted theoretical framework. In Chomsky (1981), AGR is
the determining element for nominative Case assignment, and is im-
plicated in the computation of the notion 'accessible SUBJECT' (cf.
chapter  1). In chapter  7, we will review the evidence  for the assumption
that   AGR   is the determining element for nominative Case assignment;
we will show there that this assumption is unmotivated. Here, we will
restrict our attention to the importance of the notion accessible SUBJECT
for Vata. As we have discussed in chapter 1, this notion comes into play in
the determination of the Governing Category for lexical anaphors like
each other in English, which is determined by AGR, if present, or the
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syntactic subject  [NP,  NP]  and  [NP, S]. (cf. also the discussion in chapter
1)
Before examining the distribution of lexical anaphors in Vata, con-
trasting them with pronouns, let us first note that two kinds of lexical
anaphors  can be distinguished   in Vata: reflexives,  and a particular class
of anaphors, called pronouns-wh in Koopman and Sportiche (1981).
The paradigm o f reflexive pronouns, which, at least historically speaking,
consist of a genitive pronoun and a noun meaning 'eyes' (X's eyes) is
presented in (87).
(87) Ayi myself Ayi ourselves
rlyi
j
youself         'ayi , yourselves6yl, Ey1...himself, itself wayi themselves
The anaphoric pronouns-wh will be discussed below.
The following examples show that lexical pronouns and reflexives are in
perfect complementary distribution:
(88) [NP, vp] i
a.      4   yE      md    ya
he saw him PART
'he saw him'
b.      Si   yE'    6yi               ya
he saw himself PART
'he saw himself
(89) Objec,t  of P
a.     Oi    yE     moj    fiT        tlE      ya
he saw him near snake PART
'he saw a snake near him'
b.     Si    yE' 6yli fiI   tlE  ya
he saw himself near snake PART
'he saw a snake near himself
(90)       Subje,ct  of a  tensed  clause
a.   oi  gu-gu  ni  6i/i ni     ya
he  think NA he NEG-A healthy
'he thinks that he is sick'
b.   *6     gugu     ni      Oyi             ni              ya
he  think NA himself NEG-A healthy
(91) In NPs
a. Oi wa [ 6itj   no 1he loves his mother
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'he loves his mother'
b. * di wa [6yli (ni)' nO ]
he loves himself"s mother
c. * whi  wa [whyii f6t6'   1
they love themselves pictures
In those environments in which pronouns must be disjoint in reference,
reflexives must be bound ((88) and (89)). In those environments in which
pronouns are free, reflexives are excluded ((90) and (91 )). Let us stress the
fact, illustrated in (91), that reflexives may not occur in NPs. Moreover,
reflexives  need  not be bound  to a subject  (9 ld). The domain in which
pronouns and reflexives must be free or bound respectively, is thus cor-
rectly characterized by the notion Governing Category, i.e. the S or NP
which contains the pronoun or the reflexive and a governor of the pro-
noun or the reflexive. Thus, in order to account for the distribution of
pronouns and anaphors in Vata, no appeal should be made to the notion
accessible SUBJECT, which would yield the wrong results for (89) and
(91) at least. Note that similar remarks may be made about non-lexical
anaphors (e.g. NP-trace in English).
20
In fact, the class of anaphoric pronouns-wh shows that AGR, unlike the
syntactic subject, never defines an opaque domain in Vata. This class of
anaphoric pronouns-wh only occurs in constructions in which wh-move-
ment has taken place. They are. moreover. restricted to the subject position
[NP, S]. This anaphoric pronoun must be bound to an A-position which in
turn is A-bound. Some examples illustrating its behavior are presented in
(92), (where the anaphoric pronoun-wh is italicized):
(92)  a. AIOi Oi  gugu ni Oi/*j ni     yA     16
who he-R think NA he-wh NEG-A healthy  WH
'who thinks he is sick'
b. Aloi Oi  gugu nT Oi     ylh' na  Oi    ni     ya       la
who he-R think  NA he-WH said  NA he-WH NEG-A healthy   WH
'Who thinks that he said that he was sick'
The distribution of this anaphoric pronoun can be captured by the follow-
ing statement (Koopman and Sportiche (1981)), which crucially refers to
the syntactic subject [NP. S]
(93)  an anaphoric pronoun-wh must be bound in the domain of an
(accessible) subject.
That is, unlike reflexives which must be bound in their Governing Cate-
gory, it must find an antecedent in the next clause up. But note that the
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formulation of (93) is rather artificial. It must be so formulated as to let
the anaphoric pronoun escape the effects of the opacity of AGR, i.e. the
accessible SUBJECT. It has the result that the INFL node does not count
as an opaque domain. In fact, the formulation of (93) can be entirely
dispensed  with  if we assume the following: INFL in Vata does not contain
AGR (for extensive discussion of the effects of the absence of AGR for
Binding Theory in Chinese, see Huang (1982)); and the anaphoric pronoun-
wh, as opposed to reflexives, falls under the Binding Condition, which is
identical to the Binding Condition for lexical anaphors in English.
Thus, if AGR is absent in Vata, and if the anaphoric pronoun-wh
must be bound in the domain of an accessible SUBJECT, it follows that
the bindingdomain ofananphoric pronoun in subject position isdetermined
by the syntactic subject of the next clause up.21  If an analysis along these
lines is correct, AGR must be absent in Vata.
3.3.3. Auxiliaries
Thus far, we have assumed that auxiliaries are verbal elements, defined in
terms  o f the syntactic features   [+V. -N]. mainly because auxiliaries  and
verbs are in complementary distribution. The auxiliaries in Vata, and in
the Kru languages in general, exhibit the following morphological and
syntactic characteristics (cf. also Marchese, 1979):
(i)  Auxiliaries are restricted to tensed clauses, and can only occur in the
position indicated in (73).
(ii)  There can be no more than one auxiliary per sentence.
(iii) Auxiliaries cannot serve as the input for morphological rules, neither
can they carry any of the aspectual morphology which may appear on full
verbs.
(iv)  Auxiliaries are excluded  from the predicate cleft construction:
a. mfT A ni -ka   li  ka mff
go 1 FUT-A-TP eat ka go
'1 will GO eat'
b.* nT h ni - ki   G   kir mff
FUT-A I FUT-A TP eat ka go
1 WILL go eat'
(v)  Auxiliaries are necessarily followed by a VP; they do not assign a
0-role to  [NP, S]; nor do they impose selectional restrictions on [NP, S].
The 0-role for the external argument and the selectional restrictions im-
posed on it are determined by the verb in the VP.
Auxiliaries in the Kru languages thus share the same basic syntactic
properties with English modals, a subject on which extensive literature
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exists (see amongst others, Akmajian, Steele and Wasow (1979), Ross
(1979)  ...). One o f the main issues in the literature seems to be the question
of whether modals and auxiliaries should be considered as main verbs or
not.
What does it imply in GB terms to treat auxiliaries as main verbs? We will
examine this problem now and we will reach the conclusion that the
difference between  the two accounts  is very slight. The pre ference will  be
for a treatment of Vata's auxiliaries as not being main verbs, mainly for
reasons of simplicity.
Let us start by discussing an analysis in which auxiliaries are not treated
as main verbs and show how the properties (i) - (v) can be made to follow.
Suppose that auxiliaries are not main verbs, where we understand by this
that no lexical properties have to be associated with them, but instead the
spelling out of certain features of a [+Tense] INFL, bearing the syntactic
features  [+V,  -N] . The properties  0). (ii), (iii) and (v) follow without
stipulation. Auxiliaries are restricted to tensed clauses and only one
auxiliary may occur per clause. since only tensed clauses contain   the
appropriate feature bundles, and clauses only contain one INFL node.
They cannot serve as the input for morphological rules. given the reason-
able  assumption that only full lexical items, i.e. lexical items with a base
form. may serve as the input for morphological rules. Such an hypothesis
would also account for the exclusion of the occurrence of auxiliaries in
the predicate cleft construction. Auxiliaries are necessarily followed by a
VP as a consequence of the base rule S -+ NP INFL VP; they do not assign
a 8-role to  [NP,  S], nor do they impose selectional restrictions, since they
are not lexical items in the appropriate sense, i. e. they are not specified
for lexical properties such as 0-marking properties. In short, then, aside
from listing the auxiliaries as the realization of some particular feature
bundle, nothing needs to  be  said.
Suppose alternatively that auxiliaries are main verbs. This implies that
the following characteristics  must be associated  to them: being basically
defective verbs, they must be specified as inherently tensed, yielding the
characteristics (i). (ii), and (iii). The particular lexical properties that
would have to be associated with them are stated in (v); they would be
verbs subcategorizing for a bare non-finite S' complement, and they
would not assign a 0-role to their subject. The same hypothesis as the one
proposed above would account for the impossibility of morphology
attaching to auxiliaries and their exclusion from the predicate cleft con-
struction.
The basic difference between the two accounts reduces thus to the
question of whether lexical properties are associated to auxiliaries, and at
what cost. Given the Projection Principle. the spelling-out analysis and the
main verb analysis would result in the following syntactic representations:
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(94)        a.   Spelling out b.   Auxiliary  as  main  verb
S                     S/1-
NP INFL VP NP*INFL  VP
1 /\
1,- 1     A +TENSE
a  features   . . .     V                            S'                               V
S                  (aux)
NP** INFI  VP
[-T]        . . .    V
- + V-movement -
Note, incidentally, that neither analysis affects the argument that Kru
languages are verb final, nor do they affect the discussion of the internal
structure of INFL. The D-structure in (94a) is identical to its S- and LF
representations and nothing more needs to be said. The S-structure in
(94b) is derived via verb movement of the auxiliary in INFL. Furthermore,
since the auxiliaries do not assign a 0-role to their subject, no Case is
assigned to their complement (Burzio (1981), Chomsky (1981)). The sub-
ject of the infinitival clause, receiving no Case, must move into a Case
position, in accordance with the Case filter. It can only move into NP*,
because of the 8-criterion. Finally, the intermediate S' must become
transparent (S'-deletion), in accordance with the Binding Theory (a trace
of NP movement is an anaphor and must be bound in its Governing
Category) and the ECP (a trace must be properly governed). In other
words, auxiliaries would have essentially  the same lexical properties  as
raising verbs like seem, and differ from them in only selecting a bare in-
finitival complement.
We will opt here for the simplicity of the spelling-out analysis. It is
clear however that the difference between the two alternatives is very
slight. It is also clear that whether one treats auxiliaries as main verbs or
not does not change our conclusion that the verb occurs in VP-final
position.
3.4.  Lexical properties of verbs
Let us now concentrate on the lexical properties of verbs. discussing in
turn 0 -marking properties and lexical properties involved in comple-
mentation.
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3.4.1.0-marking properties                                                                                              Although at this point we are unable to present an exhaustive
overview          of the 0-marking properties of verbs, it may be useful to present a pre-
liminary discussion of some of its aspects. Considering the characteristics
of assigning an external, an internal or a combination of 0-roles, the          
following type of verbs could, in principle. be expected to exist (where
+ indicates the assignment of a particular 0-role to an external or an in-
ternal argument, and only positive values are assigned):
(95) External 0-role Internal 0 -role
a. no 0-role *                    *
b.   10-role                                                                                                                                                                         I
0)                   +
(ii)                                                                        +
c. 2 8-roles
(iii)                                +                                     +
(iv)                                                        +            +
d. 3 8-roles
(V)                        +                      +          +          1
(Vi) + + +
Cases represented in (95a) are non-existent in Vata or Gbadi: no verbs
without any 0-marking properties seem to exist.
It has sometimes been proposed that (95a) constitutes the structure of
weather verbs in English, in which the pronoun it appears (i.e. it is raining).
Weather it however, appears to have quite different properties from non-
argument it appearing for example in raising constructions (it seems that
S). Unlike non-argument it, and like real arguments, weather it can be a
controller for PRO:21
(96)      a.      It is always raining [after [PRO snowing] ]
b   *lt is certain that Bill is sick [without [PRO seeming that...
But weather-it also differs from real arguments. It cannot be questioned
for example (who t came versus *what t rains). On the basis of these
facts, Chomsky (1981) proposes to treat weather-it as a quasi-argument,
which, unlike non-arguments, is assigned a particular 0-role, # This same
type of 8-role is assigned to subparts of an idiomatic expression, such as
advantage in take advantage of. Given this analysis, then, weather verbs
constitute a particular type of subject verb idiom.
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What does the 8-role # mean? Let us assume that it is an abbreviation
for the specific selectional features of a particular lexical item. In this
way, the verb rain selects for an external argument which is a particular
lexical item it. Similarly take selects for a particular NP, advantage. Since
a particular lexical item is selected, it cannot be questioned; a specific
lexical item lacks the possibility of ranging over some value. Assuming,
moreover, that selection is intimately related to 0-role assignment, Eng-
lish weather verbs represent case (95b(i)).
In Vata or Gbadi, weather verbs translate into subject verb idioms:22
(97) Fata Gbadi
Ego lul - EgO yF nyfi 11 60
rain weaves rain arrives water weaves 'it is raining'
zoli 612 zIli 6ff
stars fall star     fall 'it is hailing'
gbOgbidE kpi
thunder    ?  'it is thundering'
-
wmiu p6 wUtrU yT
cold blows cold comes  'it is cold'
Superficially speaking, then, weather verbs of the English type do not
exist in Vata or Gbadi. However, in the light of the discussion above, the
difference between Vata and Gbadi on the one hand, and English on the
other, reduces to the following: in Vata or in Gbadi weather verbs select
for a particular lexical item, whereas they select for it in English.
In fact, the question arises of whether (95a) exists in any language at
all. Sportiche (1983) argues that (95a) is observed in Dutch and German.
Sportiche links the possibility of the occurrence of intransitive passives
in these languages (in which a verb is completely stripped of its arguments)
to the fact that, quite independently, verbs without any arguments seem
to exist. Thus for example. weather verbs in Dutch, contrary to those in
English, appear to represent verbs without any 0-marking properties. This
conclusion, Sportiche argues, can be drawn from the fact that weather-het
in  Dutch does not behave as a quasi-argument, but  as a non-argument: it
cannot be a possible controller (nor can it be controlled):
(98)  a wij hebben Ina PRO gegeten te hebben] gedanst
We have after PRO eaten to have danced
'We danced after eating'
b.*Het regent hier altijd [na PRO gesneeuwd te hebbenj
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It  rains here always after snowed to have
'It is always raining here after snowing'
c.*Het schijnt   dat    Jan    ziek is na PRO gebleken      te  zijn dat...
'It seems that John sick is after appearing to be that  ...'
From (98b) it can be concluded that weather verbs in Dutch do not assign
a 8 -role, and therefore represent a case of (95a).
(95b) represents the possibilities for verbs which assign one 0-role:
intransitive verbs (95b(i)) and ergative verbs (95b(ii)). If a 8-role is as-
signed to a clause then (95b(i)) represents verbs taking subject sentences,
(95b(ii)) raising verbs like seern.
A class of raising verbs like seem does not appear to exist in Vata.
Nevertheless, there is a particular type of "raising" verb, which involves
raising of an argument out of a subjunctive embedded tensed clause into
the non-thematic subject position of the verb LiE' (to be). Raising is only
observed with this specific verb and cannot occur with any other verb with
a dummy subject. The specific characteristics of this construction are
illustrated in (99).
(99)      a.  i    16  nT   kdfi   li     skki
it is NA Kofi eat rice
'Kofi has to eat rice'
b.  Kdfi  lE  nI   6    fi     shkA
Kofi is NA he eat rice
'Kofi has to eat rice'
c. sAkd 111 ni Kdfi li  md
rice  is  NA Kofi eat it
'Kofi has to eat rice'
d.  i     115   ni wT p;;16 na...
It is NA voice throw-PAS NA
'It has to be announced that...'
e.*wr IE na I pA'10 na...
voice is   NA it throw-PAS NA
The ungrammaticality of (99e) shows that idiom chunks are excluded
from the non4hematic subject position  of LE  It is quite possible, however,
that the ungrammaticality of (99e) is independent of the raising con-
struction (as was pointed out to me by Ken Hale) but is due to the pro-
nominal copy which must occur  in the embedded clause: in general a sub-
part of an idiomatic expression, cannot be referred to by a pronoun.
Pending further research, we consider LE' n  to be an instance o f (95b).
(95c) and (95d) represent the two possibilities for verbs marked for
two and three 0-roles respectively, i.e. transitive verbs with an external
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(agent) argument. The discussion of (95c (iv)) and (95d (vi)) would go
well beyond the scope of this study. We will simply mention that possible
examples could include verbs with non-agentive subjects, like receive if
we  assume a particular strong theory  of 0 -role assignment in which  only
the  0 -role agent can be assigned to an external argument. As far as we have
been able to tell, such verbs are non-existent in Vata and Gbadi.
3.4.2. COMP and complementation
Let us now discuss the lexical properties involved in complementation,
and start by identifying the specific problems that concern COMP and
complementation in Vata.
Up until this point, it has been striking how much Vata and Gbadi
resemble certain well-studied completely unrelated languages. Apparent
problems arise, however, if one addresses questions about the COMP
node and the way sentential complementation is organized in Vata. These
seem to resemble complementation in a language like English, but, at the
same time, diverge rather drastically. The analysis of COMP and comple-
mentation in Vata which will be developed below however, using once
again the powerful analytical tools of the GB framework, gives some in-
sight into the problem. It will also allow us to express the similarities with
a language like English and reduce important surface differences to minimal
differences, where the most important one can be reduced to the way a
certain type of complementation is encoded in the lexicon.
This section is structured as follows. In 3.4.2.1. we will identify the
problems which one encounters when trying to establish the position of
COMP in Vata. We will then discuss the two basic types ofcomplementation
- na-complementation and ka-complementation (see also 3.1.1.) - and
show that na-complementation displays properties quite distinct from
those of what would be their literal translation in English, i.e. tensed
complement clauses. Ka-complements, however, behave in a 'regular'
fashion.  In  3.2.1.3., we will propose an analysis for na-complementation,
arguing that it represents a case of indirect complementation, that is,
verbs which take na-complements select for a clause headed by the se-
mantically empty verb 'to say' (na/na/lO). This hypothesis will allow us
to account for the observed characteristics in quite a simple way. Given
a better understanding of complementation in Vata, we will finally briefly
address  some  o f the implications for the problem of the scope of variation
in complementation across languages (3.4.2.4.).
3.4.2.1. The position of COMP
In  3.1.1., the clause-final particle ka, introducing infinitival complements,
was called complementizer, suggesting the base rule (100).
(100) S' -+ S COMP
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Notice that given the X-bar schema for Vata and Gbadi, this is exactly
the position in which one would expect COMP to occur, regardless of the
issue of the precise status of COMP. Indeed, if, as some have proposed,
COMP  were  the  head   of  S', one would expect  COMP  to be final.  If,  as
others have argued, COMP  is a specifier of S',  then we would also expect
it to be final, since all specifiers in Gbadi and most specifiers in Vata
follow their head.
immediate problems for (100) are constituted by the surface position
in which wh-phrases occur, and by tensed complement clauses introduced
by na, (na-complementation). It/h-phrases, which are generally assumed
either to occur in COMP or to be adjoined to COMP, occur in clause
initial position  (101 a), and tensed complements are introduced  by  the
clause initial particle na ( 101 b),
(101) a. yT fl no 16
what you do WH
'what did you do?'
b. 21 gugu na     li          nE    106E
I thought  NA you do  work
'1 thought that you were working'
which suggests instead the alternative base rule (102).
102  S' -+ COMP S
Or, maybe combining (100) and (102), a base rule should be adopted
which contains two COMP nodes in rather the same way as the NP in
Vata contains two possible positions for specifiers (103):
(103) S' -* COMP S COMP
We will argue below that (100) should be adopted. Alternative analyses
for (1018) and (101b) must therefore be proposed. But before doing so,
let us start by presenting an overview of COMP-like elements. Although
further discussion will be restricted to Vata, (104) contains data from
both Vata and Gbadi, giving in this way a more representative sample
of the COMP-like elements one is likely to find in the Kru languages.
(104)    Overview of COMP-like elements in Vata and  Gbadi
Initial INFL Final
subordination ni (Vata)
tensed clauses nUgbE (Gbadi)
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subordination kT (Vata)
infinitival clauses ka (Gbadi)
temporal subordination kir/ff (Vata)
kE (Gbadi)
causal subordination kw/ti (Vata)
V+60
kE (Gbadi)
yes/no questions a' (Vata)
66 (Gbadi) -5' (Gbadi)




relative clauses    Rel pron 66 (vata)
(Vata)




yI (Gbadi) 10 (Gbadi)
Note first the occurrence of certain COMP-like particles in INFL. Given
the headlike character of INFL, and the close relation between COMP and
INFL, this does not come as a surprise. Note furthermore the co-occurrence
of elements in initial position and INFL and in final position and INFL.
As (104) shows, wh-phrases and the particle na introducing tensed clauses
typically occur in clause initial position. The final position typically con-
tains particles which indicate clause type.
But which of the two nodes is the COMP node? It is clear that only an
examination of the properties of the elements in (104) will allow us to
choose between the different options. Let us start then by examining the
characteristics of complementation, contrasting na-complements with
ka-complements.
3.4.2.2.  The properties of complementation
We have already seen in 3.1.1. that ka-complements are selected by certain
verbs. Similarly, the possible appearance of a na-complement seems to
depend on the selectional features of a particular verb. This can be con-
cluded from the following examples which illustrate that not all verbs that
take a complement clause can take a complement clause introduced by
na:
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(105) a. n b6     kU    16/*na ii ni azigli   kafE'     mli  zO'
I forgot PART and 1 NEG-A sugar coffee   in    put
'I forgot to put sugar in the coffee'
The verb kU bo 'to forget' takes a tensed complement clause which is in-
troduced by the coordination particle le. A brief aside on (105) is in order.
Does it represent a coordinate structure? If violation of the Coordinate
Structure Constraint (cf. Ross (1967)) is taken to indicate that a particular
structure is not a coordination, (105) would instead have to be assigned
a subordinate structure. Structures like (105) do indeed violate the Coor-
dinate Structure Constraint:
(106) yi h ba   kO  16 h ni khfE '         mli  zli'  li 
what you forgot   PART  and you NEG-A coffee     in    put WH
'what did you forget to put in the coffee?'
Note incidentally that 'normal' coordinations with le do respect the
Coordinate Structure Constraint:
(107) a. A  le  shkd 18  A  niA   gAnG
we eat  rice   and we drink palmwine
'we are eating rice and drinking palmwine'
b.*yl          A        le       SAkd   Id       A       nld             16
what we  eat  rice  and we drink   WH
Although we have as yet a poor understanding of the distribution of le
and na, a subject which merits further investigation, the interpretation of
these data as indicating that na-complements are selected seems un-
controversial.
Na may occur only if selected by a certain verb: it differs in this respect
from complementizers in languages like English or French. Na may never
occur in initial position of a relative clause or a focus construction.
. I
(108) a. sld-6 (*nI)mdmti'(*n ) h   s1O -O,...
house-DEF IT-IT you built-REL
'the house you built,...'
b. sld-6(*nS) ma   h          sli
house-DEF IT you built
Recall also that na-complements cannot occur as complement clauses of
nouns or nominalizations:
(109) a. *di   na/nifmi' h yi     - 66
story that/IT-IT you left -REL
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' I
b.  *guguli       na    0    nl              ya
thinking NA he NEG-A healthy
Let us further explore the subject of selectional features of verbs in Vata.
Apart from selecting for a [+Tense j clause, it is generally assumed that the
COMP node may be specified  for the feature [+WH], where [-WH] stands
for non-interrogative (that in English for example), and [+WH] for the ab-
stract element which dominates interrogative clauses (whether, wh-
phrase...). In general, languages  seem  to have verbs which select for these
features. It is, then, a curious fact that there seem to be no verbs in Vata
which select for the feature  [+WH] . The following examples show that
na occurs in both declarative and interrogative sentences, and that there
are no indirect wh-questions   (11Ob, 110c). Instead, clauses correspond
formally to headed relative clauses in surface structure.
(110)     a.   41 g gO na O yi
I thought NA he came
'I thought he came'b. 6  yli'  nyli   ni  6  yi
he asked mouth NA  he  came
'he asked whether he had arrived'
c. A n I gbli nli 0 yi
I   NEG-A  know NA  he  came
'I did not know that he arrived' or
'I did not know whether he arrived'
(111) a. A10 b  yE  yd   16
who you  saw   PART WH
 who did you see'
b.*A ni yi        [dia  b       yE'      ya          16]
1   NEG-A know  who ypp  saw    PART  WH
c.*Il nI [ diO ! 1 yE ya   laI yi
I NEG-A wh -you saw PART WH know
d. A ni [nyO [momO [it yE'-66
1 NEG-A someone HIM-HIM you saw REL
ye    ]11 yi
PART know
'I do not know who you saw'
Thus, although semantically speaking the sentences above correspond to
indirect questions, their surface structures do not. And, although verbs
may select for a ka or na-complement as a lexical property, selection o f the
feature  [+WHl, a feature which is (overtly) realized in the language (cf.
(73)), is apparently absent. Below, we will discuss why this may be so.
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Let us next consider the properties of the complements that are in-
troduced by ka and na. Since the characteristics of complements introduced
by ka have already been discussed in 3.1.1., we will concentrate here on
the properties of na-complementation. Na can introduce a range of sen-
tential complements, that can be characterized as 'regular' complements,
(indirect discouise) and as complements representing direct speech (direct
discourse):
(112)  a. 8     yli.  (*n )  A  nr      yA
s/he said NA 1 NEG healthy
's/he said:  1 am feeling  sick'b. 0   yu ni  6   ni     yA
s/he said NA  s/he NEG-A healthy
's/he said that s/he was sick'
Despite parallel surface structure, there are many differences between
direct and indirect discourse complements. The former, for instance,
functions as an island with respect to grammatical processes such as
extraction, pronominal reference etc...
(113) a. 6  ylii' nir Q ni kbfi    ya             yE'
s/he said   NA  I  NEG-A Kofi  PART  see
's/he said that I had not seen Kofi'
's/he said: 1 have not seen Kofi'
b. 810i 6   yla'  ng A ni [eji y6 yE'    16
who s/he  said  NA I NEG-A PART see WH
'who did s/he say that I had not seen'
'*who did s/he say: I saw'
Whereas the embedded pronoun in (1133) may be interpreted, in dis-
course, as referring to the same person as s/he, this reading is no longer
available in (113b)
The fact that na introduces both direct and indirect discourse poses
problems for the analysis of the following examples, in which na is followed
by sentences that can occur as independent clauses:
(114) a. 8   yli nyll   ni &10 ft yk'yd  M
s/he ask mouth NA who you   saw  PART WH (wh-question)
b.  0         yld  nyll       na    A        yi R
s/he ask mouth NA you arrive-Q (Yes-no question)
c.  0        yli  ni   k6ff   A  yE     mo    ye
s/he  say NA Kofi  I  saw him , PART (left dislocation)
d. 0 yld na Kafi mO li yE  yd
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s/he  say NA Kofi   HIM yol saw PART (focus construction)
e. 0 yld M- mlE  il  mlE
s/he  say NA leave you leave (predicate cleft)
Should these be translated as s/he asked who you saw or s/he asked: who
did you seeR The absence of root phenomena notwithstanding, it can be
established that the examples in (114) should be analyzed as cases of
direct discourse. First, in examples  like (114), pronouns  in the embedded
clause can be interpreted as referring to the person who is speaking U in
(114c) can refer to 0 's/he'). This interpretation is not available in in-
direct discourse. The examples in (114) also constitute islands with respect
to extraction:
(115)  a. *AlOj 6     yld' ktfi'  nI  yTi   ft    nyE' le]i [e]jld
who s/he  said Kofi  NA what you gave WHb. *ko' momo'  6   yli'  Ktff ni 6 yE'    ya        B
man HIM-HIM s/he asked Kofi NA s/he saw PART-Q
etc...
While one could try to explain the ungrammaticality of (115a) by Sub-
jacency, this attempt seems fruitless in the light of (115b). Recall, inci-
dentally, that wh-island violations are possible in Vata. Thus, in contrast
to (115a), the following examples are well-formed:
(116) a.  10 fi   ylb Kdfi [zE   [mEmE' [A   nyE'-66]]]16
who you said Kofi thing IT-IT you gave-REL  WH
'*to who did you tell Kofi what you gave'
b. k6   momo    6    yll'-68 ktff  ni  h    yE-66 yd
man HIM-HIM s/he asked-REL Kofi NA you  saw REL PART
'*the man, s/he asked Kofi whether you saw'
Note in particular the minimal difference between (115b) and (116b):
the absence of the final question particle. The conclusion we may draw
then is that the data in (114) do not force one to admit selection for the
feature +WH - and one may, therefore, maintain that selection for the
feature +WH is absent - or to analyze na in (114) as being part of doubly
or even triply filled COMP nodes. Further support for a difference between
direct and indirect discourse complements derives from the impossibility
of preposing na with the following constituent in structures like (114),
although na heading indirect discourse may be preposed:
(117) a. *na b  Pre'  mI 6 ylit'
NA you come-0 (IT) he asked
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b. * ni d16 b   yE' yd   16   mI 6  yiA'
NA who you saw  PART WH  (IT) he asked
c.     nir  A       VT       mi     6         yld'
NAyou come (IT) s/he asked
In conclusion, then, at least in the case of a direct discourse complement
like the examples  in  (114)  na  does  not  form a constituent with this com-
plement.
This, in fact, holds more generally:  even if na introduces a sentential
complement, it is not contained in the S' system of the embedded comple-
ment (we will return  to the apparent problem of (1170) below). This can
be shown in coordinated structures. Complementizers like que in French
or dat in Dutch must be repeated if two S's are coordinated,23 indicating
thereby that  they are  part  of the expansion system of this S':
(118)   a. Jean pense qu'il mange et (*qu') il boit
John thinks that he is eating and that he is drinking
b. Ik geloof dat hij eet en (*dat) hij drinkt
I believe that he eats and that he drinks
Na however may not be repeated in contrast to ka which behaves like
que in French ordat in Dutch:
(119)  a.  h  gugu  na   0   16    16   (*na) 6   nli
I think NA he eat and he drink
b. 6 mig shka IT  (*kS) 16 ganU nld ka
he leaves  rice eat   KA and palmwine drink KA
'he goes to eat rice and drink palmwine'
Let us interpret these facts as indicating that na is not part of the ex-
pansion of the embedded complement, but is rather an element selecting
or introducing a tensed complement, which may be either indirect or
direct discourse. This tensed complement clause itself lacks an overt
complementizer.
Leaving the analysis of na to 3.4.2.3., we may now return to the
problem we address in this section. Establishing that na is not part of
the embedded clause implies that it cannot be an instance of an initial
COMP node.
Na can thus be barred from the list of possible motivations for an
initial COMP node. The only remaining motivation, then, is wh-phrases.
But how strong is the evidence that overt (as opposed to non-lexical)
wh-phrases, which have been subject to wh-movement are always in or
adjoined to COMP? The evidence is, in fact, not very strong. In many
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languages wh-phrases do not form a syntactic constituent with the position
that the lexical complementizer occurs in. Lefebvre and Muysken (1978)
for example show that wh-phrases in Quechua occur in clause initial
position, whereas complementizers occur in clause final position. In
Hungarian (Hoivath, 1981), question words  seem  to  land in INFL24,
whereas complementizers occur in clause initial position. In Haitian,
there is good reason to assume that overt wh-phrases (i.e. question words)
occur in Topic rather than in clause initial COMP (cf. Koopman, 1982d).25
It can thus be assumed quite easily that wh-phrases in Vata do not land in
COMP, but occur instead in an S-initial WH-landing site position (120a),
or, alternatively, are adjoined to S' by wh-movement (120b). The choice
between these alternatives need not concern us here.
(120) a. S' -* WH S COMP
b. S' 0 S  COMP + Wh-movement is adjunction to S'
That wh-phrases are not in COMP has consequences elsewhere in the
grammar of Vata, though, as we will show in 7.5.
One may wonder whether wh-phrases ever occur in COMP: we will
argue in 7.5. that in some languages, like English, wh-phrases crucially
occur in COMP.
Given this discussion, and pending an analysis o f na-complementation,
we can now adopt the base rule (100) repeated here as (121), and consider
briefly what the properties of the final COMP node  are.
(121) S' -, S COMP
Except that it does not serve as a landing site for wh-movement, which
seems to be generally true for COMP-final languages, the COMP node in
Vata does not appear to differ very much from COMP in English. It en-
codes quite similar notions, which can be represented as (122):
(122) COMP -+ I+Tensel [+'1'ense] -+ 0
l-Tense] -+ ka
1 +WH ] [+WH ] -+    la
[+Q] -+a
etc.
Of course, an adequate account o f complementation in Vata has to explain
why only the COMP feature realized as ka is available for direct selection
by verbs.
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3.4.2.3. The status of na
Le us now account for the distributional and syntactic properties of na.
As we have shown, na is not part o f the maximal projection of the follow-
ing complement clause. Instead it functions as a head-like element, follow-
ed by a tensed complement clause, which represents either direct or in-
direct discourse.  But if na is a head4ike element, questions arise as to what
its syntactic features are, and why the tensed complement follows na, in-
stead of preceding it, as one would expect, given the generalization that
complements precede their heads in Vata. Let us consider the last question
first.
As was mentiored before, tensed clauses are special, in the sense that
they are excluded from prehead position and must occur postverbally in-
stead. Assuming   that the theory will provide an explanation   for  why
tensed clauses must be extraposed (see 4.2.), the D-structure in (123) can
be adopted, in accordance with the general schema X' -+ COMP X. After
S'-extraposition has occurred, the S-structure (123b) is obtained.
(123) a.      ? b. +Extraposition     9
S'           na                                         i
A
· · ·   +T                                                                          [e]           na  . . . +T
The question of what the syntactic features of na are is more difficult to
answer. We will now motivate the proposal that na has the features of a
verb. More precisely, we will motivate an analysis in which na is treated
as a verb which shares the lexical properties of the main verb na la/10 'to
say', but which differs from it in lacking semantic content.
As  is  the  case  in many languages (cf. Lord,  1976), the sentence in-
troducing na is homophonous with the verb naila/10 'to say' which has
the following characteristics: (i) nalla is an irregular verb with a defective
paradigm. lacking for instance a base form. (cf. 2.2.1.). Its paradigm is
presented in (124).20
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(124) A   na
\
1   say
n  na
you say
0   la/ 0 16 Khfi ni    ya








(ii)  It  is a unique verb  in the language:  it is the only verb which may (and
in fact must) be followed by a bare tensed S'. The latter may be either a
direct or an indirect discourse complement:
(125)   a.  6        16       6    ni           YA
s/he  says s/he NEG-A healthy
's/he says that s/he is sick'
b.  6 16 A nl      ya
s/he says 1 NEG-A healthy
's/he says: 1 am sick'
Let us stress the fact that the tensed complement clause must be bare, i.e.
it cannot be introduced by na:
(126)    *   6         8       ni    A  ni             ya
s/he says NA 1 NEG-A healthy
The resemblance between the sentence introducing na and the irregular
verb 'to say' extends beyond homophony to identical syntactic properties.
both must be followed by a bare tensed complement which may be
direct or indirect discourse. Let us exploit this resemblance and suppose
that the sentence introducing na has the syntactic features of the verb
nallaiIO, sharing its lexical properties, but differing from it in being se-
mantically 'empty' (i.e. it does not mean 'to say'). This implies that those
verbs which select fur a na-complement select for the specific verbal form
na, which, in turn, as a lexical property, selects for a tensed S'.
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(127)                             S
NP INFL VP





The relation between the higher verb and the embedded complement is
thus direct, but mediated through an intermediate clause. We will refer to
this kind of complementation as indirect complementation. The existence
of selection between F and na further implies that there must be govern-
ment between both elements. Following the proposal of Belletti and Rizzi
(1981) that only heads are accessible for government from the outside,
we will assume that the constituent containing na lacks INFL, making
government between V and na, the head of the VP, possible.
For the sake of completeness, let us mention that we assume that
the   projection   of the na-complement  is  a  kind of small clause  (VP')
complement. Whether this complement actually contains a subject position
and if so, what kind of empty category occurs in it, is a problem which
will not be addressed here.26
The D-structure in (127) does not correspond to a well-formed surface
structure.  Both  the S' complement  of na and the clausal complement con-
taining na must be extraposed, yielding the structure (128):27
(128)        S//r-\-
NP INFL VP
VP        VP;
[e]i V PRO VP
1
gugu VP S'j.-0
[e]j        na
This analysis of indirect complementation yields an account for many of
tlie particular properties of na-complementation, quite apart from those
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already mentioned. First, the apparent absence of verbs selecting for the
feature [+WH] may be related to the fact that these verbs select for the
verb na as a lexical property. This implies that they do not govern the
COMP node or the INFL node of the most embedded complement.
Therefore given this property the verb cannot select for the feature 1-WH].
Moreover, na itself cannot select  for [+WH], since it only takes a tensed
clause  as a lexical property. Second,  the  fact  that  na may introduce both
direct discourse and indirect discourse complements is a consequence of
the particular lexical properties of the verb nallallO 'to say', which may be
followed by direct or indirect discourse. And third, na only introduces
sentential complements of verbs, and never occurs in COMP of a relative
clause  or of a focus construction, because  it  is a verb, and not an instance
of COMP. Finally. let us briefly discuss the problem of (117c), repeated
here as (129a), which resides in the fact that na is pied-piped along with
its complement under topicalization. (129b) shows that na may not be
stranded:
(129) a.  ni wA  mli  mI A gugu
NA they  left   IT  I think
'that they left that is what I am thinking'
b.   * wA         mlI     mI     A   gugu     ni
they left IT I think NA
Why should this be so? Although we have no satisfactory explanation to
offer, note that this may be directly related to the fact that the S' comple-
ment of the verb na11allo cannot be topicalized either:
28
(130) * wA mli (mi) 6 16
they left (that) he said
3.4.2.3. Cross-linguistic variation
The better comprehension of complementation in Vata seems to be a
first step leading to a better comprehension of the lexical properties in-
volved in complementation universally. Given the analysis of COMP and
complementation in English, we can now briefly consider the problem of
crosslinguistic variation of COMP and complementation, contrasting
English and Vata. In fact, differences seem to be minimal and carl be
summarized as follows. First, COMP occupies a different structural po-
sition in each language; this is in complete accordance with the respective
X-bar schemas of English and Vata. COMP itself however encodes quite
similar notions. Second, COMP does not appear to serve as a landing site
for   wh-movement   in Vata, whereas   it   does in English  (see   also   7.5.).
Languages may therefore vary with respect to the specification of the
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landing site for wh-movement: it is interesting to note that, as far as we
know, lexical wh-phrases never occur in a COMP final node. Third, an
additional lexical property seems to be involved in complementation in
Vata, the property of indirect complementation. Certain verbs select for
a particular verb na which shares the lexical properties of the main verb
na/la/lO 'to say' but differs from it in being semantically empty. This
analysis, we have shown, yields a descriptively adequate account of the
properties and distribution ofna-complements. Thus (leaving aside gerunds)
verbs  in  Vata may select  for na- complements and (infinitival) ka-comple-
ments. The latter property, i.e. selection for a particular COMP or INFL
node (direct complementation), is commonly observed in English. Vata
and English appear to differ, then, with respect to the feature of INFL
that can be directly selected. Thus, in Vata, a curious gap exists: apart
from the verb taina there are no verbs which select for a particular [+Tense]
COMP, or [+Tense] INFL. In precisely these cases the language has re-
course to na-complementation (or le-complementation, a subject we have
only briefly touched on).
3.5. Discussion
In this chapter, we have established that the basic position of the verb is
VP-final, and that those surface structures in which a verb precedes its
complements are derived via a rule of verb movement which places the
verb in the INFL node of a tensed clause. Three types of arguments have
been presented in support of this analysis. The first argument, a distribution-
al argument, shows that the word order in tensed clauses with no auxiliary
is, so to speak 'exceptional': all other clause types exhibit complement
verb order. A second class of arguments was based on the existence of
processes requiring adjacency between certain elements and the basic
position of the verb in the VP. These include processes underlying the
treatment of verb particle constructions and idiomatic constructions, P-
stranding and restructuring. The third argument was based on the pro-
jections of the other lexical categories, N and P (Adjectives were argued
to be a non-projecting lexical category). Nouns and Postpositions both
exhibit complement head order. We have also dealt with the internal
structure of the INFL node, the node which contains the main verb in
tensed sentences without an auxiliary. Special attention has been paid to
the  question of whether or not INFL in Vata contains a node AGR, and
to the treatment of auxiliaries. We have argued that AGR is absent, a
conclusion which draws further support from the distribution of pro-
nouns and anaphors in Vata. Vata's auxiliaries, we argued, are best treated
as the spelling out of certain features of the INFL node. Finally, the
lexical properties of verbs have been briefly discussed, and an analysis
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has been proposed for the apparent problems which concern the COMP
node in Vata.
The arguments presented in favour of the verb final position provide
strong evidence for the theoretical assumption that there exists at least
one  level of representation which  is more abstract than surface structure:
indeed,   only   in  such a model  can one express  the  fact  that the funda-
mental position of the verb is VP final and the role the verb (in VP) plays
in all kinds of processes, whereas the surface position of the verb in INFL
is of no direct importance.
We went through the examples at Sonle length, not in order to show
how to bend the language to the theory, but to illustrate the powerful
analytic tools the theory provides and to lay the basis for the questions
which  will  be add ressed  in the following chapters,  viz.,  (i) how to explain
those cases in which surface orders deviate from the X-bar schema, and
whether the X-bar schema itself may be further derived (chapter 4), and
(ii) how to account for the characteristics of the V-movement rule which
applies in both main and embedded clauses and explain the crosslinguistic
variation surrounding this rule (chapter 5).
The problems treated in this chapter bear to some extent on a problem
of historical syntax, the problem of word order change. The word order
alternations discussed here have not gone unnoticed in the literature on
West African languages, and the Kru languages have been cited in this
respect on several occasions29 However, mainly because of the view that
of the two possible word orders, S AUX 0 V and SVO, the SVO order is
more 'basic', and because of the non-discrimination between the position
of specifiers and complements, one finds a general consensus on the
'unstable' state of languages like the Kru languages. Even considering the
obvious  fact  that all languages are 'unstable', i.e. changing, the Kru lang-
uages have been considered to be particularly unstable, presenting, in a
way. a paradigm case of a language in the midst of word order change.
This view has led to numerous speculations about the word order of the
ancestral language, as well as about the nature of the mechanisms in-
volved in the ongoing change. But given the analysis of word order alter-
nations in terms of X-bar theory and a rule of verb movement, this 'claim'
seems   to be completely unfounded. Consider, for example, whether  it
could be the case that Vata or Gbadi are particular unstable languages.
Of course, 'unstable' is a relative notion, defined with respect to a par-
ticular theory.  From a theory internal point of view, Vata and Gbadi seem
to be highly regular languages, at least insofar as their D-structure word
order is concerned. One could object  to this, however, by claiming that a
language could be unmarked from a theoretical point of view, while still
posing particular learning problems, because of the opacity of surface
structures, which, in turn, might induce the language learner to postulate
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faulty hypotheses. I do not think that this is the case though. Surface
structures seem to me to be transparent, containing many indications
about the underlying order, as the data presented in this chapter show. It
call be easily imagined that only a very small sample of the language
would allow the child to fix the particular parameters underlying surface
word order (cf. also chapter 4).
Let us end this chapter with a brief remark about language typology.
Typologically speaking Vata and Gbadi are OV languages. They differ,
though, in two ways from (surface) SOV languages in the sense of Green-
berg (1966). in surface SOV languages INFL generally follows the main
verb (so that, even if verb movement did occur, it would not lead to a
change in surface order), and specifiers precede their  head. The differ-
ence between surface SOV languages and Vata and Gbadi may be linked
to the hypothesis put forth in Hale (1981), according to which languages
differ insofar  as the 'depth' of their projections is concerned. If surface
SOV languages are non-configurational, using just the one-bar level,
specifiers occur  on  the  same  side as complements.  1 f Vata and Gbadi  are
configurational languages, using the two bar level, then specifiers may
occur in a position opposite complements.
NOTES
1.   A further argument in favour of a VP can be based on Condition C o f the Binding
Theory, which states that R-expressions must be free. Consider now the following
examples:
Ci)        a.  * A wi    kofij/*i  6    co
he like Kofi his father
'He likes Kofi's father'
b.  Koffi/j 6 06 wd mOi/j
Kofi his father  like  him
'Kofi's father likes him'
The R-expression Kon in (ia) is c-commanded by the pronoun: Kofi must therefore
be  disjoint in reference.   In (ib) however, Kofi is free, indicating that the pronoun
does not c-command it. because of the intervening VP.
2.  Marchese (1979) cites some examples of Kru languages in which certain verbs
selecting a ka-complement do not impose selectional restrictions on the subject NP.
3.   Adverbs may occur between the verb and the na-complement:
(i)    A kd wI         p6          fdfii         nS...
I FUT-A voice throw quickly na
The grammaticality of (22e) may then be explained if the adverb follows the verbal
trace.
4.  There is an asymmetry between the NP subparts of an idiomatic expression and
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the verbal part Whereas some NPs may never undergo movement (for example kick
the bucket (die) but not *the bucket was kicked (*die)), the verbal part can always
move.
5. This account does not, however, apply straightforwardly to Dutch. In Dutch,
particles must be adjacent to the verb, but the NP part of an idiomatic expression
need not be adjacent. Idiomatic PPs, however, do seem to require adjacency with the
verb. The exceptional behaviour of the NP part of an idiom is probably due to the
interaction with Case assignment in Dutch (cf. 7.3.2.).
6.   The generalization that PPs that are assigned a e-role by the verb may be stranded
covers most but not all cases of P-stranding, as the following example pointed out by
Van Riemsdijk (1978) shows:
(i)          How many hours were you gone for?
7.     Restructuring   is also observed   in the progressive construction illustrated  in   (i)
below:
(i)    a. i li binyO 1EtrT ku killi diT  kti
I am Bagno letter PART write place PART
'I am writin% a letter to Bagno'
b. i   101-60  [ [elilitiT k,1 kEli J di ko    a'
you are+CL-Q letter PART write place PART Q
'Are you writing him a letter?'
Furthermore, the particle verb pairs kO 6LE and kt; ci are restructuring verbs in
Gbadi, only if the particle (probably reanalyzed as a complementizer) bears low tone:
(ii)      a.    a  Gil  INp sikA ni  miE 1       ko
we start rice NA eat-eat-NOM  PART
'We start eating rice'
b.   8  6iE- [ E nE  miE I         k6
we start it GEN eat-eat-NOM  PART
'We start eating  it'
c.  *A  Biii I [ eli milk j           k6
we start+it eat-eat-NOM PART
(Hi)     a.    A  GiE  [s' siki ff   ko  1 [ elv
we start rice eat COMP
b.   8  6iki [ Ieli IT  kO 1  [ elv
we start+CL eat COMP
This phenomenon is. as far as we can tell, restricted to Gbadi.
8.  Examples like (43) are also excluded by condition A of the Binding Theory:
anaphors may not occur in NPs in Vata or Gbadi (see also 3.3.2.2. for more dis-
cussion).
9.   Examples of the type the story that he left translate as follows:
Ci) 6 mffmff  di  (vata)
his leave-leave sto ry
10 Cases which may seem to involve prenominal adjectives actually involve com-
pounding, witness the tonal behavior:




For a discussion of adjectives in Koyo (South-West Kru-kw) see also Kokora (1976).
11. NP copula AP constructions are non-existent. Nevertheless, in the following
adjectival verbs, one can distinguish an adjectival root and the copula LE', suggesting
that NP A copula constructions may have existed at one stage:
(i)   a. wi [vkpi-1El b. wl ni kpd-lE
they beautiful they NEG-A beautiful
'They are beautiful' 'They are ugly'
(ii)              a.    E zii-IE b. E nI z lf
It red it NEG-A red
'It is red' 'It is not red'
12. This property can be easily expressed in the feature system of projections
proposed in Muysken (1982a). Adjectives in Vata and Gbadi would be non-pro-
jecting minor categories (e.g. [-projection, +maximal], whereas,  say in English, two
types of adjectives can be distinguished: [-projection, +maximall (i.e. prenominal
adjectives), and [-projection, -maximall (i.e. predicative adjectives).
13. Chomsky (1981) proposes for example that prepositions are not lexical cate-
gories (LGB, p. 48), mainly because it allows one to restrict the class of proper
governors to lexical categories.
14. Among others, Greenberg (1966), Giv6n (1976), and Heine (1980).
15. Further considerations would include the possibility of P-stranding under ad-
jacency with V (cf. 3.1.3.), and the impossibility of N-stranding:
(i) vT A rIT-ka     shki kIO zo li
what you FUT-A-FT rice  on   put Q
'Where will you put the rice on?'
(ii)            a.    * I Sloi (nI11 fi ri-ka I  I  e l i noy£1         6zitE     16
who (GEN) you FUT-A-FT brother search WH
('Whose brother are you looking for')
b.  * [pp YT kiO li  (n:i)   h     nT-ki   [ [ppeli  sld-& 1      6itE     16
wliat on (NA) you FUT-A-FT house-DEF search WH
This might be explained. however, following Kayne (1980), by the fact that re-
analysis is only possible if the items which undergo reanalysis assign Case in a similar
fashion. (iia) and (iib) are then ungrammatical, since Ns and Ps assign different
Cases.
16. Note. however, the occurrence of the relative marker 60.
17. The interesting question,  then, is why clitics  so  often tend to occur on  INFL
the head of a clause.
18.  The fact that clitics cliticize in different directions may be due to the tendency
to cliticize onto heads.
19. The question mark on this example is due to the awkwardness which arises if
le instead of na is used to coordinate two pronouns. The intuition about the im-
possibility of the weak forms occurring as the second element is still very strong.
though.
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20. Similar remarks apply to non-lexical anaphors (i.e. NP-trace) in English.
21.  Chomsky (1981) proposes to relate the ungrammaticality of (96b) to the fact
that the that-clause must be related to a Case position in order to satisfy the e-
criterion. Note however that this cannot be true, taking into considerationintransitive
passives in Dutch as Sportiche (1983) argues The following example shows that the
expletive pronoun er cannot act as apossible controller (orbe controlled (cf. Sportiche
(1983)):
(i)         *   Er werd muziek gespeeld [om PRO gedanst te worden]
There was music played for danced to be
22.  In this view, it is not true that in a language with a VP, subject verb idioms
would not exist, as claimed in Marantz (1981).
23.   This is not true for English, though:
(i)        I believe that Mary will be there but Bill will not
This can be directly related to the fact that English, unlike French or Dutch, allows
the deletion of that.
24. Although Horvath (1981) argues that wh-phrases land in a pre-V position, we
think that the data she presents may very well be analyzed in the following way:
(i)        wh-phrases land in INFL, and
(ii)     there is a rule of V-movement in Hungarian, which moves the verb into
INFL. This rule is 'triggered' by certain features of INFI. such as the wh-
phrases it contains, sentence negation, the imperative-subjunctive and pro-
gressive interpretation.
25.   See also Schauber's (1979) discussion of Navajo.
26.    Notice  also the tonal difference between the sentence introducing particle  na-
and the main verb nh/1&116. Given the status of the mid tone as the unmarked tone
(cf. 2.1.), the tonal difference can be accounted for by assuming that the sentence
introducing na has no lexically associated tone. This is not implausible; the main
verb na/la/10 is not only irregular, morphologically and syntactically speaking, but
also  tonologically:  thus,  some verb forms (2nd person singular and 1st person plural)
allow for the spreading of a preceding low tone, a property which is not observed in
any other verb.
26.  Let  us just mention that if the na-complement is a kind of small clause, its
exclusion from NPs could be due to the same mechanism that has the effect of ex-
cluding other types of small clauses from NPs (*The  consideration  of  Bill  il!...),
whatever  this may  be.
27.  We include a brief aside on a possible alternative analysis of (127). In German
or Dutch, structures exhibiting the configuration in (127) must undergo a process of
Verb-raising (cf. Evers, 1975). The reason for not assuming a similar analysis for
(127) is derived from the fact that (i) certain elements may occur between both
verbs (adverbs for example), and (ii), na and the following clause act as a constituent.
Alternatively. one could explore the fact that in head final languages no elements
may occur after the head noun. within the NP, or after the nominalized verb.
28. Complements clauses usually alternate with lexical NPs. The complement of
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na constitutes the exception to this rule, since na can only be followed by a tensed
complement clause:
(i)   a. 6  16 6  ni   yd
s/he   says s/he NEG-A healthy
's/he says she is sick'
b.*0        8       mi
s/he says that
The impossibility of topicalizing the complement clause of la may be related to this
fact.
Note, incidentally, the existence of what we might call a pronominal form re-
ferring to a clause. This form happens to be identical to the English and Japanese
ones:
(ii) 6 16 sa
s/he says so
Chapter 4
Towards a Minimal Base Component
4.0. Introduction
The study of non-configurational languages and the formulation of the
Projection Principle have led to a considerable reduction of the base com-
ponent. In earlier accounts (Chomsky (1965), (1970), Emonds (1976),
Jackendoff (1977))  the base rules specified, in a particular order, a class
of syntactic frames (phrase markers) in which lexical items could appear.
While the incorporation of a specific order in the base rules might yield
the desired result for languages with a relatively fixed word order, like
English, it does not extend to languages with relatively free word order,
(the so-called 'non-configurational' languages).
The study of such languages, by, among others Farmer (1980), Hale
(1979), (1980) and (1982), has largely contributed to the now generally
accepted view that complements of a lexical head are always unordered,
and that a particular order results from the interaction with other sub-
systems or principles, like Case theory, for example (Chomsky (1981)
and  Stowell  (1981)).  To   give an example:  the  fact that object  NPs  in
English must be strictly adjacent to the verb (Mary reads (*often) novels)
is viewed as a consequence of Case theory, which incorporates - for
English, at least - the additional requirement that NPs must be strictly
adjacent to their Case assigner (the so-called Adjacency condition on Case
assignment (cf. Chomsky (1981), Stowell (1981)).
Moreover, the categorial status and the number of complements of a
particular verb is a consequence of the Projection Principle, as pointed out
in Chomsky (1981). What remains of the base rules, then, are minimal
statements like (abstracting away from the position of specifiers) language
specific specifications for the position of a lexical head and the relative
order of the set 1 INP.S], INFL, VP I.
The base components of Vata and Gbadi, as established in chapter 3,
donsist minimally of the following specifications:
(1)      (i) Lexical heads occur in final position, and
(ii)  NPINFL VP order.
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In this chapter, we will investigate what independent explanations can be
presented for surface structures that are not consistent with (1). This will
lead us to discuss in turn the differences between the internal structure of
NPs and VPs (4.1.), and the processes of S'-extraposition (4.2.) and PP-
extraposition   (4.3.). The discussion   o f PP-extraposition will provide
evidence for the fact that 0-role assignment by a lexical head is a uni-
directional process. 0 -theory   must thus contain a specification    for   a
parameter which fixes the direction in which lexical categories assign
their 0 -roles, parameter, which subsumes part of the head initial/head final
parameter of X-bar theory (4.3.). In 4.4., it will be argued that Case theory
incorporates a similar parameter. Although in many languages the specifi-
cations for the two parameters coincide, in some languages they may take
opposite values. This, we will show in 4.4., leads to an elegant account of
certain word order problems in Chinese and in Mande languages. 4.5.,
finally, contains a preliminary discussion   of the subsystems   that   are
responsible for the respective order o f NP, INFL and VP.
4.1. The prenominal markers na and nI
As a first approximation, the following assignment rules can be formulated
in order to capture the distribution of the prenominal markers in Vata:
(2)         a.  NP is marked with n/ if governed by N'
b.  [-Vl" is marked with na if governed by N
Although these particles appear to have a lot in common with English 's or
of (note however that na, unlike Of is not an independent P), there are
also quite important differences between them. An explanatory account,
then, should ideally account  for the similarities of of-insertion  and  n//na
insertion. and relate the differences to independent differences. In the ab-
sence of such an account, however, we will restrict ourselves to simply
stating the problem. and to showing that the explanation o f Of-insertion in
terms of Case or 8-theory (Chomsky, 1981) does not carry over to nI ina-
insertion.
Let us start reviewing the two alternative explanations for Of-insertion
presented in Chomsky (1981). Assuming that lexical categories have the
same complement structure in the unmarked case, Chomsky proposes to
derive the differences in surface structure between complement structures
of Vs and Ps on the one hand. and As and Ns, on the other. from the
requirement that lexical  NPs  be Case marked. This requirement follows
either from the Case filter or, if the Case filter can be reduced to the
8-criterion. from the 0-criterion (LGB. chapter 6).
Under the Case filter explanation, the S-structures corresponding to
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the D-structures N NP and A NP violate the Case filter (which requires
that lexical NPs be Case marked (cf. chapter  1 (11)) because N and A do
not assign (objective) Case. Of-insertion applies to satisfy  the Case filter.
The D-structures  F NP and P NP satisfy the Case filter. since  [-N] cate-
gories assign  Case to their complement. Under the 8-criterion explanation,
of-insertion no longer follows directly from the Case filter but from the
0-criterion. In the light of certain redundancies between Case and 0-
theory, Chomsky (1981, Chapter 6) proposes to derive  the Case filter
from the 8-criterion. This is achieved by the assumption that 0-roles may
only be assigned to chains which are "visible" for 8-role assignment, i.e.
informally speaking to chains which are Case-marked or headed by PRO
(see LGB. p. 334 for a precise formulation). Of-insertion, then, must
apply because  of the 0-criterion:  lexical  NPs  need  to  be Case marked  in
order  to be visible for 0-role assignment.  The two explanations  have  in
common that ofis considered to be a Case marker.
Are na and ni also Case markers? The answer to this question seems
positive if only NP complements of Ns are considered, but runs into
problems if other prenominal elements are taken into account2. As we
have  mentioned  in  3.2.3..  prenominal  PPs  must  also be marked  with  na.
This is shown in the examples in (3):
(3)   Vata. a.AmI' ja na yud-6
me  behind NA children-DEF
the children behind me'
b. y6-6 ga      na     shka-A
child-DEF for NA rice-DEF
'the rice for the child'
The Case filter requires that NPs be Case marked, but says nothing about
PPs. (Recall also that PPs cannot be considered to be some kind of 'dis-
guised' NPs, as we have shown in 3.2.3.). Furthermore, not only pre-
nominal NPs, PPs and adverbial nouns (cf. footnote 2) must be marked
with  na: the particular structure of nominalizations in Gbadi  (cf.  2.2.3.)
reveals that even manner adverbs must be marked with na:
(4) Gbadi. kpirnyl  nA 11ITE
quickly NA eating
'eating quickly,. ..'
Such adverbs are in no sense nominal, nor are they in any sense arguments
of the  head  noun.  In  fact, then, the distribution of na more closely resem-
bles that of Chinese DE or Japanese NO,  than of English of.
The d istribution of na seems to be adequately captured by the descriptive
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statement that it has to occur on all prenominal categories that are governed
by and to the left of N. A similar statement holds for nI in Vata, which
not only occurs on subject of NPs, (with the exception of the genitive
pronoun on which it may optionally occur), but also (obligatorily) on
specifiers occurring in prenominal position. Indeed,  as  has been pointed
out  in  3.2.1., some specifiers may occur prenominally or postnominally.
But if they occur in prenominal position, they must be marked with nI:
"  kb           ko mE(5) mEnl
this-NI man man this
The  distribution  of na  and  nl can thus be captured by the following rules:
(6)     a. X is marked with n/ if governed by [            N']
b.  X is marked with na i f governed by  [                   N]
Although an explanation for na/nI-insertion remains  to be proposed,  it
seems clear that na has nothing to do with Case, and should not be analyzed
as a Case marker.3
4.2.  Extraposition of complement  clauses
The generalization that Vata and Gbadi are head final languages is violated
in surface structures by na-complement clauses. As we have seen in 2.3.1.,
and 3.4.2.1., complement clauses headed by na must occur in postverbal
position. The question arises of whether the surface position of these
complement clauses reflect their D-structure position, or whether they
occur instead in preverbal position at D-structure, and their surface position
results from a rule of S'-extraposition. Given our theoretical assumptions,
only the latter alternative seems to be available. It seems reasonable to
assume that heads can only appear at the periphery of their projections;
a base rule in which some complements occur to the left and others to
the right would  then be excluded. But suppose  this  is  not  the case; given
that  D-structure  is a pure representation  of GF-8, na-complements should
be able to occur in a 8-position at this level since they are arguments of
a   particular  verb.  Even an alternative analysis, which would propose  to
treat na-complements as being base generated in an A-position, and
consequently mapped onto an A-position, - in the same way as dislocated
elements map onto A-positions - must account for the fact that na-
complements although functioning as arguments, are excluded from pre-
verbal position4
Given the discussion and analysis of na-complementation presented
in   3.4.1., the theory   has to provide an account   for the following  dis-
tribution of complement clauses:
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(7)      (i) A tensed complement of the verb na/la/10 'say' occurs in post-
verbal position:
6       16      [el Iv e]  Is' wA      yi j
s/he says they come
's/he is saying that they are coming'
This accounts equally for the initial position of na in na-complements.
(ii) na-complements themselves must occur in postverbal position:
A nI gugu n  wi ni   yi
I NEG-A believe  NA they FUT-A come
'I did not believe that they were coming'
(iii)   ka-complements (cf. 3.1.1.) occur in preverbal position:
wA        nI           [ PRO    li     ki ]mli
they NEG-A eat KA go
'they did not go eat'
The fact that certain complement clauses must occur in extraposed position
is by no means an isolated phenomenon, but can be observed in many
languages. Tensed complement clauses in Dutch or German, for example,
must always undergo extraposition, as is clear from their appearance in
postverbal position. And, according to the analysis presented in Stowell
(1981), - an anlysis which incorporates the observations of Emonds
(1970) that NP and S' never occur in the same syntactic position, and the
results of Koster (1978) - complement clauses also occur in extraposed
position in English.
Stowell (1981) develops an account for the following descriptive
statementss :
(8)    (i) complement clauses may never occur in a position to which
Case is assigned. and
(ii) complement clauses must form a chain with a Case marked
empty category. in order to be visible for 8-role assignment.
(Clauses, if arguments, must be 0-marked by virtue of the
8-criterion).
The reason why complement clauses may not appear in a Case position,
Stowell proposes, derives from a principle that is part of Case theory, the
Case Resistance Principle:
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(9)       The Case Resistance Principle (CRP).
Case must not be assigned to a category bearing a Case assigning
feature (Stowell (1981), p. 149)
Given the additional assumption that the complementizer tha t in English
is the  head  o f S' and assigns nominative Case (thus bearing a Case feature),
extraposition of that-complements is forced by the CRP. Granting the
adequacy of the descriptive statements in (9), (they are in fact not without
problems; see Safir (1982) for some discussion), a major problem with
this analysis, I believe, lies in the lack of motivation for the CRP, which is
violated in examples of the form P PP (from behind the door), P S' (like
the English and Dutch examples in order that they came, nadat zij ge-
komen is (after that she came)).
Other options might, in fact, be explored. For example, the following
alternative analysis, also based on Case theory, but without the problems
of the CRP, might  be put forth.
Let us admit that those clauses which are arguments must be assigned a
8-role by virtue of the 8-criterion. Let us further construct the not un-
reasonable hypothesis that Case is only assigned to elements with nominal
features. But how then is a 8-role assigned to clausal argument with no
nominal features? Given the visibility condition of Chomsky (1981),and               
the  observation (8(ii)), argument clauses,  can only satisfy  the 0 -criterion
by moving into a 0-position, or by appearing in Topic, binding a Case
marked NP position.
Or still another alternative could be explored which is based on 0-theory.
Let us consider the D-structures of the examples in (7) (where V [+NA], V
[+KA] represent verbs selecting for a na- and a ka- complement, respectively)
more closely:
(10)  a. ...[s'  [···INFL...]1  V
[+T] na/la
b. ···[VP' PRO [VP [S'   j    V] ] ]    V
na [+NA]
c. ·•· IS, I ka ]   V
[+KAI
The following government relations can be observed in these examples:
the verb nat la governs the head of the embedded clause [INFL +T], which
must contain a verbal element, and the matrix verb in (1Ob) governs the
verb na. In (10c), the verb selecting the ka-complement governs the
complementizer ka.
The contexts in (10a) and (1Ob) are reminiscent of a principle proposed
by Kayne (1982), (although proposed for quite different purposes)6
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(11)    No projection of [+V] can be an argument.
What  is the status o f this principle? We will now discuss how this principle
might  in  fact be derived  from 0 -theory.  As we have noted several times,
indices percolate down to the head of a projection at S-structure, and vice
versa. If 0-roles are assigned to indices, (Chomsky (1981)) and if a clause
is in a 8-position at D-structure, then the 0-role it is assigned would percolate
down to the [+Tensed] INFL node ( 1Ob) or to the verb na. Thus, the
tensed INFL node and the verb na would in fact be 0-marked at S-structure.
Is there any reason to assume that such configurations should be excluded,
i.e. that they violate some subtheory or principle? It is not unlikely that
this is so, and  that the principle they violate is some principle of 0-theory.
Recall that the 0-criterion consists of two parts:
(i) each argument must be assigned  one and  only one 0 -role
(ii) each 0-role must be assigned to one and only one argument
One may wonder whether the second   part   of  the 0 -criterion  is  not  a
reflexion of some other principle. Why  is  it  the  case that 0-assigners such
as Vs for example must assign  their  0-roles7 ?  Suppose  that  this  is  true
because of a principle that has the effect that verbs may never bear a 0-
role, (if there   is no percolation at D-structure, this statement   can   be
maintained in its most general form), independently of whether this 0-
role is part of the lexical properties of a verb, or whether it has been
assigned. Thus, nouns may, and  in  fact  must  bear a 8-role, but verbs, or a
(verbal) [Tense]   INFL  may  not.  If we assume  that  PPs  must be assigned
a  0 -role,  and  that  Ps,  in turn, assign a 0-role to their complement,  then
it  follows that Ps, contrary to Vs may carry a 0-role. We may then formulate
the following well-formedness condition:
(12)    Only [-V] categories may be 0-marked.
It can be easily seen that (12) would subsume (11). In short, under such
an analysis, the impossibility of surface structures like (10a, 1Ob) would
be due to (12). In (1Oa), the 0-role would percolate to the tensed INFL
which  is  not  a [-V] category and may there fore not be 0 -marked. Similar-
ly,   in   (1 Ob), the 0-role would percolate  to   the  verb  na in violation  of
(12). In order to escape this conflict, the complement clause must move
into a position to which no 0-role is assigned, i.e. postverbal position.
Unlike na-complements, ka-complements may occur in preverbal
position  (10c).  They  may thus appear  in  a 8 -position  at all levels  of syn-
tactic representation,  and are consistent  with  ( 12). Note, however,  that
these infinitival clauses contain the complementizer ka. It can easily be
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shown that this complementizer has nominal features, since ka-comple-
ments can be coordinated by the marker na, which may only be used to
coordinate NPs:
(13)  A nl-ka shk;i IT ki na ganU nla ka mli
we FUT-A FT rice  eat KA NA palmwine drink KA leave
'we will go eat rice and drink palmwine'
But then, if ka has nominal features and is the head of the infinitival
clause, percolation   of  the   0 -role assigned   to the infinitival clause  is  in
accordance  with  (12), and, consequently, ka-complements may appear
in 0-positions.
In this section, some possible ways of accounting for the distribution
of complement clauses   in   Vata  have been explored. And, although   the
discussion here clearly does not suffice to settle all the problems sur-
rounding the distribution of complement clauses,8 it seems clear that
one can be reasonably confident that it can be accounted for by theo-
retical principles, and need not be stated as such in the base rules of a
particular language.
4.3. PP extraposition
4.3.1. Postverbal PPs in Vata and Gbadi
As well as na-complements which must occur in postverbal position, PPs
may also be found in that position. We will refer to this phenomenon,
which also occurs in languages like Dutch and German, asPPextrapositiong  :
(14)  Vata. A nT-ka [Vpyut shkki nyE ] [ppsld-6 mii ]
we FUT-A FT children rice give house-DEF in
we will give rice to the children, in the house'
Let us first determine which categories, besides S', may and which cate-
gories may not occur in postverbal position. In Vata and Gbadi, NPs may
never occur in postverbal position:
(15)  a. A nT-ki [vpyud shka sla-6 mli nyh ]
we FUT-A FT children rice house-DEF in   give
'we will give rice to the children in the house'
b.*A nT-lki Ivpyud 516-6  mli nyE] [Np shka]
we FUT-A FT children house in give rice
c. A ni Ivpshka li ]
we NEG-A rice eat
'we have not eaten rice
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d.*A ni [vp li 1 [Npshk ]
we NEG-A eat rice
But, as mentioned above,  PPs may occur in postverbal position. There are
restrictions however on which   type   o f  PPs   may be extraposed. These
restrictioris are exemplified in (16) and (17) below. (16) shows that sub-
categorized PPs may not be extraposed 10 :
(16)    Subcategorized PPs
a. A ni I [dudu  kii]shka   zO' ]
we NEG-A floor     on  rice    put
'we have not put rice on the floor'
b.*A ni [vpsha zO' 1 [ppdUdU kO]
we NEG-A rice put Ooor on
c.  *a ni [d06 kO mli]
we NEG-A village  on go
'we have not gone to the village'
d.*[a ni [ mli ] [duo  kO]
we NEG-A go vilage on
and (17) that only PPs which are not subcategorized for by a verb may
appear in postverbal position.
(17)    a. A   nT-ki [yud sikd nyE ] [sid-6         mli]
we FUT-A-FT children  rice give house-DEF in
'we will give rice to the children in the house'
b.  A     nT   -ka         [  shkd   dEdU   kO   zO ]  [sld-6            mli]
we FUT-A-FT rice floor   on put house-DEF in
'we will put the rice on the floor in the house'
c. A nT- ki[ sle-6 mli  shkd zO ] [dUdE kO]
we FUT-A-FT house-DEF  in   rice put floor   on
'we will put rice on the floor in the house'
d.*A nT-kl [ shkA zO ]  [sle-6       mill]
we FUT-A-FT rice put house-DEF in
Of the PPs in (17b, 17c), one is selected by the verb zU 'to put'. As long
as one PP appears in preverbal position, lexical properties of the verb are
fulfilled. However, as the ungrammaticality of (17d) (and 16b), (16d))
shows, one PP must appear in preverbal position in order to satisfy the
lexical properties o f the verb that subcategorizes for it.
In  2.2.5., the formation  of the so-called applied verbs was discussed.
Suffixation of LE (Vata) or U (Gbadi) to a particular verb has the syntactic
effect of adding one internal 8 -role to the 0-grid of this verb. If this
added 8-role is assigned to a PP, this PP behaves as a subcategorized
complement, i.e. it acts like the PPs whose behaviour is illustrated in (16),
in the sense that it cannot occur in postverbal position:
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(18)  Vata a. 6    ni   -ki  dAdio mlil nli  *dI /dflE
s/he   FUT-A FT knife   in meat *cut/cut-APPL
's/he will cut the meat with a knife'
1,
b.*6 ni -ka [  nIT dilE 1 dadIO mlI
s/he FUT-A-FT meat cut-APPL knife with
Interestingly, the applied suffix is optional in certain cases in Gbadi
where it obligatory occurs in Vata. Thus, in the Gbadi examples corres-
ponding to (18), the applied suffix is optional:
(19)    Gbadi a.  6     yi      [gbElE nzi     nEmE kii      di
s/he FUT knife with  meat  PART cut
b. O    yT       [gbElE nli  ] nEr, E kO     diff
s/he FUT-A knife witli meat PART cut-APPL
's/he will cut the meat with a knife'
This  optionality has syntactic repercussions:   the  PP  in  (19a)  acts  like  a
subcategorized PP, and may not undergo extraposition (2Ob). The PP in
(19b), however, patterns with non-subcategorized PPs, and may be extra-
posed:
(20)  Gbadi a. 6 yT [nEmE ko dI  ] [gbElE nd]
s/he FUT-A meat PART cut knife with
's/he will cut meat with the knife'
b.*O   yi   InEmE kii diff ] [gbElE nii]
s/he  FUT-A meat cut-APPL knife with
The distribution of preverbal and postverbal complements can thus be
summarized as follows:
(21)    (i)  Subcategorized NPs and PPs must occur in preverbal position :
(ii)   Non-subcategorized  PPs may appear pre- or postverbally;
(m) Na-complements must appear in postverbal position.
Since the presence   o f  the NP complements  in  (2 la)  is  always a conse-
quence of lexical properties, the class of elements which do not undergo
extraposition can be restated as (22):
(22)  NP or PP complements (internal arguments) whose presence is
required because of lexical properties must occur in preverbal
position.
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Or, restatlng (22) in terms of 8-properties (23):
(23)       NP  or PP complements that  are 8 -marked  by  the  verb must occur
in preverbal position.
Thus,   only PPs which   are not assigned   a  0 -role   by   the verb itself  may
occur in postverbal position. Note however that it is not the case that
elements which  are not assigned  a 0 -role  by  the  verb may never occur  in
this position.
Let us assume that the distribution of PPs is captured by the following
statements:
(24)     In Vata (and Gbadi) verbs assign their 0-roles to the left.
We will see in 4.4. that (24) is a subcase of the more general statement that
all lexical categories assign their 0-roles to the left in Vata, which accounts
for their head final character. In addition to (24), the impossibility of PPs
(or NPs) occurring in extraposed position has also to be accounted for.
Let us assume some principle that has the effect of the descriptive state-
ment in (25):
(25)  Postverbal NPs and PPs cannot form a chain with a 0-marked
empty category in preverbal position.
Note again that (25) only applies to NPs and PPs, but not to na-comple-
ments which are headed by V. Na-complements, as we have assumed
must form a chain with an empty category in preverbal position.
A brief remark on (25) is in order. It could be objected that (25) does
not constitute the right generalization, but that a statement like (26)
should be adopted instead:
(26)    (i)   NPs and PPs must occur in Case-positions
(ii)  Case is assigned to the left in Vata.
(see Reuland (1981) for a similar proposal to explain why NPs in Dutch
may not occur in postverbal position.) PPs, then, contrary to what we
have  established  (cf. 3.2.3.) would  be  some  kind of disguised NPs which
have to be Case marked, and the prenominal marker na contrary to what
we have argued  in 4.1., should be analyzed  as a Case marker. Even granting
these assumptions, this account  is not sufficient.  NPs or PPs may occur in
the initial WH-position or in Topic, which are not Case positions: this
shows incidentally an asymmetry between wh-movement and extra-
position:
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(27)  a. >i  il  nT -ka [[e] w  ]lb
what you FUT-A-FT eat WH
'what will you eat'
b.  ta6100   kiU   [   SE       i A 15 [ [el shka   zO  ] ] ]
table on (THERE) 1 PERF-A rice   put
'it is on the table that I have put the rice'
Furthermore, the question arises of why non-subcategorized PPs may
occur in postverbal position. How would these satisfy (26)? These non-
subcategorized PPs, when contained in NPs must be marked with na, and
behave in the same way as strictly subcategorized PPs do. We will therefore
not pursue this alternative.
Let us now turn to the effects of (24) and (25) which can be illustrated
in the following examples, where (24) determines the D-structure re-
presentation in (28):
(28)  a. D-structure VP
M/T-
NP PP     V
1
-1
saka  dUdU  kU zU
rice floor on put
b.  S-structure                   *                 VP
vp             p4
 /T»  A
NP        [ppe]    V
8-chain
)<
c.   S-structure                   *                 VP
VP
- tpi
INpe] i PP V
O-chain
3C
The S-structures in (28) may be said to be excluded by whatever principle
has the effect of (25), since the empty categories, whose existence follows
from the Projection Principle, are unbound in (28b) or (28c). These
examples are ungrammatical for exactly the same reasons that *I put the
book  [e],or  *1 like  [e] are ungrarnmatical. Moreover, because  of (24),
the PP and NP in (28b) and (28c) cannot be assigned their 8-role directly.
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These assumptions also account for the behaviour of PPs with applied
verbs that has been illustrated in (18) and (19). Since the applied suffix
has the property of adding an internal 0-role to the verb it is suffixed to,
the PP which is added depends on 0-role assignment  by  the  verb,  just
like subcategorized PPs, and must thus satisfy (24) and (25). However,
when the applied suffix is absent, the PP does not fall under (25), and
behaves like a non-subcategorized PP.
This brings us to the next question. Why may non-subcategorized PPs
appear in postverbal position? (24) tells us something about how sub-
categorized PPs are related to the verb, but says nothing about non-
subcategorized PPs. Are non-subcategorized PPs arguments, and should
they be 0-marked? If so, how are they assigned their 0-role? Can they,
contrary to (25) form a chain with an empty preverbal PP? Let us assume
that at least some of these PPs (locatives, instrumentals) are arguments of
the  verb by virtue of which  they  must  be 0 -marked.  Let  us also assume
that they, unlike subcategorized PPs, are not directly 0-marked by a verb,
but are marked indirectly, maybe 'compositionally', in a fashion com-
parable to the 8-marking of the external argument. To illustrate what we
have in mind, consider the following schema for indirect 0-marking of PPs:
(29) [[[[ v...1 pp]  pp] pp]
1        t.    1
Note that such an assumption is in fact not implausible and may express
the fact that PPs tend to occur in a certain order, with the PP most related
to the verb the closest etc. Indeed, if English for example, uses hierarchical
structure for 0-role assignment, such ordering could in fact be a reflection
of compositional 8 -marking. So, how then do postverbal PPs satisfy
compositional 8-marking? A first possibility would be to assume that they
are somehow immune to the restriction expressed by (25). Postverbal PP
may constitute a chain with an empty preverbal category. Although this
view is consistent with our assumption that the grammars of Vata and
Gbadi incorporate  a rule of PP extraposition, i.e. because of a strict inter-
pretation of the head final parameter, non-subcategorized PPs occur in
preverbal position at D-structure, one cannot help but wonder why it
should be the case that indirectly 0-marked PPs and directly 8-marked PPs
would differ with respect to whether they are allowed to form a chain
with a preverbal category or not.
Alternatively, assuming a less constrained X-bar schema, one might
propose that postverbal PPs are 0-marked in place and that indirect 8-
marking does not obey (23). Under this view, postverbal PPs would be
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base generated there, and the grammars of Vata and Gbadi would not in-
corporate a rule of PP extraposition, i.e. a postverbal PP would not have
to form a chain with a preverbal empty category in order to be 0 -marked.
Note, however, that either alternative requires both (24) and some
principle(s) yielding the effect of (25): subcategorized PPs may not
appear in postverbal position.
4.3.2. PP-extraposition in Dutch
As we have mentioned above, PPs may also occur in postverbal position in
Dutch. Dutch shares with Vata and Gbadi the fact that NPs are excluded
from postverbal position,
(30)   a., dat  zij  dat boek gelezen hebben
that they that  book read have
', that they have read that book'
b.*, dat zij gelezen hebben  dat    boek
that   they read have that book
but it differs from Vata and Gbadi in that both non-subcategorized PPs
and subcategorized PPs may occur in postverbal positionll .
(31)    a.  , dat    ik voor vefuur een baan gereserveerd heb
that 1 for five o'clock a court reserved have
', that I reserved a court for five o'clock'
b.   ,  dat      ik   een   baan   gereserveerd heb voor vijf uur
that 1 a court reserved have  for five o'clock
c. , dat  zij  een boek aan haar zusje gegeven heeft
that she a book to her sister given has
', that she gave a book to her sister'
d.   ,  dat    zij   een   boek  gegeven   heeft aan haar zusje
that she a book given has to her sister
In the light  o f the discussion  in  4.3.1., two analytical options are avail-
able:   either  (i)   all PPs occur in preverbal position at D-structure,  and
postverbal  PPs  form a 8-chain  with  a 8 -marked trace in preverbal position
(i.e. PPs are extraposed), or (ii), PPs can freely occur to the right or the
left  o f a verb,  and  be 0 -marked  in that position, under government by V.
If (i) were correct, 8 -marking would be basically a directional process, and
one would expect asymmetrical distribution and behavior of PPs either to
the  right  or to the left of the verb; If (ii) were correct, 0 -marking would be
basically non-directional and one would expect similar distribution and
behavior o f PPs, regardless o f the surface position of a particular PP.
The evidence which we will now present establishes that (i) must be
adopted.
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Although subcategorized PPs may occur in postverbal position, PPs
which  are  part  of an idiomatic expression  may  not.  This is shown  in  the
examples below. (Note that (32b) is grammatical under a non-idiomatic
reading):
(32)   a., dat  zij   eindelijk met  dat geld over de brug
that they finally with that money across the bridge
gekomen zijn
came
', that they finally came across with the money'
b.*, dat zij eindelijk  met   dat geld gekomen zijn
that they finally with that money came       be
over  de  brug
across the bridge
c., dat   mij dit levendig voor ogen staat
that me this vividly for eyes stands
'that I have a very clear image of it'
d.*, dat  mij  dit  levendig staat voor ogen
that me this vividly stands for  eyes
How can we explain the impossibility of (32b) and (32d)? it has been
assumed all along in this study that in idiomatic expressions, a verb assigns
a particular 8-role  to the content o f a particular lexical item. Suppose now
that 8-roles could be assigned either to the left or to the right of a verb.
One would then expect (32b) to be able to have the same interpretation as
(32a). This is not the case, though. But, if one assumes that in (32b) and
(32d) the PP is not directly 0-marked by the verb, then their ungram-
maticality follows in a simple fashion. In these examples, the idiomatic PP
would be represented by a preverbal trace. But, by virtueof the 0-criterion,
a particular 8-role  has to be assigned  to the specific content of a PP. 1 f we
assume that this particular content is not recoverable from a PP trace, the
examples are straightforwardly excluded by the 8-criterion.
Thus this analysis strongly favors  the  view  that  8 -role assignment  by
the verb in Dutch is left-oriented. If it were not, one would expect (32b)
and (32d) to be grammatical.
Further evidence ill favor of tile directionality of 0-role assignment
can be based  upon  the  fact  that  the P of a 8 -assigned preverbal PP may be
stranded by R-movement, whereas stranding of a postverbal P is com-
pletely excluded.
The difference between Vata and Dutch with respect to PP extra-
position reduces, theii, to the possibility of subcategorized PPs occurring
in postverbal position.
In terms of (25), this implies that preverbal PPs can form a chain with
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a 0 -marked (preverbal) empty category (recall, however, that NPs may
not). Whether this difference can be further reduced to other, more basic,
differences is a question which will have to be answered in future research.
Let us just point out that the observed difference might possibiy be
related to a further difference between PPs in the two languages (cf. 4.1.).
In NPs, PPs in Vata and Gbadi must be marked by the prenominal marker
na, whereas no such markers may appear on PPs hi Dulch. Lel us also
point  out  that, in general, the class of elements which may 'leak' in Dutch,
(i.e. occur in postverbal position) is larger than that in Vata. Relative
clauses   for  example,   and PPs contained   in   NPs  may be extrapcsed   in
Dutch,but not in Vata or Gbadi.
To sum up, we have discussed in this section the circumstances under
which PPs may occur in postverbal position in Vata or Gbadi. It has been
shown that only non-subcategorized PPs, i.e. PPs that are not 8-marked by
virtue of the inherent lexical properties of a verb may occur in postverbal
position. The distribution of PPs in Vata and Gbadi is accounted for by
(24),  (the  fact  that 0 -roles are assigned   to  the  left),  and  by  (25),  (pro-
hibition of chain formation for extraposed NPs and PPs with a preverbal
trace). As was mentioned before, (25) is for the time being, hardly more
than a descriptive statement.
4.4. Directionality of 0-role and Case assignment
4.4.0. Preliminary remarks
The statement in (24) specifies that verbs in Vata and Gbadi assign their
0-roles  to   the  left.  It   is  easy   to  see  that (24) holds more generally,  and
extends to 0-role assignment by all lexical categories. The specification of
the   directionality   for  0 -role assignment   thus - redundantly - coincides
with the specification that Vata and Gbadi are head final languages. One
may wonder whether these two specifications need to be independently
specified, or wliether  in  fact one reduces to the other. Since the discussion
in 4.3. makes it clear that directionality of 0-role assignment needs to be
stipulated anyway, we will attempt to show below that directionality of
8-role assignment represents  the  core  case  of  the head initial/head final
parameter. Moreover, we will argue that actual surface orders in a particular
language are also determined by a parameter which specifies the direction
in which Case is assigned.
In this section, we will be primarily concerned with the independence
of the directionality of 0-role and Case assignment by lexical categories.
Discussion of the way in which the subject predicate relation is established,
or of the problem of nominative Case assignment to the subject by INFL
will be postponed until 4.5. and chapter 5 and 7.
Let us begin with some preliminary remarks. in head initial languages,
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lexical categories assign their 0-role to the right, in head final languages
they assign their 8 -role to the left. Furthermore it is generally assumed
that, in the unmarked case, complements of all lexical categories occupy
the same position with respect to their head, i.e. all lexical categories
assign 0-roles in the same direction. We will adopt this view here, in
opposition to what would be the stronger claim that complements of
lexical categories must occur in the same position with respect to their
head, and we suppose accordingly that in marked cases lexical categories
may assign 0-roles in different directions. Below, (and in chapter 7), we
will discuss languages like Mahou (a northern Mande language) and Dutch
in which nouns and verbs assign a 0-role in opposite directions.
Thus, 8-theory, which incorporates the parameter setting the direction
in which 0-roles are assigned, determines the order of D-structure re-
presentations.
As  we have already mentioned, actual surface orders are determined
in part by Case theory. The question arises of whether Case assignment,
like   0 -role assignment,   is a directional process,  and,  if so, whether  the
directionality  of Case assignment coincides with that of 0 -role assignment,
or whether the two should be specified independently.
Suppose that Case assignment were also a directional process. Then,
in head initial languages, Case would be assigned to the right, in head final
languages   to   the   left.   In many languages, the directionality   for  8 -role
assignment and Case assignment coincide for alllexical categories, yielding
type I languages (SVO and VSO languages (on these latter see 7.3.3.),
and type II languages (SOV languages, and languages like Vata and Gbadi):
(33) Type I Type  I I
Case Direction                   R                  L
0-role Direction                       R                        L
In these languages the independent status of the two parameters cannot be
argued for directly. More interesting in this respect would be languages in
which the specifications for the directionality of Case and 0-role assign-
ment do not coincide. This would predict the existence of type III and
type IV languages (34):
(34) Type IVType III
Case Direction                    R                   L
0-role Direction                    L                    R
Do such languages exist and what would their surface structures look
like?  We  will  now  show  that such languages do exist. First we will discuss
Chinese as an example of a type III language (4.4.1.). In 4.4.2., we will
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discuss Mahou, a northern Mande language,  as an example  of a  type  IV
language.
4.4.1.   Chinese
The following discussion of Chinese relies heavily on the extensive dis-
cussion and analysis of the base component of Chinese presented in
Huang (1982). In Chinese, the surface order of constituents can be roughly
represented as in (35):
(35)  a. S -* NP ADV PP V NP
b. Zhangsan zuotian zai xuexiao kanjian-le Lisi
Zhangsan yesterday at school see -ASP Lisi
'Zhangsan saw Lisi at school yesterday'
(Huang, (1), p. 26)
(Bare) direct object NPs follow the verb, whereas all other complements
and modifiers precede it. Although we will not discuss tensed complement
clauses directly let us point out that they appear to occur in postverbal
position, as far as we have been able to determine:
(36)  ni  renwei ta weisheme bu lai
you think  he why not come
'why do you think that he will not come?'
(Huang (253), p. 288)
Chinese is prepositional:
(37)  a. PP -+ P NP
b. dui zheijian shiqing
towards this matter
But NPs are strictly head final:
(38)  a. NP -* ...N
b. ta dui zheijian shiqing de liaojie
his towards this matter DE understanding
'his understanding of this matter
(Huang (12), p. 29)
(Note, incidentally, that Chinese is like Vata and Gbadi (and Japanese) in
having a prenominal marker DE occurring on prenominal categories in
general.) Adjectives pattern with verbs. Since it is not clear whether ad-
jectives should be considered a major projecting lexical category (cf.
Huang, p. 93), they will not be discussed here.
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Huang interprets these data as indicating that Chinese uses the head
initial rule only for the lowest level expansion, but requires the head final
rule for all higher levels. Noun phrases, he further argues, escape this
schema, and never involve the head initial rule. He then proposes the
following characterization of the X-bar structure of Chinese:
(39)       The X-bar structure of Chinese is of the  form:
a.  I Xnx  n-1   Yp * 1 ifn=l and X f   N
b. [Xn  YP *  Xn-1 1 otherwise (Huang (20), p. 41)
Huang also demonstrated that a number of phenomena, indicating that
bare lexical NPs must occur postverbally, and that only one NP may occur
in postverbal position, support (39).
The X-bar structure in (39) appears to be rather complex, and implies
that it must be specified for each level whether it is head initial or head
final. Moreover complements would occur at different levels, with bare
lexical NPs (direct objects) occurring at the lowest level, whereas direct
NPs in the ba-construction (see (44) below) and subcategorized PPs occur
at a higher level. And why, furthermore, should NPs escape (39a)? in fact,
what seems to be the case  in that bare lexical NP complements of Vs and
Ps occur in a different position from ba-objects or subcategorized PP
complements. That this occurs precisely with V and P, Case assigners par
excellence, suggests that the generalization in (39) incorporates the effects
of Case theory.
Indeed, as we will now show, (39) can be derived from two independent
parameters. one setting the directionality of 0-role assignment, the other
the directionality  of Case assignment. 12
Let us assume that Chinese is head final at D-structure, i.e. that (40)
holds:
(40)    0-roles in Chinese are assigned to the left
(40) yields the following expansion rules for N  and  V:
(41) a.   NP   v    . . .N
b. VP + ... V
Nothing special needs to be said about the head final character of NPs,
which, rather than being exceptional, represent the core case of the D-
structure order in Chinese. Similarly, no special statements are required
for preverbal complements. What needs explanation, however, is the
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obligatory occurrence of bare lexical NPs in postverbal position. Let us
assume that this follows from Case theory, more specifically from the
following parameter, which is independently supported by the fact that
Chinese is prepositional:
(42)     In Chinese, Case is assigned to the right
The exceptional position of bare NPs with what may be called the 'classi-
cal' Case markers  V  and P, would  be a consequence of (42) applying at S-
structure.
Given (40) and (42) as parameters of Chinese grammar, let us now
consider the case in which the two enter into conflict. Conflicts arise for
NPs,   since NPs usually require  both  0 -role   and  Case, and, according  to
(40)   and   (42),   NPs are never   in   both   a 8 -marked   and  a Case marked
position at any level of representation. Such a case is presented by the D-
structure in (43), which is determined by (40):
(43) [Vp NP V ]
The NP complement  in  (43) is assigned a 8-role by the verb. But how  does
the NP satisfy the Case filter? Chinese surface structures indicate that the
Case  filter may be satisfied  in two basic ways: either by means of the so-
called ba-construction, or by a process which results in the appearance of
the NP  to the right  of the  verb.
In the ba-construction, a thematic object may occur in preverbal
position, provided it is marked by the preposition ba:
(44)  ta ba Lisi pian-le
he BA Lisi cheat-ASP
'he cheated Lisi (Huang (4), p. 27)
(40) and (42) provide a simple account for this construction. The thematic
object NP may remain in preverbal position at S-structure, providing it
respects the Case filter. Since Case assignment is right directional, the NP
cannot be directly Case marked by the verb. Insertion of the preposition
ba however allows Case marking of the direct object NP, whence the
grammaticality of (44).
The appearance of the NP to the right of the verb, where it can be
assigned   Case   by  this verb, constitutes another  way of solving  the  con-
flict. We will assume that it lands in this position by means of NP-move-
ment, which would  thus  move  an  NP  from  a 8 -position  into a position in
which it  can be assigned Case. (We will return in (4.4.3.) to a brief dis-
cussion of possible alternative analyses.) Consequently, the following S-
structure would then correspond to the D-structure in (43):
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(45)    [vp  [Npe] i    [ [v] Npi] ]
tai-le    Lisi
To be more precise, we will assume that this NP movement represents
movement to a 0-position (since 0-roles are assigned to the left), that
the NP is adjoined to the verb, and that the general characteristics of this
rule are identical to those of clitic movement in the Romance languages.
Up to this point, the discussion has been centered around the two
major lexical categories N and V. But what about PPs? As mentioned
above, Chinese is prepositional. Moreover, as Huang (1982) points out,
Chinese prepositions can only be followed by an NP. The question then
arises of what the base rule for PPs is. For those P's that assign a 8-role to
their complement, two alternatives present themselves (Ps that do not
assign a 0-role, like ba of the ba-construction for example, can be treated
as Case markers).
First, one could assume the base rule (46):
(46)
pp -* P NP
This implies, however, that the more general (40) can be abandoned in
favour of the more specific (47):
(47)    (i) In Chinese Ns and Vs assign their 0-role to the left
(ii)   Ps assign their 0 -role to the right
It seems to us though that such a move is not necessary. The more general
(40)  can be maintained, which would imply that Chinese is underlyingly
postpositional, (let us repeat again that this would only be true as far as
projections of Ps which assign a 0-role are concerned), Chinese would be
prepositional in surface structure because of (42). Pending further research,
we will tentatively assume the latter analysis.
In sum, then, the X-bar structure in (39) reduces to two independent
parameters, (40) and (42). D-structures are determined by (39) which
states that 0 -roles are assigned  to   the  left. This underlying order cannot
be directly recovered from actual surface structures if bare lexical NP
complements are present, because of the interaction with (42), which
specifies that Case is assigned to the right. This forces either ba-insertion,
or NP-movement to a position in which the NP can be assigned Case, i.e.
the postverbal position. Underlying order can be recovered from surface
structures, however, if PPs are present or the ba-construction is used. This
analysis thus accounts for the exceptional surface structure position of
NPs in terms of Case theory, and provides support for the existence
of two independent parameters: the parameter for the directionality of
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0-role assignment, and the parameter for the directionality of Case assign-
ment,3
4.4.2.  Mahou
Lzt us now turn to a discussion of Mahou, a northern Mande language
spoken in the Ivory Coast. The discussion is based on work by Bamba
(1982).
The surface order of constituents in Mahou is presented in (48):
(48)  a. NP INFL NP V  PP  S'
b. cE6 wEE jt mi 88 ni
man-DEF INFL waterdrink cabin  in
'the man drank water in the cabin'
c. mari yd (A)     fO     [stkfi    yE] [ka   A   A
Mary INFL (it) tell Sekou to KO he INFL
na 1 ma]
come house to
'Mary is telling Sekou to come home'
The direct object NP of a verb must precede it, whereas all other comple-
ments must follow it. It is important to note that only direct object NPs
may appear in preverbal position.
Mahou is postpositional (49a), and the structure of NPs is presented in
(49b):
(49) a. PP -* NP P
b. (i) NP -+ N' SPEC
(ii) N' -+ COMPL N
(50)      a.   [Np    [    [pp  ta ka    ]       [    gu    ] ]    6    1
fire on yam DEF
'the yam on the fire'
b. mitsba yaho
woman-DEF image-DEF
'the picture of the woman'
What is the specification for the directionality of 0-role assignment in
Mahou? There are again basically two alternatives, depending on whether
we assume that the directionality for 0-role assignment is fixed once and
for all across lexical categories. or that the specifications may vary ac-
cording to lexical categories.
Since NP and PP are head final, and since verbs follow the direct object
NP, let us first assume a unified D-structure, determined by (51):
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(51) Lexical categories assign their 0-role to the left
Thus, Mahou would have the following base rules:
(52)  a. NP -+ ... N
b. VP -* ... V
C.   PP    -+    . . .    P
Furthermore, since bare lexical NPs precede the verb and the language
is postpositional, let us assume the following parameter for Case assign-
ment:
(53)    In Mahou, Case is assigned to the left
Given   (51)  and  (53),   the  NP  in (48a) occurs in its D-structure position.
But since PPs and S' must occur postverbally, an obligatory extraposition
rule  for  PP  and  S'  must be postulated. A possible explanation  of such  an
obligatory PP extraposition rule in Mahou seems problematic, however.
Why would all PPs, including idiomatic ones have to occur in postverbal
position? I think that there is little hope of an explanatory account.
Instead, the occurrence of all PPs in postverbal position, and the fact that
only NPs may occur in preverbal position, suggest another option, which
would involve adopting  (54)  as a consequence  of the restatement  of (51)
as (55).
(54)      VP    -+   V...
(55)    (i) verbs assign their 0-role to the right
(ii) nouns assign their 0-role to the left
In other words, Mahou would represent a Type IV language (see (34)),
with verbs assigning a 8-role to the right, but Case to the left. Moreover,
Mahou,   and the Mande languages in general, would represent languages
in which nouns and verbs assign their 0-role in different directions.
Let us now consider the following D-structures, which will cause a
conflict for direct object NPs. Again, such a conflict arises because of the
fact that these NPs must be both 0-marked and Case marked, and no
position is both a 0-position and a Case position at any level of syntactic
representation.
(56) VP -+ V NP
How then is the Case filter satisfied in (56)? Again, as in Chinese, the NP
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will satisfy the Case filter by moving into preverbal position, in which it
can be assigned Case, under adjacency with a Case assigner. Such an
analysis then accounts for the exceptional position of direct object NPs,
by means of Case theory.
We will assume again, as for Chinese, that this movement process is
movement to a 0-position, and that the general characteristics of this
rule are identical to those of clitic movement in the Romance languages.
Given these assumptions, then, the following S-structure is obtained after
NP movement.
(57) VP
V                                      [Npe] i             PP
NP.                  V
+1
Let us point out that this analysis is further corroborated by phonological
evidence in Mahou which shows that the relation between a direct object
NP and a verb is similar to that of a clitic and a verb, in the sense that they
constitute a phonological domain for certain phonological processes, such
as nasalisation or foot formation for tone/accent (cf. Bamba (19823)).
The analysis we propose accounts for the surface structures in Mahou
on the basis of two very general statements: (53) and (55i). The ex-
ceptional surface position of NPs, under this analysis, is a consequence of
Case theory, and Mahou represents the mirror image of a language like
Chinese. This situation is in fact expected to arise if UG comprises para-
meters for the directionality of 0-role assignment and Case assignment.
The  cost of adopting  tlie more specific  (55)  over  the more general  (51)
seems to be largely compensated for by the simple analysis it allows of
actual surface orders. Moreover, as noted above, different specifications
for the direction  of 0 -role assignment  must be allowed anyway, given the
existence of languages like Dutch in which complements precede the verb
but follow the noun.
Both 0-role and Case assignment are directional processes. Moreover, as
we have argued, categorial specifications  for the direction of 0-role assign-
ment  must be allowed. The question arises of whether the specification for
Case assignment may also vary with categorial specifications. We return to
this problem in chapter 7, where we shall argue that, superficial counter-
examples notwithstanding, Case in a particular language is always assigned
in the same direction (in the unmarked case).
4.4.3. Alternative accounts
At least two alternative accounts to the analysis we have proposed for
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Chinese and Mahou, i.e. NP movement of the direct object NP into a
Case position, come to mind.
The first one shares the theoretical assumptions of our analysis, but
would assume 'local' movement of the verb into a position from which it
can assign Case, rather than movement of the NP into the Case position.
Given this alternative, direct object NPs would be in both a Case and a
0 -position.
The second alternative, pointed out to me by N. Chomsky, differs
from the accounts above   in one important respect: 0-role assignment
would not be a directional process. Basically, then, D-structure would be
unordered, and a specific order would only arise at S-structure in the
following way:
(i)       The order of Case assigner and Case assignee is determined by the
Case parameter
(ii) The order of the other elements is set by default as either left or
right oriented
Given such an account, the direct object NP in Chinese and Mahou could
be respectively 8- and Case marked in place, and the need for an empty
category would not arise.
Quite apart from the fact that, as we have shown above, it has to be
assumed that 8-marking is a directional process, it seems to me that the
assumption that D-structure is basically unordered leads to a further
undermining of the existence of D-structure as an independent level of
representation.
We will not pursue these alternatives here, and restrict ourselves to
noting that, although it is unclear what kind of empirical evidence would
distinguish between the two alternative accounts above, it is clear what
kind of empirical evidence one would need to find in order to distinguish
between our account and the two alternative accounts discussed in this
section. Indeed, if NP-movement is involved, one would expect to find an
asymmetry between the types of NPs which (in Chinese) may occur in
preverbal and postverbal position:  also,  for both Mahou and Chinese, one
would expect the absence of certain V-NP idioms, basically those types of
which the NP subpart may not be subject to passivization.
These and related questions remain to be addressed in future work.
We will continue to assume here that 8-theory comprises a parameter
setting the directionality  of 0 -role assignment, that D-structure  is  a  pro-
jection of 0-theory, and that certain phenomena, such as idiomatic ex-
pressions, are best treated at D-structure.
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4.5.  Discussion
Let us briefly recapitulate the main findings of this chapter, and in-
vestigate some consequences. In this chapter we have been concerned
with the problem of how the base component of Vata and Gbadi could
be characterized by minimal statements, and what these statements
represent in terms of the theory.
This has lead us in the first place to a discussion of those surface
structures that are not consistent with the minimal statements that lexical
categories follow their complements, and that NP INFL and VP are ordered
in that fashion. In this context, we have discussed the differences between
the internal structure of NPs and VPs (4.1.) and the processes of S'-extra-
position (4.2.), and PP-extraposition (4.3.).
In   4.1.,   we have outlined the problem posed  by the obligatory  oc-
currence of a prenominal marker on all prenominal elements. We have
shown that, although these markers resemble similar markers in English,
their presence cannot be accounted for in terms of Case theory, nor in
terms of 0-theory.
In 4.2., we have discussed the problems which arise if one tries to
account for the distribution of several clause types in Vata. Some possible
analyses have been explored.
In  4.3.,  we have discussed the problem of the distribution of PPs, more
specifically, the problem of why certain non-subcategorized  PPs may occur
in post- as well as preverbal position, whereas subcategorized PPs are
confined to preverbal positions. The analysis of the process of PP extra-
position, i.e. the possibility that certain PPs may occur in postverbal
position, presents evidence that 8-theory contains a parameter that specifies
the direction in which lexical categories assign their 0-roles. In 4.4., we
have  argued   that,  so  far as lexical categories are concerned,  UG  not  only
contains a parameter   for the directionality of 0-role assignment,  but  it
also  contains a parameter  for the directionality  of Case assignment. These
parameters, as we have shown, have opposite values in Chinese and Mahou,
forcing either movement of the direct object NP into a Case position, or
a process unique to Chinese, ba-insertion. The discussion of Dutch phrase
structure in chapter 7 will make it clear that a language can have recourse
to still other devices in case of conflicting values between the two para-
meters.
Let us briefly return to the relation between the parameter for di-
rectional 8 -role assignment, and the head initial/head final parameter.
We have - implicitly - assumed that the head initial/head final para-
meter could be derived from other parameters, like the parameter for
directionality of 8-role and Case assignment. Of course, these parameters
have nothing to say about the order of non-0 or non-Case marked cate-
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gories, which, at least insofar as projections of V are concerned, often
seem to occur in the same position as 8-marked categories. We will assume
for these cases that their order is 'parasitic' upon the general directionality
for 8-role assignment. But clearly, such an account would be barely
distinguishable from an approach in which all these phenomena are ac-
counted for by the head initial/head final parameter, especially if, as
proposed in Huang (1982), one allows the position of the head or its
projection to be specified at each bar level.
We are unable to settle these questions here, (but for further dis-
cussion see 7.5.). We will pursue our strategy however, which consists in
the decomposition of the head initial/head final parameter into several
independent parameters.
So far, we have restricted the discussion to the mechanism involved
in the ordering between a lexical category and its complements. Not
much attention, however, has been paid to the ordering of other elements,
like INFL and the VP for instance, or INFL and the subject NP, or to the
question how subject predicate order arises.
Let us start with the latter. As far as I know, the overwhelming ma-
jority of human languages exhibit NP VP order. Although it is clear that
generalizations based on unanalyzed surface structures are highly un-
reliable, I will simply assume here that some principle accounts for NP VP
order universally.
In the different treatments of X-bar theory, the incorporation of INFL
has never, in my opinion, received a satisfactory account. The role INFL
playes makes it clear why this is so. INFL, on the one hand, behaves as a
head: INFL, containing certain feature specifications,  is  a Case assigner
and a governor, and is available for outside government in case of selection
of a complement clause. On the other hand, however, INFL differs from
lexical categories in an important way. Whereas the ordering relation of a
lexical head and its complements is determined by 0-theory, the relation
between  INFL and  [NP,S],  or  INFL and  the  VP  is not. INFL does not
appear to participate in any way in 0-role assignment. Thus, the relation
between  INFL  and   [NP,Sj,  or  INFL  and  the VP, differs fundamentally
from that which holds between a lexical head and its complement.
If D-structure representations are determined by 0-theory, several
questions concerning INFL arise. First, if INFL does not participate in
8-marking, should  it be present at D-structure? Secondly, if base rules are
derivative, how then is the position of INFL determined?
The first question recalls similar problems surrounding the subject
NP,   [NP,S]. The presence  of   [NP,S] only follows  from   the 0 -criterion
and the Projection Principle if a predicate assigns an external 0-role, but
not  if no external 8-role is assigned. Nevertheless, the subject NP seerns to
be obligatory in clauses (cf. Chomsky, 1981). Chomsky proposes to in-
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corporate this requirement into the Projection Principle, by stipulation,
which is then called the Extended Projection Principle.
Similarly, the presence of INFL at D-structure follows if it is a conse-
quence of lexical properties, i.e. if INFL is selected by a higher verb. It
does not seem to follow however, if INFL is not selected. But, if we
assume that LF requires clauses to have a mood indicator of some sort
(cf. Chomsky, (1981) p. 27), the presence of INFL could also been made
to follow by the Extended Projection Principle, which would thus re-
quire  that a clause consists of a  set  o f three elements {[NP,S], INFL,  VPI.
How the position of INFL is determined is a problem which will be
addressed in chapter 7, where it will be argued that in many languages
at  least, the position of INFL is determined by Case theory, more speci-
fically by the value of the parameter for Case directionality.
Let us finish this chapter with a brief assessment of our analysis with
respect to the Projection Principle. Our analysis may be quite simple,
but of course the interesting - and complex - question arises with respect
to what data base permits the language learner to recover the values of the
proposed parameters from surface structures. The following discussion,
which is necessarily preliminary, will be restricted to the parameter for
the directionality of 8-role assignment by the lexical categories N and V,
leaving the establishment of the subject predicate relation, 0-role assign-
ment by the VP (which, we have suggested, is always left directional) and
8-role assignment   by   P (cf. discussion   in  4.4.1.),   out of consideration.
Discussion  of the same question with respect  to the directionality of Case
assignment will be postponed until 7.4., when further internal structure
of Case theory will have been motivated.
Several cases should be considered. Let us start with the "unmarked"
case, i.e. regular "rigid" head final-head initial languages. These languages
are without interest for our present discussion, since each surface structure
with complements will contain evidence and no possible ambiguity can
arise. Cases which are more interesting are less "rigidly" head final or head
initial languages. Since we have argued that the value of the parameter for
8 -role directionality  may vary categorially, projections of V and N need to
be considered individually.
Consider first (non-rigid) head final languages. Languages belonging to
this class are generally called non-configurational. 1n these languages, the
value for 8-role assignment by N can be established without problems,
since, generally speaking, complements of a N may only appear at one
side  of the  head,  even  if, in clauses, complements may appear  to  the  left
or to the nght. Interestingly, then, "extraposition" rules for NPs do not
seem to exist, a generalization which, if true, demands a principled ex-
planation. Assuming that such a principled explanation does exist, it
would be sufficient for the language learner to determine the position of
the N with respect to the categories it assigns a 0 -role to.
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The question of how 0-role assignment by verbs may be retrieved in
non-configurational languages (if they exist) is less clear since in many of
them, complements may either precede or follow the verb. We will return
to this question below. (NOte, however, that, if such a language has no-
minalized clauses, the problem can be solved, since nominalized clauses
seem to require complements to occur on one side of the head (see Muys-
ken (1982) for discussion of this property in Quechua).
Next consider languages in which certain arguments in NPs occur pre-
nominally, whereas others occur postnominally, e.g. NPs in English and
Dutch. In fact, in these cases, the surface position of PPs seems to be
crucial for determining the directionality  of 8 -role assignment  by  Ns:  PPs
always occur  at  only  one  side  o f the head. Quite generally the surface
position of PP's appears to play an important role in establishing the
directionality of 8 -role assignment. Indeed,  as the discussion of Chinese
and Mahou shows, the surface position of NPs does not always con-
stitute a reliable indicator tor the value of this parameter. We have also
shown that - in Dutch - even when PPs may occur at either side of the
head, some PPs such as idiomatic PPs may not. The distribution of idiomatic
PPs then constitutes a very important clue for determining the direction-
ality  of 0 -role assignment.  It  would  be very interesting  in this context  to
consider the behavior of idiomatic expressions, corresponding to the
category PP in non-configurational languages like Warlpiri.
In sum, then, it seems that the distribution of PPs may play a crucial
role  to  help the language learner determine the directionality  of 0 -roles
assignment both by nouns and by verbs.
NOTES
1. Although there seems to be a proliferation of na's in Vata and Gbadi, it should be
kept in  mind that they all carry different tones. Thus na ofna-complementation bears
a mid tone, na of the na-construction, which serves to coordinate two NPs (cf.
3.2.3.)  bears  a  low  tone,  and the prenominal marker na carries a  high  tone  in  Vata
and a mid-high tone in Gbadi.
2.  Na, for example, also occurs on adverbial nouns.
(i) zika nd    s kd-:i
today NA rice-DEF
'today's rice'
The same remarks also apply to English however (cf. today's rice  and the rice of
today). Now, if we assume that these adverbs have nominal features, na-, or of-
insertion would follow from the Case filter. (But note that this implies that this
adverbial noun is assigned Case by the verb when governed by the latter.) It is not
clear how a e-criterion explanation would apply, since it is unclear why these ad-
verbial nouns need a e-roie, or what e-role is assigned to them.
3   We might, however, speculate about a possible avenue which could be explored.
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This avenue would link the obligatory occurrence of na/nI in Vata to another differ-
ence, considering free word order in the VP. Let us assume for example that the
prenominal markers have the effect of making certain elements kisible' for inter-
pretation, an admittedly vague notion. Suppose further that government by N is not
a sufficient condition for visibility (interpretability) Government by V however
(in the case of adverbs, NPs and PPs, etc) satisfies interpretability requirements. It
has been proposed, among others by Jaeggli (1980), that verbs in English assign
only one Case (with a special proviso for double object constructions). Let us inter-
pret this as indicating that Vs in English can make only one maximal projection
visible under government and adjacency. But how, then, are PPs made visible? Under
this hypothesis, PPs are not made visible, but must be assumed to be inherently
visible, whence the absence of a particular marker on PPs governed by Ns. In Vata or
Gbadi however, verbs may assign more than one Case, and constituents in the VP
may be freely ordered. Let us assume accordingly that Vs in Vata make the cate-
gories they govern visible. it need not be assumed that PPs are inherently visible,
whence the obligatory occurrence of a visibility marker on prenominal PPs.
4.  If na-complements could occur m an A-position at D-structure, it would also be
unclear why elements can be extracted by wh-movement. It seems important to make
a distinction between clauses in A-position at D-structure and clauses which are in an
A-position at D-structure (and which may be in A-position elsewhere): only the latter
seem to allow extraction.
5.  See Reuland (1981) for a proposal which tries to account for (i), and Chomsky
(1981) and Safir (1982) for the assumption that (ii) is not necessary: clauses may be
e-marked, even if not associated with Case.
6.   Kayne (1982) also proposes a parallel principle for Ns:
(i)          A non-maximal projection of N must not govern a maximal projection of N
This principle would force Of-insertion to apply. Putting (11) and (D together, the
following general principle could be proposed:
(ii)          A non-maximal projection of X cannot govern a maximal projection of X
I am however sceptical with respect to such a move, since I think that observationally
speaking (11) and (i) are quite different. (11) seems to hold very generally, and in
these contexts extraposition or restructuring typically must occur. (i) however,
does  not  seem  to be observationally adequate:  in many languages structures of the
form N NP do exist.
7. Note that the statement that verbs must assign their 0-role may be too strong,
given that there are passives which contain an unexpressed agent.
(i)        John has been killed
8. Many questions arise that have not been addressed here. For example, to what
position does the S' extrapose? We will assume that it is adjoined to VP, and that lt
is in an A-position. (As we will argue below, only positions to the left of the verb are
A-positions). Moreover, the extraposed S' must form a chain with an A-position,
either because of the Map principle (cf. (1 (22))), (just as dislocated elements must be
related to some A-position) or alternatively, because of 'assume a grammatical
function'. We assume, furthermore. that the S' is linked to an empty NP category.
9.   in the Dutch literature. this phenomenon is referred to as PP over V (cf. Koster,
1973).
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10.  On these matters, see Pinsonneault (in preparation).
11.    As  we have stated  in  the text, subcategorized  PPs may be extraposed. Reuland
(1981) argues however that certain subcategorized PPs, more precisely those PPs in
which a P is selected by the verb may not be extraposed. Reuland cites the following
example as support, involving the verb z#n 'to be'
(i)        a.  dat  dit boek 'Vp ippvoor eenjongen uit Rodenl [isl 1
that this book for a boy from Roden is
'that this book is for a boy from Roden'
b.*datdit boek [Vp Ipp e I   is 1 voor eenjongen uit Roden
(Reuland, 1981)
The data, however, do not seem as clear to me as keuland suggests. Thus I have been
unable to find examples of PPs, of which the P is selected, 0Iher than PP comple-
ments of the verb ziln 'to be', which cannot occur in extraposed position. (except
of course idtomatic  PPs  (cf.  (31)),  and  motional postpositional phrases  - as pointed
out in Koster (1973), and Van Riemsdijk (1978) - which suggests that something
special is going on in (i). The following examples in which the P is selected, seem
perfectly grammatical:
(ii )                  a.      dat        h i j    tege n Jan gezegd heeft dat...
that he against John said lias that.
'that hesaid to John that...'
b. dat hij gezegd heeft tegen Jan dat...
that he said has     to            John  that...
(iii) a.  dat deze serie   over de geschiedenis van Japan zal  gaan
that this series about the history of  Japan will go
'that this series will be on the history of Japan'
b.  dat deze serie   zal  gaan over de geschiedenis van Japan
that this series will be about the history of Japan
Note further that the length of the extraposed PPs interferes with the judgments
(cf. Koster, (1973)). Thus, the following example is clearly less acceptable than
(tiib), although it has exactly the same structure:
(iv) ?  dat  deze seric  zal gaan over Vietnam
that this series  will be about Vietnam
Considering these facts. we will assume that subcategorized PPs, including those PPs
of which the P is selected. may occur in extraposed position. The ungrammaticality
of (i) has thus to be accounted for in other ways.
12.   The same analysis has been proposed independently in Travis (1983).
13.  Let us finally mention that the analysis for S' extraposition developed in 4.3. is
compatible with the surface position of tensed S' in Chinese: since preverbal po-
sitions are 0-positions, S' complements are excluded from those positions by virtue of
the fact that they may not be assigned a 0-role directly.
Chapter 5
The NP-Type of V-Movement
5.0. Introductory remarks
In the preceding chapter, the characteristics of D- and S-structure re-
presentations of Vata and Gbadi have been established. These are a function
of the following parameters:
(1)      (i)   8-roles are assigned to the left
Oi) Case is assigned to the left
(iii) NP INFL VP order
We have also discussed how several surface structures with different order
can be accounted for as resulting from the interaction with other sub-
theories. Those surface structures in which the verb precedes its comple-
ments have not yet been accounted for, however. These surface structures,
we have established in chapter  3.1., are derived  via  a role of V-movement:
the verb is preposed into a tensed INFL node, if this node does not al-
ready contain a verbal element, such as an auxiliary (3.3.3.). The questions
which arise about this V-movement rule and its formal properties will be
addressed in this chapter.
Let us start by recalling the characteristics of the V-movement rule.
This rules derives surface orders, in which the verb immediately follows
the subject NP, from the D-structure order in (2):
(2)                              S
NP INFL VP
1+t]
....          V
This V-movement rule applies in both main and subordinate clauses, but
only in those clauses which are [+Tense] : it never occurs in other clause
types like gerunds or infinitival complements. Moreover, the main verb
does not always have to move. It only moves in those tensed clauses that
do not contain an INFL node spelled out as an auxiliary (cf. 3.3.3.).
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In this case, however, V-movement is obligatory. Finally, V-movement is a
"local" process, in the sense that it is clause bound.
These characteristic properties of V-movement are summarized in
(3):
(3)       (i)   V-movement is a characteristic of tensed clauses,
(ii) V-movement is obligatory in tensed clauses that do not con-
tain an auxiliary,
(iii)  V-movement is clause bound.
In this chapter, we will try to account for the characteristics stated in (3i)
and (3ii). (3iii) will be taken up again in chapter 6.
The account which will be developed here, primarily for Vata and
Gbadi, is based  on  the  idea that V-movement is forced by the Case filter:
V-movement must apply in order to allow nominative Case to be assigned
to the subject NP. Thus the obligatoriness of V-movement would follow in
the same way as the obligatoriness of NP-movement in raising and passive
constructions.
This  chapter is structured   in the following way: the basic idea under-
lying the obligatoriness of V-movement will be outlined in 5.1. It will
also be shown there that V.movement displays in essence the same formal
properties as NP-movement, which allows  us to conclude that NP-move-
ment and V-movement are reflections of the same process, viz. the formal
process of movement to the equivalent of an A-position for verbs, which
we call a V-position. Given this parallelism, we will also refer to this V.
movement rule as the NP type of V-movement.
in   5.1.2., we .address the question of which levels of representation
V-movement applies between. It will be argued that it has to apply, just
like NP-movement, between   D- and S-structure. 5.1.3. contains   a   pre-
liminary discussion of the properties of the verbal trace; in 5.1.4. we
discuss why V-movement cannot be applied in certain contexts such as
infinitival clauses.
Although NP-movement and V-movement display the same formal
properties, there is also a fundamental asymmetry between the two with
respect   to   the rule component move-a: whereas in NP-movement   con-
structions it is NP, a maximal projection, that moves, it is a verb, a non-
maximal projection that undergoes V-movement. Our account   will   be
shown to yield a simple explanation  for this asymmetry (5.1.5.). Finally,
in 5.1.6., we will consider two alternative accounts, and show that the
Case filter account is superior.
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5.1.  Verb  movement  in  Vata  and  Gbadi
5.1.0. Case theory and V-movement
Let us start by developing the  idea that the obligatoriness of V-movement
follows from Case theory in the same way as the obligatoriness of NP-
movement in passive and raising constructions does.
It  may be useful to recall briefly  how the latter is explained. Consider
the D-structure in (4):
(4)         a.   [NP      ] was killed John
b.   INP      ]      seems    [    John to be ill    j
The verb in (4a) carries passive morphology, with the effect that no Case
is  assigned  to  an  NP it governs,  and no 0-role to  the  [NP,S].  The  verb
seem in (4b) has the same property as passive verbs, this time as a conse-
quence of lexical properties: no 0-role is assigned  to  [NP,S],  and no Case
to the internal argument. However, by virtue  of  the Case filter  (or  the
Visibility Condition of Chomsky (1981), chapter 6), lexical NPs must
occur in a position in which they can be assigned Case. This explains
movement of the lexical NP John (an empty category (PRO) in (4b)
would be excluded, since it would be governed),  into the non-thematic
subject position which is assigned nominative Case, under government,
by INFL.
Thus, in NP-movement constructions, an overt NP, base generated in a
Caseless position, must move into a Case position, in order to satisfy the
Case filter. However, if the logic of such an explanation stands, one would
expect  that  the Case Filter  can be respected through other means: indeed
movement of an NP is not the only conceivable way of saving such a base
generated structure. One would expect, for example, to find a parallel
situation in which some Case assigner moves into a position in which it
may assign Case to a Caseless NP. This, we claim, is exactly what explains
the  obligatoriness of V-movement in tensed clauses:  the Case assigner,  V,
moves into INFL in order to allow nominative Case to be assigned to
[NP,S].
Consider now the D-structure configuration of a tensed clause in Vata
and Gbadi:
(5)     NP    [INFL+1'ense]    [VP ···· V]
Assuming that [+Tense] is a governor, it follows that the subject position
in (5) is governed. PRO, therefore, cannot occur in subject position,
regardless of the particular theory one adopts for accounting for the
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distribution of PRO. In the theory of Chomsky (1981), PRO, because of
its status as a pronominal anaphor, can only occur in ungoverned positions.
PRO is therefore barred from configurations like (5). In a theory according
to which PRO can be governed (cf. Koster (1981), Bouchard (1982) and
Sportiche (1983)) and governed PRO is an anaphor, PRO is excluded in
contexts like (5), because it is not bound in its governing category.
Furthermore, as pointed out in 2.3.1., Vata and Gbadi do not allow
for "null-subjects", i.e. small  pro, the empty Case marked category that
has exactly the same referential possibilities as overt lexical pronouns. l'he
only element which may appear in subject position in (5) is therefore a
lexical NP, and lexical NPs must be Case marked by virtue of the Case
filter.
The question which arises then is how nominative Case is assigned to
the  subject NP in (5). In surface order, lexical NPs in subject position must
always be immediately followed by a verbal INFL, i.e. by an INFL which
contains either an auxiliary or the main verb. Let us interpret this as in-
dicating that nominative Case is assigned by a verbal INFL, under govern-
ment,  and  that a non-verbal  iNFL like  that  in (5), is not "strong" enough
to assign nominative Case. From the impossibility of adverbs intervening
(cf.  2.3.1.),  it may further be concluded that nominative Case assignment
requires adjacency between INFL and  [NP,S].
In sum, we may conclude that nominative Case, in Vata and Gbadi at
least, is assigned  in the following configuration:
(6)       NP is nominative if governed and adjacent to LINFLV]
Thus, if INFL contains the features which are spelled out as an auxiliary,
a verbal element, the configuration for nominative Case assignment is ful-
filled.   If  not,   the   main   verb   has   to   move   in INFL. V-movement  thus
behaves in a fashion parallel to NP-movement, so far as Case theory is
concerned. Leaving further questions concerning  (6) for discussion  in
chapter 7 - most notably that of how it extends to other languages - let
us first show how the parallelism between NP-movement and V-movement
extends beyond Case theory.
5.1.2.  Further  symmetries  between NP  and  V-movement
The parallelism between NP and V-movement extends beyond the fact
that both processes are forced by the Case filter.
Consider NP-movement, for example. NP-movement is a structure
preserving movement rule in the sense of Emonds (1976): an NP moves
from one obligatory base position into another one. Or, translated into
GB terminology, NP-movement is movement from one A-position into
another A-position.
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This terminology may in fact be extended to V-movement. It is clear
that the position of the verb in the VP corresponds to an obligatory base
position, which, analogously to an A-position, we will call a V-position.
But what is the status of the position the verb moves into? Is it the
equivalent of an A-position or of an A-position? The verb moves into a
tensed INFL, which must contain a verbal element, i.e. either an auxiliary
or  the  main verb. Since all tensed clauses thus contain a verbal  INFL,  it
seems reasonable to consider this position to be a V-position. Granting
this assumption, V-movement is a structure preserving movement rule,
just like NP-movement,   in the sense   that it represents movement   from
one V-position into another V-position.
The NP/V symmetry extends equally to 0-theory. It follows from the
0-criterion That NP-movement always represents movement to a 0-positiori
Ot course, one cannot directly apply the terminology of 0-positions or
8-positions to verbs, since verbs are 8-role assigners, not 0-role bearers.
However, the analogy still seems  to be valid.   If we consider  the  two  V-
positions, [V,INFL],  and   [V,VP],  it is clear  that the former ([V,INFL])
does not participate  in  any  way in 0-role assignment. 0-role assignment  is
entirely determined by the V-position in the VP. Let us assume according-
ly that the V-position in the VP is a 0 -assigning position, whereas the V-
position in INFL is a 0-assigning position. V-movement, then, is sym-
metric with NP-movement in that it is movement from a 0-assigning
position to a 0-assigning position. We will discuss below how the fact
that the verb must move into a 0-assigning position follows from the
8-criterion in exactly the same way as movement of an NP into an A-
position.
The parallelism between NP- and V-movement can be summarized as
follows.
(7)       NP-movement:
(i) movement forced by the Case filter
(ii) movement from an A-position to an A-position
04) movement from a 0-position to an 0-position
V-movement:
(i) movement forced by the Case filter
(ii) movement from a V-position to a V-position
(iii) movement from a 0-assigning position to a 0-assigning position
This parallelism leads us to refer to the V-movement rule under discussion
asthe NP-type of V-movement.
5.1.3.  Where does the NP-type of V-movement apply'!
Consider next the question of which level the NP-type of V-movement
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applies at. Given the organization   of the grammar, two possibilities  are,
in principle, available. Either (i) V-movement applies between D- and S-
structure, or (ii) V-movement applies after S-structure, at the left side of
the grammar. (The latter is often assumed  for the similar rule of V-move-
ment O.e. V-second) in Germanic languages (see, among others, Evers
(1981), (1982). We will return to V-second languages in 7.4. below).
We will assume here that the NP-type of V-movement is a syntactic
rule, applying between the level of D- and S-structure, just like NP-move-
ment.   Indeed,  if Case assignment must occur no later than S-structure,
and if V-movement is forced by Case theory, it follows that V-movement
must take place prior to S-structure. 1  A further reason for assuming that
V-movement applies  in the syntax derives from Dutch:  it  can be shown
that the characteristics of the rule of V-second in Dutch are identical
to those of V-movement in Vata and Gbadi, and moreover that V-second
must apply prior to S-structure, because it crucially interacts with other
principles like the ECP (cf. Chapter 7).
5.1.4.    Properties  of verbal trace
If V-movement must take place between D- and S-structure, the following
S-structure representations correspond to the D-structure representations
in  (2):
(8)                              S
NP INFL VP
Ivi'+Tense]       ./-1.,-ive] i
As   indicated   in (8), these S-st ructure representations contain a verbal
trace.
It can easily be shown that the existence of such a verbal trace follows
from the same considerations which allow one to establish the existence of
NP traces: that is it follows from Case and 8-theory, in conjunction with
tlie Projection Principle. It is also consistent with the parameters for the
directionality of Case and 8-role assignment, discussed in chapter 4.
In order to see this, let us first consider Case theory. Since Case is
assigned under government,  one may wonder  how  it is assigned  to  a  NP
in the VP in configurations like (8), in which the verb in INFL does not
govern the NP, given our assumption that the verb in INFL only governs
the head  of the VP, i.e. its trace: 1-he simplest assumption, then, is that
Case is assigned by the verbal trace in the VP, which, in this respect acts
like a lexical verb, assigning Case  to  an NP under government.  Note  also
that, given left directionality of Case assignment in Vata and Gbadi, it
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follows that a [NP,VP] in contexts like (8) is assigned Case by an element
to its right, i.e. by a verbal trace.
Consider 0-theory  next. By virtue  ot' the Projection Principle,  the  0-
criterion holds at all levels o f syntactic representation. The existence of a
verbal trace in (8) follows doubly from the 0-cnterion, both from re-
quirement   that each 0-role be assigned,  and   from the requirement   that
each argument must be assigned a 0-role.
In  (8),  a 0-assigning catego ry occurs  in a 0-assigning position.  So  the
question arises of how that part of the 0-criterion, which requires each
0-role to be assigned to an argument is fulfilled. The proposal for the
similar problem which obtains for moved NPs can be extended directly
to moved verbs also. An argument NP occurring in a 0-position, satisfies
the 0-criterion by forming a chain with an empty category in a 8-position.
In the same way, it may be assumed that a verb in INFL, a 0-assigner in a
0 -assigning position,  must  form a chain  with the 0-assigning V-position
in the VP. This is of course only possible, if there is an empty category in
the 0-assigning position in the VP, i.e., if the structure contains a verbal
trace (see also 6.2.6. for discussion).
Note, incidentally, that it now also follows that verbs must move to a
0-assigning position. Suppose, for instance, that a verb was moved into a
0-position. Then, either recoverability is violated, or, if this V.position is
in  the same clause, the 8-criterion is violated, since the clause would con-
tain one 0-assigner too many. Since chain formation requires identity of
features, the familiar fact that a moved category is coindexed with its
trace follows. Of course, given chain formation, the 0-criterion must be
reformulated in the obvious way in terms of chains and their members
(cf. Chomsky (1981)). In sum, then, a verbal trace must be assumed in a
structure like (8), since the 0-roles of the 0-assigning verb in INFL must
be assigned by virtue of the 0-criterion.
The existence of a verbal trace in (8) also follows from that part of the
8-criterion which requires that arguments must be 0-marked by the verb,
(we leave 8-marking of the external argument out of consideration, for
convenience), a process which is generally assumed to require government.
Suppose  now  that,  if  the  verb has moved  into  INFL,  it  does not govern
its internal arguments any longer (but see footnote 2). It must therefore
be assumed that the internal arguments are 0-marked by the verbal trace,
hence that there must be a verbal trace. Let us point out that this con-
clusion is consistent with, and, in fact, follows from the parameter that
specifies that 0-roles are assigned to the left in Vata and Gbadi.
In sum, then, the existence of a verbal trace coindexed with the moved
verb follows for configurations such as the one illustrated in (8) from Case
and 8-theory and from the Projection Principle, in fact, from every possible
angle the problem can be looked at.
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Having motivated the existence of the verbal trace, which acts as a
Case and 8-role assigner, let us next consider what further properties
verbal traces have. Pursuing the analogy with NP-movement, it will again
be useful to consider first what the characteristic properties of NP-trace
are.
Chomsky (1981) enumerates the following properties of traces (in-
cluding wh4races, NP-traces and traces of extraposition):
(9)       (i)   trace is governed
(ii) the antecedent of trace is not in a 8-position
(iii) the antecedent-trace relation satisfies the Subjacency Con-
dition
(Chomsky, LGB, p. 56)
In  (9i) a strong notion o f government is intended: traces must be properly
governed. Note, however,   that,   as   far  as  (9iii) is concerned,  it is still  un-
clear whether the antecedent-trace relation in NP-movement constructions
obeys the Subjacency Condition  or  not:  it is difficult to construct cases
that are excluded only because they yield a Subjacency violation: Indeed,
we could say that NP-movement constructions are consistent with the
Subjacency Condition.
What are the properties of verbal trace with respect to (9)? In chapter
6, we will present an argument to the effect that verbal trace is subject to
the ECP, and needs to be properly governed. Thus, (9i) holds for verbal
traces. In a structure like (8), the verbal trace will be properly governed by
its antecedent in INFL, by virtue of the government relation holding
between the two and of their being coindexed.
We have already seen that the moved verb occurs in the equivalent of a
0-position, a 0-assigning position, and thus respects (9ii).
(9iii) poses some problems, though: again, as is the case for NP-move-
ment  - it is difficult to tell whether the NP-type of V-movement obeys the
Subjacency Condition, since the verb and its trace always turn out to be
clause mates. The relation antecedent verb and verbal trace is thus always
consistent with Subjacency. We may therefore simply assume that (9iii)
also  holds  for the antecedent verb-verbal trace relation. In chapter  6,  we
will show that the clause boundedness of V.movement may possibly be
due to the equivalent of Binding theory for verbal trace (verbal trace,
like NP-trace, could be considered to be an anaphor, and as such must
satisfy Condition A of the Binding theory) or, alternatively, to a general
condition on chain formation.
Let us end this section, anticipating on the discussion in 6.3.8., by
pointing out that, contrary to what is claimed in Torrego (1981) for
Spanish V-movement, preposing the verb in INFL does not lead to proper
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government of the subject NP. Indeed, although the verbal INFL governs
the subject position, it does not properly govern it, as can be concluded
from the obligatory presence of a resumptive pronoun in subject position
in case of wh-extraction of the subject (cf. 2.3.3.2., and chapter 6 below):
(10)      a.  A16  *(6)       yE'   mO    yd         16
who he-R saw you PART WH
'who saw you'
b. alo   *(6)   Iff- ka mO y6 yE.   10
who he-R FUT-A TP you  PART see  WH
'who will see you'
Verbal traces, then, act like lexical verbs with respect to both Case and
0-role-assignment, and can be assumed to have exactly the same general
properties as NP-traces.
5.1.5.  When does V-movement apply'l
Up  to this point,  only the obligatoriness of V-movement in tensed clauses
without an auxiliary has been accounted for. We have not yet discussed
why V-movement is inapplicable if INFL contains an auxiliary or in
[-Tensed] clauses.
If one assumes that movement to an A-position or a V-position only
applies when it has to, V-movement need not apply in the presence of an
auxiliary, as nominative Case can be assigned under (7). Similarly, in in-
finitival clauses, the INFL node contains no governor, PRO can surface,
and there would be no need for V-movement.
Or, alternatively, the inapplicability of V-movement in tensed clauses
containing an INFL with an auxiliary may very well be related to the fact
that V-movement is a structure preserving rule: the position to which the
verb would move is already filled.4
Consider next the inapplicability of V-movement in infinitival clauses.
The INFL node in infinitival clauses in Vata and Gbadi does not contain a
governor: the subject position is therefore ungoverned, and can only con-
tain PRO. Suppose that V-movement did apply nevertheless: the subject
position would then be governed, and, granting that PRO must be un-
governed (Chomsky (1981)), PRO would be excluded. Furthermore, it
seems reasonable to assume that no Case would be assigned to the subject,
,.
because nominative Case assignment appears to be related to a "strong
verbal  INFL  (Le. one which  is also [+Tense]). Lexical NPs, which must be
Case marked, would also be excluded. Thus, no possible category could
appear in subject position, whence the impossibility of V-movement in
infinitival clauses.
Or,  adopting a theory in which  PRO  can be governed,  and in which
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governed PRO is an anaphor (cf. Koster (1981), Bouchard (1982), Spor-
tiche (1983)), the impossibility of V-movement could be related to Binding
theory.
Suppose that V-movement were to apply in an infinitival clause. PRO
in subject position would then be governed by a verbal INFL. However, if
governed PRO is an anaphor, it must be bound in its Governing Category.
But, since it would be governed by INFL in its clause, and since it is
reasonable to assume that the infinitival clause would count as a Governing
Category in this case and there is no possible antecedent around, con-
dition A of the Binding theory would be violated, hence the impossibility
of V-movement in infinitival clauses.
Thus, depending on which theory is adopted to account for the dis-
tribution of PRO, different explanations can be offered for the impossibility
of V-movement's occurring in infinitival complements.
5.1.6.  The NP1V asymmetry
Although, as was shown above, NP and V-movement are symmetric in
many respects, they are also asymmetric with respect to the transforma-
tional component. The characteristics of this component have been
established primarily on the basis of the behavior of movement rules
affecting the category NP. On the basis of the behaviour of NP's, it is
generally assumed that movement rules may only affect maximal pro-
jections. But the V- movement rule under discussion moves a verb - a
non-maximal projection - and not a VP.
Our analysis in terms of Case theory offers quite a simple explanation
for this asymmetry. In NP-movement constructions, a NP must move to
a Case marked position. Since the Case filter requires that NP, a maximal
projection,   be Case marked, it follows  that   it   is  NP  that must undergo
movement.
As we have argued above, V-movement is also forced by the Case filter.
However, since in this case, a Case assigner must move in order to assure
the Case marking of some Caseless NP, it follows that a non-maximal pro-
jection, V, moves, precisely because of its status as a Case assigner. The
asymmetry between NP and V may thus be viewed as a consequence of
their different functions with respect to Case theory. We will discuss
further problems concerning the asymmetry between NP and V, this
--
time with respect to wh-movement, i.e. movement   to   an A/V position,
in chapter 6.
5.1.7.   Alternative accounts
Although the account for V-movement in terms of Case theory developed
above is certainly attractive, it is not obviously right. On the basis of the
literature on V-movement, including   that on Subject-Aux inversion   in
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English, and the English auxiliary system, at least two alternative accounts
may be formulated.
The first account would differ from our account in assuming that (i)
INFL is not in second position, but occurs rather in final position at D-
structure,  (ii) the V-movement  rule in Vata and Gbadi is a local rule which
moves the verb from VP final position into the adjacent INFL node, and
(iii) INFL moves into second position (see also Safir (1981) on INFL
movement). Movement of INFL could be explained in exactly the same
way as V-movement: it would be forced by the Case filter.
The second account would differ from our account in considering that
the obligatoriness of V-movement has nothing to do with Case theory,
but would instead be forced by a general morphological principle. Such a
general morphological principle has been proposed by, among others,
Lasnik (1981), Safir (1981) and Reuland (1982).
Let us now discuss these alternatives, and show why the analysis we
have proposed above should be considered superior.
5.1.7.1. Movement of INFL
It has been assumed until now that INFL always immediately follows the
subject NP, at all levels of syntactic representation. It could be argued
however  that this assumption is incorrect,  and that, instead  INFL in Vata
and Gbadi occurs in final position at D-structure, S-structures in which
INFL follows the subject NP would then be derived via INFL movement.
The two analyses can be represented schematically as in (11):
S
(11) a. -   b.   S
NP INFI« VP
- A          NP   VP /« INFL 
[ ] Tense / \ 6 ([ 1 Tens@
1
--v 1-v»«<    1
The analysis in (1 lb)implies that two processesare involved in the derivation
of S-structure representations: merging of the verb with INFL, and move-
ment   of  INFL into second position.  (l lb) is compatible  with  the  Case
filter explanation, although it incorporates some arbitrariness: why could
nominative Case not be assigned by a final INFL node? Why should
nominative Case assignment require adjacency, where no such requirement
holds within the VP?
The choice between the two analyses is intimately related to the way
in which the D-structure position of INFL is determined. What reason
would there be to assume that INFL occurs in a different position at D-
structure? The main reason would derive of course from the head initial/
head final parameter of X.bar theory. Indeed, if it can be shown that the
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grammars of Vata and Gbadi incorporate a head final specification, then
(llb) would follow, assuming both that INFL is a head, and - the more
controversial hypothesis, in my opinion - that the VP is its complement.
However, the assumption we have adopted is that of the non-existence
of the head initial/head final parameter as an independent parameter.
Instead, the order o f complements with respect to their head is determined
by parameters which set the directionality for 0-role assignment at D-
structure, and the directionality for Case assignment at S-structure. Since
INFL has no 0-properties, the parameter for directionality of 0-role
assignment at D-structure has nothing to say about the D-structure position
of INFL. In fact, the presence of INFL at D-structure does not even
follow from the 6-criterion and the Projection Principle, unless, of course,
a particular  INFL node is selected by a higher verb. The presence of INFL
at D-structure seems rather to be a consequence of the Extended Pro-
jection Principle, following in the same way as the presence of non-
thematic subjects does, i.e. for the time being by stipulation.
But if the position of INFL is not determined by 8-theory, how,
then, is it determined? We will return to this problem in Chapter 7, after
showing that at least in some languages, the position of INFL is correlated
with the parameter for Case directionality.
In conclusion, there do not seem to be any theoretical reasons to
assume analysis  (1 lb).  We will therefore continue to adopt  (11 a)  as  the
appropriate analysis for Vata and Gbadi.
Let us end this section by mentioning that, although (lla) describes
the synchronic data in Vata and Gbadi, we have argued in Koopman
(1979)  that   (11 b)  may  have  been the appropriate analysis  for an earlier
stage of these languages. The assumption  that  (l lb)  was  true at an earlier
stage, yields an interesting explanation for the occurrence of certain
COMP-like elements in INFL. During the discussion on the INFL node in
3.3., certain clause type indicators were shown to occur in final position
in INFL. One such element is the relative clause marker 80.
(12) k6' mornd' 6  yi - 66  BE,...
man  HIMHIM    he-R came- REL there
'the man who came there,...'
Koopman (1979) addresses the question why these markers occur in INFL
rather than in the final COMP node, and proposes to explain this through
the following scenario. Suppose  that  at an earlier stage INFL occurred  in
S.final position,  and that certain particles,  like 60, cliticized  onto  the
INFL node:
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(13)                                S'
S               COMP
66-----60
NP        VP  INFLt            
If, after cliticization, such particles were carried along by INFL move-
ments, their present day surface structure   can be accounted for quite
easily. Note, however, that, although such an analysis would be not im-
plausible historically, there seems to be no reason to assume that it holds
synchronically, as we have shown above.
5.1.7.2.  The No-free-affix Principle
Instead of assuming that V-movement is forced by the Case filter, it could
alternatively be proposed that V-movement has nothing to do with Case
theory, but follows from a morphological principle proposed in Lasnik
(1981)6:
(14)  A morphologically realized affix must be realized as a syntactic
dependent at surface structure
(Lasnik, 1981, p. 162)
As Lasnik points out, the term surface structure is loosely used in (14).
This principle, to which we will henceforth refer as the No-free-Affix-
principle (NFAP), ensures, among other things, the obligatoriness of
rules like affix hopping.
Indeed, if one assumes (i) that the tensed INFL node in Vata and
Gbadi contains a tense morpheme which must be realized as a syntactic
dependent at surface structure, and, furthermore, (ii) that this tense
morpheme must be realized on a verbal basis, V-movement would follow
when INFL does not already contain a verbal element. It has been as-
sumed all along that the INFL node of tensed clauses contains an ab-
stract element [+Tense], and probably  also some aspectual  and  mood
features. But, although some of the aspectual and mood features are
realized as (tonological or) morphological affixes (cf. 2.2.), some of
these features are not overtly realized at all. This is the case with the
subjunctive for example. And the abstract Tense node is often morpho-
logically realized   as a tense particle  in  Vata  (cf. 2.3.2., where  the  par-
ticularly rich system of tense particles in Vata has been discussed), but
rarely so in Gbadi, and never in some other Kru languages.
Adopting the NFAP as the explanation for the obligatoriness of V-
movement would force us to postulate abstract tense morphemes, with no
morphological reflex; these morphemes, however, could still force   V-
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movement to occur. This solution seems unacceptable to us, since it
empties (14) of its content: if (14) were the motivation for V-movement,
one would expect V.movement not to apply if INFL does not contain a
morphologically realized affix. This is not the case, though.
Let  us also point  out  that,  even  if a tense particle is morphlogically
realized, it  is not clear that it functions as a bound morpheme at S-structure,
rather than as an independent word. First, the word boundary between
a verb and a tense particle is rather strong - at least #, - as can be con-
cluded from the fact that tense particles do not undergo dominant tATR]
harmony, which typically applies  in the domain #...# (see Kaye (1982)
for details). Moreover, the tense particles display none of the tonological
characteristics of bound morphemes, nor are they involved in compounding.
Finally, the  verb  does not appear to constitute a syntactic  word  with the
tense particles at this level, a conclusion which may be drawn from the
behavior o fverbs in the predicate cleft construction. The following examples
establish this latter property: tense particles may not be preposed with the
verb in predicate cleft constructions:
(15)  a. 11 fi ff -da zud       e
eat you eat-PT yesterday  Q
'Did you EAT yesterday?'
b.*17-(15      b          /7     -da     zue                6
eat-PT you  eat- PT yesterday Q
In sum, then, adoption of (14) for explaining V-movement in Vata or
Gbadi empties the notion "morphologically realized affix" of its content.
Furthermore, and quite independently, it does not seem to be the case
that overt tense particles should be considered as bound morphemes.
Quite apart from these problems, (14) incorporates some arbitrariness.
For example, why should the tense morpheme need to be realized on a
verbal basis? Why could not it simply cliticize to the subject NP? Of
course, the Case filter account contains the ingredients to explain this:
INFL needs to contain a verbal element so as to allow nominative Case
to  be  assigned. In Chapter  7,  we will argue that nominative Case assign-
ment by a verbal INFL is not limited to Vata or Gbadi, but, in fact,
extends to many other languages. But, before showing this, it is worthwhile
to point out the existence of languages which have no verbal INFL, but
which have a particle complex containing information about the structure
of  a  clause. This particle cornplex generally occurs in second position  in
surface order, either following the first  word   or the first constituent.
Examples of such languages include Warlpiri (Hale (1973, 1983), and
Luisefio (Steele et al (1981)). Note that these languages display properties
which are often attributed to so-called non-configurational languages. On
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a purely speculative level, it would be interesting to see whether the
presence or absence of a verbal INFL correlates with the way in which
Case is assigned  in a particular language.
5.1.8. Summag
In this chapter, we have motivated the analysis underlying V.movement
in Vata and Gbadi. This analysis has the following features: V-movement
into INFL is forced by the Case filter, and must be applied in order to
allow nominative Case to be assigned. Its obligatoriness in those environ-
ments in which it applies is explained by Case theory; the only possible
element appearing in subject position in these contexts being a lexical NP,
which of course must be Case marked. V-movement is excluded from
applying in other clausal complements: the actual explanation  for  this
varies, depending on which particular theory one adopts for the distribution
of PRO. V-movement and NP-movement display a fundamental symmetry;
both represent movement between obligatory positions (the A- and V-
system); in both cases the antecedent category and its trace constitute a
8 -chain; and verbal trace is subject to the ECP (chapter 6), just like NP-
trace.  It  may  also be assumed that V-movement, just like NP-movement
obeys Subjacency, and that verbal trace, just like NP trace, is an anaphor,
obeying condition A of the Binding Theory. Finally, the asymmetry
between the categories which move (NP or V) can be simply explained
in terms of Case theory.
In Vata and Gbadi, nominative Case is assigned, under government,
by an adjacent verbal INFL node. Thus the directionality of Case assign-
ment by INFL coincides with the directionality of Case assignment by
lexical categories (cf. (l iii)).
Of course, our account raises further questions; some, e.g. whether
verbal trace is subject to the ECP, or the clause boundedness of verb
movement,  will be taken up again in chapter 6; others, concerning  no-
minative Case assignment and crosslinguistic variation of the NP-type of
verb movement, will be addressed in chapter 7.
NOTES
1. This argument hinges on the assumption that Case is assigned rather than checked
(cf. Jaeggli (1980), Chomsky (1981), chapter 6). Indeed, if Case is checked rather
than assigned, and lexical NPs are inserted with Case (as must be the case if the
Visibility Condition on 8-role assignment is correct), there does not seem to be
any compelling reason for the assumption that Case checking must occur at S-
structure, rather than post-S-structure.
2.  Contrary to Reuland (1982), who has proposed that a maximal projection does
not constitute a barrier for government to a category previously contained in it.
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This assumption also contrasts with the Head constraint (cf. Van Riemsdijk, 1978),
which, reformulated in terms of government, states that the complements of a
maximal projection are available for outside government, if their head is non-lexical.
3.   Chomsky (1981) proposes that examples of the following kind:
(i)              * John seems  I that  it is certain  [  t  to  like ice cream  11
are excluded only by Subjacency, citing in support unpublished work by Longobardi.
We will continue to assume, though, that it is unclear whether such examples violate
condition A of the Binding Theory, Aoun's (1981) condition on chain formation
(i.e. S' breaks a chain), or Subjacency.
4.  This fact could be derived as follows:
A verbal trace must be properly governed (cf. chapter 6); it will be properly governed
by INFL if they are coindexed. The index of INFL results from the upward per-
colation of the index of the head INFL, i.e. the verb. If INFL already contains an
auxiliary, it will inherit the index of this auxiliary. Movement of the verb would
result in the verbal trace not being properly governed, i.e. to an ECP violation.
5.    in  Koopman  (1979), we speculated fu rther that, during the stage described  in
(13), INFL movement was probably not a property of all tensed clauses. More
specifically, we have suggested that INFL movement could very well have started
in negative environments, whence it generalized to all tensed clauses, leading to a
reanalysis of the base position of INFL.
6. Similar principles have been proposed in Reuland (1982) as in (i) and in Safir
(1981) as in (ii):
(i) Bound morphemes may not be stranded at S-structure
(ii) Tense features must be spelled out on a verbal phonological basis.
Chapter 6
The WH-Type of V-Movement
6.0. Introductory remarks
The existence of the symmetric case of NP-movement, i.e. the NP-type of
V-movement, discussed in chapter 5, raises the question of whether there
also is a rule of V-movement which has the same characteristics as wh-
movement of NP. We will argue in this chapter that this is indeed the case.
More specifically, we will argue that, in order to account for the syntactic
properties of the so-called predicate cleft construction in Vata (cf. 2.3.4.
for a preliminary discussion of this construction), it has to be assumed
that   a   rule of V-movement, with basically   the same properties  as  wh-
movement of NP, underlies this construction. Once the existence of the
wh-type of V-movement established, to which we will also refer as Focus-
F-movement or movement to a Pposition, this chapter will focus on the
problem o f how to account  for the actual surface structure o f the predicate
cleft construction. These, we will show,   can be accounted  for in a minimal
way and no special principles need to be added to the theory. Existing
rule components such as move-ot, theories such as Bounding theory, and
principles like the ECP, which have been developed to account for the
distribution and behavior of NP-types, directly extend to the predicate
cleft construction. Furthermore, the ECP and Binding theory also yield
an account for those properties of the NP-type of V-movement, which have
not  yet been accounted  for in chapter 5. Thus, we will argue for a sym-
metric theory, and explain asymmetries, where they obtain otherwise.
This chapter is structured in the following way. the morphological and
syntactic characteristics of the predicate cleft construction are established
in  6.1., and an account for these is presented in 6.2. It will be argued that
the equivalent of move-a to an A-position, which underlies wh-movement
constructions (Chomsky, 1977), also underlies the predicate cleft con-
struction. Special attention will be paid in this respect to Bounding theory
and the parameters associated  to  it  (cf. 6.2.1.).  In  6.2.3., it will be shown
that the ECP plays a crucial role in accounting for the actual surface
structures of predicate cleft constructions.
Once we will have motivated the analysis for the predicate cleft con-
struction,  it  will be extended  to the NP-type of V-movement construction.
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The properties of this construction can be accounted forby the 8-criterion,
the  ECP  (6.2.5.) and presumably also Binding Theory (6.2.6.).  In 6.2.7.,
we will briefly discuss the NP/V asymmetry with respect to the rule com-
ponent move-a, that is, movement of a maximal projection versus move-
ment   of  a head. Section 6.3. recapitulates the findings  of this chapter,
and  investigates some  of the implications of the particular proposals.
6.1.The data
A preliminary description of the predicate cleft construction has been
presented   in   2.3.4.  In this construction, which occurs  in many African
languages, and also in many of the Caribbean creoles (cf. Haitian, Sranan,
Papiamentu, to mention but a few),1 a focused verb occurs in sentence
initial position, indicating focus or contrastive focus. (Focus will be
represented by upper case letters in the glosses). A copy of the verb
occurs in the clause, in one of the two V-positions, i.e., either in INFL or
in  the  VP:
(1) a.
ngono h  ngono-01
sleep you sleep-Q
'ATE >fu SLEEPING' -
b. ngOn U b   kA bI ngOnU 0
sleep you  FUT-A now sleep - Q
'Are you going to SLEEP now?
The verbal focusing, which we will also call predicate clefting, differs
from the focusing of nominal elements in basically two ways. First, the
focused element is morphologically identical to a verb,2 not to an NP,
and second, the focused verb binds an identical lexical verb, in contra-
distinction with a focused NP, which binds an empty category except, of
course, if an empty category is prohibited by an independent principle,
such as the ECP. (This is the case for example in Vata: the subject po-
sition is never properly governed, and in case of extraction, a resumptive
pronoun must occur (cf. 2.3.3.2., and 6.5. below for discussion). The
examples in (2) illustrate the difference between focusing of NP and V:
(2)         a. Predicate cleft:
--
ngOnU b wa nd b ki ngOnU 6
sleep you want NA  you FUT-A sleep-Q
'Do you want to SLEEP'
b.  Focus of NP:
ngOn01]Ii      mli  il      wh      [Npe] i    U
sleep-NOM IT   you want            Q
'Is it sleeping you want'
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Here, we will turn to a more careful description of the predicate cleft
construction in Vata, organizing it around the following questions:
(3)   (i) What are the morphological characteristics of the focused
verb, and what elements can accompany it;
(ii)   What kind of verbs can undergo predicate clefting:
(iii) What syntactic dependencies exist between the focused verb
and its copy in S.
6.1.1. Characteristics of the focused verb
Phonologically speaking, the focused verb merely consists   o f   the   seg-
mental specifications  of  the verb, without its tonal specifications. Since
elements with no associated tone surface carrying mid tone (cf. 2.1.),
the focused verb invariably surfaces with mid tone. Some examples il-
lustrating this are presented in (4):
(4)   a. pE    h k6 mE ph      ?
throw  you FUT-A it throw-Q
'Are you going to THROW it?'
b. S  n  ki    mO  d   3
call  you FUT-A him    call  Q
'Are you going to CALL him?'
c.  /7 b kA     mi 17  A'
eat  you FUT-A it   eat -Q
'Are you going to EAT it?'
d. sa-     h kh mE sa    h
gather  you FUT-A it gather Q
'Are you going to GATHER it'
The focused verb may be marked for imperfective aspect. This is shown in
the following example, where the imperfective suffix causes the lowering
o f a high vowel (Ii-+  le, cf. 2.2.2.).
(5)             /6 h le E
eat you eat Q
'Are you EATING?'
In other words, the focused verb is a segmental copy of a verb in a V-
position.
The focused verb cannot be accompanied by any of its complements,
indicating  that the focused  verb is somehow exempt  from the 0 -criterion:
(6)   (*ma) li- il kd ma li
(*it)   eat I FUT-A it   eat
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The only elements that may accompany the focused verb are certain ad-
verbs:
(7)       ye      kpE'      ligO   ye
come really rain comes
'It is really RAINING, isn't it'
(Notice that this constitutes additional evidence for the verbal status of
the preposed verb). Finally, none of the particles which occur in INFL
(cf.   2.3.2.) may appear   on the preposed  verb,  be it negation  (8a),   the
adverbial particle la (8b), or any of the tense particles (8c):
(8)   a. (*nh') 2 wA  na'-lF-ka
(*NEG) eat they NEG-eat-FT
'They will not EAT'
b. 12- (*la)      wA    /2-la
eat (*again) they eat-again
'They are EATING again'
c.  /7  (*wa)    wA    li -  wb    zud
eat(*TP) they eat-TP yesterday
They ATE yesterday'
Besides the predicate cleft construction described above, there exists
another construction in Vata, in which a verb occurs in sentence initial
position, and its copy occurs in S. Some examples of this construction
are presented in (9) and (10):3
(9)       kaff  nI'   yi 6 yl-wa-66 jah, wki  IS
Kofi GEN arrive he arrive-PT-REL just they PERF-A
kO j16
PART stand
'Hardly did John arrive, or they were standing up'
(10)    nkni  f-tOlE  A  fitblE-wi-60     jdd,      wd    nA     ghgud
my  appear 1 appear-PT-REL hardly they with flight
'As soon as I arrived, they fled'
In this construction, which has a quite different meaning than the predi-
cate cleft construction, the preposed verb is obligatorily accompanied by
a genitive 'subject' NP.
The discussion here will be restricted to the predicate cleft construction,
and the properties of the construction in (10), which, witness the ap-
pearance of the relative clause marker 60 maybe represents the equivalent
of a 'verbal' relative, remain to be investigated in future work.
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6.1.2. What kind of Vs may be focused'!
As far as we have been able to determine, any verb which has a base form,
i.e.  which may serve as the input for morphological processes affecting
verbs (2.2.), may be focused, and this independently from its argument
structure.
Verbs that can be clefted thus include intransitive verbs (1), ergative
verbs in the sense of Burzio (1981) ((1 la)), transitive verbs (4), verbs
which take a double object construction (llb),4  particle verb constructions
(llc), verbs which are part of an idiomatic expression (lld, 1 le), 'ad-
jectival'verbs  (110, and verbs whose argument structure  has  been  modi-
fied by verbal morphology, such as causative verbs (llg), reciprocal verbs
(11 h), applied verbs (lli), and passive verbs (1 lj):
(11)       a.  m#       wd       mU
leave they leave
They are LEAVING'
b. nyE  A   ny#' A n6 d AlA'
give we give our mother money
'We GAVE monev to our mother'
c. gii    wid   ga    mil
shout they shout PART
They SHOUTED'
d. pE     wl pa wT na.
throw they throw voice    NA . . .
They ANNOUNCED  that...'
e.  ye          kpE'          ligo   ye
come really rain come
'It is really RAINING'
f.    zLZE    E zatE duuu
red it red 'like blood'
.Il A very RED'
g. zaUa n zaUd zamO
redden I redden sauce
'I really REDDENED the sauce'
g. EFIEIE Wa 18 ra  -C
call-LE-call-LE they call-LE-call-LE-Q
'Did they CALL each other?'
h. bidGIE fi kA shmand' mli bid61&
wash-APPL you FUT-A soap in wash-APPL
'You are going to WASH yourself with SOAP'
i. d1510 wh dldlO
beat-PAS they beat-PAS
'They have been KILLED'
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Verbs which may not be clefted include the auxiharies enumerated in
2.3.2., the defective verb n&/16/ld 'to say', and the verbs LE 'to be' and
kti  to have', which just have a verbal form corresponding to perfective
aspect.   None of these verbs   can   be the input for morphological   pro-
cesses which apply to other verbs.
In conclusion then, any verb with a base form may occur in the predi-
cate cleft construction.
6.1.3. Syntactic properties of the predicate cleft construction
Let  us now turn to the determination of the syntactic dependencies which
hold between the preposed verb and its copy. We will proceed by con-
trasting the predicate cleft construction with (NP)-wh-movement con-
structions.
A first observation: a focused  verb   and a wh-phrase cannot occur  in
clause initial position. This is illustrated by the ungrammaticality of the
examples in (12) - where the respective order of the focused verb and the
wh-phrase is irrelevant -:
(12)      a.   *sakA  mdi  IT    kbfi ka [e]i lT
rice IT eat Kofi FUT-A eat
b.   *li    sakd   ma    kbfi kli [e] G
eat rice  IT  Kofi FUT-A eat
c.   * a10   IE 0 18 lA
who eat he-R eat  WH
etc...
The only cases discussed so far correspond to wh-movement constructions
in which short movement has taken place. Recall, however, that long wh-
movement in Vata is possible (although it is not in Gbadi) (cf. 2.3.3.2.).
Consider now the following examples of long wh-movement:
..
(13)  a. [[alO nI  yuei] [h 5   [ [ PRO  [Npe] i 16       ka] 11
who GEN children you PERF-A call   KA
mff] d
go WH
'Whose children did you go call?'
b.  MOi   11       gfgu      na    Abi    p6           wT           na    fi       yh
who you think  NA Aba throw voice   NA you see
Ieil ye    16
PART WH
'Who do you think that Aba announced that you saw'
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c.   yTi      b        bb               kO           16      b ni Lei]   kafE
what you forgot  PART and you NEG-A coffee
mli zO 10
in  put WH
'What did you forget to put in the coffee?'
In these contexts, predicate defting may also occur:
(14)  a. la ft da yud-6 16  ki mff T.
go you PERF-A children-DEF   call  KA go   Q
'Have you gone to CALL the children'
b.  yE    b       gugu      ni    dba    ph           wi          na     b       y£4
see you think  NA Aba throw voice  NA you saw
ngOa  ya    6
them PART Q
'89 you think that Aba announced that you SAW them?'
c. zU A  ba    kU    16  h ni mI  kifE'
put ypu forgot  PART  and you NEG-A it coffee
mli zU T
in   put Q
'Did you forget to PUT it in you coffee?'
d. y7 0 wa  na a yi
come s/he  want NA we come
'S/he wants us to COME'
Both wh-movement and the predicate cleft construction obey the Com-
plex Noun Phrase Constraint, i.e. a wh-phrase cannot be extracted from a
complex NP (15a), nor can a focused verb be related to an identical verb
inside a complex NP (15b):
(15)    a.  *Abd [S, m i  [Sh    wh [NP fttb'j     [s' mumo J
Aba HER you like picture ITIT
Is b      takd      6    Ie] i   [e]j  ] ] ] ] ]
you show  REL
b. *tha [S h    wa  [Np fttb'    ls'mUmO  IS b    thkA  66
show you like picture ITIT you showed-REL
abb    [Npe]i ]]]]
Aba
But, although wh-movement and predicate cleft constructions display  a
perfect parallelism in the cases discussed so far, there are also contexts in
which the two diverge. We will discuss these contexts now.
It has been shown in 2.3.3. that a wh-phrase may be extracted out of a
wh-island: 5
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(16)   Kaff [s'moi [S A ni Is, z-4         mEmt,j'     S      kj      66
Kofi HIM we NEG-A thing ITIT we FUT-A REL
[e]i  [e]j nyk]    yi   ]]
give know
'*It is Kofi to whom we don't know what to give'
This has been interpreted as evidence  for the non-bounding nature of S in
Vata. The hypothesis  that  S'  and  NP are Bounding nodes predicts that  any
verb which selects a sentential complement should allow long wh-move-
ment, since in a structure like (17), wh-movement may move a wh-phrase
with one jump  into a higher wh-position:
(17) wh-phrasei [s-  -. v [s' [vp -. [e]i  v] 11
This  prediction is, indeed, borne out: we have not been able to  find any
non-bridge verb for wh-movement, and all of the following examples are
grammatical.
(18)      a.  Aloi  kdfi   ng,ingud   ni   b     yE'     [e]i  yd         16
Who Kofi whisper  NA you saw PART WH
'*Who did Kofi whisper that you saw' '.
b. Aloi kbff  shlE mo dOdOkO di      ni  h    yE  [e]i
Who Kofi tell you softly PART NA you saw
ye     10
PART WH
'*Who did Kofi whisper to you that he saw?'
c.   MOi    kdfi'    PE'         mlI       nT    b       y]k'    [e] i   y6        16
who Kofi shout  PART NA you saw PART WH
'*Who did Kofi shout that you saw?'
etc...
The predicate cleft construction differs in this respect from wh-movement
of NP. First, it is impossible to relate a preposed verb to a verb contained
in a wh-island:
(19) a. *nyE   'a     ni            [s'zE       6     kA   -   6 6         kofi'   nyE 1   )A
give   we NEG-A thing we  FUT-A REL Kofi  give     know
We don't know what to GIVE to Kofi'
b. *nU A Ill [ zE   a nT-ta nu ]  yi
do   we NEG thing we FUT-A FT      do     know
'We don't know what to do'
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And secondly, although there are verbs which allow for 'long' predicate
clefting (cf. the examples in (13)) - specifically all verbs selecting an in-
finitival complement, and verbs like gugu 'think i yla 'say', na/la/lO 'say i
kU bo 'forget', some verbs do not allow for long predicate clefting. This is
illustrated in the examples in (20):
(20)  a. *ye kdfi' ng,ingut ni fi ye
come Kofi whisper   NA you come
'Kofi whispered that you were COMING'
b.   *yE-    kbff    shlE ngUa dUdUkIJ df ni 6 yE
see Kofi told them softly PART NA he  saw
mO yd
you PART
'Kofi told them solftly that he SAW y()11'
c. *yE kaff pE mn  ni wA yE mO yd
see Kofi shout PART NA they  saw him   PART
'Kofi shouted that they SAW him'
Of course,  it is always possible in the examples in (20) to focus the matrix
verb:
(21) a. ndingue kbff r,82,1gut ni h  ye
whisper Kofi whisper  NA you come
Kofi WHISPERED that you were coming'
etc...
Thus, although wh-movement and predicate clefting clearly display parallel
syntactic behavior in many respects, they also differ: whereas all verbs
seem to be 'bridge' verbs for wh-movement and a wh-phrase can be ex-
tracted out of a wh-island, not all verbs are bridge verbs for the predicate
cleft construction and the wh-island constraint is observed.
6.2. Focus-F-movement
6.2.0. Preliminary remarks
Let us start by enumerating the characteristics which must be accounted
for:
(22)       (i) predicate clefting of the matrix verb is always possible, providing
the verb has a base form and no wh-phrase occurs in sentence
initial position;
(ii) the clause must contain a copy of the focused verb;
(iii) when there is a bridge verb, long predicate cletting is possible;
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(iv)  a focused verb may not be related to an (identical) verb inside
a wh-island:
(v) a focused verb may not be related to an (identical) verb in-
side a Complex Noun Phrase.
The predicate cleft construction differs from wh-movement of NP with
respect to the characteristics in (2 lii), (2 l iii) and (2 liv).
Indeed, in predicate cleft constructions, the preposed verb must be
related to an identical verb in a V-position, and cannot be related to an
empty category:
(23)  a. *Iii kdfi da shka   [v eli
eat kofi PERF-A rice
b. *lei kbff [Veli [ shkA [Veli ]
'eat kofi rice
In constructions involving wh-movement of NP, however, the wh-phrase
generally locally binds an empty category, unless an empty category is
ruled out for independent reasons, such as lack of proper government.
This is the case, for example, if the subject NP is extracted in Vata (cf.
Koopman (1982)), or if a genitive NP or an object of a preposition is
relativized in Haitian (cf. Koopman (19820).In these cases, a locally
A-bound resumptive pronoun must appear. Let us stress the fact that
these resumptive pronouns display  the same _syntactic behavior as wh-
traces: they need to be subjacent to their A-binder, and differ from
resumptive pronouns found in Arabic for example, which freely violate
the constraints.
Wh-movement of NP and predicate clefting differ, moreover, with
respect to (22iii) and (22iv). All verbs are bridge verbs for long wh-move-
ment of NP, and the Wh-island condition can be freely violated. But only
some verbs act as bridge verbs for long predicate clefting, and the Wh-
island condition is respected. In sum, then, as well as clear similarities,
wh-movement and predicate clefting also display differences. This remark
is not merely valid for Vata alone. It also extends to some other languages,
insofar as the predicate cleft construction and wh-movement constructions
have been studied at all. In a paper in which data from West-African
languages are linked to those of certain Caribbean Creoles, Bynoe-Andriolo
and Sorie Yillah (1975) claim that the predicate clefting is always clause-
bound, (the example they present to show this is drawn from Krio), but
that this is not true for ordinary (NP) clefts.
In Papiamentu, (Muysken (1978) and p.c.), a focused verb may be
related to a verbal copy in an infinitival clause but not to a verb in an
embedded tensed complement.
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In Haitian, however, as Piou (1982), in her careful study of the syn-
tactic properties of the predicate cleft construction shows, wh-movement
of NP and predicate clefting display a perfect syntactic parallelism: the
two processes may apparently be unbounded in the presence of a bridge
verb, and the Wh-island condition is respected.
6.2.1. The wh-type of V-movement and Bounding Theory
Let us now motivate the analysis of the predicate cleft construction as
being derived by wh-movement of V, i.e. V-movement to the equivalent
of an A-position, which we will call a F-position. This analysis will yield
an account for the similarities of wh-movement of NP and the predicate
cleft construction. Differences between the two constructions with respect
to (22iii) and (22v) reduce, we will argue below, to the fact that each
construction has a different set of Bounding nodes associated to it.
The characteristics enumerated in (22iii) and (22v) are typical diag-
nostic criteria for constructions derived by move-a in a language like
English for example, in which S', S and NP are bounding nodes for Sub-
jacency repeated here as (24):
(24) The antecedent-trace relation satisfies the Subjacency Condition,
i.e. at most one Bounding node may intervene between the ante-
cedent and its trace
The choice of the Bounding nodes for Subjacency has been argued to
represent a parameter of UG (cf. among others, Rizzi (1982), Sportiche
(1981)...), allowing one to account for observed variation between languages
with respect to (22iv) in a minimal fashion. Apparent long movement,
which is in fact successive cyclic movement, satisfies the Subjacency Con-
dition, if it is assumed that bridge verbs somehow have the property of
cancelling the Bounding nature o f their S' complement:
(25)    a. Who do you believe that Mary saw
b. [wh-phrasei  IS  - V IS't (that) [s··· [vp V [e]i]l]l]
[bridge]
Nothing needs to be said about the impossibility of long wh-movement
with non-bridge verbs, since Subjacency would be violated:
(26)    a.  *Who did you quip that Mary saw
b.      wh-phr sei   [s   - .  v  Is) [s  - . [  vp  V   [e] i   ] ] ] ]
Subjacency and Bounding Theory also account for the island character
ofWH-complements:
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(27)       a.   *To whom did you wonder what  Mary gave
b.   wh-ph rasei [S  -# V [S' wh-phrasej [s ... [vp V [e]j [eli]]]])<
Finally, Subjacency allows us to derive the Complex Noun Phrase Con-
straint:
(28)    a.  *What did you tell the story that Mary found
b.     wh-pl rasei  [s   - . v    S  . - ·  [vp V  [e] i] ] ] ] ]
As was pointed out above, examples corresponding to (26) and (27) are
expected to be grammatical in a language with S' and NP as Bounding
nodes.
The characteristics of the predicate cleft construction (22iii), 02iv) and
(21 v)  can be straightforwardly accounted  for in exactly  the  same  way  as
the characteristics of wh-movement in English, if the predicate cleft con-
struction is also constrained by the Subjacency Condition, and if S', S
and NP are Bounding nodes. Let us therefore assume (29):
(29) The antecedent verb-verb relation satisfies the Subjacency Con-
dition, with S', S, and NP as Bounding nodes.
The fact that Subjacency is involved constitutes a clear indication as to
the rule system which underlies the predicate cleft construction.
Subjacency is a property of antecedent-trace relations established by
movement, and does not hold of other antecedent anaphor relations (see
Chomsky (1981) for much relevant discussion). A movement rule must,
therefore, underly the predicate cleft construction, and the possibility
that a construal rule, relating the antecedent verb and its copy, is in-
volved  can be discarded. Since Focus, a property  of  the LF level  of  re-
presentation, is involved, this movement rule could apply either  in  the
syntax, i.e. relating D- and S-structure, or at LF. The question then arises
of whether LF movement rules, like syntactic movement rules, obey
Subjacency. Although the answer to this question is not obvious, it has
been argued in Chomsky (1981), Huang (1982), and Sportiche (1983),
that LF rules do not obey Subjacency. Apparent locality requirements of
certain LF processes can and must be otherwise explained (cf. Huang
(1982), Sportiche (1983)). Accepting these conclusions, we assume
accordingly that Subjacency is a characteristic property of syntactic
movement rules alone. It then follows that the syntactic rule component
move-a must be involved in the establishment of the relation of the
antecedent verb-verbal copy, where x does not equal a maximal projection
like NP, but a lexical category, V. We will return to this asymmetry in
6.2.6. Let us refer to this instance of move-a, as Focus-F-movement, or
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as V-movement to a V-position. Focus-V-movement represents the counter-
part o f wh-movement for NP, i.e. movement to an A-position.
Possible dependencies of Focus-V-movement can be straightforwardly
accounted for by Subjacency, but only if S', S, and NP are Bounding nodes
for this rule. However, on the basis of wh-movement constructions, the
conclusion has been reached that S is not a Bounding node in Vata.
Putting these two together, we are then lead to conclude (30):
(30)  The set of Bounding nodes may vary language internally, along
with the type of construction.
Although the Bounding nature of S varies from language to language -
quite arbitrarily since two closely related languages like Vata and Gbadi,
or French and English, differ with respect to the Bounding nature of
S - it may seem undesirable to allow variation of the bounding nature
of  S  within a particular language: this typically seems  to  be a property
which one would like to derive. Note, however, that it is an empirical
question of whether different constructions may or may not have different
Bounding nodes associated to them. And, in fact, the predicate cleft con-
struction seems to provide strong evidence in favour of (30), in as much
as it accounts for the data in a minimal fashion.6
6.2.2. Focus-V-movement as movement to aT-position
We will now focus on the formal characteristics of the Focus-V-movement
rule, and develop some of the terminology that will be needed in the
following sections. The focused verb occurs in clause initial position, a
position in which either a wh-phrase or a focused verb can occur, but not
both (see (12), repeated here as (31) for convenience):
(31)        *    a16     /F O F    &
who eat he-R eat WH
'Who is EATING' (= 12c)
The  ungrammaticality  o f  (31)  can be directly related   to a fairly general
characteristic of syntactic movement, namely that, for whatever reason
it may be, double application of movement to the same position is pro-
hibited. This is illustrated again by the following Vata examples, where
the respective order o f the preposed wh-phrases is irrelevant:
(32)   a. *Aloi VTj  n   kh    [e]i [e]j nyE  16
who what you FUT-A give WH
b.   *k 6'i     mom6 'i          shkij   mdj   it        nyE 'k -     6
man HIMHIM rice   IT   you gave REL
[eli le]j [ve]k '...
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Thus, we will simply assume that wh-phrases and the focused verb move
into the same syntactic position. This position, which is distinct from
COMP - COMP occurs in clause final position (3.4.1) - has been labeled
WH  in  3.4.1.   Let   us  now   interpret  WH as indicating the landing  site  of
wh-moved NPs and Vs. (Alternatively, it could be assumed that Focus-V-
movement and wh-movement are adjunctions to S'). Once this initial
position is filled, further syntactic movement to it is prohibited.
Given Focus-V-movement as movement to the initial WH-position,
then, consider next the examples in 03), which illustrate some derived
S-structure representations of wh-movement of NP and V. (33) represents
short movement and (34) successive cyclic movement (irrelevant details
omitted):
(33) a.  S'      b.  S'
wh-phrasei S  V  S.-0
NP INFL VP NP INFL VPi-i ./.i
[e] i          V                                   . . .             Vk
(34) a.  S'      b.  S'
wh-phrasei S    V  S
A A
. . .          S'                                      · · ·            S'
[e]i
S [e]k    S
NP INFL NP INFL VP
A
[e]..Vi                                              · · ·                Vk
The wh-phrase lands in an A-position and locally binds a trace in an A-
position (or, in some languages, a resumptive pronoun in an A-position).
This terminology can be directly extended to Focus-V-movement. The
landing site position of the focused verb is clearly not a V position, and
can be thought of quite naturally as the 1uivalent of an-A-position for
verbs. Let us therefore call this position a V-position. An A-position must
bind an A-position by virtue of the Map principle (Sportiche (1983), see
also Chapter 1 of this study). We will assume, by the same reasoning, that
a V-position must also bind a V-position, and reformulate the Map prin-
ciple as (35):
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(35) Map Principle
I    -
An A- or V-position must bind an A-, or V-position, respectively
In sum, Focus-V-movement represents movement to a V-position, and wh-
movement o f NP represents movement to an A-position.
It has been shown in chapter 5 that there are two V-positions in Vata:
the verbal position in the VP, and the verbal position in INFL. The exam-
ples in (36) illustrate several possible binding relations between verbs:
(36) a.   S'     b.  S'
I-i ,-I
Vi S  vi S./ 
NP INFL VP NP INFL VP
/1                   7-V.          V. ...  [e]i
      f                                       f
- -
local V-binding local V-binding
local V-b inding
C.         S'
M-X
Vi             s/1\---
NP INFL VP




06a,b and c) illustrate local 9-binding; (36b) also illustrates local V.
binding. Moreover, in (36c), a 9-V binding relationship can be observed.
Given this terminology, the properties of wh-movement of NP and
predicate clefting discussed so far can be summarized as follows:
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07)      Wh-movement of NP Predicate Cleft
0)  derived by move-a (i)  derived by move-a
(ii) movement from an (ii)  movement from a V-position
.--
A-position to an A- to a V-position
position
I -
(iii) yielding A-binding (iii) yielding V-binding
(iv) satisfies Subjacency (iv) satisfies Subjacency
(v)  S' and NP are Bounding     (v)  S', S and NP are Bounding
nodes nodes
6.2.3. The AIA and VI   system
Before addressing any further questions, it will be useful to discuss the
type of relations we have established so far, and make explicit some
additional assumptions:
(38) (i) Relations within the X-system
a. A-A relations: NP-movement
b. V-V relations: V-movement
(W)  Relations between the X'- and X-system
c. A-A relations: wh-movement, topicalization,
left dislocation...
d. V-V relations: predicate cleft
In NP-movement constructions and in the NP-type of V-movement con-
struction, an argument, or a 8-role assigner, occurs  in a 8-position  or  in  a
position from which no 0-role may be assigned respectively. In order to
respect the 0-criterion, the NP or V must form a chain with a 8-position,
or a 0-assigning position:
(39)     a.  Pibe killed   [ ] i
A- chain
b. NP IINFL Vi 1  I ... [3li ]
V-chain
In constructions illustrating an A-A relation, a non-argument (such as a
wh-phrase) or an argument occurs in an A-position, locally binding an A-
position:
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(40)    a. Whoi did John see [e]i
b.  Johni I  like  [e] i
c. Johni I like himi
Similarly, in the predicate cleft construction, a 0-assigner occurs in a V-
position:
'   (41)  lei [S aba lei]
--
The A/V-position is occupied by an argument (4Ob,c) or a 8-role assigner
- -
(41). The question arises of whether the element in A- or V-position must
also form a chain with the A or V-position by virtue of the 8-criterion.
(Note that (4Oa) is irrelevant for this discussion, since a wh-phrase is a
non-argument and as such does not fall under the 8-criterion). Chomsky
(1981,  p. 331-333), explicitly excludes elements in A-position (peripheral
to S) from being the head of a chain:
Adopting this view, neither (40b) nor (40£) contains a 8-chain, and nor
does (41), if we extend the parallelism to V-V relations. We will assume
that this is correct, an assumption which is not without consequences for
the conclusions in the following sections. As for the familiar requirement
--
that an element in a A-/V-position must bind a category in an A- or a V-
position, we will assume that it derives from the Map principle as formu-
lated in-(15). In sum, then, we assume that the 8-criterion does not hold
of the A/V system, but is restricted to the A- and V-system, i.e. (42):
(42) The 0-criterion holds of the A- and V-projection system.
6.2.4. V-binding and the ECP
Let us now turn to the difference between wh-movement constructions
of NP and V, with respect to (22iii). Why, if a movement rule is involved,
is an empty verbal category excluded from the V.position from which
movement has taken place? In this section, we will motivate an ECP
account  for  this fict. Given the already established-parallelism between
movement to an A-position, and movement to an V-position, it is again
useful to consider wh- constructions first.
In wh-constructions, a wh-phrase locally A-binds an empty category
in a Case marked A-position which is properly governed.
(43)      a.  Aloi  b      yE'    *mO  /    [e] i   yd           16
who you saw (*him) PART WH
'Who did you see'
b. ngl06 mO      h       y '         *mO   /   le]     yd
woman-DEF HER  you saw (*her) PART
'I t  is the woman  you  saw'
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In case of extraction from a non-properly governed position in Vata, how-
ever, an empty category is excluded and a resumptive pronoun must occur.
(c f.  2.3.3.2.):
1 .
(44)    AlOi  Oi /   *[e]  yE   mO  ya      16
who he/R saw  you  PART WH
Who saw you?'
It is important to note that this resumptive pronoun behaves exactly like a
trace of wh-movement with respect to Subjacency, and as a variable with
respect to Weak Crossover (Koopman & Sportiche (1983)). We have
argued in Koopman (1982) that the subject position in (44) must contain
lexical material, because the empty category fails to be properly governed.
In order to satisfy the ECP, then, the features of the trace in subject
position are spelled out as a resumptive pronoun.
--
Unlike locally A-bound A-position, a locally V-bound V-position can
never contain an empty verbal category, as the examples in (45) indicate
once again:
(45)  a. Fi 6 ki * [e] i  sbk    [e] i
eat s/he eat rice
b. 4  6     ki      shka lii/* [e] i
eat s/he  FUT-A rice eat
Why must the locally V-bound V-position contain a lexical verb? Why can
it not contain an empty verbal category, as is the case in a locally V-bound
V.position? And why must the locally V-bound position be empty and is
the occurrence of lexical material excluded?
A quite natural approach to this problem consists of extending to
verbal trace a principle that regulates the appearance of wh-traces. One
such principle is the ECP, which restricts NP trace and wh-trace to proper-
ly governed configurations. Suppose, then, that the possible appearance of
an empty verbal category is also regulated by the ECP, i.e. (46):
(46)    An empty verbal category is subject to the ECP
Local control, imposed by the ECP, implies either lexical government or
government by a non-lexical category containing a coindexed antecedent.
Examples o f the latter mechanism have been discussed in chapter  1. COMP
in English, for example, becomes a proper governor for a trace in subject
position if it exhaustively contains a coindexed antecedent.
Now, neither of the V-positions in (45) is lexically governed. The only
way in which proper government can thus be satisfied is by government of
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the category containing the antecedent of the empty category, i.e. the pre-
posed verb in the V-position, schematically (47):8
(47)  a. * 1 Vi [ Np IINFL 1 Lvp- . tve]i]]
b.*[ Vi [Np IINFL v ]i [··· [e]i]]
But now note that the configurations in (47) are exactly parallel to those
in (44) (whose configuration we repeat here as (48)), and which are ex-
cluded by the ECP:
(48)       *    [wh-phrasei   [    [e] i  · · · · · ·
Thus, Vata does not allow for proper government from clause initial
position anyway, and consequently, nothing special needs to be said
about the fact that there is no proper government in (47): the extension
of the ECP to include verbal trace yields the desired result straightforward-
ly. (We will return to the problem of why there is no proper government
from clause initial position in 6.3.).
in sum, the configurations in (42) are excluded by the ECP, since an
empty category fails  to be properly governed. There fore, the locally  V-
bound position must contain phonetic material. Henceforth we will refer
to the verb in S as a resumptive verb, analogically to wh-constructions
containing resumptive pronouns.
The next question which arises is why this resumptive verb must be
identical to the preposed verb. Why can it not be some kind of dummy
verb? We must point out that this question arises independently of the
issue of what the exact mechanisms involved in movement are. In earlier
work, movement was assumed to consist of two processes, copying of a
category and deletion of this category. Recent arguments in favour of
movement as copying and deletion have been presented in Van Riemsdijk
and Williams (1981). The movement as copying and deletion hypothesis
yields an immediate account for the surface structures of the predicate
cleft construction: since an empty category is excluded  by  the  ECP,  the
deletion part of movement is blocked, and the clause therefore contains
a copy of an identical verb. But this hypothesis causes problems if one
wishes to treat resumptive pronouns obeying Subjacency as the spelling
out of an empty category. Indeed, given copying and deletion, one would
actually expect an identical NP to appear in the locally A-bound position
in such cases. This never seems to happen, though: resumptive pronouns
typically appear in this context. In order to incorporate this phenomenon
in the copying/deletion analysis, one would need to introduce a notion of
partial deletion, or something of that kind, and the question would still
arise of why there are resumptive pronouns but no resumptive nouns, and
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resumptive verbs but no resumptive "pro-verbs". Given these consider-
ations, we will not in this study enter any further into the debate con-
cerning movement as copying and deletion, versus movement as a process
which moves a category and leaves behind an empty category. We will
simply continue to assume the latter hypothesis. We may just mention
that the two hypotheses must eventually account for the same questions.
Let us return to our initial problem: why must the V-position contain
a verb that is identical to the focused verb? Suppose first that the presence
of this verb results from the same mechanism that accounts for the oc-
currence of resumptive pronouns, i.e. (49):
(49)    Spell out features
The verbal trace, containing the specific features of a particular verb (e.g.
0-assignment features comprising selectional features), is spelled out as a
resumptive verb, which is identical to the preposed verb.
Why, then, is this resumptive verb not some kind of a dummy verb?
This may very well be related to the fact that there appears to be no
'appropriate' verbal category available. Indeed, although, in addition to
lexical NPs. a class of pronominals defined in terms of 9-features exists,
no such verbal category (e.g. 'pro-verb') exists in addition to verbs. More-
over, in resumptive pronoun constructions, a particular language always
seems to have recourse to a class o f pronominals that exists independently.
There are no languages, to my knowledge, which use a particular pro-
nominal form, that occurs exclusively in the equivalent of resumptive
pronoun constructions. It seems to be the case that, in the case of conflict
arising from the ECP for example, a language has recourse to an already
existing class of lexical items. It is therefore not implausible to assume
that, given the absence of a class of pro-verbs, the only candidate for a
phonetically realized category in the predicate cleft construction is a full
lexical  verb,  with  the same lexical characteristics  as the focused  verb,  in
other words a copy of the focused verb.
One might also wonder why this resumptive verb is not a verb like
do, especially as in certain languages do seems to act as a kind of 'place-
holder'.7 I do not think, though, that do ever functions as a placeholder
in the same way as a resumptive verb does. In English, for exam-ple, the
dummy verb do must appear in INFL, but never acts as a locally V-bound
resumptive verb. Moreover, examples  of the following type (drawn  from
Dutch):
(50)     a.  [Top [sweel eten ]  [s' [datk doeti]  [hij  [e]k niet meer [e]i] ]]
a lot eat that does   he     no  longer
'Eat a lot, he doesn't any longer'
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b. [TOp [s'eens lekker uitrusten] [s'datk doeti] hij niet [eli]]
once nice rest that does he not
Take a nice rest, he doesn't'
do not seem to illustrate the use of the dummy verb doen, related to a
preposed verb, but seem instead to involve a base generated infinitival com-
plement, which is related, through wh-movement, to the thematic object
dat of the main verb doen.
In sum, then, the locally V-bound V-position in the predicate cleft
construction must contain a resumptive verb for the same reason that a
locally A-bound subject position must contain a resumptive pronoun:
given the absence Of Control-from-COMP, the preposed verb does not
yield a proper government configuration, just as preposed wh-phrases do
not. Since the appearance of a resumptive verb is thus essentially due to
the ECP, a principle which applies at the LF level of representation, the
mechanism which ensures the appearance of the lexical verb, i.e. the spell-
out convention, must take place no later than S-structure. The features of
the verb are spelled out as the verb they define, i.e. as a verb identical to
the preposed verb. The absence of a dummy resumptive verb is probably
related to the absence of a pro-verbal category.
In sum, then, the surface structures of the predicate cleft construction
can be accounted for in quite a simple way, given the hypotheses that the
prdicate cleft construction is derived by syntactic movement (move-V) to
a  V-position:   that this movement rule obeys the Subjacency Condition
with S, S' and NP as Bounding nodes; and that the ECP extends to empty
verbal categories. Because of this latter assumption the locally V-bound
V-position must contain a copy of the preposed verb.9
6.2.5. V-binding and the ECP
Unlike the predicate cleft construction, in which a verbal trace is ex-
cluded by the ECP, constructions in which the NP-type of V-movement
has applied not only can but must contain an empty verbal category.
This verbal trace is locally V-bound to its antecedent in INFL, and forms
a 8-chain with it:
(51)     [s [Np] IINFL vi ]  [vp -  . [e]i / *vi ]]
(51)  raises two questions. First, if verbal traces must be properly governed
(by  virtue  o f (47)),  it  must  be  the  case  that the verbal trace  in  (51) is
properly governed. The first question, then, concerns   the way proper
government is satisfied in (51). A second question arises concerning the
spell-out option. If a verbal trace can be spelled out, why then is this not
possible in configurations like (51)?
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Let us first consider how proper government is satisfied  in (51). Proper
government  in (51) cannot be considered  to be achieved through lexical
government of the verb in INFL. Indeed, if this were the case, the verb in
INFL would also properly govern the subject position, which would be a
wrong result. Proper government, then, must be due to government by a
coindexed category, i.e. through the coindexed verb in INFL. Suppose, to
exploit the parallelism with proper government by a COMP containing a
coindexed wh-phrase, that proper government   in   (51) is achieved   in
exactly the same way, i.e. by means of an INFL indexing rule applying at
S-structure. This rule  may be formulated as follows:
(52) INFL-indexing
4NFL-'  V -1    +    INF4-    vi...1
It should be pointed out however that it is highly improbable that (52)
needs to be formulated as a rule. Instead, its effects should follow from
general percolation conventions, when properly formulated, by virtue of
which the index of a head percolates up to its maximal projection. Given
(52) then, the verbal trace in (53) is governed by INFL, and coindexed
with it.
(53)    NP IINFLi vi ]  [VP  -  [eli ]
It is therefore properly governed.
It is easy to see how this account carries over to other languages with
V-movement to a V-position, such as Dutch. Given our assumptions con-
cerning Dutch phrase structure (cf. 7.3.1.), V-movement yields the follow-
ing  S-structure:
(54) Dutch       S'




INFL   indexing by means of (52) allows  INFL to become a proper governor
o f the verbal trace. 10
Let us next consider why the verbal trace in (50) may not be spelled
out, yielding surface structures o f the following type:
(55)      a. *NP IINFL   Vi ]  [   · · · Vi]
b.  *41  li    shka   li
I ate rice eat
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As we have argued above, the V-position in the VP is properly governed,
and an empty category may therefore appear. An analysis could be based
on this fact. It has been noted that a phonologically realized category is
excluded from appearing in a position in which an empty category can
occur. This has led Chomsky (1981) to propose the Avoid Pronoun
Principle, a principle which states that an overt pronoun should be avoided,
in those contexts in which an empty category may occur. Chomsky's
proposal can be generalized quite easily to extend beyond pronouns to
(56):
(56) Avoid Phonetics
The existence of such a principle would account for the impossibility of a
verbal trace  in  (55). Note, however,  that  (56) is not a very deep principle,
which provides particular new insight into the structure of UG. Of course,
if alternative explanations fail to apply, one can always have recourse to
(56).
Instead of (56), an alternative account could be developed, based on
the intuitive idea that, in (55), the clause contains one 0-assigner too
many. As we have shown above, chain formation is forced by the 8-
criterion:  if a verb  in  a non4 -assigning position fails to assign a 0-role, the
0 -criterion is violated in  the same way as the S-structure in (57):
(57)  * A pi n  dld
I prepare   meat kill
Suppose, then, that chain formation in (55) is blocked by, say, the prin-
ciple in (58), a generalization o f the principle in (59), proposed in Sportiche
(1983) in order to capture the fact that NP-trace appears in non-Case
marked positions:
11
(58)     Only the head of a (8-)chain can be phonologically realized
(59)     Only the head of a chain can be Case marked
Because of (58), no chain can be formed in (57). Consequently, spelling
out the verbal trace would lead to a 0-criterion violation at S-structure,
since the 0-roles of the verb in INFL cannot be assigned.
The principle in (58), together with the ECP accounts exactly for the
configurations in which movement to a V-position may occur. Consider,
for example, how it accounts for the ungrammaticality of (6Oa), with
the corresponding derivation in (6Ob):
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(60)  a. *h 16 yud * [e] /*16        ka    mli
I call children call KA leave





S                   KA
/»\
NP INFL VP
vi /  Ie] 1
)<       1
The  example  in (6Oa) illustrates the clause-boundedness of V-movement.
Moreover, such examples, with the structure in (60) are the only type of
examples that need to be considered, since the derivation in (6Ob) is not
independently ruled  out by Subjacency:  even  if S'  is a Bounding  node  in
Vata, an S' boundary o f an infinitival complement never counts as such.
Suppose first that the infinitival complement in (60) contains a verbal            Itrace. This case is ruled out by the ECP, since the verbal trace fails to be
properly governed. Suppose next, that the verbal trace is spelled out as
a   resumptive verb. Chain formation, then, would be blocked  by  (58),
and consequently, the 8-criterion would be violated since the 0-assigning
category in INFL cannot assign its 8-roles.
In sum, then, a locally V-bound trace is properly governed by an INFL
containing its antecedent. Moreover, a locally V-bound trace cannot be
spelled out, either because of (55), or because of (58). Note however
that, if (58) holds, the ECP and (58) have exactly the same effect. Let us
point out , however, that the accuracy o f (58) depends in large part on how
raising  out of tensed clauses  is  to be treated.  (cf. also footnote  (11)).
Clearly, then, more discussion is necessary in order to settle these pro-
blems. What seems important to me, however, is that principles developed
to account for the properties of A- and A-chains can be directly and
sucessfully extended to V-chains.
6.2.6. Verbal trace and Binding Theory
The ECP and (58) presented in the preceding section, account for the
distribution of verbal traces, resumptive verbs, and the fact that V-move-
ment to a V-position is local. Note that this account also correctly character-
izes the distribution of NP-traces, which occur in Caseless positions - and
are therefore necessarily empty - and which occur in properly governed
positions.
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Such an account dit'ters substantially from the account presented in
LGB, which rests upon the following hypotheses:
(61)    (i)   NP-trace must be properly governed (ECP)
(ii)  NP4race is in a chain (0-criterion)
(iii) NP-trace is an anaphor (Binding Theory)
(61 iii)  is not determined on semantic or formal grounds - NP-trace  is  a
non-argument, and does not refer -, but on functional grounds: NP-trace is
locally A-bound in its Governing Category. Condition (58) and (6 liii)
apparently have the same result. However, since all NP types are subject
to the Binding Theory, something like (61iii) is needed for NP-trace in any
case.
Pursuing the parallelism between movement to an A-position and move-
ment to a V-position, the account for NP-trace can in fact be directly ex-
tended to include locally V-bound trace, by assuming the contextual
definition in (62):
(62)     A non-head member of a A/V chain is an anaphor
The locality of V-movement would then follow from condition A of the
Binding Theory, where, as before,  S  is a Governing Category  in Vata. Let
us, without argument, assume  that  (62) is correct,  and  that it follows
from functional criteria that a locally V-bound trace is an anaphor. Al-
though both (62) and (58) account for the clause boundedness of V-
movement, we will continue to assume that (58) should be maintained,
and accounts for the impossibility of spelling out a verbal trace in simple
clauses. In sum, then, we propose, mainly because of the parallelism12
between NP trace and verbal trace, that verbal trace is also subject to
condition A of the Binding Theory. It should be pointed out however,
that no positive arguments have been presented showing that this must
be the case. The extension of Binding Theory to include verbal trace, then,
is in fact comparable in status to the hypothesis that movement to an A-
or a V-position obeys Subjacency.
The conclusion that verbal trace is an anaphor should be considered
with some caution, though. As was pointed out before, in addition to the
parallelism there is also a fundamental asymmetry between types of NPs
and  types o f verbs: NPs consist  o f a class of lexical NPs, pronominals, and
(lexical) anaphors. No such overt verbal classes exist, though. Therefore
the parallelism between A-bound and V-bound traces does not suffice for
us to conclude that a theory which applies to NP types in general also
applies to a category whose basic properties are quite different.
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6.2.7. The NP1V asymmetry
--
in addition to the clear symmetry between movement to an A-/V position,
the two processes are asymmetric with respect to the rule component
move-a, for example. Whereas  it  is  NP, a maximal projection that moves
to an A-position, it is V, a head and a non-maximal projection that moves
to a V-position.
The same asymmetry with respect to movement to a V-position was
discussed   in   5.1.5.  In  that   case, the asymmetry could be accounted  for
quite easily. NP-movement is forced by the Case filter: NPs, not Ns move,
since NPs must satisfy the Case filter. Given our hypothesis that move-
ment to a V-position is also forced by the Case filter, but that now it is
movement of a Case assigner that is necessary, it follows that a non-
maximal projection V moves, precisely because of its status as a Case
assigner.
Such an explanation does not, however, ca y over to explain the NP/V
asymmetry with respect to movement  to a V-position.   And,  as  yet,  we
have no satisfactory explanation to offer. But possible explanations could
be explored along the following lines. First, since not all languages have
overt wh-movement or V-movement to a V-position, it must be specified in
the grammar of a particular language whether this option is realized or
not. That is, if the transformational component can be reduced to the
single rule move-a, parameters  must be associated  to it, fixing the choice
of a. Suppose now that the category undergoing movement is fixed once
and  for all in a particular language. Then, given the existence of NP-move-
ment, wh-movement must move NPs, and may not move non-maximal pro-
jections, i.e. Ns. Similarly, the existence of the NP-type of V-movement in
a particular language, would make it, in principle, possible for the wh-type
of V-movement to exist. i3
Alternatively, an account could be developed which would result in
excluding configurations in which the VP has moved (recall that in Vata
rules like VP preposing do not exist), leaving the language no choice
other than movement   of   the verb. Movement  of a particular category,
then, would not need to be specified: whether a maximal projection moves
or not follows from independent principles. Of course, such an account
would also demand an explanation for the impossibility of moving Ns. 14
6.3. Discussion
In this chapter, the counterpad of movement of an NP to an A-position,
i.e. movement of a V to a V-position, has been shown to exist. This
process, which we have also re ferred  to as Focus-V-movement, underlies
the predicate cleft construction in Vata. An account has been developed
for the surface structures of this construction, where special attention
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has been paid to the parallelisms and asymmetries which obtain compared
to movement of an NP to an A-position. Moreover, the implications of
these particular proposals for locally V-bound traces have been investigated.
Let us summarize the particular proposals we have made and discuss
some of their consequences.
The dependency between the preposed verb and the locally V-bound
verb was shown to obey Subjacency, with S' (of a tensed clause), S, and
NP as Bounding nodes. Differences with respect to the distribution of
locally X-bound traces reduce to the fact that S' and NP are Bounding
nodes for movement to an A-position. This analysis provides evidence
for the fact that the set of Bounding nodes may differ according to con-
struction type, within   the same language. This account seems to extend
naturally to other languages  with the predicate cleft construction:   in
Haitian, wh-movement and predicate clefting would have the same set of
Bounding nodes associated both to movement to an A-position, and to
movement to a V-position, which explains the similar behavior of wh-
movement constructions and predicate cleft constructions (Piou, 1982).
Differences between the sets of Bounding nodes may possibly account for
the different distribution of wh-construction and the predicate cleft
construction in Papiamentu (Muysken, 1978). However, any conclusions
as to the scope of variation seem to premature, given the fact that the
predicate cleft construction has been subject to so few investigations.
Extension of the ECP to apply to verbal trace accounts directly for the
obligatory occurrence of a resumptive verb in the predicate cleft con-
struction. Failure of a verbal trace to be properly governed excludes the
occurrence of an empty verbal category and forces the appearance of an
overt category. This overt category, a resumptive  verb,  is  a  copy  of the
preposed verb. The predicate cleft construction thus differs from re-
sumptive pronoun constructions. In the latter constructions, a copy of
an element occurring in an A-position is excluded and a resumptive pro-
noun must occur instead. This difference,   we have suggested,   may  be
related to the fundamental difference between NP-types and V-types:
the former includes lexical NPs, pronominals and anaphors as distinct
overt categories, whereas no such overt categories exist for verbs. The fact
that the resumptive verb is a copy of the verb in V-position can probably
be related to the fact that no other verbal category is available.
The existence of resumptive verbs has interesting implications for the
ongoing debate about the nature of resumptive pronouns. This debate
turns around the question of whether resumptive pronouns can ever be
the result of syntactic movement, i.e. whether resumptive pronouns can
behave syntactically in the same way as wh-traces. Chomsky (1982)
claims that the relation between an operator and a resumptive pronoun
is always established at LF, and - implicitly - rules out the possibility
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that resumptive pronouns that behave in the same way as wh-traces,
exist. Whether this is true or not is of course an empirical question.
It has been shown (cf. Zaenen, Engdahl, and Maling (1981), Koopman
(1980,   1982c))   that,   as  well as resumptive pronouns  that  do  not  obey
Subjacency, there are cases of resumptive pronouns that behave syn-
tactically in exactly the same way as wh-traces. In particular, these re-
sumptive pronouns generally occur in non-properly governed positions
(i.e. subject of a tensed clause (resumptive pronouns in subject position
in    Vata    in    all wh- constructions (Koopman,    1980)),   or as genitive   or
object of a preposition in Haitian relatives (Koopman (19820), and must
be subjacent to their local binder. Moreover, the resumptive pronoun in
Vata behaves in all respects like a wh-trace, triggering Weak Crossover
effects (Koopman and Sportiche (1983), and licensing parasitic gaps
(Sportiche (1983)).
Given the existing of resumptive verbs then, the occurrence of resump-
tive   pronouns   is   not only attested,  but also expected theoretically:   in-
deed, it would be surprising if resumptive pronouns could not be syn-
tactically bound, because syntactic movement must necessarily leave an
empty category, although the same would not hold for resumptive verbs.
That the focused verb in preposed position does not properly govern
its trace in Vata correlates, we have argued, with the lack of proper govern-
ment from clause initial position. This correlation is repeated again in
(63):
(63)      *   Vi   [   NP   IINFL   [e]i]     [ · · ·   [e]i]
*   WH  1   [e] i · · ·
Two questions arise with respect to (63). First, why is there no proper
government from initial position in Vata, and are there other properties
associated with lack of proper government, and second, does the cor-
relation in (63) extend to other languages?
In Koopman (1982), we proposed relating the absence of proper
government from clause initial position, to the absence of a COMP in-
dexing rule in Vata. Given the absence of this rule, a preposed wh-phrase
can never  lead to a configuration in which the subject trace is properly
governed, i.e. governed by a head and coindexed with it. The presence or
absence of a COMP indexing rule in a particular language, we further
argued, represents a parameter  of UG.  We have called this parameter
the Control from COMP parameter. I now believe, however, that it is
possible to derive the existence of this parameter from the reasonable
assumptions that (i) proper governors are a subset of governors, (ii) only
heads are governors, and (iii), percolation of indices to heads is a property
of heads. The absence of Control from COMP would simply follow from
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the fact that wh-phrases do not occur in a head position: COMP is final
(3.4.1.) but wh-phrases occur initially. Thus, there is no way for COMP
to  acquire the index   of a wh-phrase. In English,  on the other  hand,  the
existence of Control from COMP would follow from the fact that wh-
phrases occur in a head position, i.e. COMP. Note that if this is true, wh-
phrases in English must crucially occur in COMP.
Independent support for these hypotheses can be drawn from the
form o f free relatives in Vata and English.
Since wh-phrases in Vata are in a non-head position, they cannot enter
into government relations.  They are therefore not accessible for govern-
ment from the outside. But, if wh-phrases in English are in a head position,
they  may, in principle, enter into government relations. In particular, they
are available for government by an outside governor. Let us now proceed
to show how this distinction may yield an elegant account for the form of
'free' relatives in the two types of languages.
Two types of 'free' relatives, (also called headless relatives) are generally
distinguished in the literature on the subject (see, among others Bresnan
and Grimshaw (1978), Hirschbuhler (1978), Groos and Van Riemsdijk
(1981)). The so-called matching type of free relatives occurs in English,
French, Dutch etc, whereas the so-called non-matching type can be found
in classical Greek for example. The example in (64) illustrates the form of
the two types of relatives:
English Cl Greek
(64)   a. Ilike [NP [whati Iyouprepared [e]i]]]          ok        ok
b.  I  like  [NP [to whomi  [You are talking  [e] i] ] ]          *                    ok
Arguments showing that the wh-phrase does not occur in the head position,
but must occur in COMP instead, as indicated in (64), are presented in
Groos and Van Riemsdijk (1981) and Koopman (19828). The matching
effect is illustrated in (64): the categorial features of the wh-pronoun
must correspond to the categorial status of the entire free relative. In
order to express the matching effect, Groos and Van Riemsdijk argue that
COMP must be accessible for rules of subcategorization and Case checking
in structures like (64). Since rules of subcategorization or Case checking
require government,   COMP  in   (64a) must, therefore, be accessible  for
government  from the outside.  Note  that,  if,  as we have assumed all along,
only heads are available for government from the outside (Belletti and
Rizzi (1981)), COMP in Englishmust be a head.
Given these assumptions, then, the English type of free relative can
exist precisely because wh-phrases occur in COMP, which, by virtue of
its  status  as  a head, is accessible for outside government. But now consider
Vata.   Wh-phrases  do not occur  in  a head position,  and can therefore  not
enter into government relations. Therefore, the non-existence of free
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relatives of the type in (64a) is predicted. This predication is borne out
since, indeed, sentences, which semantically speaking correspond to free
relatives are headed, and 'real' headless relatives are unattested:
(65)      a.  41  wa     [zEi     lmEmE 'i   [ h      pi-   60   [ei]  ] ] ]
1 like 'thing' ITIT you prepare-REL
'I like what you have prepared'
b.*41   wa      [yli         [  b       pT-  6 Oi   Ie]  ]]
I like what you prepare-REL
c. A  wa  Inyo i  [momdi [ n  wa- 66  leil ]11 0
you like person HIMHIM you like-REL           Q
'Do you like who I like?'
d.*ft       wa     ald    A    wa       -     6 6       0
you like  who  I   like-REL  Q
The assumptions concerning the fact that wh-phrases occur in head or
non-head position nicely correlates with the form of free relatives:   this
allows to explain a gap which would otherwise be merely accidental.
Let us now return to the problem of how accurate the correlation in
(63) is. Is Control from COMP always absent in a language in which the
predicate cleft construction exists? Or, if Control from COMP exists, can
the locally V.bound position contain an empty category?
Let us first discuss how the correlation can be maintained in a language
like Haitian, with the minor adjustment that focused verbs occur in TOP,
rather than in COMP.
In Haitian wh-constructions, a preposed wh-phrase or clefted NP
cannot govern a trace in subject position, nor can an intermediate trace
in   COMP   do so. In these cases, the special complementizer ki must/5
appear (cf. Koopman, 198Oa, 1982d) for discussion:
(66) Haitian
a. ki mun *(ki) [e] te wt Mari a
wh-person  Kl     PT see Mary DET
'Who saw Mary'
b.  sd   ti-P61      *(ki)      [e]   te      wa      Mari
it-is Paul  KI    PT see Mary
'It is Paul who saw Mary'
c. ki mLn u kwa *(ki) le] te wa Mari
wh-person you believe KI PT see Mary
'It is Paul I believe saw Mary'
Thus, although neither preposed wh-phrases nor focused NPs yield a
configuration of proper government, proper government   from   COMP
does exist, witness ki.
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As we pointed out before, the predicate cleft construction is part of
Haitian grammar (see Piou (1982) for a careful description):
(67) se aite Mari  vle   pu   mhma - 1 aste ne
it-is  buy Mary want for mother her buy flower
'Mary wants for her mother to BUY flowers'
(Piou, 1982 (11))
As Piou shows, the focused verb and its copy obey Subjacency. it is
argued in Koopman (1982d) and Piou (1982) that wh-phrases, clefted
NPs and focused verbs all occupy the syntactic position TOP. They can
thus be assumed to be derived in the same way as English cleft sentences
(Chomsky, 1977), i.e. by movement of an empty operator 0 (uf. Chomsky,
1982):
(68) a.  S"     b.  S"--- ,-i
se NP             S'                 se V.        S'1         /\
wh-phrasei A /\
COMP S COMP  S
1 '- 1 .-
Oi NP INFL VP Oi  NP INFL VP
V          le] i                                              NP      Vi
But  if  this  is  true the correlation  in  (63)  can be maintained: an empty
operator in COMP (68a) does not constitute proper government for the
subject trace (hence the appearance  of kO, just as an empty verbal operator
does not constitute proper government of a verbal trace (68b).
In other words, then, there may be Control from COMP in a given
language, but the crucial fact is that the category 'comparable' to a fo-
cused verb does not trigger Control from COMP. Since the element most
comparable to a focused verb (a 8-assigner), is an argument, one would
not expect to find a language in which focusing of the subject would
yield proper government, but focusing of a verb would not.
16
An important conclusion we have reached in this chapter is that the
ECP  applies to verbal trace. This implies that, in the case of movement to
a V.position, a verbal trace is properly governed. The mechanism that
accounts for the proper government of a subject trace, i.e., percolation of
an  index  to a governing  head, can be directly extended to these cases. The
index of the preposed verb in INFL percolates up to INFL, which allows
INFL to properly govern the verbal trace. This hypothesis has implications
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for the discussion on whether the notion government is also parametrized
for directionality, like 0-role assignment and Case assignment.17 If, indeed
INFL properly governs the verbal trace, government in Vata is both left-
directional and right-directional. Therefore it cannot be parametrized for
directionality. 18
We have also discussed whether or not a locally V-bound trace should
be considered to be an anaphor with respect to the Binding theory. Mainly
for reasons of parallelism, we have assumed this to be the case. Finally,
some possible directions which could lead to an explanation of the V/NP
asymmetry with respect to the rule component move-a have been dis-
cussed.   In   sum,   then,   we have shown  in this study  that  the  two  main
movement processes, viz. movement   to an A-position and movement  to
an A-position, also exist for the category V. Principles and subtheories
dealing with A-A relations and A-A relations extend to V-V relations
and V-V relations. Thus, no specific principles or subtheories need be
constructed in order to account for the properties of V-movement rules
and for the distribution of verbal traces and resumptive verbs.
We should finally mention that the discussion in this chapter  has been
somewhat exploratory. Clearly, a lot of questions remain to be addressed,
such   as for example, the question   what   the LF representations  of  the
predicate cleft construction looks like, and what syntactic behaviour
would bear on this question. Other questions, pertaining for example to
further properties of the preposed verb and verbal trace will be discussed
in chapter 7.
NOTES
1. Similar constructions possibly occur in Italian (Cinque, personal communication
and Belletti p.c.), and maybe also in Hungarian (Szabolcsi (p.c.)).
2.  In some languages such as Yoruba the focused verb appears with nominal mor-
phology. This does not appear to alter anything about the syntactic behavior of the
predicate cleft construction, however. We will assume that, in these cases, the particu-
tar morphology is imposed by the initial position the verb appears in.
3. Piou (1982a) discusses the characteristics of a similar construction in Haitian:
(i) lime 1 lime lip 15 papiyo 43 vote
turn-on s/he turn-on light-DET butterfly DET fly-away
'When she turned the light on, the butterfly flew away'
(Piou, 19822. lb)
4.  According to Piou (1982), the verb bay in Haitian may not undergo predicate
clefting. This seems to be generally true of verbs which take a double object con-
struction. The example in (llb) shows that no such restriction holds in Vata. Al-
though we liave no account for the restriction in Haitian, nor for the difference
between Vata and Haitian, an analysis might explore the fact that this is only true
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for double object constructions, and that these behave differently in Haitian and
Vata (fixed versus free order).
5.      Recall that, despite   the   fact  t hat these wh-islands are relative clauses in surface
structure, their syntactic behavior is really that of indirect questions. Corresponding-
ly, we treat these clauses as being S's syntactically speaking.
6. Comparable situations obtain in other languages, though. In Italian for example,
wh-islands can be freely violated by 'relative' pronouns, but less freely by inter-
rogative pronouns (cf. Rizzi, 1982):
(i)         a.?? A chi non sai che detto
To whom don't you know what 1 said?'
b.    Tuo fratello, a chi mi domando che storie abbiano
racontato, era molto preoccupato
'Your brother, to whom I wonder which stories they told, was very
troubled'
(Rizzi, p. 51 (70 and p. 50 (6b))
Rizzi suggests relating the difference in status between (ia) and (ib) to an independent
property of the interrogative construction in Italian. In Dutch, topicalization is
clause bound (Van Riemsdijk, 1978a), but interrogative pronouns may move success-
ive-cyclically in the presence of a bridge verb. Thus, the same verb may or may not
function as a bridge verb, depending on the type of construction.
7. Chomsky (1982), however, assumes that arguments in A-positions can head a
8-chain. This, he proposes, is the case for the relation between a clitic and its trace
for example. For arguments against such an assumption, see Sportiche (1983).
8. Note that (47a) violates the ECP given the hypothesis of Belletti and Rizzi
(1981) that only heads are available for outside government. In (47a), the pre-
posed verb only governs INFL, and not the trace in the VP. Thus, only (47b) needs
to be excluded.
9.  Contrary to Jaeggli (1980), who has proposed that the ECP should be restricted
to apply only to empty NP categories. For arguments in favour of the extension of
the ECP to all categories, including adjuncts, see Huang (1982).
10.     It is interesting to point out in this respect that INFL in Dutch willbe doubly filled
quite generally (with the exception of yes-no questions and imperatives). This does
not prevent INFL from acquiring the index of a preposed verb. Similarly, as we will
see in 7.3.2.2., INFL may also acquire the index of the preposed wh-phrase, in order
to properly govern the subject position. Thus, percolation up to INFL is symmetric.
11.  Or rather, what is usually considered NP-trace occurs in a Caseless position. If
the examples (99) of chapter 3 contain A-chains, then (58) cannot of course be main-
tained. For discussion of these matters see also Sportiche (1983).
12.   Or, alternatively, it could be proposed that, given the absence of a verbal cate-
gory corresponding to anaphors, the only way in which a verb can become an ana-
phor.  is by virtue of being an empty category. Note, however, that it would then also
follow that a locally V-bound category is not anaphoric. This, then, could provide an
argument against treatment of a wh4race as anaphoric.
13.  But what would then be impossible in a particular language is the existence of
the NP or wh-type of V-movement. and a rule like VP preposing. This is true for
example in Vata, Dutch and Hungarian (recollect that we have suggested that the
NP-type of V-movement is also observed in Hungarian (cf. chapter 3, footnote 23)).
It does not extend however to a language like English, if Subject AUX Inversion
represents a case of the NP-type of V-movement.
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14.  Cases of N movement may exist, however. Sproat (1983) proposes for example
that  N movement  has occurred  in  NPs o f the type N NP(subject) NP (object) m VSO
languages.
15. Haitian belongs to that class of languages in which proper government can only
be  fulfilled  if a lexical category appears in COMP.
16.   That is, one would not expect to find a language with the following properties:
(i)           a.   (it is)  NPi IS' 'COMP oils le]i  vp]]
lt is John came
b.  (it is) Vi [COMPoi IS -'*[eli/vlill
It is come John came
Such languages may exist. Papiamentu for example exhibits surface structures like
(i). (cf. Muysken, 1978). Of course, a detailed analysis of such cases will be im-
portant to show whether or not they constitute problems for our analysis.
17.    Proposals as to directionality of government have been made by Stowell (1983)
and Sproat (1983). Stowell proposes that government in English is directional,
Sproat,  that in English at least verbs  and Ps govern directionally, whereas ail heads
would govern to the right in VSO languages.
18.  We should point out however that this argument is not very strong, since we
have also proposed that UG contains a general condition on e-chain formation,
which prohibits a locally V-bound trace from being lexically realized. As far as V-




The account of V-movement in Vata and Gbadi presented in Chapter 5
makes crucial use of Case theory; V-movement was argued to occur in
order to make Case assignment to the subject possible. This account raises
further questions, concerning the way in which nominative Case is assigned
more generally, and the way its extends to other languages with similar V-
movement rules. These questions will be addressed in this chapter.
7.1.1. discusses nominative Case assignment more generally. Special
attention will be paid to the alleged role of AGR in the assignment of
nominative Case; examination  o f several languages will be shown  to  give
support to the view that nominative Case is not assigned by AGR, but
instead, generally speaking, by a verbai INFL.
In  7.2., we will extend the analysis o f Vata and Gbadi to other languages
with V-movement rules, in particular to so-called verb second (V-second)
languages. First we establish that the rule of V-second has the same formal
properzies  as  the  NP-type of V-movement, i.e. it represents ritovement  to a
V-position. Arguments will be presented in favour of analyzing V-second
as movement into COMP (cf. Den Besten (1978). Furthermore, it will be
shown, on the basis of Dutch data, that V-second must be a syntactic
movement rule, since it interacts with the possibility for extraction of the
subject NP. Given these resujts, then, the apparent difference between V-
movement in Vata and Dutch can be located, descriptively speaking, in
the landing site position of the verb:  INFL in Vata, and COMP (or the S'
tevel in Dutch).
In  7.3.,  we will address the question  of what ihis difference represents
in theoretical terms. In fact, we shall argue that the difference is minimal,
and reduces to a different positioning of INFL, which, we will show, may
in turn be reiated to the respective values that are assigned to the para-
meter setting the directionality for Case assignment in each language.
Finally, some of the implications for the analysis of VSO and SVO languages
will be examined  in  7.3., and the differences between V-second, VSO and
SVO languages will be discussed.
Ii, 7.4., properties of the preposed verb and verbal trace in Vata and
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Dutch will be discussed and contrasted with the properties which have
been isolated for Spanish in Torrego (1981).
Section 7.5., finally, contains a summary:  some of the implications of
the analysis proposed in this chapter are discussed more generally.
7.1. Nominative Case assignment
We have argued in Chapter 5 that nominative Case is assigned in the
following configuration:
(1)        NP is tiominative if governed by and adjacent to IINFL V]
V-movement is forced by (1) if INFL does not already contain a verbal
element. Moreover, because of (1), we argued that INFL must always
contain a verbal element.
But the configuration for nominative Case assignment, presented in
(1), differs from current assumptions concerning the element responsible
for nominative Case assignment. It is assumed in Chomsky (1981), for
example, and in many more recent works, that AGR is the element that
assigns nominative Case. Recall  that  AGR in Chomsky (1981) plays  two
distinct roles:  that of assigning nominative Case, under government,  and
that of determining the Governing Category for certain overt anaphors,
through the notion accessible SUBJECT. As argued in 3.3.1., INFL in
Vata does not contain an (abstract) node AGR. This assumption was
corroborated by the functioning of the Binding theory in Vata. Given its
absence then, nominative Case in Vata cannot be assigned by AGR, and
it has to be assumed that it is assigned by other means, i.e. by a verbal
INFL.
The configuration in (1) raises many questions, though. Is it language-
specific? And, if so, what variations can be observed in the configuratiotis
in which nominative Case is assigned? What constitutes the core case for
nominative Case assignment?
Since, for familiar reasons, one wants to limit language specific definitions
as much as possible, we will try to show that (1) holds far more generally,
and may even represent the core case of nominative Case assignment.
A first step in achievlng this consists of examining those cases which
have led Chomsky (1981) to propose that AGR is the relevant element for
nominative Case assignment.  This will permit  us  to  show that, while  it  is
far from obvious that they constitute evidence for the AGR-assigns-
nominative-Case-hypothesis, they fall in nicely with (1).
Before turning to this discussion, let us first clarify what we mean by
the term "nominative Case".
The notion Case is an abstract formal notion, and the relation between
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this notion and the actual morphological realization can be conceived of
in basically two ways. Either abstract Case determines a configuration in
which lexical NPs may appear, and there is no (or no necessary) one-to-
one relation between abstract Case and morphological Case. Or, alternative-
ly, there does indeed exist an identity relation between the nature of
abstract Case and its morphological realization. The following discussion
on nominative Case rests on the latter premise: the appearance of (mor-
phological)nominative Case will be considered to indicate that (abstract)
nominative Case is assigned, and vice versa, the appearance of non-
nominative NP implies that no nominative Case has been assigned.
Several assumptions can be found in the literature concerning the
nature of nominative Case assignment. Up to Chomsky (1980) On Binding,
it has been assumed that the feature [+Tense] constitutes the element
assigning nominative Case, under government:
(2)         NP is nominative if governed by [+Tense]
1n LGB however, this assumption is abandoned, and replaced by the
hypothesis that nominative Case is assigned by AGR:
(3)      NP is nominative if governed by AGR. (IGB, p. 170)
To these hypotheses,  we  may  add (1), arrived  at  for Vata: nominative
Case is assigned by a verbal INFL.
The choice between (1), (2) and (3) is not obvious. This is particularly
so because in most languages AGR correlated in a one to one fashion with
Tense, and both AGR and Tense show up on verbal morphology in surface
structures.
The justification for (3) is derived from languages in which AGR and
Tense   may be dissociated.  It is claimed   that,  in such languages, lexical
NPs in subject position are assigned nominative Case in complements
containing AGR but not Tense. Closer examination of these languages,
however, to which we will now turn, reveals problems with (3) however,
and b rings support  to (1), instead.
In the following discussion, we will consider Portuguese and Turkish,
two languages that possess certain clause types with AGR but without
Tense and Italian, a language which, under certain conditions, allows
nominative NPs in infinitival clauses which contain neither AGR nor
Tense.
In Portuguese, infinitival complements exist in which the verb is in-
flected for person marking (AGR). This is illustrated in the examples in
(4), drawn from Rouveret (1980):
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(4)       a. Emprestou-me dinheiro para [eu comprar um casaco]
Lent -3 me money   for    I  buy-AGR  a   coat
'He lent me money to buy a coat'
b.  E dificil [ as raparigas lerem este livro]
Is  difficult the girls read-AGR  this  book
'It is difficult for the girls to read this book'
(Rouveret, 1980, (la)and (ld))
These inflected infinitives contain a lexical subject NP, marked for no-
minative Case. Non-inflected infinitives do not allow lexical NPs in subject
position.
Obviously, then, nominative Case in the examples in (4) is a con-
comitment of the presence of AGR in INFL. And, given the absence of
[+Tense] these examples also show that the hypothesis (2) cannot be
adopted.
It   does   not seem clear   to me, however,  that   the only possible  con-
clusion which can be drawn from these data is that AGR assigns nominative
Case. Given the analysis of Vata and Gbadi presented above, an alternative
analysis in terms of V-movement can be easily constructed.
It seems to be a language specific property of Portuguese that it allows
for the possibility of AGR in non-tensed clauses, i.e. Portuguese allows D-
structures like (5):
(5) Portuguese.    S'
COMP             S
NP  INFL AGR] VP
V ....
Presumably AGR, like Tense, is a governor: the subject position in (5) is
therefure governed,  and   PRO is consequently barred   from this position.
But note now that this configuration exactly parallels the one in Vata and
Gbadi, repeated in (6), with the languages differing in that INFL contains
a different governor,  and that, whereas the verb assigns its 0-roles  to  the
right in Portuguese, it does so to the left in Vata.
(6) Vata/Gbadi    S----
NP tINFL Tense] VPA
V
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Given this configuration, then, it seems entirely natural to extend the
analysis in terms of V-movement to Portuguese, and to propose according-
ly that in (4) the verb has moved into INFL in order to make nominative
Case assignment possible. In other words, the following S-structure re-
presentation (7) would correspond to the D-structure (5).
(7) Portuguese    S
NP  INFL Vi AGR] VPA
Lve]i ····
Of course, given the head initial character of Portuguese,surface structures
are much more opaque in Portuguese than in Vata. The effect of V-
movement cannot be directly read off surface structures. We are con-
fident   that,   if  (7)  is the correct S-structure representation, further  em-
pirical evidence will be found to support  it.
Not only does this analysis in terms of V-movement constitute a
reasonable alternative to the AGR-assigns-nominative-Case analysis, but
also there seems no way of preventing V-movement from applying, given
the analysis of Vata and Gbadi. Thus, AGR would not assign Case by it-
self, just as tense cannot assign  Case by itself. Instead, the presence  of
AGR in INFL forces V-movement and yields the configuration for no-
minative Case assignment in (1). Under this analysis, Portuguese no longer
contains evidence for (3), but rather supports (1).
The analysis of Portuguese in terms of V-movement becomes all the
more attractive, since, as far as we know, Portuguese represents the only
case of a language in which AGR may be dissociated from Tense, and in
which nominative Case is assigned. Although this same property is often
attributed to Turkish, it is worthwhile to point out that the Turkish data
do not bear on the problem of nominative Case assignment.
As discussed in George and Kornfilt (1981), Turkish gerunds may
contain AGR without containing Tense. However, contrary  to  what  one
would expect if it was AGR that assigned nominative Case, these gerunds
do not contain a nominative NP. Instead the subject NP is genitive. This is
illustrated in the following example, drawn from George and Kornfilt
(1981):
(8) herkes frazar- lar-in viski-yi ic-tik-lerin] i
everybody author-PL-GEN whisky-ACC drink-GER-AGR ACC
bil-iyor
know-PRES
'Everybody knows that the authors drank the whisky'
(George and Kornfilt (1981), (8a))
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Thus, in Turkish, AGR has no relation to nominative Case assignment.
Italian constitutes a final example of a language that is problematical
for the hypothesis that AGR assigns nominative Case. Rizzi (1982) dis-
cusses a (stylistically marked) construction in Italian, which allows lexical
subjects in infinitival complements. These lexical NPs, which carry no-
minative Case, occur in infinitival complements containing neither AGR
nor Tense. They occur instead if an auxiliary verb has moved into clause
initial position (the AUX-to-COMP rule of Rizzi (1982)). This is illustrated
in the following example:
(9)        Ritengo [S' esser  [S 'oro in grado di pagare il riscatto] ]
believe-I       be       they   able  to pay the ransom
'I believe them to be able to pay the ransom'
(Rizzi, (35b))
In (9), the auxiliary esser has been preposed into COMP, and the subject of
the infinitival clause contains a lexical NP, marked with nominative Case.
Moreover, since the infinitival complement   in (9) contains neither  AGR
nor Tense, nominative Case is rather determined by the occurrence of an
auxiliary in COMP. But note now, that, if the AUX-to-COMP rule consists
of preposing the INFL node into COMP, yielding a structure like (10): 1
(10)     IS' FINFL esser] [NP IINFL e] VP] 1
then the configuration for nominative Case assignment in (1) is fulfilled.
In conclusion, then, the Turkish and Italian data illustrate the problems
with the assumption that AGR assigns nominative Case. First, in Turkish
gerunds which only contain AGR, genitive Case is assigned, and secondly,
in certain infinitival clauses in Italian, nominative Case may be assigned in
the absence of AGR and Tense. Furthermore, the analysis proposed for
Vata and Gbadi seems to carry over straightforwardly to Portuguese,
where the language specific property of Portuguese consists of allowing
for an INFL with AGR in certain infinitival (i.e. non-tensed) comple-
ments. This forces V-movement into INFL, a process which, in a way,
mirrors affix-hopping. Then both Italian and Portuguese are consistent
with (1) and may even contain evidence for nominative Case assignment
under (1). Accordingly, it seems reasonable to assume that (1) is not
specific to Vata and Gbadi but holds more generally. We return to this
question in 7.4.
Finally, let us point out that, although AGR does not assign nominative
Case, it determines an opaque domain for the Binding conditions. In all
the cases discussed above, the clausal complements containing a lexical
subject NP constitute an opaque domain for the Binding conditions. In
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Portuguese and Turkish, this domain is determined by AGR (i.e. through
the notion accessible SUBJECT); in Italian, the opaque domain is rather
the S' containing the governor of [NP,S], and  [NP,S]. (For discussion of
this matter, see Rizzi (1982)).
7.2.  Verb  second
7.2.0. Introduction
The appearance of the finite verb in second position in root sentences is
one of the characteristic properties of many of the Germanic languages.
It is generally assumed that the finite verb is moved into this position by a
verb movement rule, which, because of the surface position of the verb, is
often referred to as the rule of F-second. 2
In this section, we will establish that the rule of verb second displays
the same properties as the NP-type of V-movement in Vata and Gbadi,
thus paving the way for a discussion of the differences between the two
types of languages (cf. 7.3.). Moreover, arguments will be presented,
based on English and Dutch data, which bring support to our hypothesis
that this type of V-movement must be a syntactic movement rule, ap-
plying between D- and S-structure.
7.2.1. V-second as V-movement into COMP
V-second is generally observed in the Germanic languages; we will illustrate
its functioning, and motivate our analysis of it in Dutch. We will presume
however that this analysis extends to other V-second languages as well.
A striking fact about Dutch word order, is the alternation between
the word order in main clauses and subordinate clauses.
(11) a. Marie heeft gisteren    een boek aan Jan   gegeven
Mary has yesterday a      book to John given
'Mary has given a book to John yesterday'
b.     dat    Marie gisteren      een boek aan Jan gegeven heeft
that Mary yesterday  a    book to John given    has
'that Mary has given a book to John yesterday'
The difference between the order in main and embedded clauses lies in
the position the finite verb occurs in.
There exists strong and uncontroversial evidence that the word order
in the subordinate clause represents the underlying word order (cf. Koster
(1975), and the references cited therein ; see also 4.3. of this study for an
argument that the VP is verb final). The order in main clauses, then, is
derived by means of a V-movement rule which preposes the finite verb
into first or second position. This V-movement rule only applies in so-
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called 'root-environments' (Emonds (1976)), and is commonly called the
rule of V-second.
Den Besten (1977) and Evers (1981) argue quite convincingly that V-
second represents movement of the finite verb into COMP. Since this
analysis does not yet seem to be generally accepted (see for instance
Safir (1981)), or is simply not known, we will present the arguments
underlying this proposal.
The  motivation  for the analysis as movement  of the verb into COMP is
based on the following two observations: first, the finite verb and the
lexical complementizer are in complementary distribution, and second,
'weak' nominative pronouns cliticize either onto the finite verb, or onto
the lexical complementizer. Let us discuss these arguments in turn.
The finite verb and a lexical complementizer alternate in main clauses
and their embedded variants:
(12)    a. Is hij ziek?
is he sick?
b. Ik vraag meaf(*is)Of(*is) hijziek is
I ask me whether he sick is
'I wonder whether he is sick'
(13)  a. Wie heeft dat gedaan?
Who has  that  done
'Who has done that?'
b.  Ik weet niet (*heeft) wie (*heeft) of dat gedaan heeft
I   know not who whether that done has
'I don't know who has done that'
Alternation of the finite verb and a lexical complementizer is not just
restricted to these contexts. As Den Besten points out, the alternation is
also observed in certain non-root constructions, like as-if clauses (14a,b),
or in root environments like exclamatives (14c,d):
(14)    a.  als zou     hij dat niet begrepen hebben
as would he that not understood have
'as if he had not understood it'
b. als ofhij dat  niet begrepen ZOU hebben
as if he that not understood would have
c.   Aardige mensen z ijn dat !
Nice people are that
'Nice people they are'
d.  Aardige mensen dat dat z ijnl
'Nice people they are'
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A brief remark about the complementary distribution of the lexical
complementizer   and the finite  verb  is in order.  In the examples above,
the lexical complementizer is always phonetically realized. This is not
always  the case, though. In examples  like  (13b), and relative clauses,  the
lexical complementizer   - in standard Dutch   -  need   not be present.  V-
movement, however is still excluded:
(15)     a.  Ik weet   niet wie  (*heeft) dat gedaan heeft
I know not who that done has
'I don't know who did that'
b. de    jongen die (*heeft) dat gedaan heeft
the boy who that done has
'The boy, who did that,...'
And, in contrast with relative clauses, V-movement must apply  if an  ele-
ment has been topicalized:
c.   die      jongen die heeft dat gedaan
that boy who has   that  done
'It is that boy who did that'
We will assume that (152) and (15b) are treated as containing a lexical
complementizer underlyingly, which will be subsequently deleted, but that
(15c) does not contain a complementizer.
The reader will immediately note the parallelism between the Dutch
data and the data from Vata discussed earlier. In Dutch the finite verb
may not be preposed if COMP contains a lexical complementizer,3 in
Vata and Gbadi  the verb  may not be preposed if INFLcontains an auxiliary.
Den Besten also shows that certain elements behave in the same way
with respect to the finite verb  and the lexical complementizer, as if these
were, in fact, the realization of one and the same abstract element. This
is the case, for example, with 'weak' nominative pronouns in Dutch,
which have to be adjacent to either the finite verb (in root sentences) or
the lexical complementizer:
(16)    a. Heeft gisteren Piet/*ie die   film nog kunnen     zien?
Has yesterday Peter that movie still be-able see
'Has Peter still been able to see that movie?'
b.  dat gisteren Piet/*ie die      film nog heeft kunnen    zien
that yesterday Peter that movie still has be-able  see
that Peter has still been able to see that movie yesterday'
c. Heeft ie gisteren   die  film nog kunnen  zien?
Has he yesterday that movie still be-able  see
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d.  dat ie gisteren die  film nog heeft kunnen  zien
that he yesterday that movie still has be-able  see
Thus, weak nominative pronouns cliticize onto the preposed verb or
the lexical complementizer.  I f the finite  verb has moved  into  COMP  as in
(16a),and (16c),this can simply be stated as the fact that these nominative
clitic pronouns cliticize onto  COMP.  We will return in 7.3.2. to the analysis
o f this descriptive statement in terms of Case theory.
Given these facts, we will assume that V-second is movement of the
finite verb into COMP, more precisely, into the position Den Besten
defines as [+Tense].
I f the rule o f V-second preposes the finite verb into COMP if this COMP
does not already contain an overt complementizer, it implies that subjects
in Dutch main clauses of the following type do not occur in the structural
subject position:
(17) Marie heeft deze  mensen in Parijs ontmoet
Mary has these people in Paris met
'Mary has met these people in Paris'
Instead, the subject  in (17) must be assumed to be topicalized, representing
a S-structure representation of the following type:
(18)     [S" Mariei [S' [COMP Proi heeftk]]  IS [Np e]i ··· ontmoet [e]k]]
Such an analysis is indeed entirely justified, since a wh-movement analysis
for examples like (17) can be easily motivated, as we will now show.
Parallel to sentences like (17), there are surface structures with a so-
called D-word (i.e. demonstrative pronoun) in COMP:
(19)      IS" Jan  [S' [COMP diei heeftk] 1  [S  [NP e]i hem
ontmoet [V e]k]]]
Such topicalization structures are only possible in main clauses. Following
Koster (1978), (19783), we will assume that (19) is derived by wh-move.
ment, and that (17) derives from (19) by non-lexicalization (or, to use an
older term, deletion) of the D-word in COMP. Now, in general, a D-word
in  COMP  may  or  may  not be lexicalized, as the following examples show:
(20)    a.  Marie (die) ken ik niet
Mary that-one  know I  not
'Mary I don't know'
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b.  (Dat) geloo f  ik niet
That believe I not
'I don't believe that'
It is important to note that only D-words in COMP may be deleted, even
if TOP contains no overt category as in (20b). Thus, omission of the D-
word  in (21) leads to an illformed sentence:
(21)    Ik geloof  *(dat) niet
I believe that not
'I don't believe that'
Given the optional phonetic realization of the D-word in COMP, then, the
assignment of the same structure to (17) and (19) is fully justified, and the
simple analysis o f V-second as movement o f the finite verb into the COMP
position can be adopted.
The question then arises why subjects in Dutch - and in other V-second
languages - must be topicalized in root sentences, and may only remain in
subject position if another element has been preposed.
We will assume that this is a consequence of an independent constraint
which requires the Topic position to be filled.4
In sum, then, V-second represents V-movement of the finite verb into
COMP if COMP does not contain an overt complementizer. Moreover, the
root character of this rule can be related to the fact that the verb can only
move into  COMP in the absence of an overt complementizer.
The characteristic properties of V-second in Dutch can be summarized
as in (22):
(22)       (i)    V-movement  is a characteristic of tensed clauses
(ii)  V-movement is obligatory in the absence of a complementizer
(iii) V-movement is clause bound
These properties correspond to those of V-movement in Vata and Gbadi,
with the following differences: (i) in Vata and Gbadi, the verb lands in
INFL, whereas it lands in what is commonly called COMP in Dutch, and
(ii) the main verb alternates with a verbal element in Vata and Gbadi, but
with a lexical complementizer in Dutch.
We will return below to the demonstration of how the analysis of V-
movement as forced by Case theory extends to V-second in Dutch.
Den Besten proposes to extend the analysis for Dutch to the English
rule of Subject-AUX-Inversion (henceforth SAI), which, then would also
represent movement of an (auxiliary) verb contained in INFL into COMP.5
The root character of SAl is related to the fact that a verb cannot be
preposed in the presence of a lexical complementizer.
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Given these assumptions, we can now present an argument showing
that V-movement in English and Dutch must occur prior to S-structure,
since it interacts with the ECP, and affects the possibility of subject
extraction under wh-movement.
7.2.2. V-movement and ECP effects
First some remarks on the ECP are in order. As we have mentioned in
chapter 1, Chomsky (1981) proposes to account for subject-object asym-
metries with respect to wh-movement, - exhibited in English, for example,
by the so-called that-t phenomena in (23) - by means of the Empty
Category Principle (ECP), a principle which governs the distribution of
empty categories at  LF:
(23)       a.   *Whoi do you think  [s'  [COMptithat]   [S  [Npe]icamel]
b.   Whoi do you think [S' [COMP ti that]  [S Mary saw [NP eli]
The subject-object asymmetry is viewed as the consequence of a difference
concerning government: whereas the object of the verb is governed by the
verb itself, hence governed by a lexical category - which counts as proper
government - the subject is not.
In the case of subject extraction in matrix clauses, i.e. who carne, it is
generally assumed that the subject trace is properly governed by the wh-
phrase  in the adjacent  COMP, by virtue of being coindexed with it. In the
case of long extraction (23a), the complementizer that must be absent so
as to allow a trace in COMP to properly govern the trace in subject position.
Recall that for traces in subject position, we assume, following Aoun,
Hornstein and Sportiche (1981) that proper government of wh-phrases in
subject position is made possible at S-structure by a rule of COMP-in-
dexing, allowing the index of a wh-phrase to percolate up to the COMP
node in certain configurations (see also Koopman (1982) for supporting
arguments for COMP-indexing). This rule is subject to parametric variation
(cf. also Bennis (1980)), and can be formulated as follows for English and
French.6
(24)       ICON'IP X"i  · · · 1   -+  (COMPi X"i ]   iff
COMP dominate only
1-indexed elements
(Aoun, Hornstein & Sportiche (1981))
The literature dealing with that-t or ECP effects has been primarily con-
cerned with their occurrence in embedded sentences (but, for exceptions,
see Rizzi (1982) and Koopman (1983)).
We will now show that ECP effects can also be observed in English
main clauses. More specifically, we will propose that the non-applicability
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of SAI in case of subject extraction, a rule which must otherwise apply,
can be explained quite naturally in terms of the ECP (on this subject,
see Koopman, 1983). We will then show in 7.2.2.2. how the V-second
rule in Dutch yields systematic that-t violations in main clauses, and how
this fact relates to the long-standing problem which consists in the possibil-
ity to have that-t violations in Dutch embedded clauses (cf. Perlmutter
(1971), Maling and Zaenen (1978)).
7.2.2.1. ECP effects in English main clauses
In English main clauses questioning of the subject or the object yields
examples of the form (25):
(25)     a.  [S' [COMP Whoi]  [S [Npe]i  left]]
b.  [S' [COMp Whoi didk] [SJohn IINFL ek] see [Np e]i]
By virtue of the COMP indexing rule presented earlier, the trace is proper-
ly governed by the coindexed COMP in (25a); in (25b) the trace is proper-
ly governed, since  it is governed   by  the  verb  see.   In  (25b),  one  also  ob-
serves the effect of the rule of SAI, preposing a verb from INFL into
COMP. Any analysis of English needs to ensure that SAI applies in wh-
questions, and account  for the appearance of do in INFL if INFL is not
adjacent to V.7
The examples in (25) reveal an asymmetry with respect to SAI: whereas
it has applied in (25b), it has not, and it cannot apply in (25a), as the un-
grammaticality of (26), with a non-emphatic reading of do indicates:
(26)      *    [S'  [COMPWhoi didk]  [S  [NP eli  IINFL ek] leave] ]
Before showing that this asymmetry can be explained by the ECP, some
additional remarks on (25a) are in order. First, it is not possible to exclude
(26) by arguing that wh-phrases in subject position do not move into
COMP. It has been shown in Koopman (1982) that wh-phrases in subject
position not only can, but, in fact, must move into COMP prior to S-
structure. Thus, since who in (25a) has actually moved into COMP, SAI
should apply. Secondly, once SAI has applied, do-support should apply to
yield (26), since the wh-trace acting as a phonologically realized noun
phrase (Chomsky (1981), Jaeggli (1980)), intervenes between the preposed
verb and the main verb. In short, other things being equal, (26) con-
stitutes the expected form, parallel to (25b). The ungrammaticality of
(26), then, as opposed to (25b) leads one to the conclusion that SAI
is blocked if the subject is questioned. Note, incidentally, that this im-
plies that sentences like who must leave must be assigned the S-structure
representation (27):
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(27)       [S'  [COMp whoil  IS  [NP e] i must leave] ]
Under the assumption that SAI moves the verb from INFL into COMP,
the asymmetry discussed above follows from the theoretical framework
as is. To see this, suppose that SAI had applied in the case of subject
extraction, yielding the following structure:
(28)      [S'  [COMp whoi didk]  [S  [NP e]i [INFLe]k leave] ]
Now, by virtue of the ECP, the trace in subject position must be properly
governed.  But  note  that  in  (28), the COMP contains both a wh-phrase  and
do: the structure is therefore exactly parallel to that in (23a) which is
known to be ruled out by the ECP. Note also that the ungrammaticality
of (28) cannot be explained by having recourse to the doubly filled COMP
filter (Chomsky & Lasnik (1977)), given the grammaticality of (29):
(29)      [S' [COMP whoi didkl  [S John see [NP eli] ]
If we extend the account developed for (23a) to the structurally identical
(28), an explanation of the impossibility of SAI is immediately available.
If SAI were to apply, the resulting structure would lead to a ECP violation,
since the subject position would fail to be properly governed, in exactly
the same way as the presence of the lexical complementizer in case of long
subject extraction leads to an ECP violation.
We therefore propose that the inapplicability of SAI with subjects is
explained by the ECP, and that the ECP effects in embedded clauses
are observed in exactly the same way in main clauses: the treatment
of the inverted AUX and the lexical complementizer as occupying the
same syntactic position allows a uniform explanation of the obligatory
absence of that in structures like (23a), and of the impossibility of SAI
with subjects.
An important result,  then  -  if we accept the arguments  that  the  ECP,
whatever its correct formulation, is a principle that applies at the LF
level of representation (c f. Kayne (1981 c), Rizzi (1982), Koopman (1982))
- is the fact that the V-movement rule of SAI must occur prior to S-
stmcture, precisely because of its interaction with the ECP.
7.2.2.2. V-second and COMP-trace phenomena in Dutch
As was originally pointed out by Perlmutter (1971), violations of the
tliat-t filter occur in Dutch. Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) suggest that
these that-t violations might be restricted to certain dialects, for which
alternative analyses might be presented. The dialects in question   have
subsequently been called Dutch A and Dutch B by Mating & Zaenen
(1978), and Belgian (= Dutch A) and Dutch (= Dutch B) by Bennis (1980).
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The alleged behavior of Dutch A allowing that-t violations, and Dutch B,
disallowing them is generally illustrated by the following examples:
(30)  a. Wie denk je dat (er) gekomen is (Dutch A)
Who think   you that (there)  come       is
'Who do you think came'
b.  Wie    denk   je      dat *(er) gekomen is (Dutch B)
Who think you that there come is
'Who do you think came'
Dutch A would allow for that-t violations, while Dutch B would respect
the that-t filter. Maling and Zaenen (1978) develop an account for Dutch
A, based  on the possibility of dropping the dummy subject er in Dutch A,
but not in Dutch B. Bennis (1980) proposes instead to locate the differ-
ence between the two dialects in the configurations in which proper
government  from  COMP is possible: Dutch A would allow proper govern-
ment from COMP, even if COMP is doubly filled, whereas Dutch B would
be like English.
Here, we will argue against these views, and show instead that (i)
that-t violations occur in all Dutch dialects, even in Dutch B, which is
supposedly the more conservative dialect with respect to subject ex-
traction; (ii) that-t violations occur in both matrix and subordinate clauses,
and Oii) the possibility of that-t violations in Dutch, rather than being
problematic, is in fact, to be expected, and is intimately related to the
functioning of the rule of verb second.
Our discussion will, unfortunately, have to be limited to the rather
opaque behavior of subject extraction in wh-questions. This is, because
the 'topicalization' construction discussed above is, for reasons that are
still unclear, bounded (cf. Van Riemsdijk, 1978b). Therefore, this con-
struction cannot help us establish that V-movement is a syntactic move-
ment rule, or that main and embedded clauses act alike with respect to
subject extraction. Furthermore, the relative clause construction cannot
be used to illustrate our point either, since the rule of V-second, as pointed
out above, never applies in relative clauses.8
In  fact,  the data concerning subject extraction in wh-questions  do not
seem to be very well established, and it is unclear where dialectal variation
intervenes, and where it does not. We will try to determine this here.
Although the data raise many interesting questions, we are concerned
here only with establishing, first, that even in dialects which are 'con-
servative' with respect to subject extraction, extraction from subject
position may take place in some restricted environments, and secondly,
that main clauses and embedded clauses show parallel behaviour insofar
as the possibility o f extraction of subjects is concerned.
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The 'classical' example, illustrating dialectal variation with respect to
extraction out of the subject position is presented in (31):
01)       Conservative:
a.  Wiei is ?*(er)i t gekomen
Who is there come
'Who came'
b. Wiei denk  je    dat ?*(er)i t gekomen is
Who think  you that there  come    is
'Who do you think came'
Liberal:
a. Wiei is ti gekomen
Who is come
'Who has come'
b. Wiei  denk   je    [ ti dat ] ti gekomen is
Who think you that come is
Who do you think has come'
Although the examples in the literature are only of the (b) type, it is
important to note that main clauses and embedded clauses in the two
'dialects' display the same characteristics.
In the more conservative dialect, extraction seems to have taken place
from a properly governed position in the VP. This conclusion can be
drawn from the obligatory presence of er. In less conservative dialects,
extraction may take place from subject position (or, alternatively, er may
be dropped).
Dialectal variation seems to be restricted, however, to examples of the
type  illustrated,  to wit, extraction  from the subject position of ergative
verbs (with an auxiliary),9 and passive verbs, since different dialects seem
to coincide for the need for er to appear in the following contexts:
(32)   a. Wat   is *(er) gebeurd
What is there happened
'What happened?'
b.  Wat     denk     je     dat *(er) gebeurd is
What think   you that there happened is
'What do you think happened?'
(33)   a. Wie heeft *(er) gezwommen
Who has there swam
'Who has been swimming'
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b. Wie denk  je  dat *(er) gezwommen heeft
Who think  you that there swam has
Who do you think has been swimming?'
04)   a. Wat hebben *(er) voor mensen opgebeld
What have there for people up phoned
'What kind of people have phoned?'
b. Wat   denk   je    dat  *(er) voor mensen opgebeld hebben
What think  you that there for people up phoned have
'What kind of people do you think phoned?'
(35)  a. Wie heeft *(er) iets gegeten
Who has there something eaten
'Who has eaten something?'
b. Wie denk  je  dat *(er) iets gegeten heeft
Who think  you that there something eaten   has
'Who do you think has eaten something?'
The obligatory presence of er in all these cases, i.e. ergative verbs with
inanimate subjects, intransitive verbs, the wat poor NP construction (cf.
Den Besten (1981)), and transitive verbs with an indefinite object NP,10
shows that extraction must have taken place from a properly governed
position in the VP.
These cases seem to indicate, (wrongly, as we will show below) that
one can never extract from subject position in Dutch, regardless whether
long or short movement is involved. Recollect in addition that this restrict-
ion on subject extraction would only hold for wh-questions (cf. footnote
8).
There are cases, however, in which extraction from subject position
seems to be possible (as indicated by the absence of er). This seems to
hold of all Dutch dialects. Extraction of a subject is possible with transitive
verbs with a definite object. This is illustrated in (36) and (37).
(36)    a. [Wiei heeft] ti hem/Jan gisteren gezien [v e]
Who has him/John yesterday  seen
'Who has seen him/John yesterday?'
b.  Wiei   denk     je      [ti dat] ti hem/Jan gisteren gezien heeft
Who think you that him/John yesterday  seen  has
'Who do you think saw him yesterday'
(37)    a. [Wiei heeft]  ti dat broodje opgegeten
Who has that  sandwich up eaten
'Who ate that sandwich?'
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b. Wiei denk   je    [ti dat]  ti dat broodje opgegeten heeft
Who think you that that  sandwich up eaten  has
'Who do you think ate that sandwich?'
It is again important to stress the fact that main clauses and embedded
clauses behave in the same way.
This set of data, besides raising some intriguing questions, which will
not be addressed here, shows, however, taken in conjunction with sub-
ject extraction in relative clauses and topicalization constructions, that
subjects can be extracted in wh-questions, albeit in restricted environ-
ments. Moreover, main and embedded clauses act alike insofar as the
possibility for subject extraction is concerned. If the subject of a main
clause  may   not  be questioned, that-t violations are observed in the em-
bedded clause (06) and (37)). If the subject may not be extracted in a
main clause, then no that-t violations are possible in the embedded clause
either.
Let us now turn to the analysis of these data. According to the analysis
of V-second presented in 7.2., the examples in 06) and (37) must be
assigned the following S-structures:
(38)     a.   IS' [COMP wiC
5
heeftk] [S[Npeli Marie gezien  [V e]k]]
'Who saw Mary
b.   · · ·  [S'  [coMp ti dat]   [S  [Np e] i Marie gezien heeft ] ]
Obviously, V-movement does not yield an ECP violation as it does in
English. Let us assume, accordingly, that proper government from COMP
is possible in a configuration like 08a), yielding an apparent violation of
that-t in Dutch main clauses. But if this analysis is correct, it provides
an immediate account for the possibility of having that- t violations in
embedded contexts like (38b): the presence of a lexical complementizer,
or of the finite verb does not prevent proper government by the trace in
COMP. It is interesting to point out in this respect that INFL in Dutch will
be doubly filled quite generally (with the exception of yes-no questions
and imperatives). This does not prevent INFL from acquiring the index of
a preposed verb. Similarly, as we will see in 7.3.2.2., INFLmay also acquire
the index of the preposed wh-phrase, in order to properly govern the
subject position. Thus, percolation up to INFL is symmetric.
This we think, is an important result, and, although the possibility of
that-t violations in Dutch has been considered problematic, this would no
longer be true. On the contrary, the possibility of that-t violations in
Dutch embedded clauses is a direct consequence of the functioning of V-
second: proper government is possible,  even   if  COMP is doubly filled.
Then, rather than being exceptional, they are, in fact, expected to occur.
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Given the assumption that the wh-phrase in COMP leads to proper
government of the subject trace in (39):
(39) [COMP Wiei heeftk] [S [NP e]i hem gezien [V e]k]]
and the possibility of having doubly filled COMP nodes in Dutch, we
expect to find grammatical sentences in indirect questions in which the
subject is questioned, and which have a doubly filled COMP node. The
following examples show that  this is indeed  the case: 11
(40)    a.  11<vraag meaf   [S' [COMp wieiof] [S Ieli hem gezien heeft]]]
I ask me off who if him seen has
'I wonder who saw him'
b. Ik vraag me af  [S' [COMP wiei of]  [S [e] i dat   boek
1 ask meoff who if that book
gelezen heeft l]
read has
'I wonder who has read that book'
In conclusion, the possibility of that4 violations in Dutch embedded
clauses is a direct consequence of the functioning of V-second, which
leads to COMP-t violations in main clauses.
Of course, our analysis rests on the assumption that a COMP node
in  a matrix clause is doubly filled at S-structure:  i.e., it implies necessarily
that V-second is a syntactic movement rule, applying prior to S-structure.
Our analysis thus constitutes evidence that the NP-type of V-movement is
a syntactic movement rule.
7.2.2.3. Some conclusions
That4 violations are systematically possible in Dutch, in both matrix and
embedded clauses, whereas they are systematically impossible in English
in both matrix and embedded clauses. According to the account we have
proposed, it would  be su fficient  for the English language learner  to  be
presented with the asymmetric behavior of SAI (who came versus who
did you see) to deduce that proper government from COMP requires the
absence of a finite verb in COMP, and, by extension, the absence of a
complementizer as well. That·t effects will be consistently observed. In
Dutch however, the  COMP  node  in the matrix clause is always doubly filled,
given the functioning of V-second. Thus, the Dutch language learner is
forced to adopt a more liberal rule of COMP-indexing, i.e. COMP may be
indexed,  even  if it contains a wh-phrase  and a finite  verb,  or a wh-phrase
and a complementizer. In other words, the symmetric behavior of V-
second forces the language learner to assume proper government in cases
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like (38), yielding that-t violations in main and embedded clauses alike.
The appeal of this scenario lies in its ability to make complex grammatical
behavior with respect to that-t phenomena easily deducible upon pre-
sentation of simple clauses. Of course, these remarks are only valid if V-
second applies between D- and S-structure. This analysis also makes
(strong) predictions for other verb second languages. We will return to
this point in 7.5.
7.3.  Cross-linguistic  variation
7.3.0. Introduction
Having established that V-movement in Vata, and V-second in Dutch
have basically the same properties, let us now concentrate on the differ-
ences between the  two, and  try to determine how these can be accounted
for.
Recollect that, besides the fact that in Dutch root sentences, the first
position  must be filled, the difference between  Vata and Dutch lies in the
landing site of the verb:  INFL in Vata, and what is generally called COMP
in Dutch. The question arises of whether this difference must simply be
stated, or it may be related to other differences between the two types of
languages.
We will propose here that the difference between the two can eventual-
ly be  linked  to one independent difference,  to  wit, the position of INFL,
which correlates with the different values that are assigned to the para-
meter setting the directionality for Case assignment in the two languages.
The organization of this section, which, as before, concentrates in first
instance on Vata and Dutch - other V-second languages will be taken into
account later - (7.5) - is as follows: in 7.3.1., we will develop the 'null'
hypothesis: the analysis of V-movement in Vata, as forced by the Case
filter, extends in toto to Dutch. l'he implications and predictions of this
hypothesis will be indicated. We then proceed to motivate this analysis, in
several stages. First,  it is necessary to propose an analysis of Dutch surface
structures, in terms of the parameters for 9-role and Case directionality
(7.3.2.).  It  will be argued  that,  the verb final character of Dutch notwith-
standing, Case in Dutch is assigned to the right in the unmarked case.
Since a verb assigns its 8-role to the left, a conflict arises, which, we will
show is solved in a different way from Mahou or Chinese (see the dis-
cussion in 4A.). Support for righward Case assignment also derives from
the fact that it yields a simple account for the distribution of weak pro-
nouns, also called clitics, in Dutch.
Having motivated the analysis of V-second as forced by the Case filter,
we will next address the question of whether the landing site of the finite
verb in Dutch should be called COMP or INFL. We will present evidence
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for the latter point of view and show that the positions of INFL in Dutch
and Vata correlate   with Case directionality   (7.3.3.).   This  will  lead   us
finally to discuss surface VSO, SOV and SVO languages, and language
typology, in terms of the theoretical mechanisms developed in this study.
7.3.1. V-second and Case theory
Let us, following the logic of the parametric approach, simply extend the
analysis for Vata to Dutch, and consider its implications and the particular
problems which arise.
Since the verb moves into INFL in Vata to allow nominative Case
assignment, let us suppose that the finite verb also moves into INFL in
Dutch, for exactly the same reasons. This hypothesis has the following
consequences. Since it has been shown in 7.2. that the finite verb moves
into COMP in Dutch, what is called COMP in Dutch should in fact be
called INFL. The following S-structure representations should then be
assigned to Dutch finite clauses, where we assume that finite verbs may be
inserted directly under the VP (41 b):
(41) a.   S'    b.   S'.-. .-i
INFL    S           INFL    S
1-1 .- A ./0.
..    Vf NP VP ..          dat      NP           VP
1  .All    - v.
Moreover, since V-movement is forced by the Case filter, Case assignment
is parametrized for directionality, and INFL occurs to the left of the sub-
ject NP, nominative Case must be assigned to the right, either by a verbal
INFL  (41 a)  or by means o f a special clause,  i.e.  by  an INFL which con-
tains a lexical complementizer  (41 b). The difference between  Vata  and
Dutch with respect to V-movement would then reduce to the different
positions that INFL occupies. These different positions, in turn, would not
be arbitrary, but can be related, as we will suggest below, to the different
directions in which nominative Case, or Case in general, is assigned: to the
right in Dutch, and to the left in Vata.
The representations in (41) raise many questions, though. Can it be
demonstrated for example that nominative Case is assigned to the right
in Dutch? What is the general directionality of Case assignment in Dutch?
On what grounds  can an initial  INFL  node, as opposed  to the standard
final INFL node for Dutch, be justified? And, if INFL is outside S, what
then is the head of S? How is the position of INFL determined? We will
try to provide some answers to these questions below.
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7.3.2. Directionality  of 0-role  and  Case assignment  in Dutch
The extension of the proposed analysis for V-movement in Vata to Dutch
implies (42):
(42)    Nominative Case is assigned to the right
We will now show not only that independent motivation can be presented
for (42), but also that it conforms to the value which must be assigned to
the parameter for Case directionality in Dutch.
Let us start with a discussion of the directionality o f Case assignment in
Dutch. This discussion necessitates an analysis o f Dutch surface structures
in  terms  o f the two parameters discussed in chapter  4: the parameter  for
the    directionality   of  0 -role assignment,   and the parameter   for   the   di-
rectionality of Case assignment, determining the surface position of lexical
NPs.
Complements in Dutch occur in different positions, according to
whether they are complements of a verb or of a noun, (the two major
categories). Dutch is verb final, but noun initial. D-structures, then, are
determined by the following 8-properties:
(43)    a. Vs assign their 8-role to the left
b. Ns assign their 8-role to the right
Adjectives reflect the bifurcation shown in (43). Some adjectives are
verbal, in the sense that they require their complements to occur in pre-
head position (for discussion see Van Riemsdijk, 1981). Others are noun-
like and require their complements to occur in posthead position:
(44)     a.  een [Ap mij bekend] gezicht
a     me familiar face
'A face that is familiar to me'
b. een kind    [bang voor honden]
a child afraid for dogs
'a child afraid o f dogs'
Dutch, furthermore, has both pre- and postpositions. However, given the
exceptional syntactic behavior of Dutch postpositions (see Van Riemsdijk
(1978) for discussion), we will not discuss these here. (For example,
postpositions do not appear to form a constituent with their comple-
ments, as we may conclude  from the impossibility of postpositions under-
going wh-movement.)
The establishment of the directionality of Case assignment may appear
trivial, given Dutch surface structures. That this may not be the case, will
be shown below.
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Since Dutch is prepositional, or, more importantly, since lexical NPs
follow the prepositional head, it can be deduced that Ps assign Case to
the right:
(45)    Ps assign Case to the right
Two other Case-assigning categories, however, verbs and Case-assigning
adjectives, are preceded by lexical NPs suggesting (46):
(46)    verbs and certain adjectives assign Case to the left
Thus, not only the parameter for 0-role directionality would differ ac-
cording to categorial specifications (cf.(41)); the same would also hold of
the parameter for the directionality of Case assignment.
A closer look  at the position of lexical NPs in VPs and APs with a Case
assigning head, indicates, however, that (44) is not as obvious as it seems.
Although the surface position of NPs seems to constitute a fairly
reliable indicator for the parameter of Case directionality, lexical NPs
occupy a somewhat unexpected position in the VP or AP. They occur, in
the unmarked case, at the beginning of the VP.12 Moreover, they are
non-adjacent to their Case assigner:
(47)       a.   [Vp  N P. . . . .V
b.  . . . , dat     Marie dat    boek aan Jan aangeraden heeft
that  Mary that book to John recommended   has
'that Mary recommended that book to John'
The question arises of why NP complements occur in VP initial position,
and not in preverbal position, adjacent to the verb.
Stowell (1981) addresses this problem and proposes a double headed
structure for the VP in Dutch, with the head simultaneously occupying
VP initial and VP final position. The initial position of the NP comple-
ments can then be explained as a consequence of the Adjacency con-
dition  on Case assignment. The direct object  NP has to occur in VP initial
position since it is assigned Case by the verb in VP initial position, under
Adjacency. Note, however, (see also the discussion in 3.1.2.), that Stowell's
adoption o f a VP initial V-position seems to stem from a misunderstanding
of the  rule  of V-second:  a  verb may never occur in this position. More-
over, in Stowell's proposal, the VP initial V-position only plays a role in
Case assignment.
13
Stowell's proposal can quite easily be reformulated, with its attract-
iveness preserved, by assuming  that  it   is  not the verb itself that occurs in
VP   initial   position,   but,  instead, its Case features. In this way, the VP
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would contain an abstract Case position in VP initial position, according
to the schema presented in (48), or probably, more appropriately, one
may think of (48) as arising by movement of the Case features of the
verbs, i.e. by move Case.
14
(48)      [Vp Case . . . .  V]
Although NP complements occur to the left of the verb, they can now be
considered to occur to the nght of the Case assigning feature. Case, then, is
assigned  to the right: this explains the position o f lexical NPs in the VP,
and the non-adjacency in surface structure between the verb and its NP
complements. In other words, the non-adjacency between a NP and its
Case assigner would constitute an important indication that Case is not
directly assigned by a lexical category, but indirectly, through an abstract
Case position. But surely it is undesirable to have a proliferation of such
abstract Case positions. We will propose below that these may only be
assumed if forced by the parameter for Case directionality. We will return
to   abstract Case positions  in 7.5.3. below, when discussing nominative
Case assignment in English.
The same remarks apply to Case-assigning adjectives. Again, NP com-
plements are non-adjacent to the adjective. This is illustrated in the follow-
ing examples:
(49)   a. een [mij bekend] boek
a   me familiar book
b.  een  [mij  nog niet zo lang bekend]  boek
a    me yet not so long familiar book
'A book I didn't know about until recently'
Thus, it can simply be assumed that the NP in (49) is assigned Case in the
same way as an NP in a VP is assigned Case, namely, by means of (48).
If this analysis is correct, (45) should be abandoned. Instead, the more
general statement (50) would hold, of which both (42) and (45) are sub-
cases:
(50)    Case is assigned to the right
That (46) does not hold is an interesting and also important conclusion.
And, in fact, we may take this as evidence that there is strong internal
pressure to set the parameter for Case directionality uniformly across
categories. Let us assume accordingly the following strong statement:
(51)   The case directionality parameter holds uniformly in a particular
language
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In the case of conflict between 0-role directionality and Case directionality,
the language has to resort to escape mechanisms. In Dutch, this consists
of the dissociation of the Case features from the Case assigner, which can
be thought of as move Case, in Chinese and Mahou (cf. 4.4.), this is
achieved, not by move Case, but by moving an NP into a position in
which it can be assigned Case directly, under government and adjacency
with a Case assigner.
The property that Case is assigned to the right in Dutch provides us
with a justification for (42). Assignment of nominative Case to the right
is simply a subcase  of the more general (50). (Moreover, if (51) is correct,
this must be the case).
The fact that nominative Case is assigned to the right is not only
justified   by   (50)   and   (51),   but also finds empirical support,  in  that  it
allows a simple account of the distribution of weak nominative pronouns,
discussed above  in   7.2.1. This account,  we  will show below, extends  to
account  for the distribution o f weak (clitic) pronouns in general.
Recollect that the distribution of weak nominative pronouns differs
from that of lexical NPs, in that they may not be preceded by an adverb,
and lexical NPs may. This is illustrated in (52):
(52)  a. omdat ie/Piet gisteren dat boek aan Jan
because he/Peter yesterday  that book to John
gegeven heeft
given has
'because he/Peter gave that book to John yesterday'
b. omdat gisteren *ie/Piet...
because yesterday *he/Peter...
Weak nominative pronouns, which we will call clitic pronouns from now
on, must be strictly adjacent to either the finite verb or to the lexical
complementizer.
It has been proposed several times in the literature (see, for example,
Aoun (1979), Jaeggli (1980)) that there is an intimate relation between
Case and clitics. One of the particular expressions of this idea can be
found in Aoun (1979), where it is proposed that clitics are the spelling
out of Case features.
Suppose that we adopt this hypothesis. It is easy to see that it yields an
immediate account for the distribution of nominative clitics (and, also as
we will see below, of non-nominative clitics). Assuming that the finite verb
in COMP or the lexical complementizer assigns nominative Case, nominative
clitics need to be strictly adjacent to them, because they are the lexical-
ization of this Case feature. The difference in the distribution of clitics
and lexical NPs may then further be related to the fact that clitics are a
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lexicalization of the Case features themselves, whereas nominative Case is
assigned to lexical NPs, under government and adjacency. In order to
account for the different distribution of lexical NPs and clitic pronouns,
it must also be assumed that certain adverbs in Dutch, such as gisteren for
example, do not count for the purposes of the Adjacency condition. This
hypothesis seems very reasonable, since, as we will see below, this is not
only true of nominative Case assignment, but must be assumed in other
cases as well. Much relevant discussion regarding the Adjacency condition
and the problem of what counts as blocking adjacency in a particular
language can be found in Stowell (1981).
The same hypothesis accounts directly for the distribution of non-
nominative clitic pronouns in Dutch. (We will leave clitics corresponding
to PP O.e. er) out of the discussion). The distribution of non-nominative
clitic pronouns differs from that o f lexical NPs in that the former may not
be preceded by an adverb, unlike lexical NPs. Interestingly, then, the
situation exactly parallels that of nominative pronouns discussed above.
The following examples illustrate the difference in distribution between
clitic pronouns and lexical  NPs:
(53) a. omdat Marie dat boek gisteren aan Jan gegeven heeft
because       Mary that book yesterday    to John given       has
'because Mary has given that book to John yesterday'
b. omdat Marie gisteren dat    boek aan Jan gegeven heeft
yesterday that book
c. omdat Marie 't gisteren aan Jan gegeven heeft
it yesterday
d. *omdat Marie gisteren 't   aan Jan gegeven heeft
yesterday it
There is some discussion in the Dutch literature on the question ofwhether
or not these clitic pronouns are of the same type as the clitics in the
Romance languages. The question reduces,  in  fact, to the problem to  how
to know if the VP does or does not contain an empty category associated
with the clitic pronoun. If not, the difference in distribution of lexical
NPs and clitic pronouns must be characterized in some other way. Koster
(1978a) defends the latter option - he argues that these pronouns are not
clitics - and proposes to account for the impossibility of (53d) (and
incidentally also of (52b» by means of the following filter:
(54)    *  [Adv CL] (Koster, (1978b, p. 15)
The following discussion will make it clear that the clitic pronouns in
(53) need not be considered to be of the same type as the clitics in the
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Romance languages, at least not in simple sentences (leaving clitic climbing
in restructuring constructions out of consideration). Moreover, the filter
in (54) follows from the hypothesis that these clitics are also a spelling
out of Case features.
Suppose first that the position of the clitics in (53) is adequately
characterized by the following statement:
(55) Non-nominative clitic pronouns in Dutchoccur in VP initial position
Thus, we do not follow Van Riemsdijk (1978), who proposes that clitics
occur in second position under S, outside the VP. We know of no in-
dependent justification for this assumption, whereas (55) allows a simple
account in terms of Case theory. Indeed, if these clitic pronouns, like
nominative clitic pronouns are the lexicalization of Case, the descriptive
statement in (55) follows from (48): the abstract Case feature of which
clitic pronouns are the lexicalization occurs in VP initial position. If the
VP  initial Case position is governed  by,  and  to  the  left  of, the  verb,  a  8-
role can be directly assigned to this position: therefore, no empty cate-
gory in the VP, linked to the clitic pronoun, need be assumed, in con-
trast with clitics in the Romance languages. These do not occur in a
position to which a 8-role may be assigned, hence the postulation of an
empty category.
In   short, the hypothesis   that  Case is assigned  to the right in Dutch
allows a simple account of the distribution of lexical NPs. Moreover, the
hypothesis that clitic pronouns in Dutch are a lexicalization of Case
features yields a straightforward account for their distributional proper-
ties. Finally, let us point out that, if this account is correct, it provides
evidence for the existence of a configurationally represented VP node in
Dutch.
So far, it has been established that Case is uniformly assigned to the
right in Dutch, and that the subject NP receives Case from the node con-
taining either the finite verb or the lexical complementizer. V-second can
thus be considered to be related to Case theory, just as it is in Vata.
Let us now turn to the question of what the nature of the node that
assigns nominative Case is. Is it COMP, containing either a finite verb or
a lexical complementizer,  or  is  it  INFL? 15 Both options are schematical-
ly represented in (56):
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(56) a.   S'    b.   S'I-l k-0
INFL             S                       COMP           S




In (56), the finite verb is generated directly under the VP. A similar
situation is observed in languages like Warlpiri (Hale, 1973), or Luisefio
(Steele et al., 1981), where a finite sentence contains, besides Tense and
possibly other particles in INFL, also a fully inflected verb separate from
1NFL. In (56b), the V would be generated under the VP, and subsequently
'hop' into INFL, where it would move into COMP, in the absence of a
complementizer. According to (56a), the sole difference between Vata
and Gbadi would be the position of INFL (which, as we will show below,
could in turn be related to the different values assigned to the parameter
for Case directionality). According to (56b), nominative Case in Dutch
would be assigned by COMP, not by INFL, also because of Case direction-
ality.
Although (56b) is traditionally adopted for Dutch, it should be noted
that, in addition  to  the  fact  that in certain other languages S contains  an
INFL node (cf. English and Vata for example), I know of no independent
arguments for this analysis in Dutch. Moreover, quite apart from the fact
that (563) minimizes the difference between Vata and Dutch, there may
be empirical evidence supporting   it. This evidence concerns agreeing
complementizers in Dutch dialects, and the placement of non-nominative
clitic pronouns in certain Flemish dialects.
In certain Southern Dutch dialects, the lexical complementizer may
actually carry AGR marking, more specifically, plural marking (cf. Den
Besten, 1979)):
(57)   a. date Jan    en Kees morgen zullen komen
that+PL  John  and Bill tomorrow shall+PL come
'that John and Bill will come tomorrow'
b. dat(*e) Jan morgen zal komen
that(*+PL) John tomorrow  will come
'that John will come tomorrow'
This same phenomenon is also observed in Flemish dialects, as shown in
work by Haegeman:
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(58) a. da Pol zat is
that Paul drunk is
b. dan Pol en Valerie zat zij n
that+PL  Paul and Valerie drunk are
'that Paul and Valerie are drunk'
Since  AGR is typically a property of INFL, the appearance of AGR on the
initial element O.e. the lexical complementizer) may be taken as support
in favour of (56a).
A second indication for (56a) derives from certain Flemish dialects,
more specifically from the positioning of non-nominative clitic pronouns.
It has been stressed more than once in this study that clitics are often a
characteristic property of INFL. It is highly suggestive in this respect that
in certain Flemish dialects non-nominative clitics appear in VP initial
position (like in Dutch), or cliticized onto COMP.16 This is illustrated by
the following examples drawn from Haegeman and Bennis (1983):
(59)    a. Ik peinzen danze-t-ze zunder gezeid heen
I think that+PL,3 pers-it-her they   said   have
'I think that they said it to her'
b. Gisteren heet-t-ze Jan gegeven
Yesterday has-it-her John given
'Yesterday, John has given it to her'
This same phenomenon, i.e. object clitics appearing on the complementizer
or the preposed  verb, is frequently observed in middle Dutch  and  also
occurs in German.
Thus, we find that these phenomena support (56a). And in fact, such
phenomena are to be expected in languages with the structure (56), or
with an initial INFL node under S. What is more, one expects the oc-
currence of such phenomena to be restricted to just those typesof languages.
It is difficult to say, given the present state of research, whether these
predictions are borne out.
(56a) raises further questions, though. If INFL occurs at the S' level
in Dutch, what then is the head of the projection we have called S? An
obvious proposal consists of considering S to be a projection of V, which
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The structure in (58) would be valid for other V-second languages with the
same V-second rule as Dutch, such as the Scandinavian languages. Note
now that this structure fits in nicely with the proposals of Taraldsen
(1981), who has argued  that  UG must contain a parameter which establishes
whether the head of S in a particular language is V or INFL.
According to his arguments, V must be the head of S in the Scan-
dinavian languages, and in V-second languages in general, whereas the head
of S must be INFL in the Romance languages. But if structure (60) should
be assigned to V-second languages, and Romance languages indeed have
NP INFL VP order, as I shall assume below, then Taraldsen's parameter
need not be part of UG, but follows automatically from (60).
As a final remark, let us point out that discussion of the choice between
(56) and (60) may very well tum out to be premature. It rests, for example,
on the assumption that the correlation between the position of INFL and
Case directionality represents a valid generalization. However, as we will
see  in  the next section, this can only be partly true: more needs to be said
about the position of INFL, if it is correct, for example, that in Romance
languages INFL follows the subject. In these languages,  Case is generally
assigned to the right, although INFL occurs to the right of the subject NP.
A similar problem arises with head final languages with an initial INFL
node (Luisefio, Warlpiri, etc.). It should therefore be kept in mind that we                 
adopt (60) for the reasons indicated, but that (56b) can be made to
function with only minor adjustments.
Note,  however,  that   the main conclusion  of this section remains  un-
affected, independently   o f the question whether we adopt   (56b)  or
(60): the difference between V-second in Dutch and V-movement in Vata
is minimal and reduces, ultimately, to the different values assigned to the
parameter setting the directionality of Case assignment. In Dutch (and
other V-second languages),  Case is assigned  to the right, whereas  in  Vata,
Case is assigned to the left.
In sum, then, we have argued that the analysis proposed for Vata
applies straightforwardly to Dutch and to other V-second languages. The
surface difference between Vata and Dutch reduces to the different
position  o f  INFL.  In both languages, however, the finite verb moves  into
INFL in the absence of an auxiliary or a lexical complementizer so that
nominative Case assignment to the subject can proceed. Moreover, the
position of INFL is determined in accordance with the value assigned to the
parameter that establishes in which direction Case is assigned. Case is assign-
ed to the left in Vata, but to the right in V-second languages like Dtuch or
the Scandinavian languages. Similarly, INFL occurs to the right o f the sub-
ject NP in Vata, and to the left of the subject NP in Dutch and in the Scan-
dinavian languages.
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7.3.3. VSO, V-second and S VO languages
In the preceding section, the following correlation has been noted be-
tween the directionality of Case assignment and the position of INFL in
Vata and V-second languages like Dutch:
(61) The position of INFL correlates with the value assigned to the
parameter for Case directionality
We have also argued that Case directionality in a particular language is
fixed,  and  that no categorial specifications are allowed:  in this respect
it differs from 8-role assignment.
We will now briefly discuss surface VSO languages and show how these
fit in with the hypotheses developed so far. Then we will turn to surface
SVO languages, which pose a problem for (61), but which, we will argue,
may be consistent with the hypothesis that the parameter for Case di-
rectionality is category independent (51).
Greenberg (1966) states the following universals for VSO Languages,
based on surface word order.
(62)    (i)   Languages with dominant VSO order are always prepositional.
(= Universal 3)
(ii) In languages with prepositions, the genitive almost always
follows the governing noun, while in languages with post-
positions, it almost always precedes. (= Universal 2)
In the VSO languages we are familiar with, lexical NPs always follow the
head noun. In terms of the parameters developed in chapter 4, the follow-
ing properties characterize VSO languages:
(63)    (i) Lexical categories assign a 8-role to the right
(ii)  Case is assigned to the right
(iii) Subject-predicate order
How is nominative Case assigned? If (63i) holds for all instances of Case
assignment, the subject must be assigned Case by a Case assigner to its
left. Now, in surface order, the finite verb occurs to the left of the subject
(unless the subject has been topicalized). If one assumes that the finite
verb is in INFL, then the analysis proposed for Vata applies straight-
forwardly to VSO languages. Surface orders would be derived by means
of a V-movement rule, which is obligatory in tensed clauses that do not
contain an auxiliary. This analysis is illustrated in (64):
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(64)                                        S
INFL NP VP/\
[e]i
The obligatoriness of V-movement can be related to Case theory, in the
same  way  as  in Vata:  INFL must contain a verbal element  so  as to allow
nominative Case assignment to proceed.
Such an analysis implies that in VSO languages, Case is uniformly
assigned  to the right.
This analysis directly extends to a language like Welsh. In Welsh, the
rule of V-movement  is a characteristic of tensed clauses. It does not apply
in infinitives:
(65)    a. disgwyliais  i   [S' yr [ennillai John] ]
expected 1 that would-win John
'I expected that John would win'
b.  disgwyliais   i   [S' i [John ennill] ]
expected I for John to-win
'I expected for John to win'
(Harlow, 1981 (35))
As is the case in Vata and Dutch, not all clauses exhibit V-movement.
Welsh  has the equivalent of English do- support. The insertion  of  this
dummy verb prohibits V-movement:
(66)    gwnaeth John ennill
'did' John win
Uohn won'
I.Et us point out that the analysis for VSO languages in terms of V-move-
ment is not new. The literature contains several proposals to this effect
(cf. Emonds (1979), Jones and Thomas (1977), Harlow (1981), and
Sproat (1983)). However, the motivation of V-movement as forced by the
Case filter provides a new and simple explanation for the characteristics of
this rule. 17
According to this account, the difference between a VSO language and
a V-second language is really very small, reducing to a different surface
position of INFL, which in turn correlates with the parameter for Case
directionality:
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(67)   a. VSO languages b.   V-second  languages
S                                     INFL'
-/T-\
INFL NP VP INFL VP'.-i
V   ... NP VP
But on what basis can a language learner decide whether his language is a
VSO or a V-second language? lt will be clear that the root character of the
V-movement rule in V-second languages, and the non-root character of this
rule in VSO languages provides ample indication of this. 18
Let us tum next to surface SVO languages. As we have pointed out
before. surface SVO languages pose a serious problem for the hypothesis
that, in languages in which nominative   Case is dependent   on a verbal
INFL, the position of INFL is only determined by the parameter for
Case directionality. Take English for example. It is considered uncon-
troversial that the (surface) structure of an English sentence is something
like (66):19
(68)  S + NP INFL VP
While we could try to analyze (68) differently, in accordance with (61),
we will not try to do so here, and we presume that (68) is correct.
The following properties characterize SVO languages (where we leave
out of consideration 0-role assignment to  [NP,S]  and to [NP,NP]):
(69)    a. Lexical categories assign a 8-role to the right
b. Lexical categories assign Case to the right
How, then, is nominative Case assigned? Again, as a starting point, let us
assume that nominative Case is assigned by a verbal INFL under (1). But,
if  Case d irectionality is uniform across categories, nominative Case cannot
be assigned directly to a subject NP to the left of INFL. We will now show
that surface orders do in fact contain evidence that INFL assigns Case in-
directly. Recall that Dutch surface structures provided evidence for the
need to distinguish (at least) the two different mechanisms for Case
assignment stated in (70):
(70)       (i)    Direct Case assignment,   by   a Case assigning category under
government and adjacency,
(ii)  Indirect Case assignment, by means of an abstract Case feature,
which occurs in a different position from the Case assigning
category
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We might add to (68) the following statement, which can be found in the
literature (see, among others, Koopman (1980b), Rizzi (1982), Stowell
(1981)):
(70)   (iii) Case is assigned in contiguity with a COMP with certain
properties
Direct Case assignment in English ((68i)) obeys a particularly strict ad-
jacency condition (cf. Stowell (1981), Chomsky (1981)):
(71)     a. John reads (*often) novels
b. John would take (*before the party) a bath
It is significant that similar adjacency requirements hold neither between
INFL and the subject nor between COMP and the subject:
(72)    a. John often reads novels
b. that, before going to the party, John would take a bath
We have already seen that direct Case assignment by INFL may require
Adjacency   in some languages   (cf. Vata, Dutch...). Therefore, neither
direct Case assignment by INFL (70i) nor Case assignment by COMP
(70iii) can constitute the correct analysis for English. Instead, it must be
assumed that nominative Case in English is assigned in exactly the same
way as Case to an [NP,VP] in Dutch, that is, via an abstract Case position
at the Oeft) S bracket:
(73)       [S Case... INFL ...]
+V
Nominative Case, then, is assigned under adjacency with the S-boundary,
if this S contains a verbal INFL. Case assignment can therefore be con-
sidered to be right-directional, in accordance with (67b) and (49). The
fact, then, that neither lNFL and the subject NP, nor COMP and the
subject NP need be adjacent, constitutes evidence for the fact that Case
is not directly assigned by INFL or by COMP.
In sum, VSO, V-second and SVO languages have many features in
common: nominative   Case is assigned   by a verbal   INFL,  and   Case  is
uniformly assigned to the right. They differ however insofar as the position
of  INFL is concerned: while both V-second  and VSO languages have  an
initial INFL node, albeit occurring at different levels, INFL in SVO
languages occurs in second position. The position of INFL in languages
with a verbal INFL correlates thus only to some extend with the value
assigned to the parameter for Case directionality.
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The question arises how the position of INFL in a particular language
is determined, a question, which, I believe, is of importance to the pro-
blem of whether or not UG incorporates something like the head initial
head final parameter.
We have basically made two hypotheses concerning the position of
INFL; first, that its surface position is the same as its D- and S-structure
position, and secondly, that there is no necessary relation between the
left or rightward orientation of the VP and the position of INFL. Taken in
conjunction with subject predicate order, we are led to expect the oc-
currence of the following type o f languages.
(74)  a. (V-second) b. (V-second, Dutch, German)
INFL \ INFL.-* .-/
NP VP NP   VP
V     ...
c.  (VSO languages) d. (Warlpiri? Luisefio?)
_----1---- _-----T\-
INFL NP VP INFL NP  VP
--vV  ...
e.   (SVO languages) f. (Vata, Gbadi...)
----*--*T----
NP INFL VP NP INFL  VP
v«. ...V
g. (Tigrinia? Amharic?) h. (Japanese...)
_---1--- <-*-r----
NP VP INFL NP VP INFL
v.1 . -Ir-V
1 4
Potential candidates  for each of these structures can be found; it will be
of particular interest to establish whether languages like Tigrinia should
indeed be assigned the structure in (74g). Again such problems will have
to be addressed in future research.
7.4. Properties of the preposed verb and verbal trace
Now that the distributional properties of verbs have been accounted for,
let us next consider what the properties of the preposed verb and the
verbal trace   are.  We will determine  this by contrasting the properties  of
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the preposed verb and the verbal trace in Vata and Dutch with those that
have been isolated for Spanish in Torrego (1981). The properties of the
preposed verb and verbal trace in Dutch will be shown to be quite different
from those in Spanish. And, in fact, the properties of the V-movement
rule itself in Spanish will be shown to be quite different from those in
Vata or Dutch.
Let us start with a brief summary of the argumentation of Torrego
(1981). Torrego argues that Spanish has a rule of verb preposing, which
obligatorily preposes   a   verb   if an argument   has been wh-questioned.
This rule applies in main and embedded clauses (75a, 75b), provided that
COMP contains a wh-pronoun or a trace left by successive cyclic wh-
movement (the structure Torrego argues for is indicated in the following
examples):
(75)    a.  [Qudi [s querian [s esos dos [vp tv [e]i] ]]
'What did those two want?'
(Torrego (28))
b. No sabia [S' qudi [S querian [s esos dos [vptv [eli]l]]
'I didn't know what those two wanted'
(Torrego (8a))
c.  Quai [S pensaba [s Juan [vp tv [ti que]  [s le habia dicho
Is Pedro [vp tv [ei que] [s habia publicado [S la revista
Ivptv[e]i]]]]]]]
'What did John think that Peter told him that the journalist
had published?'
(Torrego (2Ob))
Torrego argues that the preposed verb and the verbal trace have the
following properties:
06)   (i) The preposed verb properly governs the subject position, and
Oi) The verbal trace, albeit a governor, is not 'strong' enough to
properly govern an empty category in the VP
That the preposed verb properly governs a trace in subject position - (76i),
explains why a subject may be extracted out of a wh-island:
(77) Quidni [S
no recuerdas [s pro tv [qud peliculaj [s dirigia [S [e]i
Ivp tv [e]j en eicincuenta uno]]]]]]
'Who don't you remember what movie directed in fifty one'
(Torrego (60))
That the verbal trace is not a proper governor - (76ii) - explains why a
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complement of a verb may not be extracted out of a wh-island if V-
preposing has occurred. This is indicated by the following contrast:
(78)     a. Qua diccionarioi no sabias si [S Celia [Vp habia devuelto
[ ]    ]]
'Wh dictionary didn't you know if Celia had returned already'
b.*Qud diccionarioi no sabias [a quidnj] [habia devuelto [S Celia
[vp tv [e] i [e]j]]]
Which dictionary didn't you know to whom Celia returned'
(Torrego (48))
Let us accept these conclusions, and try to discuss whether the preposed
verb and V-bound trace in Vata or Dutch have similar properties.
Does the preposed verb properly govern the subject position? It is
clear that it does not in Vata. Neither (79a) nor (79b) constitute a proper
government configuration, as we have concluded from the obligatory
occurrence  o f a resumptive pronoun  in this configuration:
(79)     a.  *wh-phrasei [S [eli IINFL Vk]  [VP   -   [e]k]]
b.  *wh-phrasei [S [eli IINFLAUX [VP ··· V]]
A similar argument can be made for Dutch, although not directly in overt
wh-questions like (80):
(80) Dutch:  INFL wh-phrasei Vk]  [S [e]i.....
In Chapter 1 and Chapter 6 we argued that proper government in (80) is
due to the appearance of a coindexed wh-phrase in INFL (= COMP). This
hypothesis has allowed us to explain the existence of that-t violations in
Dutch. It could be argued however, that it is really the preposed verb that
properly governs the subject position (which implies the abandonment of
the neat correlation). Additional arguments may be presented showing
that the preposed verb does not properly govern the subject position.
These arguments are based on sentences exhibiting Superiority effects.
Consider briefly how the effects o f the Superiority Condition o f Chomsky
(1973), illustrated in the English examples in (81), are accounted for
within the LGB framework.
(81)    a.    I wonder who saw what
b.   *I wonder what who saw
Aoun,   Hornstein & Sportiche (1981) propose the following account.
Wh-phrases in an A-position (e.g. wh-in-situ) are obligatorily moved
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into COMP at LF by the rule of wh-raising (cf. also Huang (1982)). The
ECP, an LF principle (cf. Kayne (1982), Rizzi (1982), Koopman (1982))
applies to the output of Wh-raising. Movement of the wh-phrase in-sim
in object position (8la) will satisfy the ECP, since the trace appears
in a properly governed position. Movement of wh-in situ from subject
position, however, will lead to  an ECP violation, since the trace in subject
position fails to be properly governed (cf. also Koopman (1982)).20 Thus
the contrast between (8 la) and (8 lb) can be accounted for by the ECP.
Returning to the question of whether the preposed verb in Dutch
properly governs the subject position  or  not,  we  can  now use Superiority
as a test. Indeed, if the preposed verb properly governs the subject position,
no superiority effects should occur in Dutch. If, on the other hand, it
does not properly govern the subject position, superiority effects should
be observed. Consider now the following data:
(82)       a. Wie heeftk  [e] i lange brieven aan wie geschreven  [e]k
Who has long letters  to who written
'Who has written long letters to who'
b.  Ik weet   niet wie lange brieven aan wie geschreven heeft
I  know not who long letters  to who written has
'I do not know who has written long letters to who'
c.*Aan wie heeft wie lange brieven geschreven
To who has  who long letters written
d.*Ik weet    niet  aan wie wie lange brieven heeft geschreven
I  know not to who who long letters has written
e.  Wie schrijft lange brieven aan wie
Who writes long letters  to  who
f. *Aan wie schrijft wie lange brieven
To who writes who long letters
These data show 0) that there is no difference in grammaticality between
matrix clauses in which V·movement has applied and embedded comple-
ments in which no V-movement has applied, and (ii) that Superiority is
observed in Dutch.
Accordingly, we conclude that the preposed verb does not properly
govern the subject position in Vata and Dutch.
Let us next turn to the question of whether the verbal trace itself is
'strong' enough to qualify as a proper governor. Again, evidence from
Vata tends to show that a verbal trace is a proper governor. First, in
simple sentences, a wh4race in the VP is properly governed.
(83)   yTi   A   IEk [VP [eli [e]k] lA
what you eat WH
'What are you eating?'
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This is not sufficient, though, to show that a verbal trace properly governs
the wh-trace in the VP, since parallel examples in Spanish are grammatical
as well:
(84)       Qudi  [s queri'an  [s esos dos  [vp tv  Ie] i] ] ]
In order to capture the contrast in grammaticality between (84) and
(78b), Torrego proposes redefining proper government in such a way that
the trace in (84) is properly governed, but the trace in (78b) is not. This
is achieved by the assumption that an (A) chain must be properly governed,
that is either the chain islexically governed, or, it it is not lexically governed,
all of the members of the chain (where, by stipulation a chain must
consist of more than one member) must be governed. In (84), the wh-
trace is governed by the verbal trace, and the wh-phrase is governed by
the  preposed  verb:  thus, all members  o f the chain are governed  and  the
ECP is satisfied. But consider next a structure like (78b), repeated here
as (85):




       
 s
NP VP
Ielp       S
W     S




Torrego argues that the preposed wh-phrase and its trace in (85) do not
form a chain: she adopts the proposal  of Aoun  (1982)  to the effect  that
S' breaks a chain. Therefore, the wh-trace is a chain in itself, and should
be lexically governed, which   it   is not. Hence the ungrammaticality  o f
(85).
Therefore, the Vata examples which must be considered are not those
in (86), but those with a structure comparable to (85). Given the definition
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of proper government presented by Torrego, we would expect examples
corresponding to (65a) to be grammatical, but examples corresponding
to (78b) (= (83)) to be ungrammatical. Or, at least, one would expect a
contrast between the two structures. Consider now the following exam-
ples:
(86)    a.  Koffi mdi a ni [*Ej  mEn,4 b  k    66
Kofi  him we NEG-A what we FUT-A REL
[e]i le]j ] yl
know
'It is to Kofi that we do not know what to give'
b. Kbffi moi 8 ni Iz     mEmil  A      nyE'-    66
Kofi him we NEG-A what you gave-REL
[e] i  [elj  ]   yl
know
'It is to Kofi that we don't know what you have given
The grammaticality of (86b) and the absence of any contrast between
the two examples indicates that the verbal trace in Vata does seem to act
as a proper governor of the wh-trace.
Unfortunately, similar arguments cannot be constructed for Dutch,
since V-second only applies in root sentences, and, because of Bounding
Theory, wh-island violations are impossible.
The effects of V-preposing in Spanish are thus quite different from
those  in  Vata or Dutch: the preposed  verb  does not function  as a proper
governor, but the verbal trace does. In fact, the Spanish verb movement
rule itself has quite different properties from the rule in Vata or Dutch. It
does not fit into the typology of V-movement rules we have been dis-
cussing up to this point. For example, V-movement in Vata or in Dutch
affects  only  one  verb. In Spanish, however,  both the finite  verb  and  past
participle move (see 74c) accompanied, moreover, by negation and clitics.
Furthermore, V-movement in Spanish only applies in wh-questions Oeaving
yes/no questions out of consideration), in both matrix and embedded
complements. Moreover, it needs to be triggered by the occurrence of a
particular type of wh-phrase, which can be characterized as being B
dependent on the verb. To extend the parallel between NP and V move-
ment rules, the Spanish V-preposing rule rather seems to correspond to
Stylistic Inversion in French, which is also a triggered rule, applying in
main and embedded clauses alike (cf. Kayne & Pollock (1978)).21 Note
also that this rule does not fit the dimensions along which dependencies
expressed by the rule move-a are classified.
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7.5. Discussion
It has been shown in this chapter, that the requirement that nominative
Case be assigned by a verbal INFL extends beyond Vata and Gbadi, and
seems to be more adequate than the hypothesis that AGR assigns no-
minative Case. Moreover, the NP-type of V-movement is probably wide-
spread, and occurs among others probably in inflected Portuguese in-
finitives.
This chapter has furthermore been devoted to the problem of how to
account for crosslinguistic differences which can be observed with respect
to the NP-type of V-movement:  the main focus was on differences and
parallelisms between Vata V-movement and V-second in Dutch.
It has been shown that the two V-movement rules are reflections of
the same process, i.e. of the NP-type of V-movement (movement to a
V-position). We have also motivated the analysis of V-second as move-
ment of the verb into COMP (which we later argued is really INFL). The
root character of V-second can be directly related to the landing site
position of V: in the presence of a lexical complementizer, V-movement
is prohibited. This analysis of V-second finds further support in the fact
that it allows us to isolate the difference between Dutch and Vata: the two
differ with respect to the landing site position of the verb: INFL in Vata,
and  COMP  (= INFL) in Dutch. And, in  fact, this difference may be further
reduced, since the V-movement-as-forced-by-the-Case-filter analysis
carries over to Dutch, and there is some evidence that INFL is a more
appropriate name for the node that is generally called COMP in Dutch.
Vata and Dutch, then, would both represent V-movement into INFL, with
INFL occurring in a different position in each language. This position,
we argued, correlates with the value for the directionality of Case assign-
ment in the two languages. Case is assigned to the left in Vata, but to the
right in Dutch. Evidence  for the right directionality of Case assignment in
Dutch derives from the distribution of NPs and clitic pronouns. Thus,
ultimately, the difference between Vata and Dutch reduces to the differ-
ent values assigned to the parameter for Case assignment. Extension of this
analysis to VSO and SVO languages has been briefly reviewed, and pro-
blems have been indicated.
We have also presented arguments showing that the V-movement rules of
SAI and V-second must occur between D- and S.structure, since SAI and
V-second interact with the ECP, as can be concluded from the data con-
cerning extraction  of the subject NPin English and Dutch. It has been shown
that the possibility o f extraction of the subject is exactly the same in main
and embedded clauses (providing, of course, that an appropriate bridge verb
intervenes). This is an interesting and important result, since it implies that
complex grammatical behavior with respect to that-t phenomena can be
deduced by the language learner upon presentation of simple clauses.
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Although the analysis has some very interesting features, and sheds
light upon the question of the locus of differences between languages,
many details have not been discussed. Many questions also arise, both
empirical and theoretical and some strong predictions are made about
phenomena that one expects or does not expect to occur in a particular
language. Let us briefly discuss some of these.
First, we have argued that nominative Case is often assigned by a
verbal INFL. The problem of what constitutes a verbal INFL has barely
been addressed though, and remains to be further investigated.
We have also argued that there is a difference between 0-theory and
Case theory: whereas the value o f the parameter establishing directionality
for 0-role assignment can vary categorially, the same is not true for Case
theory: no categorial specifications are allowed.  1n  case of conflict,  the
parameter for the direction of Case assignment can be satisfied in other
ways, either by movement of an NP (cf. Chinese and Mahou) or by move-
ment of the Case feature to a position in which Case directionality can be
satisfied (indirect Case assignment).
Two questions arise, however with respect to the parameter for Case
directionality. First,  it  may  very  well  be  the  case  that this parameter  con-
stitutes the unmarked case for Case assignment, but that other - more
marked options - are available at the same time in a given language.
Secondly, the question arises of how accurate the hypothesis is that no
categorial specifications are allowed.22 Notice also that this implies that
in SVO O.e. NP INFL VP languages), NP and INFL need notbe adjacent,
since NP will always receive Case by means of move-Case. This prediction
needs to be investigated further.
The  analysis of V-second as V-movement  into  INFL has been motivated
in Dutch. But, as we have mentioned several times, we assume that it
extends to other V-second languages as well. The analysis of V-second as
V-movement into INFL accounts directly for the root character of this
rule. This explanation may be extended directly to Norwegian, German
and Swedish (on analyses of V-second in Swedish, see also Holmberg
(1983) and Platzack (1983» - languages for which it is clear that V-
second is a root phenomenon - but seems to run into problems with
Yiddish and Icelandic (Mating & Zaenen (1981)), - languages for which it
has been claimed that V-second is not a root rule, since it may apply in
embedded complements as well. However, we are not convinced that V-
movement in these languages is not a root phenomenon, and that its
application in certain non-root environments is not due to other factors.
In Yiddish, for example, V-second may only apply in certain embedded
complements, but not in others, such as indirect questions, relative clauses
derived by wh-movement (Lowenstamm, 1977), and certain complement
clauses of factive verbs (Lowenstamm, personal communication). Similar
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remarks extend to Icelandic (cf. Den Besten et al (1983)). We suppose,
therefore, that the analysis of V-second can be extended to other V-
second languages, and that apparent differences between V-second languages
are related to the different possibilities of allowing for topicalization in
embedded complements.
A second problem concerns the root rule of SAI in English. SAI share
the characteristics of V-movement into COMP in other V-second languages,
but differs from them in that only verbs that may appear in INFL may
undergo SAI. Also, we have assumed that INFL in English does not
occur under S' but onder S, i.e. schematically:
(87)  a. English b.    F-second
S'                                  INFL'
COMP    S INFL VP'
N# INFL 9) NP VP
How can we explain the difference between English (and other languages
with this same Property)23 and other V-second languages. For example,
why can the main verb in English not be proposed to yield surface struc-
tures like  *Saw John Mag? The impossibility of this might be related
to an ECP violation. To understand this, consider the structure which
would correspond to such impossible surface structures:
(88) *        S'
COMP                   S
Vi NP INFL         VP1 1tv iii
By virtue of the Projection Principle, it follows that (88) contains a verbal
trace in the VP. We have argued in chapter 6 that a verbal trace needs to
be properly governed:  (88)  can  then be ruled  out  as  an ECP violation.
Indeed, the preposed verb governs, via COMP indexing, only INFL, and
not the verbal trace in the VP. If auxiliaries are preposed, however, proper
government is satisfied, since the trace of the auxiliary in INFL is governed
by the COMP containing the antecedent.
A further remark concerns the relation between that-t violations in
Dutch, and the functioning of V-second. According to our proposal,
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that-t violations in Dutch are possible in embedded complements, pre-
cisely because in main clauses COMP (= INFL), although doubly filled
with a wh-phrase and the finite verb, allows proper government of the
subject trace. We would therefore expect that-t vioiations to be syste-
matically possible in V-second languages. This prediction is not without
problems. Taraldsen (1979) for example discusses cases in Norwegian in
which the that-t filter  is  respected, but also cases in whicht that-tviolations
occur. It should be noted, however,  that,  as  far as we  know, all V.second
languages either directly exhibit that-t violations, or at least have dialects
that allow them. This contrasts with English dialects in which the that-t
filter seems  to be systematically respected.  It is interesting,  in  this  con-
text, to discuss German. In standard German no conclusion about that-t
violations may be drawn, as German does not allow long extraction.
Some German dialects, however, do allow long extraction. This is the case
in Bavarian for example, and interestingly, that-t violations do occur (the
data are drawn from Bayer (1983)):
(89)  a. weami moanstu dass der Franz ti troffe hot
whom think-you that Franz met has
'Who do you think that Franz met'
b. weai moanstu     dass ti an Franz troffe hot
who think-you that Franz met has
'Who do you think has met Franz'
Bavarian also allows proper government from COMP (cf. INFL) if it is
doubly titled:
(90)      Es is no ned g'wiess   [S' weai (dass) [S ti kummt] ]
It is not sure who comes'
These data are, of course, highly suggestive, and seem to conform exactly
to our analysis.
Thus, although certainly not without problems, the correlation between
V-second and that-t violations seems to find enough theoretical and empiri-
cal support to make it worthwhile trying to find alternative analyses for
problematical cases, if there are any.
To end this chapter, let us briefly consider the question of how the
value for the parameter for Case directionality can be recovered from
surface structures by the language learner, given the proposals in this
chapter.
Given the strong condition   on Case assignment, formulated  in  (51),
i.e. that in the unmarked case no categorial specifications are allowed, it
is sufficient it the value for Case assignment can be established for one
category.
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A prime candidate for such a category, is the category P, (as is, in fact,
also  the case with the directionality of 0-role assignment cf. 4.5.). Indeed,
as far as I know, Ps and their lexical NP complements must always be
adjacent, i.e. Ps and their complements (where by complement we mean a
lexical NP)24 may not be scrambled. Let us assume, therefore, that the
following descriptive statement holds:
(90)   Prepositions or postpositions are always adjacent to their (lexical
NP) complement
Or, in other words, Case assignment by Ps would always require Ad-
jacency. Now, if this is true, it can be easily seen how the language learner
may easily establish the value for Case directionality. Because of (51) and
(90), the presentation ot PPs, consisting of a P and a lexical NP would be
sufficient.
This, I think, would be an extremely interesting result. It should be
kept in mind, however, that the discussion above is necessarily speculative,
depending, for instance, on the validity of the particular proposals we
have made with respect to Case theory. Future research will have to
provide insight into these matters.
NOTES
1. The stylistically marked character of this process could be related to the fact
that INFL would contain an auxiliary, in its infinitival form.
2. For discussion, see, among others, Den Besten (1977), Evers (1981), (1982),
Goldsmith (1981), Holmberg (1983), Koster (1975), Maling and Zaenen (1981),
Platzack (1983), Thiersch (1978).
3.  It has been proposed that in contexts like (15a, 13b) etc., the impossibility of
V-second would follow from the fact that the embedded complement clause is
governed (cf. Safir (1981) for a particular implementation of this idea), rather than
from the fact that a lexical complementizer is present. Safir's analysis has drawbacks,
however. It is unclear, for example, how it succeeds in excluding V-second from
applying in relative ciauses, or why V-second applies in Dutch topicalizations.
4.  Such a constraint seems to occur rather frequently in languages with INFL in
the so-called Wackernagel's position (i.e. second position in surface structure). We
will assume, without arguments, however, that this constraint is independent from
the position of INFL. If this is true, one would expect to find languages with INFL
in final or in second position which are subject to the same requirements.
5.    But, unlike Dutch and other V-second languages, only verbs which may appear
in AUX (i.e. modals, auxiliaries, have and be) may undergo SAI in English. We
return  to this difference  in  7.5.
6.     Recall   that   we have argued in chapter  6   that  this  rule  need   no t be formulated.
Rather its basic effects foUow from general percolation mechanisms, by virtue of
which a maximal projection inherits the index of its head.
7. The literature contains basically two proposals, insuring the appearance of do
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in  English:  the  analysis of do-support (Chomsky (1955)), which inserts do in INFL
if INFL is non-adjacent to a verb, and the analysis of do-deletion (among others,
Emonds (1976), Akmajian, Steele & Wasow (1980)), which hasthe following features:
(i) INFL (at D-structure) contains either a modal or do.  (ii) do can be replaced by
have and be under  have- and be-raising (i.e. do.replacement), and finally (iii) do is
deleted, if it is adjacent to a verb. We assume here a do-support analysis, although
not much seems to be at stake. We do so for the following reasons. First, there does
not seem to be any way in the present framework of forcing all INFL nodesto
contain a verbal element   (i. e.  do   or a modaD at D-structure.   An   INFL   node  may
simply contain a [+Tense] morpheme. Secondly, the rule of do-replacement seems
to be an artefact of this analysis. And finally, proponents of the do-deletion analysis
cite as an advantage that it expresses the fact that INFL (in finite clauses) always
contains a verbal element. But note that this is equally true for the do-support
analysis as well. According to our assumptions, it is sufficient that INFL contains
a verbal element at S-structure, for reasons of nominative Case assignment. The real
question, then, is why a verb strictly adjacent to INFL in English *counts' as a verbal
INFL. (On this matter, see also the analysis in terms of V-hopping below).
8.   The two constructions may illustrate however that subjects in all Dutch dialects
can be topicalized or relativized.  As an illustration, consider the following represent-
ations:
(i)        a.  IS" Marie IS' [COMpdiei komtkl [S [Npelivolgende week [elklll
Mary DEM comes next week
'It is Mary who comes next week'
b·   [S" de jongen IS' ICOMp die.   1  [S [Np elivolgende week komt 111
the boy DE6 next week comes
'It is the boy who comes next week'
In (ia) and (ib) the trace in subject position must be considered to be properly
governed, in (ia), even if the COMP node is doubly filled. Because of these facts, we
are forced to illustrate our point in wh-questions, which are much more opaque
with Iespect to subject extraction.
9.  As noted in Reuland (1982), ergative verbs without an auxiliary demand the
presence  of er  in  case of subject extraction:
(i)           a.   * Wie   komt    aan
Who comes PART
b.  Wie komt er aan
Who come there PART
'Who is arriving?'
Similar restrictions are not observed in relative clauses or topicalizations however.
10.  This fact is probably related to the fact that indefinite object NPs do not have
exactly the same distribution as definite object NPs. See also Reuland (1983) for
discussion on this matter.
11. These judgments  seem very clear  to  me. Such structures  are also presented  as
grammatical in Koster (1978b, 2183) and Reuland (1981, 40). They are, however,
considered to be ungrammatical by Bennis (1980).
12. Indefinite object NPs (compare fn. 10) are not taken into consideration here.
We do not concern ourselves with the important questions concerning Case assign-
ment to indirect object NPs either.
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13.  It may seem tempting to pursue an alternative analysis foi Dutch based on the
following assumptions:  (i)  the  VP  is verb initial,  i.e. 0-roles are assigned to the right;
(ii) 1NFL is final, and contains all inflectional material, including infinitival te, -en,
etc.; (Hi) the verb moves into INFL in all clausal complements; (iv) a verb which is
moved into an INFL which is, in turn, governed, must undergo V-raising (cf. Evers
(1975)) or the complement must be extraposed, because of 4(12); and (v) the finite
verb moves into COMP in root sentences. This analysis would eliminate the need to
assume different categorial specifications for 0-role assignment by Vs and by Ns, as
well   as the abstract VP initial Case position  we will argue for below: Case could
Simply be assigned by a verbal chain.
Such an analysis meets with serious problems, however, (how to account for
NP A order, prehead complements in nominalizations, how to capture the adjacency
of particle verb constructions and PP-V idioms?). We will therefore not pursue this
alternative here.
14. The hypothesis that movement of Case features is involved yields a simple
explanation for the fact that this Case position occurs in VP initial position. Since
movement can only substitute, or adjoin to a maximal projection, and movement
of the Case features cannot be substitution, it must therefore be adjunction to a
maximal projection,  in this case the VP. Notice  that this provides an argument in
favour of a configurationally represented VP node in Dutch.
15. The similarity between COMP and INFL in V-second languages has led several
people to propose to label this node CONFL (Platzack (1983)...).
16.  Let us point out that, unlike Haegeman and Bennis (1983), we analyze these
cases as clitics on COMP, not as cases of stylistic inversion of the subject, with
clitics occurring in second position in S, outside VP.
17. Our analysis has much in common with a recent analysis proposed in Sproat
(1983), who proposes to account for the surface position of INFL in Welsh, and VSO
languages more generally, by parametrizing the notion government for directionality.
In VSO languages all categories would govern to the right. Thus, if the subject needs
to   be   governed    INF L   has   to    move from second position into first position.   The
basic differences between the two accounts resides in the fact that I do not presume
that government is parametrized for directionality, and that I assume that INFL in
VSO languages is always in first position.
18. VSO and V-second languages also differ with respect to the fact that in V-
second languages,the initial (preverbaD position in root sentences must be filled
(except in yes/no questions and imperatives). No such requirement holds for VSO
languages
19.  Let us mention again that we will not address the question whether the base
rule for English should be represented   as  (66),  or  as  (i) (cf. Stowell  (1981),  Mc
ANulty (1982)):
(i)                                                                                                             INFL"i.i --
NP INFL'/\
INFL VP
19.  1n (68a), the configuration for proper government is created at S-structure, by
means of COMP indexing (cf. Aoun, Hornstein and Sportiche (1981)).
20. The class of wh-words triggering Stylistic Inversion in French is broader than
that triggering V-preposing in Spanish: comment for example triggers Stylistic
Inversion, but pourquoi does not:
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(i)         a.     Comment est parti Jean
b.  * Pourquoi est parti Jean
21.   Let us mention two possibly problematical languages for this hypothesis. First,
Hungarian, if Hungarian, as argued in Horvath (1981) is head initial for the VP, but
otherwise postpositional. And secondly, Akan languages (Kwa), which are generally
head initial for the VP on the surface, but postpositional.
22.    Italian and Portuguese  are like English  in this respect: only auxiliaries may  be
preposed by the AUX-to-COMP rule.
23.   Dutch PPs show that we need to refer to the position of lexical NPs. lexical NPs
follow the P, whereas certain pronouns, the R-pronouns, must precede it. The com-
plex situation of Dutch PPs may be summarized as follows (see Van Riemsdijk
(1978)  for more discussion). Dutch is mainly prepositional, that is, lexical NPs follow
the P, unless the P contains a so-called R-pronoun, which must precede the P (e.g.
op tafel, 'on the table' erop 'on it'. Furthermore
(i)         most Ps allow for the R-pronoun, but some do not:
a.  zonder        jas                           * er zonder
without a Coat
(ii) Ps which allow for an R-pronoun may be stranded, provided this P is 8-governed
by  the verb:
b. Ik heb er op gerekend
I have there on counted
1 have counted on it'
c.  Daar  heb  ik op gerekend
There have I on counted
'It is on that thing that 1 counted on'
d.    Hij  heeft zijn boek er na gepubliceerd
He has  his book there after published
'He has published his book after that'
e. *Waar heeft hij zijn boek na gepubliceerd
Where has   he his book after published
How can these data be fitted into the theory of the base developed in this study? (i)
raises the question of why only er may, and, in fact, must occur in pre-P position.
Suppose that the particularity of er is that it need not be Case marked. The fact
that er occurs to the left of a P, and lexical NPs to the right, may then be inter-
preted as (iii):
(iiD a.    Ps which allow  for er assign a 8-role to their left  (ju st like V) ;
b.   Ps, like aillexical categories, assign Case to the right
Ps which do not allow for er, could be lexically specified as assigning a 0-role to the
right. Note, then, that this would represent a rather unique situation: I know of no
other languages where a comparable situation arises, languages which would, for
example, have certain verbs which assign a e-role to their left, whereas others would
assign a 8-role to the right.
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
ATR Advanced Tongue Root
AUXAux Auxiliary
APPL Applied suffix
A                          Adjective
CAUS Causative suffix
CL Clitic




FT Future Tense particle
H                              High tone
L                              Low tone
MH Mid-High tone
MA Verbal suffix
MALI Verbal su ffix
N                              Nucleus




0                                Onset
P                                 Pre- or Postposition




R                                 Rime
Q Interrogative (Yes/no) particle
REL Relative Clause marker
V               Vowel
V                                           Verb
WH WH-construction particle
*                               The following sentence is ungrammatical
*() The following sentence is ungrammatical if the
text between parentheses is omitted
(*) The following sentence is ungrammatical if the
text between parentheses is present.
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STELLINGEN BEHORENDE BIJ HET PROEFSCHRIFT VAN HILDA KOOPMAN
1. De distributie van idiomatische en gesubcategoriseerde voorzetsel-
complementen speelt een belangroke rol voor het bepalen van de
orientatie van 8-rol toekenning.
2. De karakteristieke eigenschappen van werkwoordverplaatsingsregels
kunnen door middel van reeds bestaande concepten in de GB-theorie
verklaard worden.
3. Dat verschillende 'Bounding nodes' geassocieerd moeten worden met
wh-verplaatsing van NPs en wh-verplaatsing van werkwoorden is een
intrigerend resultaat.
4.  Het is opmerkelijk dat naast een veelvoud van taalspelletjes gebaseerd
op fonologische structuur, vergelijkbare spelletjes gebaseerd op syn-
tactische structuur niet schijnen voor te komen.
5.   Het   is niet verbazingwekkend   dat   in vele Indo-Europese talen  her-
analyse van de richtingsbepaling van 0-rol toekenning door werk-
woorden heeft plaatsgevonden; wat verbazingwekkend is, is dat een
dergelijke heranalyse zich niet heeft voorgedaan in het Nederlands of
het Duits.
6. Er wordt vaak beweerd dat het moeilijk is om een kenmerkende
beweging voor de jaren zeventig aan te wijzen. Zou het toeval zijn
dat de massale opkomst van de vrouwenbeweging zo vaak in dit
verband over het hoofd wordt gezien?
7. De overlevering van de geschiedenis van de Vata's leert dat monde-
linge overlevering niet altijd een betrouwbare methode voor his-
torische rekonstruktie vormt.
8. Kinderspelen en liederen bevatten vaak waardevolle aanwijzingen
omtrent de geschiedenis van stammen zonder schriftelfjke overleve-
ring.
9.   De bijdrage van West-A frikaanse talen tot de vorming van het Haitiaans
wordt  in het algemeen  nog ver onderschat.
10. De onderzoeksproduktiviteit kan in belangrijke mate verhoogd wor-
den door 24-uur toegang tot de werkplaats te garanderen.
Samenvatting
Deze studie bevat de neerslag van onderzoek naar de syntaxis van het Vata,
en, in mindere mate van het Gbadi, twee Kru talen die in de Ivoorkust ge-
sproken worden, en beschouwt de implikaties van dit onderzoek voor
Universele Grammatica.
Deze studie is uitgevoerd binnen het onderzoeksprogramma van de
Extended Standard Theory, met name binnen het kader van de Govern-
ment Binding theorie zoals deze gepresenteerd is in Lectures on Govern-
ment and Binding (Chomsky, 1981), en de daarin genoemde verwijzingen.
De specifieke vraag die ons in dit onderzoek zal leiden is hoeveel en wat
er nu precies geleerd moet worden door een kind dat Vata of Gbadi als
moedertaal verwerft. Een bespreking  van dit centrale probleem  van  de
taalkundige theorie veronderstelt uitgebreide discussie van de diverse
descriptieve en theoretische vraagstukken die zich in het Vata en het Gbadi
voordoen. Hierbij staan de relationele eigenschappen van werkwoorden
(i.e.  de  invloed van lexicale eigenschappen  op  de  vorm van syntactische
representaties), en distributionele eigenschappen van werkwoorden, zoals
die naar voren komen uit de studie van werkwoordverplaatsingsregels,
centraal. In het Vata en het Gbadi kunnen twee typen werkwoordver-
plaatsingsregels onderscheiden worden, die dezelfde eigenschappen vertonen
als respectievelijk NP- en wh-verplaatsing. Een van de hoofdstellingen van
deze studie is dat deze eigenschappen verklaard kunnen worden door de
subtheoridn en principes van de Government-Binding theorie ook van
toepassing te laten zijn op werkwoorden.
Door deze studie heen komen herhaaldelijk vragen over vergelijkende
syntaxis aan de orde. De opvatting dat de Universele Grammatica een
systeem van principes en parameters vormt waarvan een bepaalde gramma-
tica kan worden afgeleid door de parameters van het systeem vast te stel-
len, heeft geleid tot een hernieuwde belangstelling voor de vergelijkende
syntaxis. De succesvolle toepassing van de Government Binding theorie op de
syntaxis van talen zoals Vata en Gbadi - talen die niet tot de ontwikke-
ling van deze theorie hebben geleid - maakt het mogelijk vragen over
vergelijkende syntaxis aan de orde te stellen. In de afgelopen jaren is het
theoretische belang van de vergelijkende syntaxis sterk toegenomen, voor-
namelijk door de opvatting dat de Universele Grammatica een systeem
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van principes en parameters vormt waarvan een bepaalde grammatica kan
worden afgeleid door de parameters van het systeem vast te stellen. Er zal
worden aangetoond hoe de theorie het mogelijk maakt om overeenkom-
sten en verschillen tussen niet verwante talen aan het daglicht te brengen;
verschillen,  die,  naar we zullen trachten aan te tonen, gereduceerd kunnen
worden tot systematische variatiepatronen die verschillende waarden voor
een gegeven parameter in het systeem weerspiegelen.
De focus van deze studie verschuift geleidelijk van descriptieve pro-
blemen via analytische problemen naar problemen van "explanatory
adequacy". De studie is als volgt georganiseerd.
Hoofdstuk 1 bevat een korte introductie en bespreekt - in het kort -
het theoretische kader.
Om de lezer in staat te stellen de discussie in de overige hoofdstukken
op een zinvolle manier te volgen, worden de fonologische, morphologische
en syntactische eigenschappen van het Vata en het Gbadi in hoofdstuk 2
gepresenteerd.
Hoofdstuk 3 houdt zich bezig met het bepalen van de D-struktuur
representaties in het Vata en het Gbadi, en is georganiseerd rondom de
analyse van de twee werkwoordelijke knopen van een zin: het werkwoord en
zijn projectie (VP), en INFL. Een woordvolgordeprobleem vormt het uit-
gangspunt voor de discussie. Hoe kan het feit dat werkwoorden in verschil-
lende posities kunnen voorkomen geanalyseerd en verklaard worden? Argu-
menten zullen worden gepresenteerd die aantonen dat de basispositie van
het werkwoord VP finaal is. Dit houdt in dat oppervlaktestructuren waar-
in het werkwoord  aan zijn complementen vooraf gaat, afgeleid zijn door
middel van een werkwoordsverplaatsingsregel die het werkwoord in de
INFL knoop van een finiete zin plaatst. We zullen aantonen dat niet
alleen de VP maar ook de overige projecterende lexicale categorian hoofd-
finaal zijn. Vata en Gbadi behoren dus tot die talen waarin lexicale cate-
gorien altijd hun complementen volgen.
Na de bespreking van lexicale categorien, wordt er aandacht geschonken
aan het niet lexicale hoofd van een zin: INFL. Speciale aandacht wordt
besteed aan de status van AGR, en ae eventuele rol van AGR voor de
Bindingscondities in het Vata, alsmede aan het probleem wat de eigen-
schappen van hulpwerkwoorden in het Vata zijn, en hoe deze het best ge-
analyseerd kunnen worden. Tot slot bevat dit hoofdstuk een overzicht van
de lexicale eigenschappen van werkwoorden in het Vata, en eengedetailleer-
de analyse van de vrij ingewikkelde problemen die zich rondom COMP en
zinscomplementatie voordoen.
De basiscomponenten van het Vata en het Gbadi kunnen dus gere-
duceerd worden tot de specificatie dat lexicale hoofden zich in finale posi-
tie bevinden, en dat de subject NP, INFL, en VP als zodanig geordend zijn.
In hoofdstuk 4 worden die structuren die deze specificaties in opper-
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vlaktestructuur schenden, te weten S' extrapositie en PP extrapositie, in
het kort besproken en geanalyseerd. De analyse  voor PP extrapositie  ver-
schaft evidentie voor het feit dat de toekenning van 0-rollen in een be-
paalde taal een directioneel proces is, en dat 8-theorie een parameter bevat
die de richting voor toekenning van 0-rollen specificeert. Deze parameter
vervangt ten dele de "plaats-van-het-hoofd" parameter van X-bar theorie.
Er zal beargumenteerd worden dat naast de 0-theorie ook de Casus theorie
een dergelijke parameter bevat. Ofschoon in vele talen de specificaties voor
beide parameters samenvallen, is dit niet altijd het geval. Deze aanname
leidt tot een elegante analyse van bepaalde woordvolgordeproblemen in
het Chinees en in de Mande talen.
Hoofdstuk 4 besluit met een discussie waarin onder meer het probleem
aan de orde gesteld wordt welk(e) theoretische-principe(s) verantwoorde-
lilk is (zfjn) voor de volgorde van de subject NP, INFL en de VP in een
gegeven taal.
Hoofdstukken 5 en 6 zijn gewijd aan de analyse van de twee typen
werkwoordverplaatsingsregels. In hoofdstuk 5 worden de kenmerken van
de NP type werkwoordverplaatsmg besproken, en wordt er bijzondere
aandacht geschonken aan de implicaties van de hypothese dat dit type
werkwoordverplaatsing plaats moet vinden om Casus toekenning aan de
subject NP mogelijk te maken.
Hoofdstuk 6 analyseert de eigenschappen van de zogenaamde "predi-
cate cleft" constructie, een constructie waarin de effecten van de wh-
type werkwoordverplaatsing geobserveerd kunnen worden. Dit hoofd-
stuk bevat een discussie van Boundingtheorie en bespreekt hoe theore-
tische principes zoals de ECP en wellicht ook de Binding theorie op
werkwoorden van toepassing zijn.
Hoofdstuk 7 bespreekt nominatief toekenning in het algemeen en
stuk bevat een discussie van de Boundingtheorie en bespreekt hoe theore-
Gbadi op andere talen met vergelijkbare werkwoordverplaatsingsregels.
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